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THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURE ACT: ITS HISTORY, PROVISIONS,
AND INTERPRETATION
Joseph P. Griffin*

In 1968, Congress enacted the District of Columbia Administra
tive Procedure Act, one of the most important pieces of legislation
passed in recent years concerning the District of Columbia. In the
following article, Mr. Griffin provides a comprehensive analysis of
the Act's provisions, legislative history, and judicial interpretation.
In his attempt to provide a practical guide to the Act, the author
focuses in detail upon both strong points and deficiencies in the
Act, supplementing his analysis with discussion of relevant provi
sions in other administrative procedure acts.
The District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act*
1 became
effective on October 21, 1969.2 While the intervening years have wit
nessed a steadily increasing amount of litigation under the Act, the pre
cise meaning and validity of some of its provisions remain unresolved.
Moreover, the District of Columbia bar has neither utilized the Act’s
full potential nor litigated its deficiencies. This Article is intended to
serve as a practical guide to the Act, the current case law under it, and
its problem areas.
The origins of the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act
can be traced to a 1955 proposal by the Bar Association of the District of
*B.A., Univ, of Virginia; J.D., Georgetown Univ. Law Center; Law Clerk to the
Honorable Austin L. Fickling, Associate Judge for the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals 1971-1972; Candidate for Diploma in Law, Oxford Univ. 1973. Member of the
D.C. Bar.
The author would like to express his deep appreciation to Prof. Bernie R. Burrus,
Georgetown Univ. Law Center, for his invaluable advice and encouragement.
1 D.C. Code Ann.
1-1501 to-1510 (Supp. V, 1972).
2 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, Pub. L. No. 90-614, § 12, 82
Stat. 1210 (1968).
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Columbia.3 Legislation was first submitted in 1956,4 but no hearings were
held on the proposal until 1958.5 The District of Columbia government
opposed the bill, claiming that it was unnecessary and too expensive to
implement.6 During the nine years between 1958 and 1967, several hear
ings were held.7 The District of Columbia continued to oppose the
measure,8 and it was never adopted by more than one house of Con
gress.9 Finally, in 1967, the House of Representatives passed the bill
again;10 and, after hearings,11 the Senate passed the measure in 1968.12
The President signed the bill on October 21, 1968,13 and it became ef
fective on October 21, 1969.14
A review of the legislative history of the District of Columbia Ad
ministrative Procedure Act reveals that the Act was based on the Revised
Model State Administrative Procedure Act15 and the Administrative
3 A Proposed District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, 22 D.C.B.A.J. 268
(1955).
4 H.R. 11,625, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1956).
5 See Hearings on H.R. 5545 Before the Judiciary Subcomm, of the House Comm, on
the District of Columbia, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. (1958).
QId. at 10 (statement of Chester L. Gray, Corporation Counsel, District of Columbia).
7 See Hearings on HR. 7076 Before Subcomm. No. 4 of the House Comm, on the
District of Columbia, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965); Hearings on H.R. 5594 Before the
Judiciary Subcomm, of the House Comm. on the District of Columbia, 88th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1963).
8 See Hearings on H.R. 7076, supra note 7, at 83 (letter from Walter Tobriner, Presi
dent, Board of Commissioners).
9 In 1963 the bill was never reported out by the Subcommittee. In 1965 the bill was
reported out and was passed by the House. Ill Cong. Rec. 18,089-95 (1965); see H.R.
Rep. No. 646, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965). However, the Senate never considered the
bill and it died at the end of the Eighty-ninth Congress.
10 113 Cong. Rec. 10,515-18 (1967); see H.R. Rep. No. 202, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967).
11 See Hearings on S. 1379 and H.R. 7417 Before the Subcomm, on the Judiciary of
the Senate Comm, on the District of Columbia, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (1968).
12 114 Cong. Rec. 29,120-24 (1968); see S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (1968).
The Senate passed the measure despite continued opposition by the District of Co
lumbia Government. See Hearings on S. 1379 and HR. 7417, supra note 11, at 89
(letter from Thomas W. Fletcher, Assistant to the Commissioner). The House con
curred in Senate amendments to the bill on October 9, 1968. 114 Cong. Rec. 30,272-74
(1968).
13 4 Weekly Comp, of Pres. Doc. 1529 (1968).
14 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, Pub. L. No. 90-614, § 12, 82
Stat. 1210 (1968).
15 Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act (1961). See generally K. Davis,
Administrative Law Treatise § 1.04-6 (Supp. 1970); Bloomenthal, The Revised Model
State Administrative Procedure Act—Reform or Retrogression?, 1963 Duke L.J. 593;
Dakin, The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act—Critique and Commen
tary, 25 La. L. Rev. 799 (1965); Gifford, Report on Administrative Lave to the Ten
nessee Law Revision Commission, 20 Vand. L. Rev. 777 (1967); Symposium on the
Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act, 16 Ad. L. Rev. 50 (1963); Note,
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Procedure Act,16 with modifications made to account for the unique
Commissioner-Council character of the District of Columbia govern
ment17 “so as to realistically embrace the functions of the District, which
operates sometimes as a State, sometimes as a city, sometimes as both.” 18
Because departures from the federal legislation and the model state legis
lation are helpful guides to proper interpretation of the District of
Columbia Act, reference will be made in the following sections to rele
vant provisions of the Revised Model State Administrative Procedure
Act and the Administrative Procedure Act.
Threshold Considerations
APPLICABILITY TO THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA GOVERNMENT

Section two of the District of Columbia Act provides:

This chapter shall supplement all other provisions of law estab
lishing procedures to be observed by the Commissioner, the Coun
cil, and agencies of the District government in the application of
laws administered by them, except that this chapter shall supersede
any such law and procedure to the extent of any conflict there
with.19
Thus, as a threshold matter, it is important to note that any procedures
which conflict with those of the District of Columbia Administrative
Procedure Act are void. In referring to this section, the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals recently stated, “this language is clear, un
ambiguous and unequivocal. Any procedures of the Board which do
not comply with the [District of Columbia Administrative Procedure
Act] are superseded.” 20 Experience indicates that some agencies have
never revised their procedures.21 Therefore, at the outset of any pro
ceeding, counsel should examine the published procedures of the agency
to determine whether they conform to the Act’s standards.
Idaho Administrative Agencies and the New Idaho Administrative Procedure Act, 3
Idaho L. Rev. 61 (1966); Comment, Administrative Procedure Legislation Among the
States, 49 Cornell L.Q. 634 (1964).
16 5 U.S.C.
551-59, 701-06, 1305, 3105, 3344, 4301, 5335, 5362, 7521 (1970).
17 See Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967, 3 C.F.R. 345 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. App.
587 (1970).
18 S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1968).
19 D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1501 (Supp. V, 1972).
20 Wallace v. District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Bd., 289 A.2d 885,
887 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
21 See id. at 887 & n.3; Capitol Hill Restoration Soc’y v. Zoning Comm’n, 287 A.2d
101, 106 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
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Commissioner of the District of Columbia.
Under Reorganiza
tion Plan No. 3 of 1967,22 the executive functions formerly delegated
to a three-man Board of Commissioners were transferred to a single
Commissioner or Mayor.23 The Commissioner is the chief executive
and administrative authority in the District of Columbia government,
with primary responsibility for day-to-day administration. He has the
duty to organize and manage the government, to administer its programs,
and to prepare its budget.24 Further, the Commissioner may delegate
his functions to other employees or agencies.25
The legislative history of the Act leaves no doubt that it applies to
the Commissioner. In the interim between the date of House passage
of the bill and its consideration by the Senate, Reorganization Plan No.
3 of 1967 was enacted and the District of Columbia Administrative Pro
cedure Act bill was amended to delete all references to “Commissioners”
and insert “Commissioner” and “Council” in each section of the bill.26
The Senate Report and the House debates contain clear expressions of
congressional intent that the Commissioner be subject to the Act.2728
Moreover the District of Columbia Court of Appeals, in Junghans v.
Department of Human Resources,™ applied the Act to the Commissioner.
In Junghans, a welfare recipient challenged the formula used by the
District to compute welfare payments and the procedures employed by
the District in adopting the formula.29 While not reaching the sub
stantive issue of the formula’s validity, the court reversed defendant’s
decision to reduce Junghans’ public assistance payments because the
Commissioner’s order adopting the formula was a “rule” within the
meaning of the Act30 and never became effective because it was never
published as required.31 The court also held that the notice of the pro
22 3 C.F.R. 345 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. App. 587 (1970).
23 Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967 § 401, 3 C.F.R. 348 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C.
App. 588 (1970).
24 Id. §§ 401, 403, 3 C.F.R. 348, 376 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. App. 588, 595 (1970).
The Commissioner can veto actions of the Council, but his veto can be overridden by
a three-fourths vote of the Council members. Id. § 406(d), 3 C.F.R. 378 (Comp. 1967),
5 U.S.C. App. 598 (1970).
25 Id. § 305, 3 C.F.R. 348 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. App. 588 (1970).
26See 114 Cong. Rec. 29,120-22, 30,272-74 (1968). See also Hearings on S. 1319 and
H.R. 1411, supra note 11, at 57-72.
27 See 114 Cong. Rec. 30,274 (1968) (remarks of Representative McMillan); S. Rep.
No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 1, 3 (1968).
28 289 A.2d 17, 25 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
29 Id. at 19.
30 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1502(6) (Supp. V, 1972); see notes 62-89 infra and accompanying text.
31 289 A.2d at 25; see District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act
7, 8,
D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1506, -1507 (Supp. V, 1972).
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posed rule was inadequate and therefore denied interested persons the
opportunity to comment on it.32
The District of Columbia Council.
To what extent, if any, the
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act applies to the Coun
cil is the most controversial aspect of the entire Act. This debate will
be explored in detail later in this article.33 For the present, it is sufficient
to say that the issue has not been resolved by the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals; and, except for dicta in Junghans indicating that the
Act applies in some circumstances,34 the court has remained silent on
the issue.
Agencies of the District Government.
The District of Colum
bia Administrative Procedure Act defines two types of agencies which
are covered by the Act. An independent agency is an agency of the
District of Columbia government “with respect to which the Commis
sioner and the Council are not authorized by law, other than this chap
ter, to establish administrative procedures . . . .”35 Examples of this
type of agency include the Board of Zoning Adjustment36 and the Zon
ing Commission.3738
*
The District of Columbia Act defines a second type of agency—the
“subordinate agency” which is “required by law or by the Commis
sioner or the Council to administer any law or any rule adopted under
the authority of law.” 88 In Gunnell Construction Co. v. Contract Ap
peals Board,™ the District of Columbia Court of Appeals adopted an
overly narrow interpretation of “subordinate agency.” The court rea
soned that a subordinate agency must administer laws or rules adopted
under the authority of law and that the Contract Appeals Board acts
as the Commissioner’s agent “in the narrow area of settling contract
disputes with the District of Columbia.” 40* Therefore, “[t]he Board is
32 289 A.2d at 25.
See notes 308-337 infra and accompanying text.
34 289 A.2d at 25. The court noted that “Section 4 of the [District of Columbia
Administrative Procedure Act] requires the Council to ‘establish procedures,’ including
rales of practice before it.” Id. at n.13.
35 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann.
* 1-1502(5) (Supp. V, 1972).
36 D.C. Code Ann. § 5-420 (1967) (administrative procedures for Board established
by Zoning Commission or by Board itself, subject to Commission approval).
37 D.C. Code Ann.
5-412 to -415 (1967). The administrative procedures for the
Zoning Commission are found in the legislation creating it. See id. § 5-415.
38 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann.
S 1-1502(4) (Supp. V, 1972).
3» 282 A.2d 556 (D.C. Ct. App. 1971).
Id. at 558.
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no more than a reviewing unit in the office of the Commissioner and
does not administer laws in the sense that an administrative agency does
within the contemplation of the [District of Columbia Administrative
Procedure Act].” 41 Thus the court held that it lacked jurisdiction for

for a disgruntled party would be a suit on the contract.42
It is submitted that this decision is erroneous. The Board was estab
lished by the Commissioner43 “to hear, to review, and to decide upon
all protests and appeals from actions by Contracting Officers” and the
decisions of the Board “in every case shall be final . . . .” 44 The Court
ignored the language of the Commissioner’s order establishing the Board
which defined its activities as “investigations or examinations of munic
ipal matters” and granted to the Board the powers possessed by the
Commissioner with regard to such municipal inquiries.45 Except for
the court’s overly strict reading of the requirement that a subordinate
agency “administer laws,” the proceedings before the Contract Appeals
Board would obviously be a “contested case” within the meaning of
section three of the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure
Act.46 While it is true that the Board does not administer laws, it is
clear that the procedures employed by the Board are precisely the type
that the Act was intended to cover.47 In carrying out its duty of decid
ing appeals from actions by Contracting Officers, the Board functions
as an agent of the Commissioner in determining rights of contesting
parties. There is no logical reason why the Board should not be subject
to the same procedural standards as its principal, the Commissioner.
Basic notions of procedural fairness would seem to dictate that if an
individual is entitled to certain rights when dealing with a principal, then

43 Organization Order No. 9, pt. VI, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-App. 86 (Supp. V, 1972) ;
see Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967 § 303, 3 C.F.R. 345 (Comp. 1967), 5 U5.C.
App. 588 (1970).
44 Organization Order No. 9, pt. VIB, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-App. 86 (Supp. V, 1972).
45 Id. pt. VIE, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-App. 86 (Supp. V, 1972). The Commissioner has
been granted specific investigatory powers. See Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967,
401, 402(9), 3 C.F.R. 348 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. App. 588 (1970), revising D.C.
Code Ann. § 1-237 (1967). See also D.C. Code Ann. § 4-601 (Supp. V, 1972) (power
to issue subpoenas for witnesses and documents); id. § 4-602 (1967) (power to treat
a false statement of material fact as perjury); id. § 4-603 (Supp. V, 1972) (power to
secure attendance of witnesses).
46 D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1502(8) (Supp. V, 1972); see notes 114-189 infra and ac
companying text.
47 See Hearings on S. 1319 and H.R. 1411, supra note 11, at 76, 80 (statement of
Alfred Scanlan). The Board’s Regulations provide for an elaborate procedure. See 36
D.C.R.R. 3.1-15.4 (Aug. 31, 1970).
-
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in identical situations dealing with an agent he should be accorded the
same rights. What the District of Columbia Court of Appeals has said
in Gunnell is that, despite any procedural unfairness in actions by the
Board, the individual’s only redress is a suit in contract which must be
fought through the courts. Hopefully the court will rectify this un
satisfactory state of affairs and afford individuals who appear before
the Board the procedural rights guaranteed by the Act.
It should be noted that the definitions of “independent” and “sub
ordinate” agency are limited to agencies of the District government,48
thus excluding from the Act metropolitan agencies such as the Metro
politan Transit Commission49 and the National Capital Planning Com
mission.50 Moreover, there are a few agencies, such as the Public Serv
ice Commission51 and the Commission on Mental Health,52 which would
appear to fall within the definitions of agency, but which are, in fact,
not subject to the Act. Thus, the attorney should check carefully the
enabling statute of the agency involved to determine whether it comes
under the Act’s procedures. In questionable cases, the issue should be
litigated before the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.53
48 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann.
1-1502 (4)-(5) (Supp. V, 1972). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure
Act defines “agency” as “each state [board, commission, department, or officer], other
than the legislature or the courts, authorized by law to make rules or to determine
contested cases. . . .” Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 1(1)
(1961). Similarly, the Administrative Procedure Act defines “agency” as “each au
thority of the Government of the United States, whether or not it is within or subject
to review by another agency” but not including Congress, the United States courts,
governments of territories or possessions, courts martial, and a few other exclusions.
5 U.S.C. § 551(1) (1970).
49 The Commission was created through a compact among Maryland, Virginia, and
the District of Columbia. H.J. Res. 402, Pub. L. No. 86-794, 74 Stat. 1031 (1960).
50See D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1002 (1967), as revised, Reorganization Plan No. 3 of
1967 § 401, 3 C.F.R. 348 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. App. 588 (1970). It has been held that
the Commission is a federal agency. See District of Columbia Fed’n of Civic Ass'ns,
Inc. v. Airis, 275 F. Supp. 533, 539 (D.D.C. 1967), rev'd on other grounds, 391 F.2d
478 (D.C. Cir. 1968).
51 D.C. Code Ann. § 43-201 (Supp. V, 1972). The District of Columbia Court of
Appeals has the power to review decisions of the Commission not by reference to the
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, but in accordance with the rele
vant provisions in the legislation creating the Commission. See D.C. Code Ann.
§ 11-722(2) (Supp. V, 1972).
52D.C. Code Ann. § 21-502 (Supp. V, 1972). The Commission is an arm of the
superior court and operates under court rules. See generally D.C. Code Ann. § 21-501
to -591 (1967, Supp. V. 1972).
53 There is a dispute as to whether the District of Columbia Redevelopment Land
Agency is covered by the Administrative Procedure Act. The Agency contends that
it is a federal agency, relying on Goddard v. District of Columbia Redevelopment Land
Agency. 287 F.2d 343, 345 (D.C. Cir.), cert denied, 1>66 U.S. 910 (1961); see 28
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PUBLICATION REQUIREMENTS

The District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act requires
the compilation and publication in the District of Columbia Register
of all rules, regulations, and orders of the Commissioner, Council, and
each agency.54 These compilations are to be revised to reflect new or
amended rules,55 and are required to be judicially noticed.56 The com
pilations are published as special editions of the District of Columbia
Register and collectively constitute the District of Columbia Rules and
Regulations. Publication in the District of Columbia Register is not a
substitute for publication in general circulation newspapers when such
publication is required by statute.57
The District of Columbia Court of Appeals has not responded to the
District of Columbia government’s contention that the Act does not
require publication of some regulations.58 A more serious problem re
sults from the failure of some agencies to publish general procedures
that conform to standards specifically required by the Act.59 The Dis
trict of Columbia Court of Appeals has ordered both the Zoning Com
mission60 and the Unemployment Compensation Board61 to amend their
published procedures to conform to the District of Columbia Admin
istrative Procedure Act standards. Therefore, the procedures of the
agency should be examined to determine whether in fact they do con
form to the Act’s requirements.
Administrative Action

and

Judicial Review

RULEMAKING PROCEDURE

The District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act follows the
traditional approach of dividing administrative action into the principal
D.C.R.R. 1.5 (Oct. 19, 1970). But see Comment, Administrative Procedure in the Dis
trict of Columbia—The APA and Beyond, 20 Am. U.L. Rev. 457, 464-65 (1971).
54 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 8, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1507
(Supp. V, 1972).
55 Id. § 1-1507(a).
™ld. $ 1-1504(b).
™ Id. § l-1504(c).
68 See Bohannon v. District of Columbia Dep’t of Motor Vehicles, 288 A.2d 672,
674 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972) (court declined to rule on Corporation Counsel’s contention
that District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act does not require publication
of previously existing Motor Vehicle Regulations).
59 See District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 4, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1503 (Supp. V, 1972).
60 See Capitol Hill Restoration Soc’y v. Zoning Comm’n, 287 A.2d 101, 106 (D.C.
Ct. App. 1972).
61 See Wallace v. District Unemployment Compensation Bd., 289 A.2d 855, 887
(D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
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functional categories of rulemaking and adjudication. Rulemaking is
the process for the formulation, amendment, or repeal of a rule.6263The
Act’s definition of a rule as a “statement of general or particular appli
cability” is somewhat misleading because it appears to include actions
that would normally be considered adjudication. This phrase is taken
from the Administrative Procedure Act rather than the Revised Model
State Administrative Procedure Act,™ and its legislative history clearly
indicates that it was not intended to change the traditional meaning of
“rule.” 64 It was intended to ensure that rulemaking does not become
adjudication merely because it applies to a particular party or situation.65*
In Citizens Association of Georgetown, Inc. v. Washington,™ the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals apparently construed the Act’s
definition of “rule” in light of the “effect in time test:” 67 if the action
is of general applicability and is future in effect, rather than of particular
applicability and immediate, the action is rulemaking.68 The case in
volved a request by the Citizens Association for a writ of mandamus
compelling the Zoning Commission to publish notice of a public hear
ing at which proposed amendments to the zoning classification of the
62 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1502(7) (Supp. V, 1972). A rule is defined as “the whole or any part of any
Commissioner’s, Council’s, or agency statement of general or particular applicability
and future effect designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy or to
describe the organization, procedure, or practice requirements of the Commissioner,
Council, or of any agency.” Id. § 1-1502(6).
63 The language of the District of Columbia and federal legislation is substantially
the same. Compare id. § 1-1502(7) and 5 U.S.C. § 551(4) (1970) 'with Revised Model
State Administrative Procedure Act § 1(7) (1961). Unlike the District of Columbia
Administrative Procedure Act, however, the Administrative Procedure Act exempts
“interpretative rules, general statements of policy, or rules of agency organization,
procedure, or practice” from rulemaking procedures. 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(A) (1970).
The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act defines “rule” as “each agency
statement of general applicability that implements, interprets, or prescribes law or
policy, or describes the organization, procedure, or practice requirements of any
agency.” Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 1(7) (1961).
64See S. Doc. No. 248, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. 13-14, 283 & n.l (1946). See also Willapoint Oysters v. Ewing, 174 F.2d 676, 692-94 (9th Cir.), cert denied, 338 U.S. 860
(1949); Ginnane, “Rule Making,” “Adjudication” and Exemptions Under the Ad
ministrative Procedure Act, 95 U. Pa. L. Rev. 621, 622-34 (1947).
65 A rule can apply to named or specified persons or situations as well as to unnamed
or unspecified persons or situations. See 1 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise
§ 5.02, at 295-96 (1958).
«« 291 A.2d 699 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
«T Id. at 704.
68 See, e.g., Prentis v. Atlantic Coast Line Co., 211 U.S. 210, 226 (1908); Jones v.
District of Columbia, 323 F.2d 306, 308-09 (D.C. Cir. 1963); Philadelphia Co. v. SEC,
175 F.2d 808, 816 (D.C. Cir. 1948), vacated as moot, 337 U.S. 901 (1949).
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Georgetown waterfront area would be considered.69 The proposed
amendments would have changed the classification of the 43-acre water
front area from commercial and manufacturing areas to community
business and residential areas. The primary issue in the case was whether
the court had jurisdiction to issue a writ of mandamus. Because the
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act provides direct judi
cial review by the District of Columbia Court of Appeals only for
“contested cases,” 70 the court was required to determine whether the
proposed amendments to the waterfront area zoning constituted a “con
tested case.” 71 In deciding whether the Zoning Commission proceeding
was primarily legislative or adjudicatory, the court considered “whether
in the particular proceeding, the Zoning Commission performs an ad
judicative function, weighing particular information and arriving at a
decision directed at the rights of specific individuals, or sits in a legis
lative capacity, making a policy decision directed toward the general
public.” 72 The court found that the decision to amend the zoning
classification of the waterfront area was much broader than the resolu
tion of the legal rights of specific parties because of the numerous lots
and owners involved and encompassed broad policy decisions regarding
the proper mixture, location and size of housing, commercial and trans
portation facilities.7374Thus, unlike Capitol Hill Restoration Society v.
Zoning Commission™ the proceeding was “a quasi-legislative hearing
conducted for the purpose of obtaining facts and information, and views
of the public pertinent to the resolution of a policy decision.” 7576
In Wolston v. District of Columbia Department of Human Resources
Social Services Administration,™ a food stamp recipient’s cost of his
monthly food stamp coupons was increased from four to 26 dollars per
month after he had increased his income by renting one of the rooms
in his apartment.77 Wolston contended that the District of Columbia’s
food stamp implementation plan was not effective because it was a
“rule” that had never been published pursuant to the District of Co
es 291 A.2d at 701.
70 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972).
71 291 A.2d at 703.
72 Id. at 704 (footnote omitted).
73 Id. at 704-05.
74 287 A.2d 101 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972) (proceeding involving application for approval
of planned unit development “contested case” within meaning of District of Columbia
Administrative Procedure Act); see notes 122-124 infra and accompanying text.
.. 75 291 A.2d at 705.
76 291 A.2d 85 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
77 Id. at 86.
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lumbia Administrative Procedure Act.78 In the worst administrative
law decision issued to date, the court ruled two-to-one that the imple
mentation plan was not a rule within the meaning of the Act.79 Judge
Pair noted that in order to participate in the federal food stamp pro
gram80 the District was required to submit a “Plan of Operation” for
approval by the Department of Agriculture’s Food and Nutrition
Service.81 The implementation plan was not a rule under the Act be
cause it was subject to approval by a federal agency.82
It is submitted that the court’s reasoning in Wolston is faulty because
it ignores the fact that the plan itself was drafted not by the federal
government but by the District of Columbia. The Food and Nutrition
Service issued guidelines and procedural instructions describing how
to draft the plan and the outer limits of the plan in terms of eligibility
requirements.83 The precise formulas and eligibility criteria, however,
are left to the States’ discretion as long as they come within the limits
of the guidelines.84 Wolston challenged the procedures for adopting
the formula used in computing income, which is a factor in determining
the Food Stamp purchase requirement.85 This formula was the product
of the District of Columbia government and was approved by the Food
and Nutrition Service because it was within the general limits of the
program. Judge Pair’s statement that “even though the [plan] was
prepared and submitted to the Food and Nutrition Service by [the
District], the plan was without any legal effect as the basis for the is
suance of food stamp coupons until approved by the Food and Nutrition
Service” 86 and therefore was not a rule, is plainly illogical. Whether
the plan is a rule depends on whether it is a “statement of general or
particular applicability and future effect designed to implement, inter
pret, or prescribe law or policy,” 87 not on whether the statement is
later approved by another authority. It is submitted that the plan is
plainly a statement of general applicability and future effect designed
78 Id. at 87; see District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 7, D.C. Code
Ann. § 1-1506 (Supp. V, 1972).
™ 291 A.2d at 88.
so See Food Stamp Act of 1964, 7 U.S.C. 2011-25 (1970).
81 291 A.2d at 87; see Food Stamp Act of 1964 § 10, 7 U.S.C. § 2019(e) (1970);
7 C.F.R. § 271.1(1) (1972).
82 291 A.2d at 87.
88 See 7 C.F.R. § 271.8 (1972).
84 Id. § 271.8(b).
85 291 A.2d at 87; see 7 C.F.R. § 271.5 (1972).
86 291 A.2d at 88 (footnote omitted).
87 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann,
$ 1-1502(6) (Supp.V, 1972).
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to implement the Food Stamp Act of 1964.88 Why the District of Co
lumbia, in its exercise of discretion, chose that formula as opposed to
other acceptable ones is the crucial question. Wolston would permit
the District government to exercise this type of discretion without any
notice to the public and without any opportunity for comment by the
people who are directly affected by the decision. This is undoubtedly
contrary to the intent of the District of Columbia Act.
The court’s decision is even more regrettable because, as Judge
Gallagher pointed out in his dissent, the contentions of Wolston were
not answered at the hearing on his case before the agency, and the final
decisionmaker reviewed only a summary of the findings rather than
the record itself.89 Wolston should be directly overruled or at least
strictly limited to its facts.
Public 'Notice of Intended Action.
Except in emergency situ
ations,90 no rule can be adopted, amended, or repealed unless a 30-day
notice of the intended action is published in the District of Columbia
Register or unless the Commissioner, Council, or the agency otherwise
provides “upon good cause found.” 91
Authoritative interpretation of both the 30-day and “good cause”
provisions are contained in Jungbans v. Department of Human Re
sources.^2 The court indicated that the Commissioner could take final
action on the proposed rule less than 30 days after the notice was issued
if he indicated in the notice that such was his intention.93 It is sub
mitted that such an interpretation is contrary to the legislative history
of the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act. One of the
principal drafters of the bill testified that
88 7 U.S.C. §§ 2011-25 (1970).
89 291 A.2d at 88 (Gallagher, J., dissenting).
90 See District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann.
S l-15O5(c) (Supp. V, 1972).
^Id. § 1-1505(a). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act requires
a 20-day notice which includes the terms or substance of the intended action or a
description of the subjects and issues involved, and the time, place, and manner for
presentation of the public’s views. Revised Model State Administrative Procedure
Act § 3(a)(1) (1961). The Administrative Procedure Act requires 30-day notice, a
statement of the time, place, and nature of public rulemaking proceedings, reference
to the legal authority under which the rule is proposed, and a description of the sub
jects and issues involved. 5 U.S.C. § 553 (b), (d) (1970). Like the District of Columbia
legislation, the Administrative Procedure Act provides for modification of the notifica
tion procedure for “good cause.” Id. § 553(b).
92 289 A.2d 17 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
93 Id. at 23-24. The court construed section 1-1506 (c) to require that notice afford
interested persons an opportunity to be heard on the proposed rule, and that “(i]n
order to be afforded that opportunity, the general public must be advised of the cur
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[the bill] would require that prior to the adoption of any rule, or
the amendment or repeal of any rule, a notice of such intended ac
tion must be published in the District of Columbia Register. The bill
thus would afford interested persons the opportunity to submit data
or facts on proposed rules or changes in administrative rules before
final action is taken by the agency.94
Since the principal justification for public participation in rulemaking
is to provide the agency with outside information and comments by
the public regarding deficiencies or objections to the proposed action,9596
notice becomes a meaningless gesture if the agency can take final action
before receiving public comment.
**
5 Federal and state administrative
procedure cases support this view.97 Therefore the dicta in Junghans
should be ignored in future cases.
The court of appeals also concluded that the notice in Junghans was
defective because it stated no reasons for the necessity or the expediency
of proposed administrative action.98 The court pointed out that an ex
planation of the reasons for invoking the good cause provision is a
rent status of the proposed rule as it stands before the rulemaker.” Id. at 24. Therefore,
“Congress intended the notice of a proposed rule to inform the public that the rule
maker (a) would either wait 30 days before taking final action on the pending pro
posal, or (b) was contemplating taking final action in less than 30 days.” Id. In
Junghans, the notice “specified only that a welfare payment proposal was being con
sidered, without indicating in any way that the Commissioner would take his final
action on the proposal in less than 30 days,” and was therefore inadequate “to afford
interested persons opportunity to submit their views on the proposal before it was
adopted.” Id.
94 Hearings on S. 1319 and H.R. 1417, supra note 11, at 75-76 (statement of Alfred
L. Scanlan).
95 See Attorney General, Administrative Procedure in Government Agencies,
S. Doc. No. 8, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. 102 (1941); Cramton, The Why, Where and How
of Broadened Public Participation in the Administrative Process, 60 Geo. L.J. 525,
531 (1972).
961 F. Cooper, State Administrative Law 192 (1965) [hereinafter cited as F.
Cooper]. The posting of notice must be more than a mere formality, marking a wait
ing period which must elapse before the rule becomes effective. The agency must, in
fairness, withhold final judgment as to what the rule shall be until it has heard and
considered the representations made by those who will be affected by the rule.” Id.
97 See, e.g., NLRB v. Wyman-Gordon Co., 394 U.S. 759, 764-65 (1969); Texaco, Inc.
v. FPC, 412 F.2d 740, 742-43 (3d Cir. 1969); Winslow v. Zoning Bd., 143 Conn. 381,
387-88, 122 A.2d 789, 793 (1956); Couch v. Zoning Comm’n, 141 Conn. 349, 356, 106
A .2d 173, 177 (1954).
98 289 A.2d at 24. The good cause provision in the District of Columbia Administra
tive Procedure Act is taken from the Administrative Procedure Act, which provides
for a statement of reasons for dispensing with notice. Compare 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(B)
(1970) with District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann.
5 1-1505(a) (Supp. V, 1972). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
and most state acts do not contain this type of escape clause. See 1 F. Cooper 190-91.
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necessary predicate for judicial review of that determination." More
over, it is suggested that since the District of Columbia Administrative
Procedure Act makes provision of emergency rules, the good cause
provision should be strictly construed to avoid indiscriminate use by
agencies seeking to limit public participation.
In emergency situations, the authorities can adopt any necessary rules
“for the immediate preservation of public peace, health, safety, welfare,
or morals.” 99
100 Such rules become effective immediately, must be pub
lished immediately, and shall not remain in effect longer than 120 days
after the date of adoption.101 Before adopting an emergency rule, if
the requirements of imminent peril to public peace are to be effective
standards, the agency should be required to demonstrate the existence
of an emergency by written findings which could be reviewed by a
court on appeal.102 As of this writing, such findings are neither always
made nor required.103
The Act states that notice of intended rulemaking is intended “to
afford interested persons opportunity to submit data and views either
orally or in writing, as may be specified in such notice.” 104 While the
99 289 A.2d at 24.
100 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1505(c) (Supp. V, 1972).
101 Id.
102 The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act requires as a precondi
tion for emergency rulemaking authority a written statement giving reasons why
adoption of a rule is required upon fewer than 20-days’ notice. Revised Model State
Administrative Procedure Act § 4 (1961).
103 See 18 D.C. Reg. 443 (1972) (emergency regulation requiring payment of bus
fares enacted by the District of Columbia Council, signed by the Commissioner and
adopted on the same day without any written findings). This regulation was adopted
after the decision in District of Columbia v. Jones was misinterpreted by the press
as holding that bus riders were not required to pay bus fares. See 287 A.2d 816 (D.C.
Ct. App. 1972); Washington Daily News, Feb. 24, 1972, at 3, col. 1. Findings have been
provided in some emergency rulemaking situations. See 18 D.C. Reg. 915 (1972)
(emergency order changing zoning of the Georgetown waterfront area).
104 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1505(a) (Supp. V, 1972). See also 5 U.S.C. § 553 (c) (1970); Revised Model State
Administrative Procedure Act § 3(a)(2) (1961). The model state legislation goes be
yond the Administrative Procedure Act and the District of Columbia Administrative
Procedure Act in allowing public participation. Compare Revised Model State Ad
ministrative Procedure Act § (3) (a) (2) (1961) with 5 U.S.C. § 553 (c) (1970) and
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1505 (a)
(Supp. V, 1972). In the case of substantive rules, it requires an opportunity for oral
hearing, if requested by 25 individuals or an association having more than 25 members.
Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 3(a)(2) (1961). Additionally,
the agency is required to issue a “statement of the principal reasons for and against
adoption, incorporating therein its reasons in overruling the considerations urged
against its adoption.” Id.
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statute does not on its face require a statement of the time, place, and
manner for expression of public views,105 the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals held in Junghans that notice was defective because it
failed to “specify where and how interested persons were to submit their
comments . . .106 Thus, notice must set forth in detail the appropriate
means and place for interested persons to communicate their views.
All rules adopted under the District of Columbia Administrative Pro
cedure Act, other than emergency rules, are ineffective until they are
published in the District of Columbia Register and elsewhere as required
by law.107 In Junghans, for example, the Commissioner’s order never
became effective because it was never published in the District of Co
lumbia Register.108
Petition for Rulemaking Action.
“Any interested person” may
petition the Commissioner, Council, or an independent agency, request
ing the promulgation, amendment, or repeal of any rule.109 Such peti
tions must comply with the form and manner of submission prescribed
by the rulemaking authorities.110 However, the authorities are not
required to comply with the request contained in the petition.111
105 Both the Administrative Procedure Act and Revised Model State Administrative
Procedure Act require a statement of the time and place of rulemaking proceedings.
Compare District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1505 (Supp. V, 1972) with 5 U.S.C. § 553 (b) (1970) and Revised Model State
Administrative Procedure Act § 3 (1961). In addition, the state model statute requires
a statement of the manner of participation. Id.
106 289 A.2d at 25.
107 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 7, D.C. Code Ann.
5 1-1506(c) (Supp. V, 1972). The Administrative Procedure Act requires publication
of a substantive rule not less than 30 days before its effective date except for (1)
substantive rules which grant an exemption or relieve a restriction, (2) interpretative
rules and policy statements, or (3) for good cause. 5 U.S.C. § 553 (d) (1970). Under
the Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act, a rule is effective 20 days after
it is filed with the secretary of state or other named state official except for emergency
rules. Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 4 (1961).
108 289 A.2d at 25.
109 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1505(b) (Supp. V, 1972). The model state legislation and federal law have similar
provisions. See 5 U.S.C. § 553(e) (1970); Revised Model State Administrative Pro
cedure Act § 6 (1961).
no District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann.
$ 1-1505 (b) (Supp. V, 1972). See also Revised Model State Administrative Procedure
Act § 6 (1961).
in District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 6, D.C. Code Ann.
§ l-15O5(b) (Supp. V, 1972). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
requires that the agency either deny the petition in writing, stating the basis for the
denial, or initiate rulemaking proceedings. Revised Model State Administrative Pro
cedure Act § 6 (1961).
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Declaratory Orders.
On petition of any interested person, a
rulemaking authority, within its discretion, may issue a declaratory order
respecting the applicability of any rule or statute enforceable by it, to
resolve a specific controversy other than a contested case, or to remove
uncertainty surrounding a rule or statute.112 The declaratory order is
binding on the issuer and on the petitioner. Refusal to issue an order
is not subject to judicial review, but a declaratory order is reviewable
in the same manner as a contested case.113
CONTESTED CASES

The second functional category of administrative action under the
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act is the contested
case.114 The term “contested case” is drawn from the Revised Model
State Administrative Procedure Act115 and is intended to be synonymous
with “adjudication” in the Administrative Procedure Act116 with the
exception of ratemaking.117 Under the Administrative Procedure Act,
ratemaking is classified as rulemaking,118* whereas under the Revised
Model State Administrative Procedure Act it is considered adjudica
112 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 9, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1508
(Supp. V, 1972). See also 5 U.S.C. § 554(e) (1970); Revised Model State Administra
tive Procedure Act § 8 (1961).
113 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 9, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1508
(Supp. V, 1972).
114 See id. § 3, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1502(8) (Supp. V, 1972). A “contested case” is
defined as
a proceeding before the Commissioner, the Council, or any agency in which
the legal rights, duties, or privileges of specific parties are required by any
law (other than this chapter), or by constitutional right, to be determined after
a hearing before the Commissioner or the Council or before an agency, but
shall not include (A) any matter subject to a subsequent trial of the law and
the fact de novo in any court; (B) the selection or tenure of an officer or
employee of the District; (C) proceedings in which decisions rest solely on
inspections, tests or elections; and (D) cases in which the Commissioner,
Council or any agency act as an agent for a court of the District.
Id.
115 See Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 1(2) (1961). Under
this model legislation “contested case” is a “proceeding, including but not restricted
to ratemaking . . . and licensing, in which the legal rights, duties, or privileges of a
party are required by law to be determined by an agency after an opportunity for
hearing.” Id.
116 5 U.S.C. § 551 (7) (1970). “Adjudication means agency process for the formulation
of an order.” Id. “ ‘Order’ means the whole or a part of a final disposition, whether
affirmative, negative, injunctive, or declaratory in form, of an agency in a matter other
than rule making but including licensing.” Id. § 551(6) (1970).
See Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 1(2), Comment
(1961).
H8 5 U.S.C. 5 551 (4) (1970).
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tion.119 The term “contested case” was used in the model state legisla
tion to avoid confusion regarding this distinction.120 In interpreting the
term “contested case,” the court of appeals has therefore followed Ad
ministrative Procedure Act precedents.121
In Capitol Hill Restoration Society v. Zoning Commission^22 the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals employed the effect in time test
in construing “contested case.” 123 The court reasoned that applications
for a Planned Unit Development under Article 75 of the Zoning Regu
lations should be considered contested cases because “the proceeding
before the Commission was primarily concerned with the immediate
‘legal rights, duties, or privileges of specific parties,’ rather than with
general policy of future applicability.” 124
Significantly, the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act
creates no right to a hearing in a contested case. By definition, a con
tested case is a proceeding required by any law, other than the District
of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, or by the Constitution to
be attended by a hearing.125 The provision that a proceeding is a con
tested case only if another law requires a hearing is self-explanatory.
However, situations in which a constitutional right requires a hearing
merit some explanation. Absent extraordinary circumstances, if the case
in question involves adjudication rather than rulemaking, and the interest
sought to be protected is encompassed within rights protected by the
due process clauses,126 the constitutional guarantees of due process afford
119 Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 1(2) (1961).
iwld. § 1 (2), Comment.
121 See Capitol Hill Restoration Soc’y v. Zoning Comm’n, 287 A.2d 101, 104-05 (D.C,
Ct. App. 1972).
122 287 A.2d 101 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
123 287 A.2d at 104-05.
124 During a panel discussion entitled “New Developments Under the D.C. APA—
Zoning and Other Examples” held at the Annual Meeting of the Bar Association of
the District of Columbia on June 13, 1972, the Corporation Counsel for the District
stated that, in his opinion, the decisions in Capitol Hill and Citizens Association of
Georgetown leave several questions unanswered. Specifically he felt that an application
by one person to rezone a single lot might be a rule under the latter decision. It is
submitted that this interpretation is erroneous. Under the effect in time test, such an
application would be an adjudicatory proceeding. The court in Citizens Association
of Georgetown, Inc. v. W ashington stressed the large number and variety of lots in
the waterfront area and noted that the petition was to rezone the entire 43-acre area
rather than merely part of it. See 291 A.2d 699, 705 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972). A single
application to rezone a single lot could hardly be considered “general and future”
rather than “specific and immediate.”
125 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann.
$ 1-1502(8) (Supp. V, 1972).
126 The intricacies of the old right-privilege doctrine and its erosion are beyond the
scope of this article. See generally K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise §§ 7.11-.12
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certain procedural rights.127 In the absence of a statute, such as the Dis
trict of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, the specific pro
cedures required by due process vary in form according to the nature
of the case.128 However, by the plain language of the District of Co
lumbia Administrative Procedure Act, once it is established that the
party is entitled to a hearing by constitutional right, then the contested
case provisions supply the procedural details.129
The exceptions listed in the definition of contested case130 are intended
to exclude such administrative functions as elections, inspections, and
tests, which traditionally are not susceptible to adjudicatory process.131
The only case which has dealt with these exceptions is Johnson v. Board
of Appeals & Review.132 There, the court of appeals rejected a con
tention that the exclusion pertaining to the “selection or tenure of an
officer or employee of the District” 133 included proceedings before the
(Supp. 1970); Van Alstyne, The Demise of the Right-Privilege Distinction in Consti
tutional Law, 81 Harv. L. Rev. 1439 (1968).
127See Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67 (1972); Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 540-42
(1971); Wisconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433, 436-37 (1971); Goldberg v. Kelly,
397 U.S. 254, 264 (1970); Sniadach v. Family Finance Corp., 395 U.S. 337, 340-42 (1969);
Burrus & Fessler, Constitutional Due Process Hearing Requirements in the Administra
tion of Public Assistance: The District of Columbia Experience, 16 Am. U.L. Rev. 199
(1967).
128 “For more than a century the central meaning of procedural due process has
been clear: ‘Parties whose rights are to be affected are entitled to be heard; and in
order that they may enjoy that right they must first be notified. ... It is equally
fundamental that the right to notice and an opportunity to be heard ‘must be granted
at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner.’ ” Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67,
80 (1972) (citations omitted).
129 See District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act §§ 3, 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§§ 1-1502(8), -1509 (Supp. V, 1972). In a display of intransigence, the Zoning Com
mission has attempted to circumvent the holding in Capitol Hill Restoration Society v.
Zoning Commission by deleting the mandatory requirement for a public hearing on
an application for a Planned Unit Development contained in the zoning regulations
and substituting a discretionary hearing. See Proposed Procedure for Amend, to
Zoning Maps and for Planned Unit Dev. § 2.22, 18 D.C. Reg. 795 (1972). This attempt
must fail, of course, because the Commission cannot deny applicants their constitutional
right to a hearing.
130 See District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1502(8) (Supp. V, 1972).
131 See S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 11 (1968); H.R. Rep. No. 202, 90th
Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1967). The Administrative Procedure Act excludes matters subject
to a subsequent trial of the law and the facts de novo in a court, selection or tenure
of an employee, proceedings resting on such matters as tests or inspections, conduct of
military or foreign affairs functions, cases where an agency acts as an agent for a
court, and certification of worker representatives. 5 U.S.C. § 554(a) (1970).
132 282 A.2d 566 (D.C. Ct. App. 1971), cert, denied, 405 U.S. 955 (1972).
133 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1502 (8) (B) (Supp. V, 1972).
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Police and Firemen’s Retirement Board.134 The court refused to extend
the concept of tenure so drastically and pointed out that the District
of Columbia Code specifically requires that any officer under consid
eration for retirement be afforded an opportunity to appear and give
evidence.135

Notice.
All parties must be given reasonable notice of the hear
ing in every contested case.136 The notice must give the time, place,
and issues involved.137 If the issues cannot be fully stated in advance of
the hearing, “they shall be fully stated as soon as practicable, and oppor
tunity shall be afforded all parties to present evidence and argument
with respect thereto.” 138 The court of appeals recently stated that
the notice requirement “is not a plastic concept” and repeated Professor
Davis’ statement that “ ‘the question on review is not the adequacy
of the original notice on pleading but is the fairness of the whole pro
cedure.’ ” 139 Two cases from the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
illustrate the application of this standard. In Palace Restaurant, Inc. v.
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board,140 the Board denied a retail liquor
license on the ground that the applicant had failed to establish that it
was unique.141 The court held that the notice was defective because
there had been no prior notice that the criterion of uniqueness was to
be applied or that it would be an issue of fact at the hearing.142 In con
trast, a later opinion in Clark's Liquors, Inc. v. Alcoholic Beverage Con
trol Board,143 affirmed the decision of the Board despite petitioner’s
claim that the notice of hearing was invalid because it failed to state
that one of the issues to be determined was whether adequate service
was already being provided by other licensees in the immediate vicin
134 282 A.2d at 568.
135 Id.; see D.C. Code Ann. § 4-533 (Supp. V, 1972).
136 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ l-1509(a) (Supp. V, 1972).
137 Id. The Administrative Procedure Act requires that notice include the time,
place, and nature of the hearing, the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the
hearing is to be held, and the matters of law and fact asserted. 5 U.S.C. § 554(b)
(1970). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act requires substantially
the same requirements. See Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
§ 9 (1961).
138 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ l-1509(a) (Supp. V, 1972).
139 Kartsonis v. District Unemployment Comp. Bd., 289 A.2d 370, 371 (D.C. Ct.
App. 1972), quoting 1 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 8.04 (1958).
140 271 A.2d 561 (D.C. Ct. App. 1970).
.. .
141 Id. at 561.
■ ■' .
142 Id. at 562.
.
143 274 A.2d 414 (D.C. Ct. App. 1971).
f
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ity.144 In distinguishing Palace Restaurant, the court noted that not only
was the unstated issue not a basis for the Board’s decision in Clark's
Liquor, but that it was the petitioner himself who had raised the issue
before the Board.145
Since the purpose of the District of Columbia Administrative Pro
cedure Act is to ensure fairness in the administrative process, the court
of appeals has held that when one party appeals the decision of an Un
employment Compensation Board appeals examiner to the final decision
making authority, “the other party at least should be given notice that
an appeal has been filed.” 146

Burden of Proof.
Except as otherwise provided by laws other
than the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, the pro
ponent of a rule or order in a contested case has the burden of proof.147
It is unclear who has the burden of proof if the relevant statute and its
legislative history give some indication as to who bears the burden of
proof, yet the statute is not clear on its face. The court of appeals has
indicated that in such instances of doubt it may be best to rely on the
Act’s standard.148

Rebuttal of Facts Officially Noticed.
The court of appeals
adopted a broad interpretation of the provision that a party may rebut
facts officially noticed149 in Citizens Association of Georgetown v. Al
144 id, at 416-17.
145 Id. at 417.
146 Woodbridge Nursery School v. Jessup, 269 A.2d 199, 201 (D.C. Ct. App. 1970).
147 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
5 l-1509(b) (Supp. V, 1972); see Boley v. District of Columbia Alcoholic Beverage
Control Bd., 292 A.2d 807, 809 n.3 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972). The Administrative Procedure
Act contains a similar provision. See 5 U.S.C. § 556(d) (1970). Although the Revised
Model State Administrative Procedure Act contains no such provision, in nearly all
instances under state administrative procedure acts the moving party has the burden
of proof. See generally 1 F. Cooper 355-59.
148 Brewington v. Board of Appeals & Review, 287 A.2d 532, 534 n.3 (D.C. Ct. App.
1972). See also Carroll v. Board of Appeals & Review, 292 A.2d 161, 163 (D.C. Ct.
App. 1972) (specifically leaving the question open).
149 Section ten of the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act provides
that “[wjhere any decision of the Commissioner or Council or any agency in a con
tested case rests on official notice of a material fact not appearing in the evidence
in the record, any party to such case shall on timely request be afforded an opportunity
to show the contrary.” D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1059(b) (Supp. V, 1972). The Adminis
trative Procedure Act is identical. See 5 U.S.C. § 556(e) (1970). The Revised Model
State Administrative Procedure Act authorizes notice of judicially cognizable facts
and “generally recognized technical or scientific facts within the agency’s specialized
knowledge.” Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 10(4) (1961). The
model state legislation requires notification of officially noticed facts and “an oppor
tunity to contest the material so noticed.” Id.
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coholic Beverage Control Board.150 There the petitioner made a pre
hearing motion for production of documents relating to reports of in
vestigations made by Board staff into the moral character and fitness of
license applicants.151 The Board denied the motion on the ground that
the reports were confidential.152 At the conclusion of the hearing, the
Board made a finding that the license applicant was of satisfactory moral
character, but the record disclosed that no evidence had been introduced
at the hearing on the issue of moral character.153 The court remanded
the case to the Board for further proceedings, but noted that it was not
holding that all investigative information must be disclosed.154 Rather
“all information in those reports which is relevant and material to the
statutory criteria for the issuance or denial of the license and which will
be relied upon in any degree by the Board must be entered into the
record of the proceedings.” 155 Thus, the attorney should carefully
examine the findings of an agency to make sure that each is supported
by evidence in the record and for evidence of reliance on material
officially noticed when no opportunity for rebuttal of that evidence was
provided.
The court of appeals has also disapproved of the practice of Alcoholic
Beverage Control Board members inspecting the area and premises in
question in the absence of counsel.156157
The court has stated that such
inspection trips are proper only if they are conducted before the hearing
terminates and are conducted with counsel for the parties present at the
viewing.151 After the inspection, the Board must set forth at the hear
ing the facts it considers to have been revealed as a result of the inspec
tion, and the parties must be given the opportunity to “address them
selves to these facts by evidence or argument.” 158

Maintenance of Record.
In each contested case, the Commis
sioner, Council, or agency must maintain an official record, including
150 288 A.2d 666 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
151 Id. at 668.
152 Id.
153 Id. at 669.
154 Id. at 670.
155 Id. See also Citizens Ass’n of Georgetown v. District of Columbia Alcoholic
Beverage Control Bd., 287 A.2d 87, 89 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
150 288 A.2d at 670.
157 Id.
158 Id. Chief Judge Hood disagreed with this portion of the holding, but stated
that “[i]f such general inspection should bring to light some specific fact not disclosed
at the hearing, the parties should be informed of it and be permitted to rebut it or
explain it away.” Id. at 672.
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testimony and exhibits.159 However, it is not necessary to make a tran
script unless one is requested in a timely fashion by any party or is
required by a law other than the District of Columbia Administrative
Procedure Act.160 The cost of preparation of copies of the record shall
be borne equally by all parties requesting them.161
Ex Parte Communication.
The legislative history of the section
of the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act dealing with
ex parte communications162 reveals that it was based on a similar pro
vision of the Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act.163
While the drafters and the congressional committees admitted that this
provision is not as explicit as the Administrative Procedure Act164 in
159 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ l-1509(c) (Supp. V, 1972).
160 Id.
161 Id.
162 Id. The Act provides that:
[t]he testimony and exhibits, together with all papers and requests filed
in the proceeding, and all material facts not appearing in the evidence but
with respect to which official notice is taken, shall constitute the exclusive
record for order or decision. No sanction shall be imposed or rule or order
or decision be issued except upon consideration of such exclusive record,
or such lesser portions thereof as may be agreed upon by all the parties
to such case.
Id.
163 S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1968); Hearings on S. 1319 and H.R.
1411, supra note 11, at 77; see Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
$ 9(e) (1961). The model state legislation provides that the record in a contested case
shall include: “(1) all pleadings, motions, intermediate rulings; (2) evidence received
or considered; (3) a statement of matters officially noticed; (4) questions and offers
of proof, objections, and rulings thereon; (5) proposed findings and exceptions; (6)
any decision, opinion, or report by the officer presiding at the hearing; (7) all staff
memoranda or data submitted to the hearing officer or members of the agency in
connection with their consideration of the case.” Id.
164 5 U.S.C. § 554(d) (1970).
(d) The employee who presides at the reception of evidence pursuant to
section 556 of this title shall make the recommended decision or initial de
cision required by section 557 of this title, unless he becomes unavailable to
the agency. Except to the extent required for the disposition of ex parte
matters as authorized by law, such an employee may not—
(1) consult a person or party on a fact in issue, unless on notice and op
portunity for all parties to participate; or
(2) be responsible to or subject to the supervision or direction of an em
ployee or agent engaged in the performance of investigative or prosecuting
functions for an agency. An employee or agent engaged in the performance
of investigative or prosecuting functions for an agency in a case may not, in
• that or a factually related case, participate or advise in the decision, recom
mended decision, or agency review pursuant to section 557 of this title, except
as witness or counsel in public proceedings. This subsection does not apply—
(A) in determining application for initial licenses;
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curtailing opportunities for ex parte consultations, they felt that it would
suffice until trial and error demonstrated that it was inadequate, at
which time the language could be changed to correct any deficiencies.165
To date there have been only two court decisions involving this pro
vision. In Wilson v. Board of Zoning Adjustment,166 the Board amended
a condition contained in an earlier order after three attorneys appeared
before the Board requesting the modification in the absence of opposing
parties and without any notice to those parties.167 The court held that
the order granting the requested change was arbitrary and capricious.168169
In Capitol Hill Restoration Society v. Zoning Commission166 the court
noted in dicta that an allegation of ex parte communciations in a zoning
proceeding had gone unanswered and implied that some action should
have been taken on this serious question.170

Proposed Order.
When a majority of those who are to render
a final decision in a contested case have not personally heard the evi
dence, the Act requires service of a proposed order upon adversely
affected parties, who can challenge and rebut the proposal.171
T
(B) to proceedings involving the validity of application of rates, facilities,
or practices of public utilities or carriers; or
(C) to the agency or a member or members of the body comprising the
agency.
Id.
The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act has a similar provision which
does not appear in the District of Columbia legislation.
[Ex Parte Consultations.] Unless required for the disposition of ex parte
matters authorized by law, members or employees of an agency assigned to
render a decision or to make findings of fact and conclusions of law in a con
tested case shall not communicate, directly or indirectly in connection with
any issue of fact, with any person or party, nor, in connection with any issue
of law, with any party or his representative, except upon notice and oppor
tunity for all parties to participate. An agency member (1) may communicate
with other members of the agency, and (2) may have the aid and advice of one
or more personal assistants.
Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 13 (1961).
165 See S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1968); H.R. Rep. No. 202, 90th
Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1967); Hearings on S. 1319 and H.R. 7417, supra note 11, at 76
(statement of Alfred L. Scanlan).
166 289 A.2d 380 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
167 Id. at 383.
168 Id.
169 287 A.2d 101 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
170 Id. at 102.
171 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1509(d) (Supp. V, 1972). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
contains language similar to the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act.
See Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 11 (1961). According to
the drafters of the model state legislation, “[t]he purpose of this section is to make
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In the one case that has arisen under this section, the court of appeals
reversed an order of the Unemployment Compensation Board due to
its failure to issue a proposed order.172 The court rejected the contention
that the decision of an appeals examiner automatically becomes the
proposed order of the Board when an appeal is filed as inconsistent with
the plain language of the section.173 However, the court added that
the Board could adopt “the order or decision of the appeals examiner,
provided findings of fact and conclusions of law are included therein
as its proposed order . . . 174
In another case the court suggested that out-of-state hearing officers
in unemployment compensation cases be required to make reports con
taining findings of fact and conclusions of law which would be treated
as proposed orders by District of Columbia Unemployment Compensa
tion Board.175 The case involved alleged misconduct by the claimant,
and the testimony before the Florida appeals referee was such that the
certain that those persons who are responsible for the decision shall have mastered
the record, either by hearing the evidence, or reading the record or at the very least
receiving briefs and hearing oral argument. It is intended to preclude ‘signing on the
dotted line.’ ” Id. §11, Comment.
It should be noted that the provision in the model state legislation applies where
the “majority of the officials of the agency who are to render the final decision have
not heard the case or read the record,” while the District of Columbia legislation
applies where the majority “did not personally hear the evidence . . . .” Compare id.
§ 11 with District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ l-1509(d) (Supp. V, 1972). Thus it is reasonable to assume that the drafters intended
the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act to be stricter in terms of
ensuring mastery of the record than were the drafters of the model legislation. See
generally 2 F. Cooper 464.
Under the Administrative Procedure Act, when the agency did not preside at the
reception of the evidence and the employee qualified to preside at the hearing is
authorized to render an initial decision, that decision becomes the agency decision
unless there is an appeal or motion of review to the agency. 5 U.S.C. § 557(b) (1970).
Where the agency makes the decision without having presided at the reception of the
evidence, the presiding employee is required to recommend a decision to the agency.
Id. The courts have emphasized that this provision of the Administrative Procedure
Act requires an independent reexamination of the case rather than an automatic
acceptance of the recommended decision. As noted in Kerner v. Cele brezze, “[t]he
chief reason . . . for making it mandatory that the man who heard the evidence should
render some form of decision, was to provide the ultimate deciders with his evaluation
of the credibility of witnesses.” 340 F.2d 736, 739-40 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 382 U.S.
861 (1965). See also United States ex rei. Johnson v. Shaughnessy, 336 U.S. 806 (1949);
K. Davis, Administrative Law Text § 11.02 (3d ed. 1972).
172 Wallace v. District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Bd., 289 A.2d
885 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
U3 id. at 887.
174 Id.
175 Simmons v. District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Bd., 292 A.2d
797, 800 n.4 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
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demeanor of the witnesses “necessarily constituted for the trier of fact
a substantial factor in evaluating their credibility.” 176 However, be
cause the Florida referee failed to evaluate the demeanor of the witnesses,
the Board was unable to determine which witness’ testimony was to be
credited.177 Without such evidence, the court held that the Board could
not, in fairness, rule against the petitioner.178

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of La'w.
Every decision and
order adverse to a party in a contested case must be in writing and
must be accompanied by findings of fact, consisting of a statement
of conclusions on each contested factual issue, and conclusions of law.179
A copy of the decision, together with findings and conclusions, must
be given to each party or to his attorney of record.180
The court of appeals views this requirement as fundamental, and has
raised the absence of findings and conclusions sua sponte, reversing be
cause of their absence.181 The court will not infer basic facts from the
decision made.182 The court has also held on several occasions that a
mere recitation of undisputed facts and statutory language is insuffi
cient.183 Findings of fact must be clearly stated in the agency’s decision
to ensure that further administrative or judicial review will be mean
176 Id. at 800.
177 Id.
178 Id.
179 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ l-1509(e) (Supp. V, 1972). The Administrative Procedure Act entitles parties to
submit to employees of an agency participating in a decision proposed findings and
conclusions, exceptions to decisions or recommended decisions of subordinate employees
or to tentative agency decisions, or supporting reasons for exceptions or proposed
modifications or conclusions. 5 U.S.C. § 557(c) (1970). Ruling on the exceptions, find
ings, and conclusions are required in the record. Id. All decisions must be made a part
of the record and shall include “findings and conclusions, and the reason or basis there
fore, on all the material issues of fact, law, or discretion presented on the record; and
the appropriate rule, order, sanction, relief, or denial thereof.” Id.
The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act requires that final decision
be in writing and include separate findings of fact and conclusions of law, and requires
separate rulings on proposed findings of fact submitted by the parties. Revised Model
State Administrative Procedure Act § 12 (1961).
180 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
$ 1-1509(e) (Supp. V, 1972). The model state legislation contains a similar requirement.
See Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 12 (1961).
181 Brewington v. District of Columbia Bd. of Appeals & Review, 287 A.2d 532,
533-34 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
182 See id.; accord, Dietrich v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 293
A.2d 470, 472 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
183 See Dietrich v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 293 A.2d 470,
473 & n.4 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972); Palmer v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjust
ment, 287 A.2d 535, 538 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
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ingful.184 Findings and conclusions made by lower authorities can be
adopted by the final decisionmaking authority if they are adopted
clearly.185 The Act further requires that findings of fact and conclu
sions of law be “supported by and in accordance with the reliable,
probative, and substantial evidence.” 186

Other Procedural Aspects of Contested Cases.
The District of
Columbia Administrative Procedure Act requires that proceedings in
volving contested cases be attended by various procedural safeguards.
Any oral or documentary evidence, including rebuttal evidence, may
be received; but irrelevant, immaterial, and unduly repetitious evidence
will be excluded.187 Further, every party has the right to present his
case or defense in person or by counsel.188 Finally, parties to a con
tested case are entitled to “conduct such cross-examination as may be
required for a full and true disclosure of the facts.” 189
184 See Hill v. District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Bd., 279 A.2d
501, 503 (D.C. Ct. App. 1971); Woodridge Nursery School v. Jessup, 269 A.2d 199,
202 (D.C. Ct. App. 1970); Allentuck v. District of Columbia Minimum Wage & Indus.
Safety Bd., 261 A.2d 826, 833 (D.C. Ct. App. 1969). See also Saginaw Broadcasting Co.
v. FCC, 96 F.2d 554, 559-61 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 305 U.S. 613 (1938).
485 See Brewington v. District of Columbia Bd. of Appeals & Review, 287 A.2d 532,
534 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
488 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1509(e) (Supp. V, 1972). The Administrative Procedure Act also uses the sub
stantial evidence test. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) (E) (1970). The Revised Model State Ad
ministrative Procedure Act calls for “reliable, probative, and substantial evidence on the
whole record” but employs a “clearly erroneous” standard for judicial modification
of an administrative decision. Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
§ 15(g)(5) (1961).
487 D.C. Code Ann. § l-1509(b) (Supp. V, 1972). The Administrative Procedure Act
requires the agency to give all interested parties opportunity for “submission and con
sideration of facts, arguments, offers of settlement, or proposals of adjustment when
time, the nature of the proceeding, and the public interest permit. ...” 5 U.S.C.
§ 554(c) (1970). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act provides that
“[opportunity shall be afforded all parties to respond and present evidence and argu
ment on all issues involved.” Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
§ 9(c) (1961).
488 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1509(b) (Supp. V, 1972). The Administrative Procedure Act contains a similar
provision. See 5 U.S.C. § 555(b) (1970). The Revised Model State Administrative
Procedure Act does not contain a comparable provision because its drafters deemed
it unnecessary, in light of widespread state acceptance of the right to counsel before
an administrative agency. See 1 F. Cooper 328.
489 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ l-1509(b) (Supp. V, 1972). The relevant provisions of the Administrative Procedure
Act and the Revised Model State Administrative Act are virtually identical. See 5
U.S.C. § 556(d) (1970); Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 10(3)
(1961).
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JUDICIAL REVIEW

fusticabilility.
Since the judicial power of federal courts is con
stitutionally restricted to cases and controversies, the court always must
make a preliminary inquiry to determine whether questions are pre
sented in an adversary context and in a form historially viewed as
capable of resolution through the judicial process.190 Thus a case may
be dismissed for lack of a justiciable controversy when parties seek an
advisory opinion191 or adjudication of a political question,192 when the
issue is moot,193 or when the parties lack standing to maintain the
action.194
The District of Columbia Court of Appeals recently considered the
case or controversy requirement in Pugh v. District of Columbia De
partment of Human Resources.1*5 The case involved a challenge to the
Department’s eligibility standards for Medicaid benefits.196 The court
held that there was no justiciable case or controversy because the peti
tioners would be ineligible for benefits for the period in question under
the alternative standards they proposed.197 The court declared that the
case was an abstract and hypothetical dispute for which the court could
grant no relief.198
Standing.
The District of Columbia Administrative Procedure
Act provides that “any person suffering a legal wrong, or adversely
affected or aggrieved, by an order or decision of the Commissioner or
Council or an agency in a contested case, is entitled to a judicial review
thereof . . . .”199 The legislative history of this provision indicates that
190 See Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83 (1968).
191 See Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1 (1972); United States v. Fruehauf, 365 U.S. 146
(1961).
192 See Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217 (1962); Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1
Cranch) 87, 103-05 (1803); cf. O’Brien v. Brown,
U.S.
(1972) (per curiam)
(seating of delegates at 1972 Democratic National Convention).
193 See Mechling Barge Lines, Inc. v. United States, 368 U.S. 324 (1961); California
v. San Pablo & Tulare R.R., 149 U.S. 308 (1893); cf. Doremus v. Board of Educ., 342
U.S. 429 (1952).
194 See Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727 (1972); Tileston v. Ullman, 318 U.S.
44 (1943).
195 293 A.2d 490 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
196 Id. at 491.
197 Id. at 491-92,
198 Id. at 492.
199 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510 (Supp. V, 1972). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
provides that “[a] person who has exhausted all administrative remedies available
within the agency and who is aggrieved by a final decision in a contested case is
entitled to judicial review. . . .” Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act
§ 15(a) (1961).
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Congress intended the standards for judicial review in the District of
Columbia Act to be identical to those found in the Administrative Pro
cedure Act200 and relevant federal court decisions.201 In Basiliko v.
District of Columbia,202 the District of Columbia Court of Appeals,
relying on this expression of congressional intent, adopted the threepart test for standing that was promulgated by the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Ballerina Pen Co.
v. Kunzig.203 This test is a synthesis of recent Supreme Court cases204
and is much easier to comply with than pre-1968 tests.

Review by District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
Over the
years Congress has created many District of Columbia agencies with
varying procedural routes for appellate review.205 In order to standard
ize appellate review from these agencies, the District of Columbia Ad
ministrative Procedure Act, as originally enacted, provided a uniform
200 5 U.S.C. § 702 (1970). The Act provides that “fa] person suffering legal wrong
because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within
the meaning of a relevant statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof.” Id.
201 See S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1968); H.R. Rep. No. 202, 90th
Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1967).
202 283 A.2d 816, 818 (D.C. Ct. App. 1971).
203 433 F.2d 1204, 1207 (D.C. Cir. 1970), cert, denied, 401 U.S. 950 (1971).
First, the party must allege that the challenged action has caused him in
jury in fact, in order to satisfy the Article III requirement that he possess
“the personal stake and interest that impart the concrete adverseness”
neecssary to the existence of a case or controversy. . . . The plaintiff must
further allege that the agency has acted arbitrarily, capriciously, or in
excess of its statutory authority, so as to injure an interest that is
arguably within the zone of interests to be protected or regulated by the
statute or some constitutional guarantee in question. . . . Finally, there must
be no “clear and convincing” indication of a legislative intent to withhold
judicial review.
Id.; see Scanwell Laboratories, Inc. v. Shaffer, 424 F.2d 859 (D.C. Cir. 1970). See
generally K. Davis, Administrative Law Text
22.01-.08 (3d ed. 1972); Note, Stand
ing to Challenge Administrative Action: The Concept of Personal Stake, 39 Geo. Wash.
L. Rev. 570 (1971).
204 See Barlow v. Collins, 397 U.S. 159 (1970); Association of Data Processing Serv.
Organizations v. Camp, 397 U.S. 150 (1970); Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83 (1968); Hardin
v. Kentucky Util. Co., 390 U.S. 1 (1968). See also Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S.
727 (1972) (special interest in conservation not sufficient injury in fact); Rasmussen
v. Hardin, 461 F.2d 595, 598-600 (9th Cir. 1972) (nonreviewability of action inferred
from statute).
205 See generally S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 5-6 (1968); H.R. Rep. No.
202, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 3-4 (1967).
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path of review from all but five District of Columbia agencies.206 How
ever, confusion arose because the Act made no conforming changes to
the agencies’ enabling statutes. To resolve this confusion and to bring
procedures in line with the reorganization of the District of Columbia
courts, Congress amended the District of Columbia Administrative Pro
cedure Act207 and local agency enabling statutes.208209
In general, the
amendments brought the enabling statutes into conformity with the
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act by replacing old
appellate routes with appeal to the District of Columbia Court of Ap
peals, eliminated the United States court of appeals from the ap
pellate process thereby making the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals the highest court for appeals from local agencies, and included
four of the five previously excluded agencies under the District of
Columbia Administrative Procedure Act.200
While these amendments have not ended all confusion,210 they have
gone a long way toward standardizing the appellate review routes within
the District. The attorney should check the amended enabling statute
of the agency involved and the District of Columbia Court Reform
206 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, Pub. L. No. 90-614, § 11,
82 Stat. 1209 (1968), as amended, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510 (Supp. V, 1972). The Board
of Zoning Adjustment, Commission of Mental Health, Public Services Commission,
Redevelopment Land Agency, and the Zoning Commission were excluded from the
Act’s provision. Id.; see S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1968).
207 District of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act of 1970, Pub. L.
No. 91-358, § 162, 84 Stat. 582, amending District of Columbia Administrative Pro
cedure Act, Pub. L. No. 90-614, § 11, 82 Stat. 1209 (1968) (codified at D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510 (Supp. V, 1972)).
208 District of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act of 1970, Pub. L.
No. 91-358, § 163, 84 Stat. 582-85.
209 District of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act of 1970, Pub. L.
No. 91-358, § 162(1), 84 Stat. 582, amending District of Columbia Administrative Pro
cedure Act, Pub. L. No. 90-164, § 11, 82 Stat. 1209 (1968) (codified at D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510 (Supp. V, 1972)). The Act gave the District of Columbia Court of Appeals
jurisdiction over the Board of Zoning Adjustment, Public Service Commission, Re
development Land Agency, and Zoning Commission. D.C. Code Ann. § 11-722 (Supp.
V, 1972). The Commission of Mental Health is an arm of the Superior Court and
operates under court rules. D.C. Code Ann. § 21-501 to 591 (1967, Supp. V, 1972).
See also Cheek v. Washington, 333 F. Supp. 481 (D.D.C. 1971).
210 In one case, the District of Columbia Court of Appeals stated that amendments
contained in the District of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act of
1970 to the Unemployment Compensation Act “are an ineffective attempt to amend
a statute which has been superseded” by the District of Columbia Administrative Pro
cedure Act. Riley v. District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Bd., 278
A.2d 691, 692 n.2 (D.C. Ct. App. 1971).
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and Criminal Procedure Act of 1970 to determine the proper route for
review.
Procedure to Obtain Judicial Review.
A request for review
is initiated by filing a petition for review with the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals.211 The form and content of the petition is prescribed
in rule 15 of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals, which requires
that the petition be filed within 15 days of receipt of notice of the
respondent’s decision.212 A copy of the petition is served by mail on
the respondent by the clerk of the court.213 Within 15 days the agency
must certify and file with the court the exclusive record and any sup
plementary proceedings.214 The clerk must immediately notify the
petitioner of the filing of the record.215
Filing a petition for review does not in itself stay enforcement of the
order or decision under attack. The Commissioner, Council, or agency
may grant, or the reviewing court may order, a stay “upon appropriate
terms.” 216 Rule 18 of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals pro
vides that an application for a stay pending judicial review shall ordi
narily be made in the first instance to the agency.217 However, such an
application for a stay can be made to the court upon a showing that
application to the agency is not practicable, that application to the
agency has been denied “with reasons given by it for denial,” or that
the agency action did not afford the relief requested by the applicant.218

Immediate Review of Challenge to Jurisdiction.
The Act allows
immediate review of a challenge to the jurisdiction of the Commissioner,
Council, or agency, if such challenge is not upheld.219 The legislative
history of the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act is
silent as to this provision and the only guidance offered is a statement
211 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510 (Supp. V, 1972).
212 D.C. Ct. App. R. 15.
213 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972).
214 Id.
215 Id.

™ld. See also 5 U.S.C. § 705 (1970); Revised Model State Administrative Pro
cedure Act § 15(c) (1961).
217 D.C. Ct. App. R. 18.
218 Id.
219 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972).
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that “[i]n general, the standards of judicial review set forth in [section
1-1510] are identical with those found in the Administrative Procedure
Act, and as developed by controlling decisions of the Supreme Court
of the United States and of the lower Federal Courts.” 220
Federal courts have recognized an exception to the doctrine of ex
haustion of administrative remedies221 in cases where the administrative
agency “has clearly exceeded its jurisdiction.” 222 However, in cases
where an agency asserts jurisdiction over an individual or corporation
and that person or corporation refuses to comply with an agency sub
poena, a court generally must enforce the subpoena without examining
the validity of a claim of lack of jurisdiction.223 The subpoena is valid
even if it is designed to obtain information from the person or corpora
tion for the purpose of determining whether the agency does have juris
diction.224 If the agency establishes at the enforcement proceeding that
the investigation “will be conducted pursuant to a legitimate purpose,
that the inquiry may be relevant to the purpose, that information sought
is not already within [its] possession, and that the administrative steps
required . . . have been followed,” 225 the subpoena must be enforced
even if there is no showing of probable cause.226227
It has been argued
that Oklahoma Press Publishing Co. v. Walling,221 the progenitor of
this line of cases, was overruled by the provision of the Administrative
Procedure Act which provides that an agency subpoena should be en
220 s. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1968); H.R. Rep. No. 202, 90th Cong.,
1st Sess. 6 (1967); see 5 U.S.C. §§ 704, 706 (1970).
221 See generally K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 20.02 (Supp. 1970);
Layton & Fine, The Draft and Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies, 56 Geo. L.J.
315, 322 (1967).
222 McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 194 (1969); see Oestereich v. Selective
Serv. Sys. Local Bd. No. 11, 393 U.S. 233 (1960); Leedom v. Kyne, 358 U.S. 184 (1958).
But see McGee v. United States, 402 U.S. 479, 483-86 (1971). See also 2 F. Cooper 577.
223 See United States v. Powell, 379 U.S. 48, 57 (1964); Oklahoma Press Publishing
Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 214 (1946); Endicott Johnson Corp. v. Perkins, 317 U.S.
501, 509 (1943); SEC v. Wall St. Transcript Corp., 422 F.2d 1371, 1375 (2d Cir.), cert,
denied, 398 U.S. 958 (1970); United States v. Marshall Durbin & Co., 363 F.2d 1, 4-5
(5th Cir. 1966); NLRB v. C.C.C. Associates, Inc., 306 F.2d 534, 538 (2d Cir. 1962).
224 See Myers v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U.S. 41, 50-52 (1938).
225 United States v. Powell, 379 U.S. 48, 57-58 (1964).
226 id.; see FTC v. Crafts, 355 U.S. 9 (1957) (per curiam); Oklahoma Press Publish
ing Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186 (1946); Endicott Johnson Corp. v. Perkins, 317 U.S.
501 (1943); SEC v. Wall St. Transcript Corp., 422 F.2d 1371, 1375 (2d Cir.), cert,
denied, 398 U.S. 958 (1970); United States v. Marshall Durbin & Co., 363 F.2d 1, 4-5
(5th Cir. 1966); NLRB v. C.C.C. Associates, Inc., 306 F.2d 534, 538 (2d Cir. 1962).
227 327 U.S. 186 (1946).
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forced only if it is found to be “in accordance with law.” 228 Never
theless courts have continued to follow Oklahoma Press.229
There is indication in the legislative history of the District of Colum
bia Administrative Procedure Act that the pertinent section was intended
to overrule the Oklahoma Press line of cases. But since the provision
allows review of jurisdictional questions “at any time in any proceed
ing,” 230 it would be reasonable to interpret the provision as exempting
the Act from this frequently criticized line of cases.

Nonrevievoability.
In reviewing administrative decisions and
orders, the court must look to the exclusive record or those portions of
it designated by the parties.231 Thus, the court of appeals has held, in
agreement with most federal and state cases,232 that it will not consider
issues raised for the first time before the court.233 It should be remem
bered that this rule is not unalterable and that in special circumstances
courts have readily ignored it.234
The court’s review of administrative orders and decisions is limited
228 Cooper, Federal Agency Investigations: Requirements for the Production of
Documents, 60 Mich. L. Rev. 187, 196 & n.33 (1961); see 5 U.S.C. § 555(c) (1970);
Schwartz, The Administrative Procedure Act in Operation, 29 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 1173,
1202-03 (1954). The Administrative Procedure Act provides in relevant part that
“[pjrocess, requirement of a report, inspection, or other investigative act or demand
may not be issued, made, or enforced except as authorized by law.” 5 U.S.C. § 555(c)
(1970). See generally Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the
Government, Task Force Report on Legal Services and Procedure 368 (1955). The
Commission concluded that the jurisdictional question should be considered by the
courts in proceedings to enforce subpoenas to a limited extent: “The court shall quash
the subpoena ... to the extent that it finds the same . . . beyond the probable juris
diction of the agency. . . .” Id.
229 See Tobin v. Banks & Rumbaugh, 201 F.2d 223 (5th Cir. 1953); D.G. Bland
Lumber Co. v. NLRB, 177 F.2d 555 (5th Cir. 1949); note 223 supra. See generally
1 F. Cooper 305-07; Cooper, supra note 228, at 196-97.
230 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972).
231 Id.
232 See, e.g., Magnet Cove Barium Corp. v. United States, 361 U.S. 32 (1959) (per
curiam); Unemployment Comm’n v. Aragon, 329 U.S. 143, 155 (1946); Great Falls
Community TV Cable Co. v. FCC, 416 F.2d 238, 239 (9th Cir. 1969); Glazier’s Local
No. 558 v. NLRB, 408 F.2d 197, 203 (D.C. Cir. 1969); Foster v. Fort Smith Cotton Oil
Co.. 224 Ark. 394, 273 S.W.2d 529 (1954); McLean v. Eaton Mfg. Co., 286 Mich. 285,
282 N.W. 150 (1938); Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. v. Lavoie, 83 R.I. 335, 116 A.2d
181 (1955); State v. Industrial Comm’n, 272 Wis. 409, 76 N.W.2d 362 (1956). See
generally 2 F. Cooper 596-602; 3 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 20.06
(1958).
233 See Neumann Properties Inc. v. Board of Appeals & Review, 268 A.2d 605, 606
(D.C. Ct. App. 1970).
234 See Pickering v. Board of Educ., 391 U.S. 563, 579 n.2 (1968); Manual Enter
prises v. Day, 370 U.S. 478, 499 n.5 (1962) (Brennan, J., concurring).
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to issues of law or fact which are subject to review on appeal under
applicable statutory law other than the District of Columbia Adminis
trative Procedure Act.235 “In all other cases the review by the court
of administrative orders and decisions shall be in accordance with the
rules of law which define the scope and limitations of review of admin
istrative proceedings.” 236
The applicability of this provision can be defined best by reference
to the parallel Administrative Procedure Act provision which states that
every final agency action is reviewable “except to the extent that statutes
preclude judicial review; or agency action is committed to agency dis
cretion by law.” 237 In interpreting this provision, the Supreme Court
has declared that there is a presumption of reviewability which can be
rebutted only by a showing of congressional intent to preclude judicial
review of the administrative action.238 Such an intent can be divined
either by an express statutory provision or by inferring an intent to
preclude review from an examination of the purpose of the statute.239
Preclusion of judicial review will not be inferred lightly, and will be
found only upon a showing of clear and convincing evidence.240
The determination of when administrative action is unreviewable
because it is “committed to agency discretion by law” is more trouble
some. Generally courts have found that discretionary action is review
able unless either there is a clear congressional intent to make it nonreviewable or the subject matter is inappropriate for judicial review.241
Such inappropriate matters have been found in the very limited areas
of military and political intelligence,242 recognition of foreign govern
ments,243 and decisions to award scientific research grants.244
235 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § II, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972).
236 Id.
237 5 U.S.C. § 701 (a) (1970).
238 See Barlow v. Collins, 397 U.S. 159, 166-67 (1970); Association of Data Processing
Serv. Organizations v. Camp, 397 U.S. 150, 157 (1970).
239 See Barlow v. Collins, 397 U.S. 159, 167 (1970).
240 See id.; Association of Data Processing Serv. Organizations v. Camp, 397 U.S.
150, 156-57 (1970); Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 140-41 (1967). See
also Hi-Ridge Lumber Co. v. United States, 443 F.2d 452, 454-55 (9th Cir. 1971).
241 See Panama Canal Co. v. Grace Line, 356 U.S. 309, 317 (1958); Kletschka v.
Driver, 411 F.2d 436 (2d Cir. 1969). See generally K. Davis, Administrative Law
Treatise § 28.16 (Supp. 1970); Saferstein, Nonreviewability: A Functional Analysis of
“Committed to Agency Discretion,” 82 Harv. L. Rev. 367 (1968).
242 See Chicago & Southern Airlines v. Watterman Steamship Corp., 333 U.S. 103,
111-12 (1948).
243 See United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 229 (1942).
244 See Kletschka v. Driver, 411 F.2d 436, 444 (2d Cir. 1969). See generally K. Davis,
Administrative Law Treatise § 28.16, at 977-90 (Supp. 1970).
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Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies.
Unlike the Adminis
trative Procedure Act,243
*245* or the Revised Model State Administrative
Procedure Act,24Q the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure
Act does not contain a specific provision limiting judicial review to final
agency action. Review, however, is limited to an order or decision of
an agency.247 The Supreme Court has held that finality for purposes
of judicial review is not synonymous with finality for purposes of ad
ministrative action.248 In most cases, a party must exhaust all available
administrative remedies before he is entitled to judicial review.249 The
most common application of the exhaustion doctrine occurs where the
relevant statute provides that certain administrative procedures are ex
clusive.250 Where there is no such explicit statutory requirement, the
court must examine the purpose of the doctrine in relation to the pecu
liarities of the relevant administrative system.251 The purposes of the
doctrine are 1) to avoid interruption of the administrative process before
the agency can apply its expertise to the particular situation; 2) to per
mit the agency to develop the necessary factual background for a deci
sion; 3) to give the agency the opportunity to discover and correct its
own errors, and thereby conserve judicial time; and 4) to avoid frequent
and deliberate flouting of administrative processes which could weaken
the effectiveness of an agency by encouraging people to ignore its pro
cedures.252 Despite these considerations, however, the Supreme Court
has stated that the doctrine of exhaustion is “subject to numerous ex
ceptions.” 253 These exceptional circumstances include situations where
the issue in question cannot be resolved by subsequent action of the
agency,254 where the agency has very clearly violated administrative due
243 5 U.S.C. § 704 (1970).
246 Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 15(a) (1961).
247 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972). “Order” is defined as “the whole or any part of the final disposi
tion ... of the Commissioner or Council or of any agency in any matter other than
rulemaking . . . .” Id. § 3, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1502(11) (Supp. V, 1972).
248 See CAB v. Delta Air Lines, 367 U.S. 316, 326-28 (1961). But of. Washington
Urban League, Inc. v. Public Serv. Comm’n, Civil No. 6461 (D.C. Ct. App., Oct. 13,
1972).
249 See McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 193 (1968); Myers v. Bethlehem Ship
building Corp., 303 U.S. 41, 50-51 (1938). See generally 3 K. Davis, Administrative
Law Treatise §§ 20.01-.10 (1958, Supp. 1965).
250 See Myers v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U.S. 41, 48 (1938).
251 See McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 193 (1968).
252 See McGee v. United States, 402 U.S. 479, 483-86 (1971); McKart v. United
States, 395 U.S. 185, 193-95 (1969).
253 McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 193 (1969).
254 See Bannercraft Clothing Co. v. Renegotiation Bd., Civil No. 24,685 (D.C. Cirn
July 6, 1972) (exhaustion doctrine no obstacle to issuance of injunction to stay ad
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process,255 and where the question involved is a strictly legal one not
involving the agency’s expertise or requiring the development of other
factual or legal issues before a decision can be made.256
One of these exceptions was employed in the only exhaustion case to
arise under the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act.257
In that case the court held that where the agency “has very clearly
violated an important constitutional or statutory right,” a party may
bypass subsequent administrative procedures and seek judicial review.258

Scope of Review.
When reviewing agency action under the
Act, the court has the power, “so far as necessary to decision and where
presented, to decide all relevant questions of law, to interpret constitu
tional and statutory provisions, and to determine the meaning or appli
cability of the terms of any action.” 259 These powers are not exclusive;
they are specifically included only to ensure that there is no dispute as
to whether the court possesses them.
This provision is virtually identical to the Administrative Procedure
Act,260 and adopts the classical dichotomy between questions of law and
questions of fact. The court, using its independent judgment, will fully
review questions of law but will not review questions of fact beyond
ascertaining whether the decision is supported by substantial evidence.261
There is little or no consistency in the cases, however, in distinguishing
questions of fact and questions of law.262 One commentator has indi
ministrative proceedings pending judicial determination of applicability of Freedom
of Information Act); Jewel Cos. v. FTC, 432 F.2d 1155, 1159 (7th Cir. 1970); Elmo
Div. of Dive-X Co. v. Dixon, 348 F.2d 342, 344 (D.C. Cir. 1965).
255 See Amos Treat & Co. v. SEC, 306 F.2d 260, 266-67 (D.C. Cir. 1962).
256 See McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 197-99 (1969).
257 Capitol Hill Restoration Soc’y v. Zoning Comm’n, 287 A.2d 101, 106 (D.C. Ct.
App. 1972).
^ld.; see Sterling Drug, Inc. v. FTC, 450 F.2d 698, 710 (D.C. Cir. 1971). See also
2 F. Cooper 577-81.
259 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972).
260 5 U.S.C. § 706 (1970).
261 See B. Burrus, Administrative Law & Local Government 29-31 (1963); Jaffe,
Judicial Review: “Substantial Evidence on the Whole Record'' 64 Harv. L. Rev. 1233,
1237-38 (1951); Schwartz, The Administrative Procedure Act in Operation, 29 N.Y.U.L.
Rev. 1173, 1255 (1954).
262 The Supreme Court has pointed out that the distinction “is often not an illumninating test and is never self-executing.” Baumgartner v. United States, 322 U.S. 655,
671 (1944). See generally 4 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 30.01 (1958);
J. Dickinson, Administrative Justice & The Supremacy of Law 55 (1927).
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cated that the decision is based on whether the court feels it is better
qualified to decide the issue in the case than the agency.263
The court has the power “to compel agency action unlawfully with
held or unreasonably delayed.” 264 This section, identical to the Admin
istrative Procedure Act,265 is important for two reasons. First, courts
have held that in some circumstances inaction is tantamount to an order
denying relief and is therefore appealable as a final order.266 The District
of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals recently held that when inaction
has the same effect as denial of relief, it is reviewable.267 Second, a claim
of unlawful or unreasonable delay establishes court jurisdiction even
though there has been no final agency order.268
The court has the power to hold unlawful and set aside any action,
findings, and conclusions found to be “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse
of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law . . . .” 269 Federal
courts, in interpreting an identical provision of the Administrative Pro
cedure Act,270 have formulated basic guidelines. The words “arbitrary”
and “capricious” are not given a narrow meaning.271*274
A court will not
set aside the agency decision merely because the court would have han263 2 F. Cooper 667. Professor Cooper offers guidelines including whether the action
is regulation of private business or the conduct of public business; whether the legis
lative or judicial function is involved; the extent of the statutory grant of discretion;
whether the character of the administrative procedure is summary; and the experience
of the agency. Id. at 667-72.
264 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972).
265 5 U.S.C. § 706(1) (1970).
266 See, e.g., International Ass’n of Machinists & Aerospace Workers v. National
Mediation Bd., 425 F.2d 527, 535 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Kessler v. FCC, 326 F.2d 673,
684 n.10 (D.C. Cir. 1963); Deering Milliken, Inc. v. Johnston, 295 F.2d 856, 865 (4th
Cir. 1961); American Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 191 F.2d 492, 501-02 (D.C. Cir. 1951).
The Administrative Procedure Act requires every agency “within a reasonable time . . .
[to] proceed to conclude a matter presented to it.” 5 U.S.C. § 555(b) (1970).
267 Environmental Defense Fund v. Hardin, 428 F.2d 1093, 1099 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
See generally Goldman, Administrative Delay & Judicial Relief, 66 Mich. L. Rev.
1423 (1968).
268 See, e.g., International Ass’n of Machinists & Aerospace Workers v. National
Mediation Bd., 425 F.2d 527, 535 n.2 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Kessler v. FCC, 326 F.2d 673,
684 n.10 (D.C. Cir. 1963); Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc. v. United States, 289 F.2d
458, 459, 461 (D.C. Cir. 1961).
269 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510(3) (A) (Supp. V, 1972).
270 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) (A) (1970). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure
Act condemns actions which are “arbitrary or capricious or characterized by abuse of
discretion or clearly unwarranted exercise of discretion.” Revised Model State Ad
ministrative Procedure Act § 15(g)(6) (1961). The model act thus equates a “clearly
unwarranted exercise of discretion” with arbitrary action.
274 See Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Vo’pe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971).
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died the situation differently, or because it disagrees with the agency’s
choice of alternative courses of action.272 “Judicial intervention must,
instead, be rested upon a demonstration that the agency action has trans
gressed the statutory boundaries, either because it is beyond the scope
of statutory authority or because the findings underlying it lack signifi
cant support in the record.” 273 Of course, the agency must detail the
legal basis of its decision and explain any departure from prior norms.
But having done this, the courts will measure the agency decision by the
standard of reasonableness, upholding the decision if there is some ra
tional basis for it in the relevant evidence of the record.274
It is important to note that the District of Columbia Administrative
Procedure Act does not contain the Administrative Procedure Act ex
ception which makes administrative action unreviewable when it is
“committed to agency discretion by law.” 272
*275 Therefore, under the
273
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, action committed
by law to agency discretion is reviewable for arbitrariness or abuse of
discretion in the same manner as many state administrative actions are
reviewable for arbitrariness or abuse of discretion.276
The court will also review findings which are “contrary to constitu
tional right, power, privilege, or immunity . . . .” 277 This provision is
self-explanatory and provisions identical in substance are found in both
the Administrative Procedure Act278279
and the Revised Model State Ad
ministrative Procedure Act.219
Findings or conclusions “in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority,
or limitations or short of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations
272 See Calcutta E. Coast of India & E. Pakistan/U.S.A. Conf. v. Federal Maritime
Comm’n, 399 F.2d 994, 997 (D.C. Cir. 1968).
273 Id.
214 See, e.g., Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 415-16
(1971); NLRB v. United Ins. Co. of America, 390 U.S. 254, 260 (1968); Consolo v.
Federal Maritime Comm’n, 383 U.S. 607, 619-20 (1966); FTC v. Crowther, 430 F.2d
510, 514 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Carlisle Paper Box Co. v. NLRB, 398 F.2d 1, 6 (3d Cir.
1968). See generally 4 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 3O.O5-.O6 (1958).
275 Sec 5 U.S. § 701(a)(2) (1970). Federal courts have held that action found to be
committed to agency discretion by law is not reviewable for arbitrariness or abuse of
discretion. See, e.g., Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402,
410 (1971); Schilling v. Rogers, 363 U.S. 666, 670 (1960); Curran v. Laird, 420 F.2d
122, 128 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
zw See Travis v. Department of Public Welfare, 2 Pa. Cmwlth. 110, 116, 277 A.2d
171, 174 (1971); Foley Bros., Inc. v. Marshall, 266 Minn. 259, 266, 123 N.W.2d 387,
392 (1963). See generally 2 F. Cooper 756-72.
277 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510(3) (B) (Supp. V, 1972).
278 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) (B) (1970).
279 Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 15(g)(1) (1961). See
generally 2 F. Cooper 680-701.
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or short of statutory rights” will be reviewed.280 Cases arising under this
provision deal with attempts by agencies to impose requirements not
authorized by statute or the refusal of agencies to take action which they
are required to take.281 Courts have consistently held that the determi
nation of the limits of the agency’s statutory power is a judicial and not
an administrative function.282
Conclusions made “without observance of procedure required by law,
including any applicable procedure provided by [the District of Co
lumbia Administrative Procedure Act]” 283 will also be reviewed. Pro
cedural irregularities are not automatically grounds for reversal, and
administrative decisions will be enforced notwithstanding minor pro
cedural errors.284
Finally, the courts will review conclusions which are “unsupported
by substantial evidence in the record of the proceedings before the
court.” 285 Several recent cases have provided general guidelines as to
the precise definition of substantial evidence. It is “more than a mere
scintilla. It means such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might
accept as adequate to support a conclusion.” 286 It must be enough to
280 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510(3) (C) (Supp. V, 1972). The Administrative Procedure Act is virtually identi
cal. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) (C) (1970). The Revised Model State Administrative Procedure
Act mentions only action in excess of statutory authority. Revised Model State Ad
ministrative Procedure Act § 15(g) (2) (1961).
281 See Environmental Defense Fund v. Hardin, 428 F.2d 1093 (D.C. Cir. 1970);
Citizens Ass’n of Georgetown, Inc. v. Washington, 291 A.2d 699, 705 n.15 (D.C. Ct.
App. 1972).
282 See Guenther v. Morehead, 272 F. Supp. 721, 724 (S.D. Iowa 1967); J. B. Mont
gomery, Inc. v. United States, 206 F. Supp. 455, 458 (D. Colo. 1962), aff’d, 376 U.S.
389 (1964).
283 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510(3) (D) (Supp. V, 1972). See also 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) (D) (1970); Revised Model
State Administrative Procedure Act § 15(g)(3) (1961).
284 See, e.g., Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC, 444 F.2d 841, 851 (D.C. Cir.
1970), cert, denied, 403 U.S. 923 (1971); NLRB v. Seine & Line Fishermen’s Union.
374 F.2d 974, 981 (9th Cir.), cert, denied, 389 U.S. 913 (1967); Kerner v. Celebrezze,
340 F.2d 736, 740 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 382 U.S. 861 (1965); Willapoint Oysters, Inc.
v. Ewing, 174 F.2d 676, 692 (9th Cir.), cert, denied, 338 U.S. 860 (1949); Bogan v. Real
Estate Comm’n, — A.2d — (D.C. Ct. App. 1972). In Boley v. District of Columbia
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, the court reversed the reissuance of a liquor license
because the license was not issued in accordance with the Board’s own regulations,
which stated that a license could not be issued to property zoned as was the property
in question. 292 A.2d 807 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
285 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann.
§ 1-1510(3) (E) (Supp. V, 1972). See also 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) (E) (1970). The Revised
Model State Administrative Procedure Act condemns decisions which are “clearly
erroneous in view of the reliable, probative, and substantial evidence on the whole
record.” Revised Model State Administrative Procedure Act § 15(g)(5) (1961).
286 Wallace v. District Unemployment Compensation Bd., 294 A.2d 177, 179 (D.C.
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justify, if the proceeding were a jury trial, a refusal to direct a verdict
when the conclusion sought to be drawn from the evidence is one of
fact.287 It is something less than the weight of the evidence and can
exist despite the fact “that two inconsistent conclusions could be drawn
from the evidence .
288 In applying the test, the court must “search
the entire record to determine whether on the basis of all the testimony
and exhibits before the agency it could fairly and reasonably find the
facts as it did.” 289 Corroborated hearsay which has been subject to crossexamination and a meaningful opportunity to rebut can constitute sub
stantial evidence. However, uncorroborated hearsay is not sufficient.290
There must be findings of fact “upon each contested issue of fact.” 291
Findings will not be inferred from the action taken.292 There must be
a demonstration of a “rational connection between the facts found and
the choice made.” 293 As the District of Columbia Court of Appeals
stated in Dietrich v. District of Columbia Board of Zoning Adjust
ment,294 “generalized, conclusory, or incomplete findings are not suffi
cient. The findings must support the end result in a discernible manner,
and the result reached must be supported by subsidiary findings of basic
facts on all material issues. In short, there must be findings on each mate
rial fact with full reasons given to support each finding.” 295 The court
will affirm agency action if it appears that all the important basic find
ings are supported by substantial evidence in the whole record.296
Ct. App. 1972), quoting Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 401 (1971), quoting
Consolidated Edison Co. v. NLRB, 305 U.S. 197, 229 (1938).
287 See NLRB v. Columbian Enameling & Stamping Co., 306 U.S. 292, 300 (1939).
288 Bogan v. Real Estate Comm’n,---- A.2d------ ,---- (D.C. Ct. App. 1972); see
Consolo v. Federal Maritime Comm’n, 383 U.S. 607, 620 (1966); NLRB v. Nevada
Consol. Copper Corp., 316 U.S. 105, 106 (1942); Keele Hair & Scalp Specialists, Inc. v.
FTC, 275 F.2d 18, 21 (5th Cir. 1960).
289 Bogan v. Real Estate Comm’n,---- A.2d------,---- (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
290 See Wallace v. District Unemployment Compensation Bd., 294 A.2d 177, 179
(D.C. Ct. App. 1972). See generally Federal Administrative Law Developments—1971,
1972 Duke L.J. 115, 174-82. It has been held that unsworn statements may not be
considered substantial evidence. Jarrell v. Board of Adjustment, 258 N.C. 476, 481,
128 S.E.2d 879, 883 (1963).
291 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 10, D.C. Code Ann.
§ l-1509(c) (Supp. V, 1972).
292 Dietrich v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 293 A.2d 470, 472
(D.C. Ct. App. 1972); see Brewington v. District of Columbia Bd. of Appeals & Re
view, 287 A.2d 532, 534 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
298 Burlington Truck Lines, Inc. v. United States, 371 U.S. 156, 168 (1962).
29< 293 A.2d 470 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972).
295 Id. at 473. See also Marco Sales Co. v. FTC, 453 F.2d 1, 7 (2d Cir. 1971).
296 M. & M. Transp. Co. v. United States, 128 F. Supp. 296, 302 (D. Mass.), aff'd per
curiam, 350 U.S. 857 (1955); see 2447 Good Hope Road, Inc. v. District of Columbia
Alcoholic Beverage Control Bd., Civil No. 6492 (D.C. Ct. App., Oct. 2, 1972).
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Prejudicial Error Rule.
“In reviewing administrative orders and
decisions the court . . . may invoke the rule of prejudicial error.” 297
The burden of showing that prejudice has resulted from an erroneous
agency decision is on the party claiming injury.298 After a thorough
examination of the whole record, the court must determine whether the
errors had a bearing on the procedure used or the substance of the
decision reached. Thus, the Supreme Court refused to reverse an order
which referred to the wrong statute because the error was not directly
relevant.299300
The same result has been reached by other courts in cases
involving the admission of incompetent and irrelevant evidence,390 sub
sidiary findings not supported by any evidence,301 and clearly erroneous
findings of subsidiary facts.302 However, the doctrine of prejudicial
error must be used “gingerly, if at all, when basic procedural rights are
at stake.” 303 If the error is material and relevant to the decision reached,
it is prejudicial error.304 The cases which have thus far arisen under the
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act have not explored
the complexities of this area, beyond a mere citation to the statute and a
statement that the error claimed was not prejudicial.305
Forms of Relief.
The court has the power to affirm, modify,
or set aside the order or decision complained of, “in whole or in part,
and, if need be, to remand the case for further proceedings, as justice
may require.” 306 The District of Columbia Court of Appeals has dis
cretion to grant only prospective relief in administrative cases.307
297 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972). See also 5 U.S.C. § 706 (1970).
298 See Palmer v. Hoffman, 318 U.S. 109, 116 (1943); NLRB v. Seine & Line Fisher
men’s Union, 374 F.2d 974, 981 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 913 (1967).
299 Massachusetts Trustees of Eastern Gas & Fuel Associates v. United States, 377
U.S. 235, 248 (1964); see SEC v. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194, 207 (1947).
300 See United States v. Pierce Auto Freight Lines, Inc., 327 U.S. 515, 528-30 (1946);
Sisto v. CAB, 179 F.2d 47, 51-52 (D.C. Cir. 1949).
301 See Communist Party v. Subversive Activities Control Bd., 367 U.S. 1, 67 (1961).
302 See NLRB v. Reed & Prince Mfg. Co., 205 F.2d 131, 139 (1st Cir.), cert, denied,
346 Ü-S. 887 (1953).
303 Yiu Fong Cheung v. Immigration & Naturalization Serv., 418 F.2d 460, 464 (D.C.
Cir. 1968).
304 See Braniff Airways v. CAB, 379 F.2d 453, 465-68 (D.C. Cir. 1967).
305 See Citizens Ass’n of Georgetown, Inc. v. District of Columbia Alcoholic Beverage
Control Bd., 287 A.2d 87, 89 (D.C. Ct. App. 1972); John D. Neumann Properties, Inc.
v. District of Columbia Bd. of Appeals & Review, 268 A.2d 605, 606 (D.C. Ct. App.
1970).
306 District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 11, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1510
(Supp. V, 1972).
307 The Supreme Court has stated that in considering whether to limit the retro
spective effect of a decision, the court should examine “the prior history of the rule
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District of Columbia Council

Commentators have argued that although the Act obviously applies
to the Council’s administrative functions,*304
308 it should not apply to the
Council’s legislative functions because no other administrative procedure
act covers a legislative body performing legislative functions.309 It is
submitted that this assertion is erroneous and that the Act does apply
to the legislative functions of the District of Columbia Council.
A starting point for an analysis of this issue is the Constitution of the
United States, which provides that Congress shall have power “to exer
cise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over such District
(not exceeding ten Miles square) as may . . . become the Seat of the
Government of the United States . . . .” 310 Between 1800, when the
United States Government took possession of the District, and 1871, the
government of the District was reorganized several times in ways not
relevant to the present discussion.311 A new form of government for the
in question, its purpose and effect, and whether retrospective operation will further
or retard its operation.” Linkletter v. Walker, 381 U.S. 618, 629 (1965).
Courts have limited the retrospective effect of decisions which change accepted
judicial or administrative procedures. See McDonald v. Department of Pub. Welfare,
430 F.2d 1268, 1269 (5th Cir. 1970); Florida Forest & Park Serv. v. Strickland, 154 Fla.
472, 18 So. 2d 251 (1944) (retroactivity limited in administrative remedies); Depart
ment of Pub. Safety v. Bell, 453 S.W.2d 749, 751 (Ky. Ct. App. 1970); Curtis v. Barby,
366 P.2d 616 (Okla. 1961) (no retroactivity where later decision alters statutory notice
requirements); State v. Martin, 62 Wash. 2d 645, 664, 384 P.2d 833, 844 (1963). Similarly,
the doctrine of limited retrospective effect of a court’s holding has been applied in
cases where a new construction is being applied to a statute. See, e.g., Safarik v. Udall,
304 F.2d 944 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 371 U.S. 901 (1962); Florida Forest & Park
Serv. v. Strickland, 154 Fla. 472, 18 So. 2d 251 (1944); Swank v. Tyndall, 226 Ind.
204, 78 N.E.2d 535 (1948). The doctrine has also been applied in cases where the
same considerations of unjustifiable disruption and understandable reliance have led
to the conclusion that the new rule could best be effectuated with a limited retro
spective effect. See Stokes v. Aetna Cas. & Surety Co., 232 So. 2d 328, 340 (La. Ct.
App. 1969), ajf'd on other grounds, 257 La. 424, 242 So. 2d 567 (1971), rev'd on other
grounds, 406 U.S. 164 (1972). See generally Schaefer, The Control of Sunbursts::
Techniques of Prospective Overruling, 42 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 631 (1967).
308 See Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967, 3 C.F.R. 345 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. App.
587 (1970). See generally H.R. Rep. No. 537, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., App., at 2 (1967);;
Note, The District of Columbia Government Under Reorganization Plan No. 3 of
1967: A Survey of Effects and Problems, 17 Am. U.L. Rev. 213, 226-322 (1968).
309 See Frana, Current Problems Concerning the District of Columbia Administrative'
Procedure Act, 23 Ad. L. Rev. 3, 8-9 (1970); Scanlan, District of Columbia Administratice Procedure Act Becomes Effective on October 21, 1969, 36 D.C.B.A.J. 38, 41 (1969)..
Contra, Griffin, A Synopsis of the D.C. Administrative Procedure Act: As Applied to
the City Council and a Selected Agency, 16 How. L.J. 67, 70-72 (1970).
310 U.S. Const, art. I, § 8. Congress declared the District to be the permanent seat
of the Government of the United States in 1790. Act of July 16, 1970 ch. 28, 1 Stat. 130.
311 See 1 J. Proctor, Washington Past & Present 78-130 (1930).
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District was created by Congress in 1871,312 consisting of a governor,
a legislative assembly, and a board of public works which constituted
the “District of Columbia ... a body corporate for municipal pur
poses.” 313 This government was “to exercise all other powers [in addi
tion to those specified] of a municipal corporation not inconsistent with
the Constitution and laws of the United States.” 314 The Act vested
legislative power and authority in the Legislative Assembly, which con
sisted of presidential appointees and members elected by male citizens
of the District.315 Executive power was vested in the governor and a
board of public works who were appointed by the President.316 This
government, characterized by the United States Supreme Court as a
“territorial government,” 317 lasted only three years. In 1874, Congress
abolished the legislative assembly created in 1871, and substituted a tem
porary government of three Commissioners appointed by the President
who were to exercise the power and authority previously vested in the
governor and board of public works.318 This Commissioner form of
government was made permanent in 1878.319 The 1878 Act provided
that the “District of Columbia shall remain and continue a municipal
corporation.” 320
The next major development was the Reorganization Act of 1949, in
which Congress gave the President the power to reorganize federal
government agencies within specified limits.321 The Act defines agency
to include “any and all parts of the government of the District of Co
lumbia other than the courts thereof.” 322 In 1967, President Johnson
submitted Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967 to Congress with the
stated purpose of modernizing the District of Columbia government bv
assigning executive functions of the Board of Commissioners to a single
Commissioner and the quasi-legislative functions of the Board of Com
312 Act of Feb. 21, 1871, ch. 62, 16 Stat. 419.
»13 Id. § 1,16 Stat. 419.
314 Id.
315 Id. §§ 5, 7, 16 Stat. 420-21.
316 Id.^ 2, 18, 16 Stat. 419, 423.
317 District of Columbia v. John R. Thompson Co., 346 U.S. 100, 105 (1953); Eckloff
v. District of Columbia, 135 U.S. 240, 241 (1886).
318 Act of June 20, 1874, ch. 337, 18 Stat. 116.
319 Act of June 11, 1878, ch. 180, 20 Stat. 102.
320 Id. § 1, 20 Stat. 102.
321 5 U.S.C. §§ 901-13 (1970).
322 Id. § 902(1) (c). It should be noted that the Act provides that a reorganization
plan may not provide for “transferring to or consolidating with another agency the
government of the District of Columbia or all the functions thereof which are subject
to this chapter, or abolishing that government or all those functions.”
§ 905(a)(6).
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missioners to a nine man Council.823 The plan listed over 430 functions
to be transferred to the Council.323
324 However, the President specifically
stated that: “the phn would not impair the corporate status of the Dis
trict of Columbia government. Nor would it in any way detract from
the powers which the Congress exercises with respect to the District.” 325
This statement, together with the House consideration of the plan, leave
no doubt that the plan granted no new powers to the District of Co
lumbia government and that the Council’s power is limited to the exer
cise of those powers that Congress had already specifically delegated
to the District government.326
The organic act of 1878 withdrew all legislative powers from the
municipal government.327 Thus, the District has no legislative power
and Congress has exclusive and plenary power to legislate for the Dis
trict of Columbia.328329
However, Congress has delegated to the District
the authority to adopt local ordinances and regulations.320 Thus, the
District occupies the same relation to Congress that a city bears to the
legislature in the state in which it is incorporated.330 Accordingly, in
1887, Congress authorized the Commissioners to “make, modify, and
enforce usual and reasonable police regulations” for ten enumerated
subjects.331 And in 1892 a Congress authorized the Commissioners:
to make and enforce all such reasonable and usual police regula
tions in addition to those already made under [the 1887 Act] as
323 Letter of Transmittal, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-App. 67 (Supp. V, 1972).
324 Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967, 3 C.F.R. 345 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. App.
587 (1970).,
325 Letter of Transmittal, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-App. 68 (Supp. V, 1972).
320 See H.R. Rep. No. 537, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 18 (1967); Hearings on Reorganiza
tion Plan No. 3 of 1967 before a Subcomm, of the House Comm. on Government
Operations, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 51, 67 (1967). The Senate took no formal action on
the plan. See also Senate Staff Memo No. 90-1-37, June 7, 1967, reprinted in Hearings,
supra, at 55-56.
327 Act of June 11, 1878, ch. 180, § 2, 20 Stat. 103; see District of Columbia v. John
R. Thompson Co., 346 U.S. 100, 114 (1953); Metropolitan R.R. v. District of Columbia,
132 U.S. 1, 7 (1889).
328 See District of Columbia v. John R. Thompson Co., 346 U.S. 100, 114 (1953);
Jones v. District of Columbia, 323 F.2d 306, 309 (D.C. Cir. 1963); FJippo v. Real Estate
Comm’n, 223 A.2d 268 (D.C. Ct. App. 1966).
329 See Miller v. District of Columbia Bd. of Appeals & Review, Civil No. 6144
(D.C. Ct. App., Aug. 31, 1972); note 333 infra and accompanying text.
330See LaForest v. Board of Comm’rs, 92 F.2d 547, 549 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied*
302 U.S. 760 (1937); United States ex rel. Daly v. Macfarland, 28 App. D.C. 552, 558
(1907).
331 Act of Jan. 26, 1887, ch. 49, § 1, 24 Stat. 368, as amended, Act of Mar. 3, 1925,.
ch. 443, § 16, 43 Stat. 1125, as amended, Act of Sep. 13, 1961, Pub. L. No. 87-227, § 3,
75 Stat. 498, as revised, Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967 § 402(1), 3 C.F.R. 348
(Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. 588 (1970) (codified at D.C. Code Ann. § 1-224 (1967)).
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they may deem necessary for the protection of Eves, limbs, health,
comfort and quiet of all persons and the protection of aU property
within the District of Columbia.332

The present CouncU has merely inherited this delegated authority to
adopt regulations equivalent to municipal ordinances.
There is a fundamental error in the argument that the District of
Columbia Council is exempt from the District of Columbia Administra
tive Procedure Act because it enacts legislation. Rather than legislate
as a state legislature, the District of Columbia Council acts in a quasi
legislative function, adopting legislative rules in a manner similar to
many administrative agencies.333
There can be no doubt that the enactments of the Council under its
delegated authority are rules within the meaning of the Act.334 More
over, the only reasonable interpretation of the repeated references to
the Council in the Act, which was passed after Reorganization Plan
No. 3 of 1967, is that Congress intended the Council to be subject to
the rulemaking provisions of the Act.335336
This interpretation is confirmed
by an examination of the Act’s legislative history, which reveals that
the original bill was amended to conform to Reorganization Plan No. 3
of 1967, and that the CouncE was intended to be subject to the Act’s
332S.J. Res. 4, § 2, 27 Stat. 394 (1892), as revised, Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967
5-402(6), 3 C.F.R. 349 (Comp. 1967), 5 U.S.C. 588 (1970).
333 Jones v. District of Columbia, 323 F.2d 306, 309 (D.C. Cir. 1963); see 1 F. Cooper
175-76.
If the rule represents something more than the agency’s opinion as to
what the statute requires—if the legislature has delegated a measure of
legislative power to the agency, and has provided a statutory sanction for
violation of such rules as the agency may adopt—then the rule may prop
erly be described as legislative. The distinction between interpretive and
legislative rules (a distinction which courts recognize in their rulings,
but which is rarely discussed in judicial opinions) is well stated by Robert
¡Benjamin: “Those that go beyond interpretation and, within limits pre
scribed by the governing statute, themselves enact new substantive pro
visions” are legislative rules. There are, thus, two identifying characteristics
of legislative rules: (1) the statute has delegated power to the agency to
adopt the rule; (2) the statute provides that the rule shall, if within the
delegated power, have authoritative force.
Id.
334 “[T]he term ‘rule’ means the whole or any part of any Commissioner’s, Council’s,
or agency statement of general or particular applicability and future effect designed
to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy or to describe the organization,
procedure, or practice requirements of the Commissioner, Council, or any agency.”
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act § 3, D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1502(6)
(Supp. V, 1972).
336 See generally 2 J. Sutherland, Statutes and Statutory Construction § 4508.1'
(3d ed. Supp. 1971).
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provisions.336 Moreover, the House debates on the Act refer to the
Council’s “rulemaking” authority and state that the bill would not dis
turb “the substantive rulemaking and regulatory power of the Coun
cil.” 336
337 Thus it is clear that Congress intended the Act to be a limitation
on the delegated power of the Council to adopt local rules. This limi
tation in no way derogates the Council’s power to adopt rules. Rather
it merely requires that the Council follow certain well established guide
lines to ensure fundamental fairness to people who are governed by
those rules. There can be no dispute that Congress has the power to
impose such a limitation or that by the plain words of the Act, it has
imposed such a limitation.

Conclusion

The District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act is one of the
most important pieces of legislation passed in recent years for the Dis
trict of Columbia. Unfortunately, due to the unique character of the
District of Columbia government, the Act has not yet been fully imple
mented. Some agencies have protested the application of the Act to
them while others have simply not complied because of bureaucratic
inertia. Hopefully, this article will contribute to a better understanding
of the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act and will
encourage attorneys and citizens to challenge agencies who fail to com
ply with the Act.

336 See S. Rep. No. 1581, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 7, 9 (1968); Hearings on S. 1319 and
H.R. 7417, supra note 11, at 56, 75.
337 114 Cong. Rec. 30,274 (1968) (remarks of Representative McMillan).
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MULTIPLE PETTY CONTEMPTS AND THE
GUARANTEE OF TRIAL BY JURY
James R. Thompson* & Gary L. Starkman**

The Supreme Court's decision in Bloom v. Illinois, establishing
that both state and federal defendants have a constitutional right
to jury trials before conviction for single, “serious” contempts, left
unresolved the question whether the same right exists for de
fendants cited for several direct contempts, none of •which rises
above the level of a petty offense. Examining the current situation
and the constitutional issue of the jury trial right in contempt
cases, Messrs. Thompson and Starkman conclude that any rule
requiring aggregation of multiple, petty direct contempts to en
sure a right to jury trial is inappropriate since it rests upon a de
fective premise, generates inconsistent results, encourages hasty
sentencing in mid-trial, and is unnecessary to satisfy the appearance
of justice.
Recent trials involving courtroom disruption have evoked increased
public scrutiny of the judicial contempt power, the primary means
by which the judiciary maintains courtroom decorum and promotes
the swift and orderly adjudication of cases. Among the focal points
of public attention are questions concerning the proper balance be
tween the judiciary’s ability to invoke and apply the contempt power
evenhandedly and the procedural safeguards afforded individual contemnors. In 1968, in Bloom v. Illinois,1 the Supreme Court weighed
these basic questions and held that the Constitution entitled both state
and federal defendants to jury trials upon single, “serious” contempts.
Bloom, however, did not resolve the question whether the jury trial
right extends to multiple, petty direct contempts where the aggregate
sentence of the petty contempts would qualify as a serious contempt.
This Article will examine the rationale and underpinnings of the
Bloom decision, its effects on multiple petty contempts, and policy and
practical considerations concerning the jury trial requirement in cases
of contempt.
•J.D., Northwestern University School of Law. United States Attorney for the
Northern District of Illinois. Former Associate Professor of Law, Northwestern Uni
versity. Member, Illinois Bar.
•*J.D., Northwestern University School of Law. Assistant United States Attorney,
Special Investigations Division, Northern District of Illinois. Member, Illinois Bar.
The views expressed in this article are those of the authors and not necessarily those
of the Department of Justice.
1 391 U.S. 194 (1968).
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Background

The applicability of the constitutional guarantee of trial by jury23
to contempt cases has undergone rapid reexamination in the short space
of a decade. In 1958, giving full consideration to the issue in Green
v. United States
*
the Supreme Court held that contempt of court was
a valid historical exception to the sixth amendment’s jury trial require
ment—an exception “firmly rooted in our traditions.” 45 The issue was
reconsidered in United States v. Barnett^ where Justice Clark, author
ing the majority opinion, traced the historical underpinnings of this
exception to the jury trial right and concluded by reasserting its va
lidity.6 However, expressing concern for the effective administration
of justice, he added dicta to the effect that some members of the Court
felt that summary sentences, imposed without a jury trial, would be
constitutionally limited to the penalty provided for petty offenses.78
Two terms later, the dissatisfaction of the Barnett minority was made
manifest in Cbeff v. Schnackenberg
*
Although the Court in Cheff
affirmed a six month contempt sentence imposed without a jury trial,
2 The relevant constitutional provision declares that: “The trial of all crimes, except
in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury. . . .” U.S. Const, art. Ill, § 2. The sixth
amendment states: “In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a
speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury. . . .” U.S. Const, amend. VI.
Since many state statutes dealing with the contempt power are modeled after the
federal statute, this article primarily will be concerned with the latter statute. See 18
U.S.C. § 401 (1970). The statute is supplemented by rule 42(a) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure, permitting a trial judge to certify that he saw or heard the con
temptuous conduct and then proceed to sentence the contemnor summarily without a
jury trial. Fed. R. Crim. P. 42(a).
3 356 U.S.165 (1958).
4 Id. at 187. In a scholarly concurring opinion, Justice Frankfurter acknowledged
the persuasiveness of the many cases sustaining the summary contempt power and con
cluded by noting:
It is for Congress to extend this participation of the jury, whenever it sees
fit to do so, to other instances of the exercise of the power to punish for
contempt. It is not for this court to fashion a wholly novel constitutional
doctrine that would require such participation whatever Congress may
think on the matter, and in the teeth of an unbroken legislative and judicial
history from the foundation of the nation.
Id. at 193 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
5 376 U.S. 681 (1964). See generally Tefft, United States v. Barnett: “‘Tuas a
Famous Victory,” 1964 S. Ct. Rev. 123.
6 376 U.S. at 692-700.
7 Id. at 694-95 n.12. This significant dicta created substantial confusion. See Note,
The Supreme Court Constructs A Limited Right to Trial by Jury for Federal Criminal
Contemnors, 1967 Duke L.J. 632, 642-43 n.54. Justices Douglas and Black believed that
there should be a jury trial right in all contempt cases. 376 U.S. at 726 (Black, J., dis
senting).
8 384 U.S. 373 (1966).
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it concluded, under its supervisory powers over lower federal courts,
that “sentences exceeding six months for criminal contempt may not
be imposed by federal courts absent a jury trial or waiver thereof.” 910
The decade was completed with two milestone decisions of the Warren
era—Duncan v. Louisiana™ and Bloom v. Illinois.11 Duncan made the
sixth amendment’s jury trial guarantee binding on the states; and Bloom
clearly established, as a constitutional matter, that state as well as fed
eral defendants are entitled to jury trials upon single, “serious” con
tempts.12
In Bloom, the contemnor was sentenced to 24 months imprisonment
for willfully petitioning to admit a false will to probate. Although the
facts presented no question concerning courtroom disruption during
trial,13 Justice White’s majority opinion considered the applicability
of the decision to courtroom disturbances generally cognizable under
the summary contempt power:
The power of a judge to quell disturbance cannot attend upon
the impaneling of a jury. There is, therefore, a strong temptation
to make exception to the rule we establish today for disorders in
the courtroom. We are convinced, however, that no special rule is
needed.14

However, in the same paragraph, Justice White added an important
caveat: “By deciding to treat criminal contempt like other crimes inso
far as the right to a jury trial is concerned, we similarly place it under
the rule that petty crimes need not be tried to a jury.” 15 This portion
9 Id. at 380. Justices Harlan and Stewart, concurring in affirmance, expressed dis
approval with the Court’s conclusion and advised adherence to Green. Id. at 384
(Harlan, J., concurring). Justices Douglas and Black dissented, believing that the right
to jury trial extended to all contempt cases. Id. at 393 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
10 391 U.S. 145 (1968).
11 391 U.S. 194 (1968).
12 Bloom did not specify the length of sentence necessary to qualify a contemnor
for a jury trial but merely noted that the two year sentence there imposed was suffi
ciently serious to merit a jury trial. However, Baldwin v. New York, resolving the
question of when an offense was serious, held that statutory authorization of a penalty
in excess of six months warranted a jury trial. 399 U.S. 66, 68 (1970). While Baldwin
has limited applicability where, as in federal contempt, there is no statutory maximum,
courts confronted with the issue have found the decision to so affect the administration
of justice as to require non-retroactive application. See, e.g., United States ex rel. Farmer
v. Kosan, 440 F.2d 1256 (2d Cir. 1971); People v. Dargan, 26 N.Y.2d 100, 101, 261 N.E.2d
633, 634, 313 N.Y.S.2d 712, 713 (1970) (per curiam); State v. Dostal, 28 Ohio St. 2d 158,
277 N.E.2d 211 (1971), cert, denied, 406 U.S. 831 (1972). But see Commonwealth v.
Bethea, 445 Pa. 161, 282 A.2d 246 (1971).
13 391 U.S. at 210.

15 Id.
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of the Bloom opinion prohibits summary sentencing in excess of six
months for single contempts committed in the face of the court; but
it does not consider whether a contemnor who engages in several acts
of misconduct, none in itself so serious as to rise above the level of a
petty offense, is entitled to trial by jury. Consequently, a gap remains
in the law of contempt which, in light of “the relatively unprecedented
illegal disruptions of the proceedings in courts in our country,” 16 has
generated considerable concern within the legal community.17
No one can seriously dispute the proposition that “a criminal trial, in
the constitutional sense, cannot take place where the courtroom is a
bedlam.” 18 However, the question of what kind of contempt power
will best protect the judicial process from courtroom disruption has
been subject to substantial dispute. On the one hand, there are those
who maintain that a highly circumscribed contempt power, affording
a defendant the full panoply of procedural rights, will secure respect
for the courts and concomitantly repel the desire to disturb judicial
proceedings.19 On the other hand, there are those who maintain that
a less restricted contempt power, albeit one judiciously employed, will
more readily serve to insulate a criminal trial from disruption and con
tamination.20
At the heart of the current controversy over the extent of contempt
power necessary to protect the judicial process lies the question whether
the jury trial guarantee should be applied to contempt cases. No view
on this question should be treated lightly, for the issue is “fraught with
difficulty.” 21 However, although our constitutional heritage has dem
onstrated substantial preference for the common sense judgment of a
lay jury, the issue to be addressed “is not whether jury trial is an an
cient institution, which it is; nor whether it plays a significant role in
the administration of criminal justice, which it does; nor whether it
16 Groppi v. Leslie, 436 F.2d 326, 328 (7th Cir. 1970), aff’d on rehearing, 436 F.2d
331 (7th Cir. 1971) (en banc), rev’d, 404 U.S. 496 (1972); see, e.g., Mayberry v. Penn
sylvania, 400 U.S. 455 (1971); Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337 (1970); Katz v. Murtaugh, 28
N.Y.2d 234, 269 N.E.2d 816, 321 N.Y.S.2d 108 (1971).
17 See Note, Criminal Law—Contempt—Conduct of Attorney During Course of
Trial, 1971 Wis. L. Rev. 329, 349.
18 Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337, 351 (1970) (Douglas, J., separate opinion). See
generally Flaum & Thompson, The Case of the Disruptive Defendant: Illinois v. Allen,
61 J. Crim. L.C. & P.S. 323, 337-38 (1970).
19 See, e.g., Beale, Contempt of Court, Criminal and Civil, 21 Harv. L. Rev. 161
(1908); Hazard, Securing Courtroom Decorum, 80 Yale L.J. 433 (1970); Nelles, The
Summary Power to Punish for Contempt, 31 Colum. L. Rev. 956 (1931).
20 See Cohen, The Contempt Power—Lifeblood of the Judiciary, 2 Loyola U.L. Rev.
69 (1971); Lane, The Contempt Power v. The Concept of a Fair Trial, 50 Ky. L.J. 351
(1962); cf. Burger, The Necessity for Civility, 52 F.R.D. 211 (1971).
21 United States v. Seale, 461 F.2d 345, 353 (7th Cir. 1972).
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will endure, which it shall.” 22 The two narrow questions presented
are: 1) whether the requirement of trial by jury, as applied to cases
of courtroom misconduct, is practically adaptable and worthy of per
petuation; and, 2) if so, whether the continued existence of the petty
offense exception to Bloom's jury trial requirement23 allows a trial judge
summarily to impose consecutive sentences of less than six months each
upon a number of factually distinct acts of contempt occurring during
the course of a single trial.
The answer to the second question is necessarily colored by the
desirability of perpetuating the jury trial requirements enunciated in
Cheff and Bloom. Although these decisions are of relatively recent
vintage, the fact that their application in the lower courts has sparked
considerable controversy makes a reexamination of their principles
appropriate. It will be argued below that reexamination of these prin
ciples should properly lead to the conclusion that the extension of the
jury trial requirement to direct contempts24 rested on a questionable
foundation when announced, failed to consider the practical impossi
bilities of trying a contempt case to a jury, and created considerable
confusion in an area that requires efficiency in adjudication in order to
deter courtroom misbehavior. Consequently, as a prerequisite to re
solving the multiple petty contempt issue, it is essential to reconsider
the propriety of the jury trial requirement.

The Jury Trial Requirement
Neither Cheff nor Bloom arose in the classic summary contempt
mold. Because the factual circumstances disclosed extrajudicial mis
behavior, extended hearings were conducted in both cases to resolve
disputed issues of fact.25 Although the six month Cheff sentence was
22 Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145, 171-72 (1968) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
23 See notes 13-16 supra and accompanying text.
24 As used here, the term direct contempt applies to obstructive misbehavior in the
presence of, and within the view of the judge. The arguments relating to direct con
tempt and courtroom misconduct are applicable to what may be characterized as quasi
direct contempt—the situation in which courtroom misconduct occurs in the presence
of a judge who must disqualify himself from adjudicating the contempt because of
actual or presumed personal involvement. See notes 49-54 infra and accompanying text.
Since the next presiding judge will have the transcript of the offense, the knowledge he
possesses is similar to that which could be obtained by personal observation. Of course,
in this situation the defendant is entitled to a complete hearing in exculpation and miti
gation. See Fed. R. Crim. P. 42(b).
25 See In re Holland Furnace Co. 341 F.2d 548 (7th Cir. 1965), aff’d, Cheff v.
Schnackenberg, 384 U.S. 373 (1966). Cheff’s contempt citation resulted from his failure
to obey an appellate court’s mandate to follow Federal Trade Commission orders. 384
U.S. at 385. Bloom was prosecuted on a petition by the State of Illinois and given a
full hearing on the merits. People v. Bloom, 35 Ill. 2d 255, 220 N.E.2d 475 (1966).
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affirmed, the Court, invoking its supervisory powers, created a rule
based on “pure policy” rather than history26 and held that contempt
sentences in excess of six months required a jury trial. The Court in
Bloom directly confronted the constitutional issue and held that a jury
trial was constitutionally required where the punishment imposed upon
the offender was “serious.” 27 The majority felt justified in abandoning
an impressive array of precedents for numerous reasons—1) in its view,
contempt was no different than ordinary criminal offenses; 2) the con
tempt power was susceptible to abuse by an offended trial judge; 3)
developing jurisprudence had narrowly restricted the contempt power;
and 4) in sum, “the choice in favor of jury trial has been made, and
retained, in the Constitution.” 28
Commencing with the last stated proposition, the grounds upon
which Bloom was decided will be reviewed seriatim. Because the ques
tion whether the Constitution compels jury trial in cases of courtroom
disruption is the central issue, it serves as the most logical point of
departure.
CONSTITUTIONAL COMPULSION OF JURY TRIAL

A common thread running through a wide variety of Supreme Court
decisions dealing with the sixth amendment is that “in amending the
Constitution, to guarantee the right to jury trial, the framers desired
to preserve the jury safeguard as it was known to them at common
law.” 29 Deference to history in sixth amendment interpretation is par
ticularly pertinent to contempt of court.30 Because a number of the
legislators who enacted the first contempt statute, granting virtually
26 384 U.S. at 383 (Harlan, J., concurring); see Note, Criminal Contempt and Trial
by Jury, 8 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 76, 88-89 (1966).
27 See note 12 supra and accompanying text.
28 391 U.S. at 209.
29 Johnson v. Louisiana, 406 U.S. 356, 371 (1972); see Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S.
78, 125 (1970) (Harlan, J., concurring); R. Perry, Sources of Our Liberties 281-88
(1959); 3 J. Story, Commentaries on the Constitution 652-53 (1st ed. 1833); cj.
United States v. Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.S. 649, 654 (1898); Smith v. Alabama, 124 U.S.
465, 468 (1888).
30 A celebrated passage from Justice Holmes’ opinion in Gompers v. United States
reinforces this point:
But the provisions of the Constitution are not mathematical formulas having
their essence in their form; they are organic living institutions transplanted
from English soil. Their significance is vital not formal; it is to be gathered
not simply by taking the words and a dictionary, but by considering their
origin and the line of their growth. ... It does not follow that contempts
of the class under consideration are not crimes, or rather, in the language
of the statute, offenses, because trial by jury as it has been gradually
worked out and fought out has been thought not to extend to them as a
matter of constitutional right.
233 U.S. 604, 610 (1914), citing Robertson v. Baldwin, 165 U.S. 275, 281-82 (1896).
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unlimited summary contempt power, were also framers of the Consti
tution,31 it is inconceivable that the jury trial right was intended to
apply to contempt of court. Following this logic, a long line of cases
bowed both to history and the intent of the framers and held the jury
trial provisions inapplicable to contempt cases.32
The Bloom Court, however, ignoring the wellsprings of history, was
evidently “prepared to deem [itself] wiser or more sensitive to human
rights than [its] predecessors.” 33 Since this sensitivity was not shared
by either the framers of the Constitution or the roll of Justices who
preceded those deciding Bloom, the principles of constitutional adjudi
cation which place reliance upon the intent of the founders were
abandoned. Rather, implicit in the opinion was the philosophy that the
language of the Constitution must be interpreted in light of “evolving
standards of decency.” 34 Under this analysis, the scope of a particular
constitutional provision is determined by applying its historical mean
ing to contemporary circumstances unanticipated when the Constitution
was drafted.35 While this approach may be questionable in Bloom, in
light of the recognized breadth of the contempt power in colonial
times, the abiding significance of jury trials, as an evolutionary concept
in our constitutional scheme, at least deserved more consideration than
the Court devoted to it.
Since extending the jury trial requirement to the states, the Court
has had occasion to consider whether several of the ancillary aspects of
trial by jury are implicit within the requirement.36 These decisions
have established that although the jury’s function is fact finding, the
jury is not necessarily better at that job than a conscientious judge.37
31 See United States v. Barnett, 376 U.S. 681, 693 (1964); Ex parte Burr, 4 F. Cas.
791, 797 (No. 2186) (C.CB.C. 1823).
32 See, e.g., In re Debs, 158 U.S. 564, 594-95 (1895); ICC v. Brimson, 154 U.S. 447,
489 (1894); Eilenbecker v. District Court, 134 U.S. 31, 39 (1890). See generally Green
v. United States, 356 U.S. 165, 191 (1958) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
33 Galven v. Press, 347 U.S. 522, 531 (1954). In Galven, the Court was not so prepared
and Justice Frankfurter, authoring the opinion, articulated a philosophy that he there
after had occasion to apply to the instant issue. See note 4 supra.
34Trop v. Dulles, 356 US. 86, 100-01 (1958); see Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238,
266-69 (1972) (Brennan, J., concurring). See generally A. Goldberg, Equal Justice: The
Warren Era of the Supreme Court 38-39 (1971).
35 See, e.g., Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333, 344 (1970) (Harlan, J., concurring);
Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967); United States v. Lovett, 328 U.S. 303, 31S
(1946) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
36See, e.g., Johnson v. Louisiana, 406 U.S. 356 (1972) (unanimity); McKeiver vPennsylvania, 403 U.S. 528 (1971) (extension to juvenile proceedings); Williams v.
Florida, 399 U.S. 78 (1970) (number of jurors); DeStefano v. Woods, 392 U.S. 631
(1968) (retroactivity of Bloom).
87 See McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 403 US. 528, 551 (1971) (White, J., concurring);
Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319, 325 (1937).
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The developing standards of decency rationale, rather than supporting
the extension of the jury trial right to contempt cases, may demonstrate
both an increasing dissatisfaction with jury decisions in certain cases
and an unwillingness of the general public to accept jury judgments.
This proposition is buttressed by the argument that a jury trial may even
impair respect for law since the average citizen reacts unfavorably to
his peers deciding complex matters and to the jury’s distortion of the
adjudicatory process.38 Moreover, the need to limit the possibility of
judicial tyranny—the reason the jury provisions were inserted in the
Constitution—has been largely obviated by modern methods of judicial
selection relying either directly or indirectly on participation by the
electorate.39 All of these inherent defects in the jury system are aggra
vated by the emergence of criminal law from its original relative sim
plicity to a highly complex, circumscribed field.40
Notwithstanding the above considerations, the criminal justice sys
tem is constitutionally committed to jury trial in ordinary criminal cases.
But before that commitment is enlarged beyond its intended scope, it
is important to consider that the jury trial requirement, with its attend
ant defects, may not be an element of developing and enlightened stand
ards of value. If the jury is not a necessary element for accurate fact
finding,41 it may well be inimical to our developing jurisprudence to
establish a requirement unintended by the founders of the Constitution.
Consequently, to state that the Constitution made the “choice” in favor
of jury trials in contempt cases, as did Bloom, “would require consid
erably more evidence than we have been able to discover in the history
or language of the Constitution or in the reasoning of . . . past decisions. 42
The contemporary standards of decency approach to constitutional
interpretation articulated in Bloom focused on the gradual erosion of
the contempt power rather than on the value of the jury in the consti
tutional scheme. Concededly, the substantive scope of the contempt
power has been narrowed by Congress and the courts.43 But the exist
38See Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145, 189 (1968) (Harlan, J., dissenting);
Boston, Same Practical Remedies far Existing Defects in the Administration of Justice,
61 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1, 16 (1912); Sunderland, The Inefficiency of the American Jury, 13
Mich. L. Rev. 302, 305 (1915).
39 See Sunderland, supra note 38, at 305.
40 Cf. Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145, 188 (1968) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
41 See McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 403 U.S. 528, 543 (1971).
42 Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S. 78, 103 (1970).
43 See notes 100-105 infra and accompanying text. See also Harris v. United States,
382 U.S. 162 (1965) (summary procedure inappropriate to punish recalcitrant grand
jury witness); Panico v. United States, 375 U.S. 29 (1963) (per curiam) (summary pro
cedure not proper where question as to competency of contemnor); Cammer v. United
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ence of limitations upon the definitional boundaries of punishable con
duct does not mandate that certain procedures must be employed once
a given course of conduct satisfies the rigorous criteria necessary to be
categorized as contempt. Rather, these limitations aimed merely to
reduce the possibility of a summary adjudication of contempt where
the conduct is not in fact contemptuous or the facts supporting the
charge are unknown to the trial judge.
Bloom's discussion of the evolution of procedural limitations upon
the exercise of contempt power relied upon precedents in which the
conduct involved did not warrant summary treatment in the first in
stance. Such restraints were applicable to hearings resulting upon re
mand from a contempt adjudication that, for some reason, was im
proper.44 Thus, the procedural limitations referred to in Bloom did not
erode application of summary contempt power where the circumstances
of the contempt were sufficient to trigger exercise of that power.4546
47
Because the strictly procedural limitations upon exercise of a judge’s
summary contempt power were few prior to Bloom *Q the developing
jurisprudence had not eroded the power in the sense averted to by the
majority opinion. Consequently, extension of the jury guarantee to
summary contempt adjudications could not rest upon a developing
jurisprudence rationale, for virtually no procedural jurisprudence in
this narrowly defined area had developed;
Perhaps the lynchpin of the Bloom holding was the Court’s feeling
that a jury was necessary to protect against an arbitrary exercise of
power by an offended trial judge. In DeStefano v. Woods
*
1 a per
curiam opinion finding the Bloom requirement to have prospective appli
cation only, the Court stated that “[ojne ground for the Bloom result
States, 350 U.S. 399 (1956) (attorney not “officer of the court” within meaning of state
contempt statute); Nye v. United States, 313 U.S. 33 (1941) (conduct not in actual
presence of court but over 100 miles away).
44 See, e.g., Cooke v. United States, 267 U.S. 517 (1925); Michaelson v. United
States ex rel. Chicago, St. P., M., & O. Ry., 266 U.S. 42 (1924); Gompers v. Bucks Stove
& Range Co., 221 U.S. 418 (1911).
45 See, e.g., Sacher v. United States, 343 U.S. 1 (1952); Fisher v. Pace, 336 U.S. 165
(1949); United States v. Schiffer, 351 F.2d 91 (6th Cir. 1965), ceri. denied, 384 U.S. 1004
(1966); Robles v. United States, 279 F.2d 401 (9th Cir. 1960), cert, denied, 365 U.S. 836
(1961).
46 In re Oliver, holding the right to public trial binding upon state summary contempt
adjudications, was the only procedural limitation on the summary power decided on
constitutional grounds prior to Bloom. 333 U.S. 257 (1948). Offutt v. United States,
which found summary adjudication improper when invoked by a personally involved
trial judge, arguably falls within the framework of a procedural limitation, but it was
not decided on constitutional grounds. 348 U.S. 11 (1954). However, cases subsequent
to Bloo?n have found limitations at a constitutional level. See Groppi v. Leslie, 404 U.S.
496 (1972); Mayberry v. Pennsylvania, 400 U.S. 455 (1971).
47 392 U.S. 631 (1968) (per curiam).
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was the belief that contempt trials, which often occur before the very
judge who was the object of the allegedly contemptuous behavior,
would be more fairly tried if a jury determined guilt.” 48
There is of course no doubt that the most elementary notions of due
process would require that judgment be passed by an impartial tribunal;
but, except where the judge had a direct interest in the outcome of a
given case,4950
the concept of disqualification was somewhat hazy prior
to Bloom. Offutt v. United States™ had held that a judge who displayed
a personal animosity toward a contemnor through bitter remarks could
not sit in judgment.51 However, the Offutt situation was rare; and the
Bloom Court believed that a jury should pass judgment even where
a judge displayed no visible animosity because the contempt might
touch “the most vulnerable and human qualities of a judge’s tempera
ment.” 52
This was an appropriate justification for the jury requirement when
Bloom was decided; but this justification has now disappeared. In Ai/ryberry v. Pennsylvania,53 the Court unanimously held that a judge who
is the target of abuse and vilification necessarily becomes embroiled with
the contemnor and cannot pass judgment, for “[njone so cruelly slan
dered is likely to maintain that calm detachment necessary for fair
adjudication.” 54 This concept was applied in a somewhat different light
in Johnson v. Mississippi55 an abbreviated per curiam opinion in the
wake of Mayberry, where the Court found disqualification necessary
if the judge becomes “enmeshed in matters involving” the contemnor.56
Since no judge harboring personal animosity or marked personal feel
ings may now sit in judgment on the object of his enmity, Bloom’s
concern for interposing a jury between the contemnor and the “in
volved” judge no longer stands as a valid basis for broadening the jury
trial requirement to encompass cases of direct contempt.
48 Id. at 634.
49 See Tunney v. Ohio, 273 U.S. 510 (1926); Frank, Disqualification of Judges, 56
Yale L.J. 605 (1947).
50 348 U.S. 11 (1954).
51 Id. at 17.
52 391 U.S. at 202.
53 400 U.S. 455 (1971).
54 Id. at 465. Lower federal courts have held the principle of disqualification in
these circumstances applicable whether the contemnor is a defendant or a lawyer. See
United States v. Meyer, 462 F.2d 827 (D.C. Cir. 1972); In re Dellinger, 461 F.2d 389
<7th Cir. 1972).
55 403 U.S. 212 (1971) (per curiam).
56 Id. at 215.
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS WEIGHING AGAINST JURY TRIALS

The Bloom Court also found the jury provisions applicable to con
tempt cases because, after examining the considerations which render
the jury trial right fundamental, it found “no substantial difference be
tween serious contempts and other serious crimes.” 57 While this con
clusion may be true insofar as the impact on the individual defendant
is concerned, contempt cases differ substantially from ordinary criminal
cases as far as the practical aspects of prosecution are concerned. If the
Constitution clearly compelled jury trials in contempt cases, the prac
tical problems of implementing the guarantee would be of no impor
tance.58 However, since Bloom’s extension of the jury requirement
resulted directly from a balancing of policy considerations, the practical
aspects of implementing the requirements should weigh heavy.
The contempt power exists primarily to compel obedience to both
judicial orders and the strictures of courtroom decorum so that the
public will have confidence that disputes can be justly and finally re
solved by submission to the judicial process.59 However, public con
fidence in the court system would wane and skepticism would certainly
intensify if juries were to acquit those actually guilty of contempt of
court. Bloom considered this problem generally, but found it insuffi
cient to override extension of the jury requirement.60 Unfortunately,
the analysis in Bloom did not specifically contemplate the situation in
which courtroom disruption is recorded on the transcript.
Where the court reporter transcribes courtroom misconduct, the
transcript is compelling evidence of the offense as it occurred.61 In
57 391 U.S. at 202.
58 See State v. Borst, 278 Minn. 388, 154 N.W.2d 888 (1967) (implementation of
right to counsel); A. Goldberg, supra note 34, at 53-60 (implementation of Supreme
Court decisions mandating executive action).
59 In this regard, the contempt power facilitates maintenance of the standing, respect,
dignity, and usefulness of the courts to the public at large. If litigants could ignore final
orders or defeat justice by destroying courtroom decorum, the judicial process would
be nothing more than “a promise to the ear to be broken to the hope, a teasing illusion
like a munificent bequest in a pauper’s will.” Edwards v. California, 314 U.S. 160, 186
(1941) (Jackson, J., concurring).
60 The Bloom Court said:
In isolated instances recalcitrant or irrational juries may acquit rather
than apply the law to the case before them. Our system has wrestled with
this problem for hundreds of years, however, and important safeguards have
been devised to minimize miscarriages of justice through the malfunction
ing of the jury system.
391 US. at 209.
61 Modern court reporters often transcribe events occurring in the courtroom as well
as the spoken word. Thus, the conduct of a defendant refusing to rise or an attorney
pounding on the lecturn may well be recorded on the transcript. Moreover, what
transpired in the courtroom is often easily discernible from what was said.
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these circumstances, insanity defenses aside,62 a jury acquittal would be
inane.63 Where the facts of the offense are undisputed, a jury verdict
merely serves as a reassuring symbol evocative of an acquiescent mass
public response. But a jury acquittal in a case of demonstrated guilt
can only lead to public outrage and inject irrationality into a system in
which the fundamental rationality of decisions hold men together in an
orderly state.
The problem of irrational jury verdicts is one which our system must
necessarily cope with in ordinary criminal cases, and the safeguards
that have been devised to minimize miscarriages of justice usually per
form their functions. But jury trials arising from direct contempts, by
virtue of the intrinsic nature of the offense, are very different from
normal criminal prosecutions. Contempts generally arise from breaches
of courtroom decorum and abuses of subtle evidentiary principles. Since
every juror has some conception of right and wrong based on his own
experience, he can resolve questions of guilt on the basis of the amalga
mation of testimony in a criminal trial. However, when a given course
of conduct—such as a contemptuous reaction to an abstruse evidentiary
ruling—is neither criminal in the classic sense nor offensive to human
sensibilities, it is not the type of event which, as might be expected,
an unschooled layman would associate with criminal guilt.
The possibility that a jury, incapable of comprehending the inherent
nature of contempt as a crime, will acquit the guilty is intensified by a
number of other considerations. First, the prosecution is presented with
a dilemma as to trial strategy. Reading a lengthy trial manuscript aloud
to the jury is not only tedious, but lacks the dramatic impact necessary
to satisfy the reasonable doubt standard as a matter of jury appeal. On
the other hand, if witnesses are called, an undesirable negative implica
tion is created that the transcript is insufficient. And if the witnesses
are called by the prosecution, the jury may well wonder why the one
who initiated the charges—the trial judge in the proceedings out of
which the contempt arose—is not called to the stand.
Second, whereas most criminal activity is clandestine by nature,
direct contempt occurs in open court. If the contempt occurs on several
days of a trial, an inordinate number of witnesses, including all spec
tators and court personnel, have personal knowledge of the events.
62 It is an interesting phenomenon that one competent to stand trial may be in
competent to engage in contempt. However, a sanity determination by the judge, who
may well be more suited to the task than a jury, is sanctioned by law in contempt pro
ceedings. Panico v. United States, 375 U.S. 29 (1963).
63 Similar situations arise where a camera is part of a bank burglary alarm system
and where a set-up bribe “payoff” is filmed by the police. These cases invariably result
in guilty pleas.
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This is markedly different from the commonplace criminal transaction
where relatively few people possess knowledge necessary to render
them competent witnesses. This not only may make the trial unwieldy
where, for example, either side elects to call all available witnesses, but
also, through testimony from so many different perspectives, may add
to the confusion of an already confused jury.64
Finally, it is conceivable that the defense could call as an expert
witness a judge who is more lenient than the judge who initiated the
contempt. Because judges have widely divergent views on the limits of
permissible courtroom conduct, the judge-witness could give his opin
ion that the conduct at issue is not contemptuous. While judges may
govern trials differently and have varying conceptions of contempt, each
judge must have the power to control his own courtroom. If the jury
system operates to defeat this power and pit judge against judge, it
creates threats which warrant close scrutiny.65
Bloom did not directly confront the very real practical problems dis
cussed above,66 but simply elected to “perhaps . . . sacrifice efficiency,
expedition and economy” in favor of the right to trial by jury.67 While
this catchphrase cannot be interpreted as demonstrating that the numer
ous policy considerations posed by the practical difficulties of imple
menting the jury guarantee in contempt cases were brought to the
Court’s attention, it does reflect the Court’s willingness to dispense with
speed in adjudication at the additional expense of time as well as money.
However, in terms of these considerations, some factors warrant dis
cussion.
64 An old tactic of evidence professors, which noted attorney F. Lee Bailey has
employed on television talk shows, may serve to illustrate the point. Several individuals
run into a room full of unsuspecting students or spectators, quickly perform a variety
of acts, and then exit. After a little time has passed, a number of the spectators are
asked to describe what transpired and, interestingly, each has an almost totally different
story.
65 While the disqualification of a personally involved trial judge permits one judge
to review another’s determination of contempt, it poses a substantially different situation
than that in which the defense calls a judge as a witness. In the former situation the
judge is randomly selected, while in the latter the defense can search for a particularly
lenient judge.
66 Justice Harlan outlined additional problems in implementing the jury requirement
in his concurring opinion in Cheff:
Among the prominent shortcomings of the new rule, which are simply
disregarded, is the difficulty it may generate for federal courts seeking to
implement locally unpopular decrees. Another problem is in administration:
to decide whether to proffer a jury trial, the judge must look ahead to the
sentence, which itself depends on the precise facts the trial is to reveal.
Cheff v. Schnackcnberg, 384 U.S. 373, 382 (1966) (Harlan, J., concurring),
« 391 U.S. at 209.
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Where contempt is imposed upon a number of defendants in a multi
defendant trial, the jury trial requirement, depending on the number of
contemnors involved, could have a substantial impact on court sched
ules. Because in some cases it may be doubtful that all of the specifica
tions against every defendant properly could be joined in one jury trial,
the case against each defendant may, depending on the facts, neces
sarily have to proceed separately. Thus, where several defendants are
cited for contempt, the duplication of effort necessary to provide each
with a jury trial may be extremely burdensome in terms of time spent
by witnesses, court personnel, prosecutors, and judges.68
Another “efficiency” consideration traversed in Bloom is the problem
which results when the judge who initiated the contempt is subpoenaed
to testify. In an era of increasingly congested judicial dockets, trial
judges constitute a valuable resource that should be expended on the
most pressing demands.69 Removing a judge from his official duties so
that he may testify in another case would have a substantial effect on
crowded dockets and lawyers’ time.70 Where contempts are committed
by several defendants in the same trial, the cumulative effect is magni
fied.
Moreover, in order to show error in the judge’s findings, counsel
examining him would necessarily employ ridicule and sarcasm to show
68 These considerations, in part, motivated the Government upon remand of In re
Dellinger to move that punishment be limited to six months on retrial so that the nine
separate proceedings there involved could be consolidated for trial without a jury. See
In re Dellinger, 461 F.2d 389 (7th Cir. 1972). If eight separate jury trials were necessaryone defendant was given a sentence of less than six months and was not entitled to a
jury—the impact on the prosecutorial office in the Northern District of Illinois, although
one of the largest in the country, would have been significant.
69 Cf. LaBuy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U.S. 249, 268-69 (1957) (Brennan, J., dis
senting); United States v. Jackson, 417 F.2d 1154, 1157 (D.C. Cir. 1969) (Burger, J.,
dissenting).
70 The Dellinger contempts were remanded directly to the Executive Committee of
the District Court for reassignment. 461 F.2d at 397 n.8. Because all district judges
sitting in the Northern District of Illinois at the time of the contempt had sought leave
to file an amicus curiae brief in the court of appeals, and due to the possible carry-over
effect on local judges resulting from the brutal onslaught directed at the court by the
Dellinger defendants, the Government moved to have the Executive Committee of the
District Court request the chief judge of the circuit to assign the cases to an outside
judge. See 28 U.S.C. § 292 (1970). This motion was granted and the chief judge held a
conference with counsel for both sides in order to resolve some preliminary questions
necessary to the appointment of a judge. When asked his opinion of the length of time
that the new trial would take, Government counsel indicated that, if consolidated in a
nonjury case, the trial would probably take about three and one-half weeks. To this,
one of the defense counsel responded that it would take at least three and one-half
weeks to cross-examine the trial judge.
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that the contempt charge was based on maliciousness.71 If the judge
before whom the case was being tried attempted to protect the judge
witness from counsel’s tactics, those willing to substitute suspicion for
proof could claim that the protection afforded the witness was due to
cohesiveness of the judiciary rather than the demands of justice. Be
cause of the necessary limitations on examination, the jury trial would
be accorded no more respect than a trial before a judge where counsel
is less likely to engage in heavy-handed examination.72

Vitiating

the

Effect of Bloom

On the basis of these multiple practical and policy considerations,
a disturbing suggestion emerges that the requirement of trial by jury
for those accused of direct contempt during the course of a judicial
proceeding is questionable from its inception, unworkable in practice,
capable of producing deleterious consequences, and unlikely to provide
greater protection to the citizen than an uninvolved trial judge.73
Whether the Supreme Court would be willing to review a holding as
recent as Bloom in light of the sound principles of stare decisis is open
to question. However, where constitutional questions are involved and
corrective legislative action is practically impossible, the Court has
frequently overruled its own earlier decisions when faced with better
reasoning and contrary experience.74 Nevertheless, if the Court desires
to retain the jury requirement for certain classes of contempt, a more
acceptable mode of disposition is available without actually overruling
Bloom.
71 Given the Mayberry doctrine, there would be some question as to whether a
judge who is subjected to grueling examination would be compelled to disqualify him
self from presiding over any subsequent case in which either party is represented by
the lawyer who conducts the examination. Cf. Mayberry v. Pennsylvania, 400 U.S. 455,
465-66 (1971). In small districts where the sitting judges are few, this could present a
substantial problem.
72 In any event, the finding of contempt should turn on the facts recorded in the
transcript and should neither be buttressed nor obscured by the inherent credibility
of the judge as a witness. In United States v. Seale, the Seventh Circuit attempted to
circumvent this dilemma by stating that except where the record was inadequate, the
hearing judge may decide that it is unnecessary to call either the trial judge or prosecu
tor. 461 F.2d 345, 372-73 (7th Cir. 1972). However, this does not negate the possibility
that the judge will be called to testify.
73 See also Note, The Contempt Power: The Barnett Dictum Has Matured in Bloom;
But Is the Hybrid Viable?, 11 Ariz. L. Rev. 501, 529 (1969).
74 Burnett v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co., 285 U.S. 393, 406-08 (1932) (Brandeis, J.,
dissenting). See also Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S. 78, 127-28 (1970) (Harlan, J., con
curring); Swift & Co. v. Wickham, 382 U.S. Ill, 116 (1965); Helvering v. Hallock, 309
U.S. 106, 119 (1940).
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Since neither Cheff nor Bloom involved courtroom disruption, the
language in the opinions that mandated trial by jury in cases of direct
contempt was alien to the facts presented and no more than dicta.75
It is an established maxim of judicial interpretation that general expres
sions in court opinions must be taken in connection with the facts
presented by that case and, if extending beyond that factual situation,
are not controlling when the issue is squarely presented.76 Because this
maxim retains as much vitality in contemporary jurisprudence as it has
had throughout history,77 the Court would face no obstacle in exempt
ing courtroom contempts from the jury trial requirement. Rejecting
the dicta that imposes this requirement may well be the wisest method
of disposing of a rule unsound in origin and unadaptable in practice.78

Jury Trial and Multiple Petty Contempts

If the Court chooses to retain the jury trial requirement in cases of
courtroom misconduct while awaiting further experience by the lower
courts or some form of congressional action,79 the continued existence
of Bloom's petty offense exception to the jury trial requirement poses a
significant question. That question, previously averted to as a gap in
the Bloom opinion,80 is whether one who engages in a number of dis
15 See State v. Dostal, 28 Ohio St. 2d 158, 166, 277 N.E.2d 211, 217 (1971), cert,
denied, 406 U.S. 931 (1972).
76 See Bisso v. Inland Waterway Corp., 349 U.S. 85, 100 (1955); Cohens v. Virginia,
19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264, 399 (1821).
77 See Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441, 454-55 (1972) (broad language un
necessary to Court’s decision cannot be considered binding); Harris v. New York, 401
U.S. 222, 224 (1971) (discussion of issue not necessary to holding not binding).
78 Even those who advocated the requirement of trial by jury in contempt cases
prior to Bloom recognized an exception for courtroom contempts. See Note, Constitu
tional Law: Right to Jury Trial for Criminal Contempt, 51 Minn. L. Rev. 967, 971-72
(1967); Comment, Jury Trial for Criminal Contempts: Restoring Criminal Power and
Protecting Defendants' Rights, 65 Yale L.J. 846, 856-58 (1956); cf. United States v.
Tramunti, 343 F.2d 548, 551-52 (2d Cir. 1965); United States v. Harris, 334 F.2d 460, 463
(2d Cir. 1964), rev'd on other grounds, 382 U.S. 162 (1965).
79 The National Commission which is presently engaged in work on revised federal
criminal laws has a wide variety of revolutionary proposals in the area of contempt of
court. While the substantive contours of the power would remain the same, the maxi
mum allowable penalty would be five days imprisonment and a $500 fine. Alternatively,
contempt would be made a Class B misdemeanor punishable by 30 days imprisonment
and a $500 fine. Nat’l Comm’n on Reform of Fed. Crim. Laws, Study Draft § 1341
(1970). Conduct so severe as to require greater punishment would be subject to prose
cution as a separate criminal offense entitled “hindering proceedings by disorderly con
duct.” Id. § 1344. See also Nat’l Comm’n on Reform of Fed. Crim. Laws, Working
Papers 603-06 (1970). Whether these suggestions, which may decrease the problems of
jury trials in contempt cases, will become law is questionable since their adoption would
probably involve a complete reassessment of the contempt power from its common law
inception by Congress.
w See notes 15-16 supra and accompanying text.
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tinct acts of contempt, each warranting no more than petty punishment,
is entitled to trial by jury because the aggregate sentence he receives
exceeds six months imprisonment. Colored by the practical and policy
considerations which form the basis for criticisms of the jury trial re
quirement in cases of courtroom disruption, the answer to this question
should be in the negative.
Three separate legal issues will be discussed in an attempt to show that
neither the direct holding of Bloom nor the legal or policy considera
tions which enter into such a determination support the right of a
multiple petty contemnor to trial by jury. First, the standards ordi
narily used to test the “seriousness” of an offense do not apply to con
tempt, and the sole criterion for determining the nature of each separate
offense is the penalty authorized or, if none, the penalty actually im
posed. Second, the federal contempt statute should not be construed
as requiring that contempt be considered a continuing offense covering
the course of an entire criminal trial. Finally, factors of sound judicial
administration as well as law point to the conclusion that successive
petty offenses should not be aggregated to determine the right to a
jury trial.
CHARACTER OF THE OFFENSE

The breadth of the Constitution’s jury trial provisions has always
been circumscribed by the common law distinction between “petty” and
“serious” offenses.81 In ordinary statutory prosecutions, the criterion
upon which the classification depends is the penalty authorized for an
offense rather than the penalty actually imposed.82 However, because
Congress has established no maximum penalty for direct contempt of
court, the severity of the penalty actually imposed upon each separate
act of misbehavior determines the seriousness of each particular offense.8384
Dissenting in Cheff v. Schnackenberg,^ Justice Douglas asserted that
the mechanical distinction between petty and serious offenses on the
basis of penalty was inconsistent with cases treating the character of
the offense as well as the penalty as determinative of the jury trial
81 See, e.g., Cheff v. Schnackenberg, 384 U.S. 373, 379-80 (1966); District of Columbia
v. Clawans, 300 U.S. 617, 624 (1937); Callan v. Wilson, 127 U.S. 540, 557 (1888). See
generally Frankfurter & Corcoran, Petty Federal Offenses and the Constitutional Guar
anty of Trial by Jury, 39 Harv. L. Rev. 917 (1926).
82 See, e.g., Baldwin v. New York, 399 U.S. 66, 69 (1970); Dyke v. Taylor Implement
Mfg. Co., 391 U.S. 216, 219-20 (1968); Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145, 159, 162 n.35
(1968).
83 See, e.g., Frank v. United States, 395 U.S. 197 (1969); Cheff v. Schnackenberg,
384 U.S. 373 (1966).
84 384 US. 373, 384 (1966) (Douglas, J., dissenting).
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issue.85 Because, in his opinion, the nature and gravity of the offense
were significant criteria and all contempts are “lumped together,” he
believed that the serious nature of some contempts and the severe sen
tences commonly imposed for them required that no contempt be
regarded as petty.86 Assuming the validity of this argument, two alterna
tives were available to the Court in establishing the standards for petty
contempt offenses. First, it could determine on a case-by-case basis
whether the circumstances surrounding a particular contempt were
sufficient to warrant a jury trial. Unless the difficult task of articulating
precise standards was met, however, this alternative would leave a trial
judge uncertain as to the applicable determinants of a serious offense.
Second, while awaiting a possible congressional designation of a class of
offenses that can truly be characterized as petty,87 the Court could focus
on the penalty, either imposed or authorized, as the sole standard upon
which to classify a particular act of contempt.
Because the second alternative promotes certainty and facilitates
appellate review,88 the Court has elected to treat the penalty imposed
where no penalty is authorized as the sole determinant of the pettyserious dichotomy. This decision was reached by the Che fl majority,
which held that in federal practice the actual penalty imposed upon a
particular citation for contempt was the sole factor upon which to
determine seriousness.89 Consequently, the sui generis nature of con
tempt distinguishes it from ordinary petty offenses, where penalty is
merely one element of the characterization of the offense.90 And in
Bloom the Court expressly stated that its “analysis of . . . Cheff . . .
^5Id. at 387 (Douglas, J., dissenting); see, e.g., District of Columbia v. Clawans, 300
U.S. 617 (1937); District of Columbia v. Colts, 282 U.S. 63 (1930); Schick v. United
States, 195 U.S. 65 (1904); Callan v. Wilson, 127 U.S. 540 (1888).
86 384 U.S. at 391 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
87 Although arguing that the definition must come from Congress, Justice Douglas
criticized the majority for failing to “undertake to classify different kinds of contempt
in light of nature and gravity of the offense.” Id. at 393 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
Moreover, he was not persuaded by the majority’s reliance on the congressional charac
terization of offenses as petty when the penalty does not exceed six months imprison
ment. Id. at 386-87 (Douglas, J., dissenting); see 18 U.S.C. § 1 (1970).
88 For example, a judge’s statement that a particular course of conduct constituted
a “deliberate and willful attack upon the administration of justice,” as in United States
v. Schiffer, is not easily reviewable as to his opinion of the gravity of the offense. 351
F.2d 91, 96 (6th Cir. 1965), cert, denied, 384 U.S. 1003 (1966). Indeed, it can easily be
misconstrued as imparting something far more sinister than intended. The imposition
of a particular sentence, however, easily discloses the judge’s conception of the offense.
• 89 384 U.S. at 380.
90 Compare note 85 supra with United States v. Barnett, 376 U.S. 681, 694-95 & n.12
(1964).
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makes it clear that criminal contempt is not a crime of the sort that
requires the right to a jury trial regardless of the penalty involved.” 91
While criminal contempt is a crime in the ordinary sense,92 it has
never been treated as an infamous crime.93 Had Congress desired to
establish the seriousness of statutory direct contempt, it could have
done so by providing for a right to a jury trial as it did in other classes
of contempt.94 Thus, the six month sentence test has become the sole
criterion upon which the seriousness of a given act of contemptuous
behavior is based; and imposition of a sentence of less than six months
on a single act of contempt, regardless of the attending circumstances,
does not merit a jury trial.95
SEPARABILITY OF CONTEMPTS:

STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION

A criminal violation that is not continuous in nature merits separate
punishment for each offense. Thus, the distinct repetition of a pro
hibited act constitutes a second offense and subjects the offender to
an additional penalty.96 However, to prevent judges and prosecutors
from splintering a single transaction into several offenses so as to en
hance penalties, the Supreme Court has read an allowable unit of prose
cution into several statutes as a matter of statutory construction with
91 391 U.S. at 211.
92 See Bloom v. Illinois, 391 U.S. 194, 201 (1968); New Orleans v. Steamship Co.,
87 U.S. (20 Wall.) 387, 392 (1874).
93 See Bessette v. W.B. Conkey Co., 194 U.S. 324, 335 (1904); cf. United States v.
Bukowski, 435 F.2d 1094, 1103 (7th Cir. 1970), cert, denied, 401 U.S. 911 (1971).
94 Frank v. United States, 395 U.S. 147, 149 n.l (1969); see 18 U.S.C. § 402 (1970)
(indirect contempt); id. § 3691 (indirect contempt); id. § 3692 (labor disputes). See also
Goldfarb & Kurzman, Civil Rights v. Civil Liberties: The Jury Trial Issue, 12 U.C.L.A.L.
Rev. 486, 496-506 (1965).
95 See, e.g., Phillips v. United States, 457 F.2d 1313, 1314 (8th Cir. 1972); In re Van
Meter, 413 F.2d 536, 538 (8th Cir. 1969); United States v. Tijerina, 412 F.2d 661, 662 (10th
Cir.), cert, denied, 396 U.S. 990 (1969); Goodwin v. State, 236 So. 2d 6, 11 (Fla. Dist. Ct.
App. 1970); People v. Carr, 3 Ill. App. 3d 227, 230, 278 N.E.2d 839, 840 (1971); Hinton
v. State, 222 So. 2d 690, 692 (Miss. 1969); Rankin v. Shanker, 23 N.Y.2d 111, 119-20, 242
N.E.2d 802, 807-08, 295 N.Y.S.2d 625, 632 (1968). There is disagreement as to whether
a fine in excess of $500, the petty offense limitation, will entitle the contemnor to a
jury trial. Compare United States v. R.L. Polk & Co., 438 F.2d 377 (6th Cir. 1971) with
McGowan v. State, 258 So. 2d 801, 802 (Miss. 1972), petition for cert, filed, 40 U.S.L.W.
3622 (U.S. June 27, 1972) (No. 71-1556).
96 See, e.g., Badders v. United States, 240 U.S. 391, 394 (1916) (each posting of a
letter pursuant to a fraudulent scheme is a separate offense); Ebeling v. Morgan, 237
U.S. 625, 629-31 (1915) (cutting open several mailbags with intent to rob treated as a
separate offenses); United States v. Alaimo, 297 F.2d 604, 606 (3d Cir. 1961), cert,
denied, 369 U.S. 817 (1962) (each unauthorized receipt of money from employer treated
as an individual violation).
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out regard to constitutional considerations.97 If the allowable unit of
prosecution under the contempt statute is determined to be a contemnor’s course of conduct throughout his entire trial, the sentence
imposed would relate to a single, continuing offense, and total punish
ment in excess of six months would require a jury trial.
Since the unit of prosecution under the federal contempt statute has
never been determined, initial consideration must be given to the
language and history of the statute. The federal contempt statute is
couched in the broadest of terms and grants considerable discretion to
trial judges in dealing with obstreperous litigants.98 By using general
terms such as “misbehavior” and “obstruction” in the statute, Congress
eliminated the need for reference to specific actions. Thus, the absence
of specific prohibitions illustrates the congressional desire to punish
contempts which may not have been anticipated by the legislative
draftsmen. Considering the broad grant of statutory power in light
of the evils which it is intended to deter, it is difficult to conceive of
an unexpressed congressional intent to make separate obstructive acts
of contempt mere segments of a continuing offense.
Although the legislative history of the contempt statute has been
analyzed extensively by both courts and commentators,99 a brief sum
mary is desirable. Analogizing to the unlimited contempt power
granted the English courts by Parliament, the Judiciary Act of 1789
bestowed unrestrained power upon the courts.100 This broad undefined
power resulted in a succession of abuses101 which culminated in im
97See, e.g., Ladner v. United States, 358 U.S. 169 (1958), construing ch. 321, § 62,
35 Stat. 1100 (1909), as amended, 18 U.S.C. § 111 (1970) (single discharge of shotgun
cannot support two counts of assaulting federal officers); Bell v. United States, 349 U.S.
81 (1955), construing 18 U.S.C. § 2421 (1970) (transporting two women in one car
constitutes only one violation of Mann Act); United States v. Universal C.I.T. Credit
Corp., 344 U.S. 218 (1952), construing 29 U.S.C. §§ 215, 216(a) (1970) (single decision
that certain activity does not require compensation cannot be turned into multiple
offenses by punishing each underpayment); Braverman v. United States, 317 U.S. 49
(1942), construing ch. 321, § 37, 35 Stat. 1096 (1909), as amended, 18 U.S.C. § 371 (1970)
(one conspiracy to commit several crimes); United States v. Adams, 281 U.S. 202 (1930),
construing ch. 177, § 7, 40 Stat. 972 (1918), as amended, 18 U.S.C.
334, 656, 1005
(1970) (single embezzlement involving multiple fraudulent entries in bank book).
98 See 18 U.S.C. § 401 (1970).
99 See, e.g., Bloom v. Illinois, 391 U.S. 194, 202-04 (1968); Green v. United States,
356 U.S. 165, 169-72, 189-90 (1958); Nye v. United States, 313 U.S. 33, 45-47 (1941);
In re Savin, 131 U.S. 267, 274-76 (1889); J. Fox, The History of Contempt of Court
(1927); R. Goldfarb, The Contempt Power (1963); J. Oswald, Contempt of Court
(Robertson ed. 1910).
109 See Judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20, § 17, 1 Stat. 83. As previously stated, a
number of the draftsmen of the Constitution participated in the enactment of the
statute. See note 31 supra and accompanying text.
ioi See Nelles & King, Contempt by Publication in the United States, 28 Colum. L.
Rev. 401, 409 (1928).
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peachment proceedings against James H. Peck, a federal judge.102 Peck
imprisoned and disbarred an attorney for merely publishing a criticism
of the judge’s opinion while appeal was pending.
Although the judge, aged and blind, was acquitted by a margin of
one vote in Senate impeachment proceedings, the incident had dramatic
impact. One day after Peck’s acquittal, Congress set in motion the
legislative machinery which created the precursor of the present con
tempt power.103 The limitations Congress imposed were not designed
to obliterate the power of the federal courts to protect themselves.
Instead, the restrictions focused on the evils encountered in the Peck
case. Thus, while the statute was drafted to prevent judges from
vindicating their personal sensitivities, it nevertheless preserved their
power to deal with actual obstructions of justice. In the first case
interpreting the contempt statute, the Supreme Court recognized that
the power had not been curtailed with reference to situations such as
those considered here.104
Consequently, legislation defining and limiting the contempt power
should not be read to effectuate a policy of circumscription in every
given instance. Because Congress perpetuated the contempt power with
respect to misconduct in the courtroom after carefully assessing the
dangers of the power, there is more reason to interpret the statute
broadly in this regard. Given that the legislative history mandates a
broad reading of the contempt statute with regard to courtroom mis
conduct, the separability of contempts is consistent with the intent of
the draftsmen because it results in a greater deterrent than does treating
the offense as continuous.105*
Treatment of multiple petty contempts as one continuing offense
does not comport with a sensible reading of the statute. Two “contin
uing offense” cases illustrate this point. In Ladner v. United States™
defendant engaged in one act by firing a shotgun at a federal officer
and injuring another officer as well with the same shot. In Bell v. United
States™ defendant transported two women in one auto across state
102 See generally A. Stansbury, Report of the Trial of James H. Peck (1833).
103 Act of Mar. 2, 1831, ch. 99, 4 Stat. 487.
104 The Court said: “As thus seen the power of these courts in the punishments of
contempts can only be exercised to insure order and decorum in their presence . . . .”
Ex pane Robinson, 86 U.S. (19 Wall.) 505, 511 (1873).
io« The enhanced preventative is occasioned by vesting the trial judge with power to
control a litigant who has, during the same trial, accumulated six months punishment
for prior contempts. But see Comment, Invoking Summary Criminal Contempt Pro
cedures—Use or Abuse? United States v. Dellinger—The “Chicago Seven” Contempts, 69
Mich. L. Rev. 1549, 1559-60 (1971).
100 358 U.S. 169 (1958).
i°? 349 U.S. 81 (1955).
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lines for immoral purposes. The Supreme Court regarded the vio
lation in each case as a single offense because each defendant engaged
in but one volitional act of criminal behavior. However, even without
reading a “continuing offense” limitation into the contempt statute,
certain acts generated by single impulse may be considered as a single
offense. For example, if a defendant rises in court at an inappropriate
time and shouts an obscenity, two contempt convictions—one for rising
and one for the obscenity—could be read as a single offense under the
statute.108 But where separate contempts occur in different circum
stances and are separated by time and intervening events, a trial judge
should not be prevented from citing and punishing each independent
act.109
The fact that the statute affixes no specific penalty and provides no
standards for assessing punishment other than the misbehavior of a
defendant discloses an intent to permit the trial court to determine the
severity of each successive contemptuous act and enter punishment
accordingly. The trial judge’s sentencing discretion in this regard in
dicates Congress’ belief that the imposition of precise, distinct sentences
for each act of disruption is not only possible, but also desirable. Indeed,
the absence of any sentencing limitation reflects that trial judges must
be given discretion to deal with each particular case as it arises.
The absence of statutory guidance in determining the number of
contempts during a trial also indicates that Congress intended to permit
the judge to determine the number of offenses committed by a con
temptuous defendant. Because Congress has seen fit to impose limita
tions on the contempt power in various explicitly defined circum
stances,110 the absence of statutory restriction upon direct contempt
situations indicates that a trial judge, confronted with a series of con
temptuous acts, should not be restricted by a rigid formula prescribing
the entire trial as the unit of prosecution under the contempt statute.
108 Cf. In re Chase,---- F.2d —, — (7th Cir. 1972); United States v. Seale, 461
F.2d 345, 354 n.12 (7th Cir. 1972); Gautreaux v. Gautreaux, 220 La. 564, 57 So. 2d 188
(1952).
109 See, e.g., Blockburger v. United States, 284 U.S. 299 (1932) (separate successive
sales of narcotics); United States v. Daugherty, 269 U.S. 360 (1926) (sales of narcotics
on different days are different offenses); Langford v. United States, 178 F.2d 48 (9th
Cir. 1949), cert, denied, 339 U.S. 938 (1950) (transportation of woman from California to
Mexico and back held two violations of Mann Act).
110See, e.g., 10 U.S.C. § 848 (1970) (military contempts); 18 U.S.C. § 402 (1970)
(indirect contempts); 22 U.S.C. § 703 (1970) (contempts to ignore subpoena issued
for court martial by friendly foreign forces on United States soil); 42 U.S.C. § 1995
(1970) (civil rights contempt).
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In Bell v. United States,111 Justice Frankfurter announced a policy
of lenity in resolving statutory ambiguity where the congressional will
is unclear: “ [I]f Congress does not fix the punishment for a federal
offense clearly and without ambiguity, doubt will be resolved against
turning a single transaction into multiple offenses.” 112 Called upon to
interpret this policy in a later case, Justice Frankfurter held that the
rule “comes into operation at the end of the process of construing what
Congress has expressed, not at the beginning as an overriding consid
eration of being lenient to wrongdoers.” 113 Given the wide latitude
of discretion vested in the trial judge to secure courtroom decorum,
the “rule of lenity” does not compel treating several contempts during
one trial as a single contempt. While the rule is applied to avoid splin
tering penalties for the same criminal transaction,114 it has no applica
bility where the facts indicate separate transactions.115
It is the separate and successive nature of the contemnor’s acts of mis
conduct rather than the ingenuity and whim of the trial court that
establishes the number of contempts. Yates v. United States1™ shows
that appellate courts will not tolerate official caprice in separating con
tempts. In Yates, defendant took the stand in her own behalf and
refused to answer on cross-examination 11 questions concerning iden
tification of others as members of the Communist Party. The trial
judge summarily considered the refusals as contemptuous and, at the
end of trial imposed 11 concurrent one year sentences for criminal
contempt.117 Since a flat refusal to answer any questions could result
in only one contempt, the Supreme Court held that because of the
policy of the law to encourage testimony, a witness willing to testify
as to all areas of investigation except one should not be subject to more
contempt charges than a witness unwilling to testify at all. Thus, a
prosecutor may not multiply contempts by further questioning in an
area in which a witness has refused to testify.118 The policy to encour
m 349 U.S. 81 (1955).
112 id. at 84.
113 Callanan v. United States, 364 U.S. 587, 596 (1961).
n4See, e.g., Heflin v. United States, 358 U.S. 415, 419 (1959) (defendant not to be
convicted for both bank robbery and receiving stolen goods); Ladner v. United States,
358 U.S. 169, 178 (1958) (single discharge of shotgun wounding two officers is one
assault); Bell v. United States, 349 U.S. 81, 84 (1955) (transporting two women in
interstate commerce on same trip is single violation of Mann Act).
115 Nelms v. United States, 291 F.2d 390, 394 (4th Cir. 1961); see Callanan v.
United States, 364 U.S. 587, 597 (1961).
H6 355 U.S. 66 (1957).
in Id. at 68.
ns Id. at 73; accord, Baker v. Eisenstadt, 456 F.2d 382, 390 (1st Cir. 1972); United
States v. Orman, 207 F.2d 148, 160 (3d Cir. 1953); United States v. Costello, 198 F.2d 200,
204 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 344 U.S. 874 (1952).
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age testimony is no more compelling than is the policy to deter obstruc
tive misconduct unrelated to evidentiary considerations. Thus, if a
trial judge can deter misconduct by punishing one contempt, it is a
fortiori true that he can cite and punish subsequent successive con
tempts to enhance deterrence.
Yates was also concerned with a transparent attempt by the prose
cution to multiply offenses.119 The repeated questions by the prosecu
tor concerning subjects similar to those the defendant had refused to
answer gave rise to the alleged separate offenses. If the questions had
not been asked, no subsequent contempts would have arisen; if more
questions were asked, more contempts would have occurred. A con
trary decision in Yates would have vested undefined power in the
prosecutor to coerce a recalcitrant witness into numerous contempts.
But where the contemnor creates disorder, as opposed to refusing to
answer, no such power exists; it is the separate, volitional acts of a
contemnor that form the bases of punishment. Consequently, there
has been judicial recognition that separate, successive contempts are
punishable as separate offenses.120 Consistent with this approach, the
contempt statute should not be construed to make separate contempts
part of a continuing offense that is subject to a single aggregate sentence.
AGGREGATION OF SENTENCES

While a trial judge is obviously not permitted to subdivide a single
offense in order to proliferate penalties, it does not necessarily follow
that Bloom is violated unless the aggregate sentence is considered de
terminative of the right to jury trial. Any claim that Bloom prohibits
the individual sentencing for several contempts arising out of separate
factual contexts overlooks the fact that it is not the judge, but the
contemnor, who creates the separate contempts. Bloom clearly pro
hibits a trial judge from expressing his personal distaste for a particular
act by subjecting the contemnor to a lengthy jail term without a jury
trial. However, the situation under present consideration—a series of
unrelated outbursts—represents a far different situation than Bloom's
single false probate of a will. A defendant must engage in contempt
uous activity on two or more factually independent occasions before
the judge may justifiably impose separate sentences.
119 Consequently, Yates has been recognized as a double jeopardy decision. 5
L. Orfield, Criminal Procedure Under the Federal Rules § 42:7 (1967). See generally
Note, Procedures for Trying Contempts in the Federal Courts, 13 Harv. L. Rev. 353,
367 (1959).
120 Bullock v. United States, 265 F.2d 683, 695 (6th Cir.), cert, denied, 360 U.S. 909
(1959); see United States v. Gebhard, 426 F.2d 965, 968 (9th Cir. 1970).
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Harvard Professor Paul Freund recognized that Bloom did not pro
scribe punishing separate petty contempts individually when he noted
that whether Bloom's six month limit “applies to the aggregate sen
tences or merely to the punishment for each separate act of obstruc
tion remains to be decided.” 121 However, he believed that:
Unless some latitude is allowed in the definition of separate
offenses, a judge who, before the trial is over, imposes a series of
sentences aggregating six months upon a recalcitrant person, will
have exhausted his power to deal with that person by further
exercise of his authority during the remainder of the trial. The
alternative of a jury trial for this class of cases is not entirely satis
factory, because of the awkwardness of reconstructing the setting
through oral testimony addressed to a lay jury.122
The above commentary pinpoints one consideration to be balanced
in determining whether several individual contempt sentences during
the course of one trial should be aggregated to determine the right to
a jury trial. The countervailing consideration is, notwithstanding
appellate review, whether any opportunity should exist for a trial
judge to cite particular incidents in order to arbitrarily arrive at a
lengthy aggregate sentence.123
If a litigant acts contemptuously during the early portion of his
trial and is immediately sentenced to a six month term, and if exclusion
for subsequent contumacious conduct proves ineffective,124 the trial
judge could be left powerless in the face of gross defiance. Of course,
the judge could either declare a mistrial and schedule a jury trial for
the contemnor or note an increase in sentence and inform the contemnor
that he will face a jury trial after the verdict in the main case. How
ever, either form of recourse is attended by substantial difficulties. The
delay of the substantive trial occasioned by the intervening contempt
trial could render evidence stale, make witnesses available at the origi
nal trial unavailable, complicate crowded schedules, and result in a
general loss of reliability in the fact finding process. In a joint or con
spiracy trial where co-defendants are exhibiting contumacious tenden
cies, severing one defendant for a jury trial on contempt charges would
not have the same deterrent effect on the other defendants as immediate
sentencing.125 Indeed, in a given case the possibility of avoiding con
121 Freund, Contempt of Court, 1 Human Rights 4, 5 (1970).
122 Id. at 6.
123 See Comment, supra note 105, at 1560.
124 See Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337 (1970).
125 Compare Groppi v. Leslie, 436 F.2d 326, 329 (7th Cir. 1970), affd on rehearing,
436 F.2d 331 (7th Cir. 1971) (en banc), rev'd on other grounds, 404 U.S. 496 (1972)
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viction on substantive charges by delay might promote defiant misbe
havior on the part of a defendant who is willing to chance a contempt
trial. The alternative of increasing sentence and scheduling post trial
jury proceedings on contempt charges would not produce immediate
deterrence necessary to insure continuation of the trial.
On the other hand, if a trial judge intentionally isolates and separates
a single set of circumstances into several petty offenses in order to
circumvent a substantial procedural right, appellate review is available
to ensure vindication.126127
In James v. Headly,121 the Fifth Circuit recog
nized that petty sentences should be aggregated to determine the right
to counsel,128 but the court sharply distinguished the right to counsel
from the right to a jury trial. It found that charges may be petty enough
to lie outside the realm of the jury guarantee and still require the right
to counsel because assistance of counsel, being necessary to secure the
entire panoply of other constitutional rights, occupies a more funda
mental position than does the jury trial right.129 While the common
sense judgment of a jury of one’s peers is not to be treated lightly, the
right to a jury trial is not considered as fundamental as certain basic
procedural rights because the American system of justice hinges on the
competency of its judges and open review by its appellate courts.130
Thus, while individual sentences for separate petty offenses have been
aggregated to secure fundamental rights,131 several separate petty sen
(court unconvinced freedom from immediate and summary punishment any deterrent
to proscribed activities) with United States v. Seale, 461 F.2d 345, 352 (7th Cir. 1972)
(generalized deterrent effect on remaining defendants too tenuous and improbable).
126 Cf. Heerin, Review of Direct Criminal Contempt Convictions—Safeguarding the
Contemnor, 34 Conn. B.J. 418, 422-23 (1960). State v. Owens illustrates appellate exonera
tion in this regard. 54 N.J. 153, 254 A.2d 97, cert, denied, 396 U.S. 1021 (1969). Two
police officers were called to the scene of a family dispute. The incensed defendant
caused an altercation and was charged with three petty counts of assault and one of
resisting arrest. The Supreme Court of New Jersey affirmed the ensuing conviction, but
modified the sentence to come within the petty offense exception to the jury trial re
quirement. Id. at 156, 163, 254 A.2d at 98, 102. Although finding it necessary to grant
a jury trial where several petty offenses arise out of a single event, the court expressed
doubt that “the Constitution required trial by jury merely because several charges are
tried together rather than separately.” Id. at 163, 254 A.2d at 102.
127 410 F.2d 325 (5th Cir. 1969).
128 Id. at 329. The right to counsel was considered so fundamental by the Fifth
Circuit that it was held compulsory in any case which could result in the defendant’s
loss of liberty for any period of time. Id. at 334; accord, Bohr v. Purdy, 412 F.2d 321
(5th Cir. 1969). This view presaged the Supreme Court’s extension of the right to
counsel to all cases involving threat of imprisonment. Argersinger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S.
25 (1972).
129 410 F.2d at 331-33.
13° Cf. McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 403 U.S. 528, 543, 547, 551 (1971).
131 See, e.g., James v. Headley, 410 F.2d 325, 329 (5th Cir. 1969) (right to counsel);
Chambers v. District of Columbia, 194 F.2d 336, 338 (D.C. Cir. 1952) (right to appeal);
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tences have not been aggregated to determine the right to a jury trial
in non-contempt cases.132
Where direct contempts are involved, the decisions which have
considered aggregation of separate offenses have created a distinction
based upon the time when punishment is imposed. If a trial judge
imposes sentence as each contempt occurs, the separate sentences are
not aggregated to determine the right to a jury trial. To do so would
leave the court powerless to control a contemnor after he has accumu
lated a six month sentence. However, if the judge delays until the
end of trial to impose sentence, there is a conflict in the decisions as to
whether separate petty offenses must be aggregated to determine
whether a jury trial is required.133*
In re Chase1M illustrates the effect of mid-trial sentencing on the
rule of aggregation. In Chase, the trial judge imposed a three day
consecutive sentence for each of 99 refusals to rise when either the
judge or jury entered the courtroom. The sentences were meted out in
five separate adjudications—four of which occurred at various times
during the trial and one at the end of trial. None of the five certifica
tions encompassed enough contempt citations to make the cumulative
penalty imposed greater than six months imprisonment; but had the
penalties resulting from each of the five been aggregated, punishment
would have exceeded the six month limitation. While the court reduced
the total sentence to 30 days, it addressed itself to the jury trial issue
and concluded that sentences imposed during the course of trial need
not be aggregated for purposes of determining the right to a jury trial.135
O’Bryant v. District of Columbia, 223 A.2d 799, 801 (D.C. Ct. App. 1966) (right to
appeal). See also State v. Owens, 54 N.J. 153, 163, 254 A.2d 97, 102 (1969) (right to jury
where offenses arise out of same facts and are not separate).
132 See, e.g., United States v. Merrick, 459 F.2d 644 (4th Cir. 1972) (consolidation
of two petty charges does not require jury trial although each charge carries maximum
six month sentence); Scott v. District of Columbia, 122 A.2d 579, 581 (D.C. Ct. App.
1956) (consolidation of nine separate petty sales tax violations does not confer right to
jury trial where right would not have been granted if each charge brought separately);
Savage v. District of Columbia, 54 A.2d 562, 576 (D.C. Ct. App. 1947) (imposition of
consecutive sentences for violation of municipal building code does not compel aggre
gation for determining jury right); City of Monroe v. Wilhite, 225 La. 838, 842, 233
So. 2d 535, 536, cert, denied, 400 U.S. 910 (1970) (no constitutional justification for
aggregating penalties authorized for two separate traffic offenses to influence right to
jury trial); State v. James, 76 N.M. 416, 419-20, 415 P.2d 543, 546 (1966) (consolidation
of three petty misdemeanors does not change their character, despite aggregate sentence
in excess of six months jury trial not required).
133 Compare United States v. Seale, 461 F.2d 345, 356 (7th Cir. 1972) with Common
wealth v. Snyder, 443 Pa. 433, 440-42, 275 A.2d 312, 317 (1971). See also Dobbs, Contempt
of a Court: A Survey, 56 Cornell L. Rev. 183, 234 (1971).
134— F.2d — (7th Cir. 1972).
135 id. at —, —.
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The aggregation issue was considered in the context of a post-trial
adjudication of two separate contempts in Commonwealth v. Snyder.136
At the end of his trial, defendant Snyder was summarily sentenced to
separate three and six month sentences for independent acts of con
tempt arising out of disruptive conduct in claiming denial of effective
assistance of counsel. In response to defendant’s claim that an aggre
gate sentence in excess of six months required a jury trial, a unani
mous Supreme Court of Pennsylvania said that since the state did not
have a statutorily established maximum sentence, the length of sentence
imposed was the test of seriousness. Since each of the sentences im
posed was less than the “more than six months” test for serious offenses,
Supreme Court decisions did not require a jury trial.137
Although Snyder is consistent with the dicta in a number of other
cases,138139
its holding was expressly rejected in United States v. Seale.™
Seale arose out of one of the most explosive trials in the history of
American jurisprudence—a trial characterized by “obstructive mis
conduct, gross disruption and villifications of the judicial system on
the part of the defendants and obstreperous and unethical tactics on
the part of counsel.” 140 On appeal, the Seventh Circuit detached itself
from the emotional considerations of the trial to find several contempt
specifications legally insufficient and remanded the remaining citations
for a jury trial before a judge other than the one villified by the contemnors.141
Finding the aggregation issue to be controlled by the spirit if not
the technical language of Bloom, the court held that the potential for
abuse implicit in permitting a trial judge to impose multiple petty sen
tences at the close of trial was “obvious” and required the cumulation
136 443 Pa. 433, 275 A.2d 312 (1971).
137 Id. at 441, 275 A.2d at 317.
138 See, e.g., Wiess v. Superior Court, 106 Ariz. 577, 579, 480 P.2d 3, 5 (1971); State
v. Koscot Interplanetary, Inc., 69 Misc. 2d 421, 330 N.Y.S.2d 492 (Sup. Ct. 1972); Com
monwealth v. Bethea, 445 Pa. 161, 163 n.2, 282 A.2d 246, 249 n.2 (1971) (Bell, C.J., con
curring in part, dissenting in part). In Koscot the court refused to aggregate sentences
to determine the right to a jury trial where the contempts resulted from multiple
violations of a restraining order. 69 Misc. 2d at 423; 330 N.Y.S.2d at 495.
139 461 F.2d 345, 356 n.18 (7th Cir. 1972).
140 Brief for the United States at 3, In re Dellinger, 461 F.2d 389 (7th Cir. 1972).
Dellinger involved the contempts imposed against Seale’s seven co-defendants and their
two trial attorneys. The procedural problems presented by Dellinger were similar to
those in Seale and the court disposed of the jury trial issue by reference to its Seale
opinion. 461 F.2d at 397.
141461 F.2d at 352. Seale was a landmark decision because of its definition of the
statutory elements of contempt. Judge Cummings’ explanations of such vague terms as
“obstruction,” “misbehavior” and “contumacious intent” will undoubtedly serve as a
needed and useful guide to trial judges throughout the country.
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of successive sentences to determine the right to trial by jury.142 The
court felt that appellate review would not necessarily prevent the cir
cumvention of Bloom's jury trial requirement by a judge who elected
to “spread out” the punishment over a number of separate sentences
because there “is hardly anything inevitable about whether disruptive
activity occurring during the course of a single trial is viewed as a
continuous course of conduct or as a series of isolated instances, and
we are at a loss to devise a satisfactory test with which to make that
judgement.” 143
Balancing the considerations of potential abuse and imprecise appel
late review against the potentially adverse effect upon the judge’s ability
to control courtroom misconduct which would result from aggregation
of sentences, the court found nothing to indicate that the aggregation
rule would debilitate the trial judge in exercising his contempt power.144
In conclusion, the court noted that “whether or not the system is
entirely successful, Bloom has made the ‘choice in favor of the jury.’ ” 145
THE FLAW IN THE AGGREGATION RULE

It is the basic premise on which the aggregation rule rests rather
than a flaw in the court’s reasoning which makes the Seale decision
debatable. If a court is willing to assume as a point of departure that
trial judges will abuse a power given them, the inherent limitations of
appellate review would seem to compel the aggregation rule announced
in Seale. However, while the power to impose separate contempt
sentences is susceptible to abuse, the mere potential for abuse is not a
142 Id. at 353. The court said:
Utilizing this procedure, any judge could review the record to single out
“discrete” instances of contempt, impose up to six-month consecutive sen
tences for each instance and thereby imprison the contemnor for a theoreti
cally unlimited term. He would in effect have the power to decide whether
j
the safeguard of a jury should be interposed wholly apart from the total.
I
punishment he metes out.
!
Id.
143 Id. at 354. In re Chase recognized that the Seale aggregation rule was based in
large part upon the potential abuse of the trial judge’s discretion and the imprecision
of concomitant appellate review. — F.2d---- ,---- (7th Cir. 1972).
14446I F.2d at 356. This was limited to the post-trial imposition of sentence because,
where sentence is imposed in the midst of trial, there is force to the contention that if
the requisite total six month aggregate sentence is reached early in the trial, the judge
would lose an important means of control. Id. at 355.
145 Id. at 356. The quotation from Bloom employed by the court was a modified
version of Bloom's statement that “the choice in favor of jury trial has been made, and
retained, in the Constitution.” 391 U.S. at 209; see notes 29-41 supra and accompanying
text. Adoption of this language by the court in Seale demonstrates its belief that Bloom
compelled the aggregation rule.
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sufficient reason to deny the power.146 The court’s election to treat
potential abuse as the basis for its decision is inconsistent with the
Supreme Court’s pronouncement many years ago that it cannot accept
as a major premise that which would “impute to judges a lack of firm
ness, wisdom or honor . . . .”147 Thus, the defect in the Seale aggre
gation rule stems from the court’s assumption that trial judges, if given
the opportunity, will impair fundamental rights. Such an assumption
is an improper starting point148 and renders the rationale of the Seale
aggregation rule suspect.
The Seale court’s conception of its own powers of review is also
questionable. Because there is nothing inevitable about whether a given
course of conduct is a series of offenses or a single offense, the court
believed that, absent an aggregation rule, abuses in sentencing would go
undetected by appellate review.149 However, courts are often asked
to review determinations of the factual separability of offenses where
indictments are challenged on multiplicity grounds.150 And in con
tempt cases the Supreme Court has commanded that each contemptuous
act be given a separate penalty so that appellate courts can accurately
review the separability of offenses upon claims of multiplicity of pun
ishment.151 Thus, although the wide variety of conduct that may be
deemed contemptuous makes the articulation of a satisfactory uniform
test for judging separability impossible, it nevertheless appears that
appellate courts can adequately review a determination of factually
separate offenses in the same manner that other abuses of discretion are
reviewed.
Where contempt sentences are imposed in the midst of trial and the
aggregation rule is inoperative, appellate courts will be compelled to
review the propriety of each factually independent offense.152 If
appellate review in these circumstances is sufficient to determine
146See, e.g., In re Groban, 352 U.S. 330, 335 (1957) (Frankfurter, J., concurring);
Beauharnais v. Illinois, 343 U.S. 250, 263 (1952); Tyson & Brothers—United Theatre
Ticket Offices, Inc. v. Banton, 273 U.S. 418, 445 (1927) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
147 Bridges v. California, 314 U.S. 252, 273 (1941); see Michaelson v. United States,
335 U.S. 469, 488-89 (1948) (Frankfurter, J., concurring) (allowing discretion presup
poses a high standard of professional competence, good sense, fairness, and courage);
McNabb v. United States, 318 U.S. 332, 346-47 (1943) (system relies on good sense,
fairness, and courage of judges).
148 United States v. Page, 302 F.2d 81, 84 (9th Cir. 1962) (en banc).
149 461 F.2d at 354.
iso See generally Note, Double Jeopardy and the Multiple Count Indictment, 57
Yale L.J. 132 (1947).
151 Gompers v. Bucks Stove & Range Co., 221 U.S. 418, 440 (1911); see Oates v.
United States, 223 F. 1013, 1015 (4th Cir. 1915).
152 See In re Chase, — F.2d —, — (7th Cir. 1972).
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whether a trial judge properly cited a number of separate contempts
or transformed one continuing offense into a series of contempts,153
it would seem equally capable of determining whether the judge did
so where he delayed imposing sentences to the end of trial. Signifi
cantly, review of the factual separability of contempts, like the review
of other factual determinations, may well be “colored in operation by
the appellate court’s duty to justice and by its experienced ‘feel’ for
what may lie, unspoken, underneath the record.” 154
Perhaps it is this conception of justice, rather than an established
standard of categorization, which guides the courts in determining that
separate offenses are shown if each charge requires proof of independ
ent facts in considering double jeopardy claims.155 Because this deter
mination controls the maximum term or imprisonment which may be
imposed for a given course of conduct,156 it is no less crucial than a
determination of the separability of multiple contempts adjudicated at
the end of trial for purposes of determining the jury right.
Given the availability of appellate review, the power to punish
properly separate contempts is not the power to proliferate penalties
and circumvent a constitutional right. While the Seale aggregation
rule may not have a major debilitating effect on a judge’s power to
punish for contempt, it may cause incongruous results. Because it may
be prejudicial to the defendant to impose a contempt sentence on a
153 Id. at —; see Hoffman v. United States, 13 F.2d 278 (7th Cir. 1926) (both fine
and imprisonment may be imposed upon two factually independent contempts).
154 K. Llewellyn, The Common Law and Tradition: Deciding Appeals 28 (1960).
155 The test of separability of successive offenses was established in Blockburger v.
United States, where the Supreme Court stated that “if successive impulses are separately
given, even though all unite in swelling a common stream of action, separate indictments
lie.” 284 U.S. 299, 302 (1932). However, an argument can be made in support of aggre
gating contempts to determine the right to a jury trial using Justice Brennan’s “single
transaction” theory regarding double jeopardy. See Ashe v. Swenson, 397 U.S. 436, 454
(1970) (Brennan, J., concurring); Abbate v. United States, 359 U.S. 187, 196 (1959)
(Brennan, J., separate opinion). This theory has never been accepted in double jeopardy
cases. See Ashe v. Swenson, 397 U.S. 436, 463 (1970) (Burger, C.J., dissenting); Waller v.
Florida, 397 U.S. 387, 395 n.6 (1970); Ciucci v. Illinois, 356 U.S. 571 (1958); Note, The
Supreme Court, 1969 Term, 84 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 147 (1970). Because a criminal trial is
composed of literally thousands of independent ingredients and discrete incidents, the
single transaction theory is singularly inapplicable with respect to contempt cases.
156 If a given course of conduct is viewed as a series of factually separate offenses, a
sentence may be imposed upon each independent violation; but if the conduct is viewed
as a continuing offense, only one sentence may be imposed. See, e.g., United States v.
Daugherty, 269 U.S. 360 (1926); United States v. Hodges, 436 F.2d 676 (10th Cir. 1971);
United States v. Collins, 432 F.2d 1136 (7th Cir. 1970). Of course, in the former in
stance, a judge has the inherent power to impose consecutive sentences. See Harris v.
United States, 359 U.S. 19 (1959); Swepston v. United States, 289 F.2d 166 (8th Cir.
1961).
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lawyer in the middle of a trial,157 all lawyers who receive sentences
totaling more than six months will be given jury trials pursuant to the
aggregation rule, notwithstanding the fact that they may be guilty
of a number of separate petty contempts. Their clients, although en
gaging in the same type of conduct, will not receive a jury trial because
their contempt may be punished immediately. Since it is necessary
to exempt immediate contempt citations from the aggregation rule,158
the proper means for obtaining consistent results would be to eliminate
the aggregation rule in its entirety.
The repercussions of the aggregation rule announced in Seale may
be felt by those whom it sought to protect. The rule may effectively
compel a trial judge to impose sentence immediately upon the occur
rence of a contempt rather than face the risk that his judgment may
be discredited in a jury trial at which he may be required to testify.
Since immediate citation is easier and will pose fewer problems, con
tempt sentences may be imposed in haste under the emotional and
psychological pressures that pervade all trials. Sentencing decisions,
rowever, perhaps more than any other issue, require significant and
detached contemplation; immediate sentencing can only be detrimental
to the individual defendant or society as a whole.
Mayberry v. P'ennsylvania1™ exempts “on the spot” citation from
its disqualification rule, but does not speak to sentencing. Thus, a judge
who acts immediately to hold a litigant in contempt may arguably
reserve sentencing until the end of trial. However, under the aggre
gation rule, if sentencing is delayed until a time when the trial judge
has had an opportunity to reflect upon proper punishment, cumulative
sentences in excess of six months will require a jury trial. The May
berry exception for immediate citation is necessary to keep the judge’s
contempt power viable during the course of trial.160 The aggregation
157See, e.g., Mayberry v. Pennsylvania, 400 U.S. 455, 463 (1971); Sacher v. United
States, 343 U.S. 1, 10 (1952); People v. Fusaro, 18 Cal. App. 3d 877, 889, 96 Cal. Rptr. 368,
376 (Ct. App. 1971).
158See In re Chase, — F.2d —, — (7th Cir. 1972); United States v. Seale, 461
F.2d 345, 355 (7th Cir. 1972).
159400 U.S. 455, 463 (1971).
160 See Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337, 344 (1970). Allen clearly established that trial
judges could employ the sanctions of exclusion and binding and gagging as well as that
of contempt. Id. The Court specifically held that exclusion was not “the only way the
Illinois judge could have solved the problem he had.” Id. at 347. And “shackling and
gagging a defendant is surely the least acceptable” of the three sanctions. Id. at 350
(Brennan, J., concurring). Thus, contempt remains a necessary alternative where the
other methods prove insufficient. See generally Flaum & Thompson, supra note 18, at
332; Note, The Power of the Judge to Command Order in the Courtroom: The Options
of Illinois v. Allen, 65 Nw. U.L. Rev. 671 (1970).
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rule has no corresponding attribute upon which to justify immediate
sentencing.
Mayberry was also based upon the belief that, absent the necessity of
immediate citation, imposition of punishment by a personally offended
judge not only violates due process, but also offends the principle that
“justice must satisfy the appearance of justice.” 161 Where a judge is
not personally involved or elects to disqualify himself, the fact that he
delays the imposition of separate contempt sentences until the end of
trial does not offend the appearance of justice.162163
If the incidents of
contempt are factually independent, an assessment of the offenses by
a judge who is not personally involved, where the defense is given the
opportunity to present evidence in mitigation or exculpation, does not
defeat the appearance of justice. Thus, the aggregation rule does not
necessarily follow from the fact that a post-trial “citation for con
tempt may require more in the way of procedural protection than
would have been necessary for instant action.” 168

Conclusion
A trial judge’s ability to control courtroom disruption is substan
tially weakened once the contempt power is attenuated by a jury trial
requirement, for it is precisely the fact that punishment can be imposed
with relative swiftness and certainty that makes the power effective.
Courtroom conduct by a litigant or lawyer is circumscribed by his
awareness of the rules governing his misconduct. If he knows that a
certain act will bring punishment, he will modify his conduct to avoid
the imposition of a penalty which is sufficiently certain. Where a judge
with the power to proceed against a contemnor directs one to refrain
from improper conduct, the definition of the proscribed conduct and
the certainty of punishment for misconduct are clear. Where a con
temnor knows that he will be given a jury trial for his misconduct, only
the somewhat vague threat of a far removed and speculative jury trial
will prevent him from crossing into forbidden territory.
A jury trial for contempt gives a contemnor an opportunity to avoid
punishment by using the practical difficulties confronting the prose
cution in presenting a contempt case to a jury, the possibility that a
jury will not comprehend the intrinsic nature of contempt, and the
161 400 U.S. at 465; see Offutt v. United States, 348 U.S. 11, 14 (1954).
162 See United States v. Seale, 461 F.2d 345, 372 n.48 (7th Cir. 1972). The Seale
court acknowledged that “neither the fact that due process required the trial judge to
disqualify himself from presiding over the post-trial contempt proceedings nor the fact
that the sixth amendment required a jury trial in these circumstances diminished the trial
judge’s authority to charge Seale with individual specifications on contempt.” Id.
163 Id. at 355.
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other vicissitudes of litigation. But even if the certainty of punish
ment was unchanged by eventual submission of the case to a jury, there
is an enormous psychological difference where the contemnor knows
that his punishment will be relatively quick and adjudicated by a judge
who understands the limits of permissible conduct. Further, jury trials
will not only affect the on-going process of a criminal trial plagued by
disruption, but, if a jury should acquit a contemnor whose misconduct
is clearly recorded in the transcript, the deterrent effect of the contempt
power on subsequent trials will be emasculated.164
If Bloom is overruled, limited to extrajudicial contempts, or deemed
not to control multiple petty contempts, the contempt power, unde
niably, will be capable of abuse. But Justice Johnson long ago recog
nized that contempt cases are no exception to the doctrine that dis
cretion, though capable of abuse, constitutes a more effective means of
facilitating the ends of justice than artificial limitations upon a given
power.165
Justice Black was certainly correct when he said that “[m]artyrdom
does not come easy to a man who has been found guilty as charged
by twelve of his neighbors and fellow citizens.”166 Neither does
martyrdom come easy to one convicted, subject to full appellate re
view, by an uninvolved, impersonal judge after review of the conduct
as recited by an accurate transcript and consideration of testimony in
defense.167 Since individual rights can be effectively protected with
out resort to a jury, the fact that jury trials may serve to emasculate
the contempt power makes them more a threat to the orderly adminis
tration of justice than an enhancement of it. That which limits the
ability to control trial misconduct should be balanced against the
grave consequences which courtroom disruption may cause, for “[wjhen
order is gone, the court itself is gone. When the court is gone, the
government is gone. When the government is gone, civilization is gone.
Then man’s rights are protected only by might.” 168
164 Traditionally, the contempt power, unhampered by a jury requirement, was a
means of insuring that courtroom contempts were “prevented in the future by an as
surance that the court possesses both the power and the resolution to punish them.”
United States v. Duane, 25 F. Cas. 920, 922 (No. 14997) (C.C.D. Pa. 1801); see United
States v. Galante, 298 F.2d 72, 76 (2d Cir. 1962); United States v. Sacher, 182 F.2d 416,
454 (2d Cir. 1950) (Frank, J., concurring), aff’d, 343 U.S. 1 (1952); State v. Alexander,
257 A.2d 778, 782 (Me. 1969); Note, Summary Proceedings in Direct Contempt Cases,
15 Vand. L. Rev. 241, 257 (1961).
165 Anderson v. Dunn, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 204, 226 (1821).
166 Green v. United States, 356 U.S. 165, 216 (1958) (Black, J., dissenting).
167 See Sacher v. United States, 343 U.S. 1, 12-13 (1952).
168 Littlejohn, Legal Vandalism, Trial, Jan.-Feb., 1971, at 15; see Lindsay, The Rule
of Law, 25 Record of the N.Y.C.B.A. § 76, at 299, 303 (1970).
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NOTES
SPEEDY TRIAL: A CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHT IN SEARCH OF DEFINITION
“In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a
speedy . . . trial .
1 “ ‘If the law supposes that,’ said Mr. Bumble,
‘the law is an ass.’ ”2
At a time when the public is demanding that violent crime be curbed,
logjams in the court system thwart the best efforts of law enforcement
officers.3 In the federal judicial system, the backlog of pending crim
inal proceedings has more than tripled since I960,4 with over 30 per
cent of the cases pending in 1971 on the docket for more than a year.5
By tolerating these lengthy delays, our system provides justice for
neither the guilty nor the innocent. People charged with serious crimes
are permitted to roam the streets for years before trial,6 frequently
committing new crimes while on bail.7 Sophisticated criminals bargain
1 U.S. Const, amend. VI.
2 C. Dickens, Oliver Twist 333 (Chas. Scribner & Sons, New York 1901).
3 Public attention was focused on the logjam in the courts by a graphic Life Maga
zine article describing the plight of a defendant, already held in a New York jail for
ten months, who desired to prove his innocence by taking his case to trial. He was
told by his lawyer that a guilty plea would probably result in immediate release, but
that if he insisted on a trial he would wait another year in jail and then face the pos
sibility of a 15-year sentence. Mills, I've Got Nothing To Do With Justice, Life,
Mar. 12, 1971, at 56-58.
4 See Administrative Office of the United States Courts, 1971 Annual Report
Table 12, at 115 (1972). The number of pending civil cases has risen only 63.3
percent since 1960. Id. All statistics were compiled on a fiscal year basis.
5 Id. Table D3b, at 334. In more than half of these cases the defendant was a
fugitive. Id.
6 See Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 517 (1972) (defendant remained free for over four
years before convicted of murder).
7 Rearrest estimates for defendants on bail range from six to 70 percent. See Judicial
Council Comm, to Study the Operation of the Bail Reform Act in the District of
Columbia, Report 20-21 (1969); Hearings on Preventive Detention Before the Subcornm.
on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 2d Sess.
73 (1970) (statement of Assistant Attorney General Kleindienst). The 70 percent
figure should be discarded, since this survey consisted only of robbery releases, did
not take into account the nature of rearrest offenses involved, and relied totally on
arrests themselves as proof that a criminal act occurred. Judicial Council Comm.,
supra, at 35. A more recent and extensive study lends further credence to the lower
percentage, finding 11 percent of those free on pretrial release rearrested. U.S. Dep’t
of Commerce, Compilation and Use of Criminal Court Data in Relation to Pre
trial Release of Defendants: Pilot Study 2 (Nat’l Bureau of Standards Technical
Note 535, 1970); see President’s Comm’n on Crime in the District of Columbia,
[ 657 ]
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for a reduction in sentence, knowing that survival of the system is
impossible without a high percentage of guilty pleas.8 Innocent persons
unable to make bail suffer the brutalizing atmosphere of pretrial deten
tion centers9 or, in desperation, plead guilty to unfounded charges
in order to escape.10 It is hardly surprising that the criminal justice
system is widely discredited.
No one element of the system is entirely at fault for the delays in
criminal trials, nor is any element blameless. Overworked prosecutors
and judges, dilatory defense attorneys, insufficient funding, outdated
clerical procedures, laws creating new crimes and new rights, higher
crime rates, procedural requirements demanding lengthy hearings, in
efficient scheduling, and lack of judicial supervision of cases all con
tribute to delay. Because of the magnitude and complexity of the
problem, no single solution will be entirely effective. It is clear, how
ever, that immediate action is necessary.

The Right to Speedy Trial
The critical nature of delays in criminal trials has sparked interest in
the long ignored sixth amendment right to a speedy trial, once called
Report 315 (1966) (7.5 percent of those surveyed were rearrested and held for grand jury
action). But see Note, Preventive Detention Before Trial, 79 Harv. L. Rev. 1489,
1496 (1966) (suggesting that in St. Louis, Des Moines, and New York Vera Project
the rearrest rate for commission of violent crimes is negligible).
Robbery is the most frequently committed offense for which persons on bail are
indicted. Judicial Council Comm., supra, at 47. Narcotics offenders are the group
most rearrested while free on bail. Id.
*See President’s Comm’n on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice,
The Challenges of Crime in a Free Society 80 (1967); Wilson, Delay and Congestion
in the Criminal Courts, 46 Fla. B.J. 88, 89 (1972). See also Address by Chief
Justice Burger, State of the Federal Judiciary, ABA Annual Meeting, Aug. 10, 1970,
in Hearings on S. 895 Before the Sub comm, on Constitutional Rights of the Senate
Comm, on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 730, 736-37 (1971). The Chief Justice
explained that our judicial system has been based on the premise that 90 percent of
all those accused of crimes would plead guilty. However, if only 70 percent of all
defendants decide to plead guilty, the demand for judicial facilities and manpower
would triple. Id.
9 A recent study reported that 52 percent of those incarcerated in local and county
detention centers in 1971 had not been convicted of a crime. Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 1970 National Jail Census 1-2
(1971); see Address by President Johnson, Signing of Bail Reform Act of 1966, 2
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 819 (1966). The jails studied fre
quently lack recreational, educational, medical, and visiting facilities. Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 1970 National Jail Census
1-2 (1971). Deplorable conditions in one such facility led to riots in 1970. See N.Y.
Times, Oct. 3, 1970, at 1, col. 8.
10 See Mills, supra note 3, at 56-58. See also President’s Comm’n on Law Enforce
ment and Administration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society
80 (1967).
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“one of the most basic rights preserved by our Constitution.” 11 Unlike
the speedy trial right guaranteed by most state constitutions,12 the fed
eral constitutional right13 has not been defined precisely either by judi
cial decision or by legislative enactment.14* In the early case of Beavers
v. Haubert^ for example, the Court stated that the right to a speedy
trial is “necessarily relative . . . and depends upon circumstances.” 16
Fifty-two years later in Pollard v. United States,17 the Court, declining
to be more specific, again held that whether a delay constitutes a vio
lation of the right to a speedy trial depends on the circumstances of the
particular case.18 Indeed, the Court’s reluctance to specify standards
11 Klopfer v. North Carolina, 386 U.S. 213, 226 (1967) (sixth amendment right to
speedy trial applied to the states through the due process clause of the fourteenth
amendment).
In Klopfer, former Chief Justice Warren succinctly traced the history of the right
to a speedy trial from the Assize of Clarendon (1166) and, more importantly, from
the Magna Carta (1215). Id. at 223. By the late thirteenth century, judges com
missioned by the King were visiting the countryside three times a year, either convicting
and punishing or discharging those imprisoned. Id. at 224; see J. Goebel, Cases and
Materials on the Development of Legal Institutions 53 (7th rev. ed. 1946). This
common law commission was codified in the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679. 31 Car. 2,
c. 2.
12 The constitutions of 48 states expressly guarantee the right to a speedy trial or
have provisions that may be construed to guarantee the right. New York and Nevada
are the only two states lacking such a constitutional guarantee. See Note, Convicts—
The Right to a Speedy Trial and the New Detainer Statutes, 18 Rutgers L. Rev.
828, n. 2 (1964).
13 “In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial . . . .” U.S. Const, amend. VI.
14 The only federal provision directly concerned with delay before trial provides
only that “[i]f there is unnecessary delay in presenting the charge to a grand jury
or in filing an information against a defendant who has been held to answer to the
district court, or if there is unnecessary delay in bringing the defendant to trial, the
court may dismiss the indictment, information, or complaint.” Fed. R. Crim. P.
48(b). Rule 32 provides that “[sjcntence shall be imposed without unreasonable de
lay.” Id. 32(a)(1). Rule 50(a) states that “[preference shall be given to criminal
proceedings as far as practicable.” Zd. 50(a). Rule 50(b), which became effective
October 1, 1972, requires each district court to prepare a plan for prompt disposition
of criminal cases. Id. 50(b). A model plan for implementation of the new rule was
circulated by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. See 118 Cong.
Rec. S18,141 (daily ed. Oct. 13, 1972).
is 198 U.S. 77 (1905).
1Qld. at 87. Beavers was recently described as a major setback to the speedy trial
guarantee. See United States v. Dunn,---- F.2d----- ,
(D.C. Cir. 1972).
17 352 U.S. 354 (1957).
18 Id. at 361. The Court has provided only broad hints as to the constitutional
meaning of speedy trial. See United States v. Marion, 404 U.S. 307 (1971) (right does
not extend to delays in indicting unarrested suspects); Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374
(1969) (upon demand by defendant, state has constitutional duty to attempt to bring
a federal prisoner to trial on a pending state charge). See also Dickey v. Florida, 398
U.S. 30 (1970). Although the Court in Dickey held that a person incarcerated for
one crime has a right to demand a speedy trial on another pending charge, the basis
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for adjudication of speedy trial claims prompted Justice Brennan to
note that “many—if not most—of the basic questions about the scope
and content of the speedy trial guarantee remain to be resolved.” 19
Lacking guidance from the Supreme Court, lower federal courts vary
widely in their findings of violations of the speedy trial right,20 although
most consider the same four factors: 1) length of delay, 2) reason or
cause for the delay, 3) waiver of the right, and 4) actual prejudice to
the defendant.21 Either because they weigh the factors differently or
find determinative an absence of prejudice or a waiver of the right,22
federal courts have created a bewildering maze of precedent on speedy
trial that defies categorization and makes predictable enforcement of
the speedy trial guarantee nearly impossible.
Courts frequently state the purpose of the speedy trial guarantee
solely in terms of benefit to the defendant: 1) to prevent undue and
oppressive pretrial incarceration, 2) to limit the possibility that the
accused’s defense will be impaired by faded memories or disappearance
of witnesses, and 3) to minimize the anxiety and suspicion aroused by
public accusation.23 Repeated intonation of these purposes presents a
for its decision is difficult to ascertain. In Dickey, the petitioner’s prosecution began
nearly seven years before the Klopfer decision extended the sixth amendment right to
speedy trial to the states. Id. It is unclear whether the Court in Dickey based its
decision on Klopfer’s retroactivity or the due process test applicable to the states
prior to Klopfer. The majority opinion seems to imply that the sixth amendment
standard is being applied. Id. at 36-38. However, the concurring opinion of Mr.
Justice Brennan states that the Court is using the pre-Klopfer due process standard.
Id. at 39 (Brennan, J., concurring).
19 398 U.S. at 39 (Brennan, J., concurring).
20 Compare United States ex rei. Pierce v. Lane, 302 F.2d 38 (7th Cir.), cert,
denied, 371 U.S. 844 (1962) (no denial of prisoner’s right even though 18 years elapsed
between first and last trial on a state charge) with Harling v. United States, 401 F.2d
392, 395 (D.C. Cir. 1968) (delay which exceeds a period of one year between arrest
and trial raises speedy trial claim of prima facie merit).
21 See, e.g., Brooks v. United States, 423 F.2d 1149, 1151-52 (8th Cir.), cert, denied,
400 U.S. 872 (1970); Needel v. Scafati, 412 F2d 761, 764 (1st Cir.), cert, denied, 396
U.S. 861 (1969); United States v. Perez, 398 FJd 658, 660 (7th Cir.), cert, denied, 393
US. 1080 (1968); United States v. Richardson, 291 F. Supp. 441, 444 (S.D.N.Y. 1968).
22 See United States v. Tchack, 296 F. Supp. 500 (S.D.N.Y. 1969) (defendant repre
sented by counsel and suffering no special prejudice waives right unless he requests
speedy trial). The Supreme Court recently has held that the correct approach is to
give consideration to each of the four elements with no one factor weighted so as to
preclude a speedy trial claim. Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 523 (1972); see notes
214-223 infra and accompanying text.
23 See United States v. Ewell, 383 US. 116, 120 (1966). The Eighth Circuit ap
proaches the speedy trial guarantee by investigating whether the purposes of the
speedy trial provision, as announced by the Supreme Court in Ewell, have been
violated. See, e.g., United States v. Skillman, 442 F.2d 542, 556-57 (8th Cir. 1971);
United States v. Mills, 434 F.2d 266, 271 (8th Cir. 1970); Hodges v. United States,
408 F.2d 543, 549 (8th Cir. 1969).
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one-sided view of the speedy trial right, however, by seemingly juxta
posing safeguards for the individual against the need for effective prose
cution of crime. Society as a whole and its representative, the prose
cutor, also reap substantial benefits from prompt disposition of crim
inal cases. The state’s burden of proof requires the prosecutor to pre
sent fresh evidence and witnesses with sharp memories. The prose
cutor may be persuaded to accept a plea to a lesser charge or to drop
a case entirely when proof of the original offense becomes difficult
because of the passage of time.24
The price exacted by court delay is paid in many other ways by
society in general. Most serious crimes committed by defendants on
bail, for example, occur after the first 60 days following release.25
Moreover, all of the accepted theoretical foundations underlying crim
inal sanctions are undermined by delay. No rehabilitative efforts can
begin until a final adjudication of guilt is made, and treatment is most
effective if begun as soon as possible after commission of the offense.
The deterrent effect of punishment is diluted when sanctions are not
imposed soon after the crime takes place,26 and the retributive aspect
of criminal justice suffers when the victim’s vindication is postponed.
Perhaps most significantly, public confidence that the system can punish
the guilty is eroded.
As Justice Powell noted in the most recent Supreme Court decision
on speedy trial, the right guaranteed by the sixth amendment is
24 The insignificant amount of empirical data available seems to confirm this con
clusion. A study of the Cook County criminal courts showed that defendants were
convicted in 92 percent of the cases which were disposed of within one to four court
appearances, but that the rate dropped to 48 percent after 17 or more appearances.
These percentages include both guilty pleas and adjudications of guilt. Banfield &
Anderson, Continuances in the Cook County Criminal Cotarts, table 3, 35 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 259, 300 (1968). Convictions after trial decreased from 41 percent—one to four
appearances—to 27 percent—13 or more appearances. Id. table 4, at 300. The con
viction rate on reduced charges increased from 14 percent—one to four appearances—
to 31 percent—13 or more appearances. Id. table 12, at 303. However, since the num
ber of court appearances is not a precise indicator of the length of delay, these
figures are only rough approximations of the elapsed time in the cases.
25 See Hearings on Amendments to the Bail Reform Act of 1966 Before the Subcomm,
on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm, on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 1st Sess.
141 (1969). See also President’s Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia,
Report 518 (1966) (68 percent of crime committed while on bail occurs more than
30 days after release); U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, supra note 7, at 189 (person released
120 days twice as likely to be rearrested for alleged offense as one released only 60
days with the peak period of recidivism being between 120 and 240 days after the first
arrest).
26 See Andenaes, The General Preventive Effects of Punishment, 114 U. Pa. L. Rev.
949, 960-61 (1966). “Threats of punishment in the distant future are not as a rule
as important in the process of motivation as are threats of immediate punishment.”
Id. at 961 n.21.
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“generically different” than other constitutional rights.27 First, it is
inherently ambiguous because of the difficulty of defining “speed” in an
infinite variety of criminal cases. Second, the only effective sanction
for violation of the right—dismissal of the case—is severe.28 Courts are
understandably reluctant to grant this extraordinary remedy unless the
right clearly has been violated.29 By its decision a court could set free
a convicted criminal because of pretrial delay he may himself have
exploited. On the other hand, if a court denies the speedy trial claim,
it thereby implicitly condones the system which permitted the delay.
Thus, courts face a unique dilemma in determining the practical va
lidity of this right. This dilemma is precipitated in part by the judicial
system’s backward enforcement of the speedy trial right. Instead of
ensuring that the system as a whole administers speedy justice, courts
have attempted with little success to solve the problem in post hoc
case-by-case adjudication. Implementation of the constitutional right in
a way which protects both society and individual defendants requires
a broader perspective than is afforded in a single case treatment. The
courts or the legislature must create a system for speeding the processes
of justice.
The American Bar Association developed one of the earliest proposals
for reform.30 The ABA Standards Relating to Speedy Trial recom
mended the adoption of specific time limits within which trial must
commence as the most effective method of implementing the right to
a speedy trial.31 The ABA proposal was ignored by courts and legis
latures until 1971 when the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit used them as the model for a series of court rules.32
Similar rules were adopted by the New York Court of Appeals;33 but
before the rules became effective, they were rescinded and replaced
with a modified set of rules enacted by the New York legislature.34
27 Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 519 (1972).
28 See notes 249-281 infra and accompanying text.
29 See United States v. Peterson, 435 F.2d 192, 194 (7th Cir. 1970).
30 American Bar Association Project on Minimum Standards for Criminal Jus
tice, Standards Relating to Speedy Trial (Approved Draft, 1968) [hereinafter cited as
ABA Standards]. See also President’s Comm’n on Law Enforcement and Adminis
tration of Justice, Task Force Report: The Courts 84-90 (1967).
31 ABA Standards § 2.1, Commentary at 14.
32 Second Circuit Rules Regarding Prompt Disposition of Criminal Cases (1971)
[hereinafter cited as 2d Cir. R.J. These rules became effective on July 5, 1971.
33 22 N.Y.C.R. & Reg. pt. 29 (1972).
34 Act of Apr. 28, 1972, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law §§ 30.20-30 (McKinney 1972). The
introduction and passage of the New York legislation was a direct response to the
Court of Appeals rules, which would have placed tighter limits on the permissible
delay and required the dedication of more state resources to the problem of speedy
trial. See Note, Speedy Trial Schemes and Criminal Justice Delay, 57 Cornell L.
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The most comprehensive speedy trial proposal on the federal level was
introduced by Senator Sam Ervin as the “Speedy Trial Act of 1971,”
S. 895.35
All four proposals approach the speedy trial problem in a similar
manner: specific deadlines are imposed; periods of justifiable delay,
which are excluded from computation of speedy trial time, are defined;
and sanctions for violations of the deadlines are mandated. However,
the technical provisions of each set of rules differ significantly. The
purpose of this Note is to analyze these attempts at reform to determine
whether the solutions proposed adequately deal with the problems of
delay in criminal trials.

Recent Proposals: Points of Comparison
LENGTH OF DELAY

One problem that arises in interpreting the sixth amendment is deter
mining exactly what amount of time fulfills the constitutional require
ment of speed. As the Supreme Court has noted, “ [t] he right of a speedy
trial is necessarily relative. It is consistent with delays and depends on
the circumstances.” 3637Mere lapse of time is not sufficient to establish
Rev. 794, 795 n.5 (1972). The court rules, which were to have gone into effect in May
of 1972, were explicitly superseded by the legislation passed in April. Act of Apr.
28, 1972 § 5 [1972] N.Y. Laws 398.
35 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. (1972). See also S. 3936, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970).
Hearings on S. 895 were held in 1971 before the Senate Subcommittee on Constitu
tional Rights. Hearings on S. 895 Before the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of
the Senate Comm, on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971) [hereinafter cited as
1911 Hearings]. A revised draft of the bill was reported by the Subcommittee to the
Committee on the Judiciary on Oct. 12, 1972. 118 Cong. Rec. S17,660 (daily ed. Oct.
12, 1972). References in this article are to the revised draft.
Title I of the bill creates speedy trial time limits and requires each district court
to prepare a plan itemizing additional resources necessary to implement the bill. Title
II, which is not discussed in this article, establishes five “Pretrial Service Agencies”
which would be responsible for supervising persons released on bail. Senator Ervin
views S. 895 as an effective and constitutional alternative to preventive detention.
See 1971 Hearings 9 (Opening Statement of Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm,
on Constitutional Rights); 118 Cong. Rec. S17,660 (daily ed. Oct. 12, 1972).
During the 1971 hearings, the Department of Justice declared its support in prin
ciple of S. 895. See 1911 Hearings 114 (statement of Assistant Attorney General
Rehnquist). The Department has recently indicated, how’ever, that it opposes legis
latively imposed time limitations. See 118 Cong. Rec. S18,143 (daily ed. Oct. 13,
1972) (letter from Ralph E. Erickson, Deputy Attorney General, to Senator Sam
Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Constitutional Rights).
Senator Ervin has announced that he will reintroduce the bill in the Ninety-third
Congress. 118 Cong. Rec. S17,661 (daily ed. Oct. 12, 1972).
36 Beavers v. Haubert, 198 U.S. 77, 87 (1905); see Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30,
37 (1970). Obviously, many contingencies justify postponements of a criminal trial.
For example, the court may order a psychiatric examination to determine the de-
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a denial of the right.*8788The Constitution has been interpreted as pro
scribing only delay which is unreasonable under the facts of the case.8*
Beyond triggering inquiry into possible constitutional violations, the
length of delay per se is significant only as it colors the court’s consid
eration of other factors that impinge on the right to a speedy trial. For
example, if the delay is extraordinarily long, the court may find in
herent prejudice39 or require only the barest showing of a demand for
trial40 before dismissing the action.
The amorphous nature of the concept of speed has contributed to
the wide disparity among federal rulings as to what constitutes a
“speedy” trial. One federal court has held that a lapse of 18 years be
tween conviction and new trial was insufficient in itself to permit dis
missal on speedy trial grounds,41 yet in another case the passage of
eight months was found to have violated the defendant’s constitutional
fendant’s competency to stand trial, or the defendant may elude capture for several
years. Federal courts, however, have failed to specify precisely which circumstances
will excuse delay. The proposals remedy this blatant defect by enumerating defined
periods of delay which are excluded from computation of speedy trial time. See Act
of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (McKinney 1972); 2d Cir. R. 5;
S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 2.3; notes 130-188 infra and
accompanying text.
87 Fleming v. United States, 378 F.2d 502, 504 (1st Cir. 1967). See also Barker v.
Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972); United States ex rel. Solomon v. Mancusi, 412 F.2d
88 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 396 U.S. 936 (1969).
88 See, e.g., Pollard v. United States, 352 U.S. 354, 361 (1957) (1952 sentencing error
discovered and remedied in 1954 not a denial of speedy trial); Lucas v. United States,
363 F.2d 500, 502 (9th Cir. 1966) (11 month delay in removing defendant from Nevada
to California not a violation of defendant’s right to speedy trial); Barnes v. United
States, 347 F.2d 925, 930 (8th Cir. 1965) (six month delay between arrest and trial not
unreasonable); Mattoon v. Rhay, 313 F.2d 683, 685 (9th Cir. 1963) (no denial of
speedy trial where total elapsed time between filing of information and trial was
74 days). Some courts require that the delay be “purposeful or oppressive” as well
as unreasonable. United States v. DeCosta, 435 F.2d 630, 632 (1st Cir. 1970) (five
month delay between arrest in Missouri and trial in Massachusetts was not purposeful
or oppressive); United States v. Kaufman, 393 F.2d 172, 175 (7th Cir.), cert, denied,
393 U.S. 1098 (1968) (14 month delay between indictment and arraignment not
unreasonable when at time of indictment defendant faced charges in two other states
where he first received prompt trials before being returned to Indiana). Other courts
give the defendant the option of proving that the delay was either purposeful and
oppressive or prejudicial. United States v. Pinero, 329 F. Supp. 992, 994 (S.D.N.Y.
1971) (although delay of five years was undue delay, defendant made no showing that
the delay was either purposeful and oppressive or prejudicial).
39 See Harling v. United States, 401 F.2d 392, 395 (D.C. Cir. 1968), cert, denied, 393
U.S. 1068 (1969) (length of delay may establish prejudice as a matter of law); United
States v. Simmons, 338 F.2d 804, 808 (2d Cir. 1964) (delay might be so substantial as
to be prejudicial).
40See Pitts v. North Carolina, 395 F.2d 182 (4th Cir. 1968) (16 year delay).
41 United States ex rel. Pierce v. Lane, 302 F.2d 38 (7th Cir. 1962).
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right.42 A delay of 11 months was described as “very short” by one
court,43 while other courts have found that delays of slightly more than
one year give prima facie merit to a speedy trial claim.44
Since many legitimate reasons for delay may prolong the pretrial
period, the length of delay should not be considered in a vacuum. None
theless, “[i]t is a basic concept of our system of justice . . . that a fair
and impartial trial is impossible after a long period of time.” 45 The
adversary method of proving guilt or innocence relies almost entirely
on oral recollections of witnesses connected with the crime.46 The
ability to remember varies widely among individuals, but unquestionably
the passage of time blurs even the sharpest perception. At some point,
the fact-finding process is no longer reliable. Other procedural safe
guards such as the right to counsel and the right against self-incrimina
tion are meaningless when neither the prosecution nor the defense has
fresh evidence to present.47 To try a man ten years after the crime
occurred makes a mockery of justice;48 extreme delay should justify
dismissal on that ground alone, regardless of the circumstances of the
case. Only in this way can the integrity of the fact-finding process be
protected. The Fifth Circuit, recognizing that unreasonable delays are
inherently prejudicial,49 has stated that substantial delay creates a re
buttable presumption of prejudice, thus shifting the burden of proof
to the prosecutor.50
Specific Periods of Time.
The four sets of speedy trial rules
examined in this Note mark a radical departure from the traditional
federal approach to length of delay. Following the example set by state
42 United States v. Wahrer, 319 F. Supp. 585 (D. Alas. 1970). This case is unusual
since it involved pre-indictment delay, which is generally not accorded sixth amend
ment recognition. See United States v. Marion, 404 U.S. 307 (1971).
43 Fleming v. United States, 378 F.2d 502, 504 (1st Cir. 1967).
44See Hinton v. United States, 424 F.2d 876 (D.C. Cir. 1969) (15 month delay);
Hedgepeth v. United States, 364 F.2d 684 (D.C. Cir. 1966) (13 month delay).
45 United States v. Chase, 135 F. Supp. 230, 232 (N.D. Ill. 1959).
46 See generally C. McCormick, The Law of Evidence § 9 (2d ed. 1972); 3 J. Wig
more, Evidence
725-30 (J. Chadbourn ed. 1970); Stewart, Perception, Memory and
Hearsay, 1970 Utah L. Rev. 1.
47 See generally C. McCormick, supra note 46, § § 10, 19, 245, 251.
48 Delays of this magnitude are not unknown. See United States v. Beckom, 324
F. Supp. 253 (SD.N.Y. 1971) (12 years); United States v. Albert, 320 F. Supp. 820
(S.D.N.Y. 1970) (10 years).
49 See note 39 supra and accompanying text.
50 Hoskins v. Wainwright, 440 F.2d 69, 72 (5th Cir. 1971), citing Dickey v. Florida,
398 US. 30, 52 (1971) (Brennan, J., concurring). But see United States v. DeLeo,
422 F.2d 487, 494 (1st Cir.), cert, denied, 397 U.S. 1037 (1970).
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legislatures,51 the rules mandate that a defendant be tried within :
specific period of time.52 The Supreme Court has clearly indicated tha
such fixed time limits do not delineate the boundaries of the constitu
tional right to a speedy trial.53 Further, the rules do not appear to b<
predicated on the assumption that prejudice is inherent in long delays
Rather, the rules reflect an estimation of the amount of time in whicl
a criminal case ought to be tried. Instead of establishing the time aftei
which the fact-finding process will be considered unreliable, the rule
limit the amount of delay that will be tolerated on policy grounds
Moreover, as opposed to focusing on any particular defendant, the rule:
regulate the criminal justice system as a whole. Thus, in marked con
trast to the traditional constitutional approach, which has failed tc
encourage speedier trials, the rules mandate the expeditious dispositior
of all criminal cases. The rules accomplish this by substituting clearl}
defined guidelines for ill-defined, post hoc determinations.
Imposing specific deadlines may appear to be a rather mechanica
approach to the problem of delay. Unfortunately, flexible constitu
tional standards have been ineffective in attempting to solve the prob
lem. A further criticism of the rules is that they ignore one of the
primary causes of court backlog—inadequate funding.54 Requiring un
derstaffed courts to meet strict time limits, it is argued, would be un

51 Only nine states have no statutory provision defining the right to a speedy trial
Alabama, Connecticut, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Soutl
Dakota, Texas, and Vermont. See Note, Convicts' Right to a Speedy Trial, U
Rutgers L. Rev. 828, 869-74 (1964).
52 The New York legislation provides detailed time limits—six months where the
defendant is charged with at least one felony, 90 days where the defendant is charged
with one or more offenses at least one of which is a misdemeanor punishable by
more than three months and none of which is a felony, 60 days where the defendant
is charged with one or more offenses at least one of which is a misdemeanor and none
of which is punishable by more than three months, 30 days where the defendant i<
charged with one or more offenses at least one of which is a violation and none ol
which is a felony. Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 1, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(1)
(McKinney 1972); S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972) (60 days from arrest
summons, information, or indictment); 2» Cir. R. 4 (six months from date of arrest,
service of summons, detention, or filing of a complaint, or other formal charge);
ABA Standards § 2.2 (time should commence from date the charge is filed).
53 “We find no constitutional basis for holding that the speedy trial right can be
quantified into a specific number of days or months. The States, of course, are free
to prescribe a reasonable period consistent with constitutional standards, but our
approach must be less precise.” Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 523 (1972). Federal
courts subject to the rules must therefore apply the constitutional balancing test when
dealing with specific time limits.
54 See Letter from Chief Judge Edward M. Curran to Senator Sam Ervin, Chair
man, Subcomm, on Constitutional Rights, Oct. 7, 1970, in 1971 Hearings 166; Letter from
Judge Edwin A. Robson to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Constitutional
Rights, Oct. 20, 1970, in id. at 194.
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reasonable and unwise.55 This contention, although not without merit,
can be countered in at least two respects. First, the rules provide the
impetus for larger appropriations which are desperately needed.56 When
faced with the possibility of numerous dismissals of criminal cases, leg
islatures may be motivated to provide the funds necessary for an ade
quate court system.57 Second, because money will not completely
eliminate court congestion, the rules provide the necessary impetus for
the institution of more efficient court procedures. At least one federal
district court has substantially reduced delay in criminal trials without
increased funding by overcoming inefficient scheduling and processing
of cases.58
The ABA Standards provide that “[a] defendant’s right to a speedy
trial should be expressed by rule or statute in terms of days or months
running from a specified event.” 59 Under the Second Circuit Rules,
the Government “[i]n all cases must be ready for trial within six
months from the date of arrest, service of summons, detention, or filing
of a complaint . . . whichever is earliest.” 60 S. 895 permits only 60
days between arrest or indictment and trial,61 whereas the New York
55 Letter from Judge Edwin A. Robson to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm,
on Constitutional Rights, Oct. 20, 1970, in id. at 193, 194.
66 Court expenditures have a very low national priority. Chief Justice Burger noted
that the $128 million appropriated to the federal judicial system looks rather small
when compared to the $200 million spent developing the C-5A transport. Address by
Chief Justice Burger, State of the Federal Judiciary, ABA Annual Meeting, Aug. 10,
1970, in id. at 731.
57 Congress will be made aware of the necessity for a larger appropriation by
the requirement in S. 895 that each district court submit to Congress a plan for the
prompt disposition of criminal cases. The plans must include explicit proposals for
increased appropriations where needed, as well as any legislative proposals the dis
trict courts find advisable. S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
58 The United States District Court for the Central District of California had the
fourth heaviest criminal caseload in 1970, yet the average amount of time between in
dictment and conviction or guilty plea was approximately two months. 1971 Hearings
75, 76 (testimony of Chief Judge Albert L. Stephens).
59 ABA Standards § 2.1. Several states measure speedy trial limitations by terms of
court. This method is disapproved by the ABA because it “often results in lack of
uniformity throughout a jurisdiction and is difficult for defendants and counsel to
understand.” Id. Commentary at 14.
60 2d Cir. R. 4. The Second Circuit Rules do not require that a defendant be tried
within this period of time, but only that the Government “be ready” for trial within
six months. Id.
61 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). The 60-day time limit would not become
effective until three years after the date of enactment. Id. During the interim, persons
in custody solely because they are awaiting trial or persons on bail who are designated
by the United States Attorney as being high security risks must be tried within 90
days. Id.; 18 U.S.C. § 3148 (1970). If trial does not commence within 90 days, the
bill provides for automatic court review of the conditions of release. S. 895, 92d
Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). If a defendant on bail, designated as a high risk, has
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legislation establishes a schedule of time limitations based on the nature
of the offense with which the accused is charged.02 In evaluating the
length of time permitted by the rules, it is important to remember that
several significant periods, such as hearings on pretrial motions, are
not included in the computation of speedy trial time.62
63

Effect of Specific Time Periods.
The inherent tension between
speed and fairness necessitates careful consideration of the amount of
time to be permitted. Disposition of criminal cases which is too swift
can be just as damaging to the ideals of justice as that which is too
slow.64 Courts should not be so hardpressed that the defendant is denied
the individual attention he deserves; mass produced justice may promote
disrespect for the law and impede the implementation of procedural
safeguards.65 Another potential weakness with a very short time limit
is that judges may be inclined to interpret the “escape clauses” broadly,
thus robbing the proposals of their substance.66 A very short time limit
“intentionally delayed” his trial beyond 90 days, he “shall be subject to an order of
the court modifying his nonfinancial conditions of release under this title to insure
that he shall appear at trial as required.” Id.
62 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 1, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(1) (McKinney 1972);
see note 52 supra. Three of the speedy trial proposals have time limitation sections
which deal with the situation where an accused is incarcerated pending trial or serv
ing time for a previous conviction. See Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro.
Law § 30.30(a) (McKinney 1972); 2d Cir. R. 3; ABA Standards §§ 3.1, 3.2.
63 See notes 128-185 infra and accompanying text. Two periods of delay in the
criminal process fall beyond the scope of the proposals: (1) the time between verdict
and sentencing, and (2) appellate proceedings. The purposes of the speedy trial
provision are not thwarted by delay during the first period, since the trial has already
been held. However, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedzire require that sentence
be imposed without unreasonable delay. Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(a)(1).
64 See, e.g., DeMeerleer v. Michigan, 329 U.S. 663 (1947) (arraigned, tried, con
victed and sentenced for first degree murder in one day); United States v. Knight, 443
F.2d 174 (6th Cir. 1971) (due process and right to counsel violation resulting from
inadequate time to prepare for trial—30 minutes); Townsend v. Bomar, 351 F.2d 499
(5th Cir. 1965) (2 days between indictment and trial—ineffective assistance of counsel);
Toland v. Strohl, 147 Colo. 577, 364 P.2d 588 (1961) (guilty plea 2.5 hours after arrest
on charge of drunken driving not valid). But see People v. Shrum, 12 Ill. 2d 261,
146 N.E.2d 12 (1957) (on the same day defendant was indicted by a special grand
jury, arraigned, pleaded guilty to murder, and was sentenced to 199 years—no denial
of due process).
85 Cf. Mills, supra note 3, at 56. See generally L. Downie, Justice Denied: The
Case for Reform of the Courts (1971); Barrett, Criminal Justice: The Problem of
Mass Production in the American Assembly, in The Courts, the Public and the
Law Explosion (H. Jones ed. 1965).
66See 1911 Hearings 61 (testimony of Senator Charles H. Percy); Letter from
Allen E. Barrow to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Constitutional Rights,
Oct. 14, 1970, in id. at 160.
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which proved to be unworkable would also jeopardize further experi
mentation with fixed time limitations.67
The most significant practical consideration, although the most diffi
cult to predict, is the impact of speedy trial rules on the rate of guilty
pleas. In 1971, 85 percent of federal criminal convictions resulted from
plea rather than trial.68 Even a very small decrease in the number of
guilty pleas would strain present court resources to the breaking point.69
The Justice Department suggested that fixed time limits might lower the
number of guilty pleas.70 The experience under the Second Circuit
Rules, however, has been the opposite. During the first full quarter
after the rules became effective, the rate of disposition increased 20
percent, all due to increased guilty pleas.71 Moreover, the conviction
rate in cases disposed of on the merits increased from 90 percent to
95 percent.7273
The amount of time permitted by state statutes ranges from 75 days78
to three years.74* The six-month time limit provided by the Second
Circuit appears to be realistic, as is evidenced by the fact that most state
courts, which handle the bulk of criminal offenses, now operate within
67See id. at 248 (statement of Senator Strom Thurmond).
68 Administrative Office of the United States Courts, 1971 Annual Report Table
D4, at 340 (1972). It is interesting to note that only 15 percent of the criminal cases
filed in 1971 were terminated by trial. Id.
69 See Address by Chief Justice Burger, State of the Federal Judiciary, ABA An
nual Meeting, Aug. 10, 1970, in 7^77 Hearings 136.
70 The Justice Department, commenting on S. 895, pointed out that the imposition
of inflexible and extremely short time limits may deter some defendants from plead
ing guilt in the hope that they will benefit from the mandatory dismissal provided
in the bill. Id. at 193 (statement of Assistant Attorney General Rehnquist); see S. 895,
92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
71 See 118 Cong. Rec. S14,748 (daily ed. Sep. 13, 1972) (statement of Whitney
North Seymour, Jr., United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York).
Mr. Seymour suggested two reasons for the higher rate of disposition: (1) United
States Attorneys are motivated by the time limits to prepare cases thoroughly at an
earlier date and (2) defendants who know they will go to trial soon “are more in
clined to enter guilty pleas than they were when they could count on a certain
amount of attrition as cases languished in file cabinets.” Id.
« Id.
73 See Cal. Penal Code § 1382 (West 1970) (15 days from arrest to indictment, 60
days from indictment to trial).
74 See La. Code Crim. Pro. Ann. art. 578(1) (West 1967) (capital cases). Several
states do not specify a particular period of time within which the defendant must be
tried. See, e.g., Ore. Rev. Stat. § 134.120 (1959) (unreasonable period of time);
Alaska R. Crim. P. 43(b) (unnecessary delay); Del. Super. Ct. (Crim.) R. 48(b)
(unnecessary delay). Others measure the time period by terms of court. See, e.g.,
Ga. Code Ann. § 27-1901 (1935); Va. Code Ann. §§ 19.1-190 to -191 (1960); W. Va.
Code Ann. § 62-3-21 (1966).
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a six-month limit.75 In 1971, more than 30 percent of all criminal cases
pending in federal courts were over one year old.76 However, more
than 15 percent were delayed because of fugitive defendants.77
The 60-day period in S. 895 was criticized as too short by a number
of judges from whom Senator Ervin solicited comments,78 since some
federal courts are presently unable to return an indictment in that
amount of time.79 Although the goal of the bill is admirable, it is un
realistic to hope that even after three years these courts will be able to
compact the entire trial process into two months.80 The time limit
should be extended to 90 or 120 days. This would enhance the bill’s
prospects of enactment as well as allow the courts a more reasonable
amount of time within which to adjust to specific time limits for crim75 But see Ga. Code Ann. § 27-1901 (1935); La. Code Crim. Pro. Ann. art 578(1)
(West 1967); Va. Code Ann. §§ 19.1-190 to -191 (1960); W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-3-21
(1966).
76 Administrative Office of the United States Courts, 1971 Annual Report Table
32, at 150 (1972).
77 Id. The Administrative Office records time accrued subsequent to the filing of
an indictment or information. Thus, these figures do not include the period between
arrest and indictment. S. 895, the ABA Standards, and Second Circuit Rules count
this period of time toward a violation of the speedy trial time limitations. See note
94 infra and accompanying text.
78 Letter from Chief Judge Bailey Brown to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm,
on Constitutional Rights, Sep. 24, 1970, in 1971 Hearings 163; Letter from Judge
George L. Hart, Jr. to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Constitutional
Rights, June 22, 1970, in id. at 170; Letter from Chief Judge Wallace Kent to Senator
Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Constitutional Rights, Oct. 16, 1970, in id. at 179;
Letter from Chief Judge Harry Phillips to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm,
on Constitutional Rights, Jan. 19, 1971, in id. at 190.
The selection of a 60-day period was based on the results of a National Bureau
of Standards study of crimes committed during the pretrial release period in the
District of Columbia. The Bureau report found that a man released 120 days was
twice as likely to be rearrested as one released for 60 days. U.S. Dep’t of Commerce,
supra note 7, at 189.
79 See Letter from Edward L. Barrett, Jr. to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm,
on Constitutional Rights, in 1971 Hearings 159 (Wyoming grand jury meets only once
a year).
A study of criminal cases in twelve metropolitan federal district courts, conducted
by the Federal Judicial Center, reported that the average length of time between arrest
and indictment ranged from 43 to 135 days. 1971 Hearings 551, 555.
80 The United States Attorney’s Office in the Southern District of New York requires
its staff to be prepared within 60 days of arrest in cases 'which can be tried in three
court days. 118 Cong. Rec. S14,747 (daily ed. Sep. 13, 1972) (statement of Whitney
North Seymour, Jr., United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York).
Most criminal trials take three days or less. Administrative Office of the United
States Courts, 1971 Annual Report Table C8, at 313 (1972). However, a 60-day
time limit is too short for complex cases. See Letter from United States Attorney
Whitney North Seymour, Jr. to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Con
stitutional Rights, Oct. 6, 1972, in 118 Cong. Rec. S18,143-44 (daily ed. Oct. 13, 1972).
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inal trials. If the system proves to be workable, Congress could reduce
the time period in the future.
COMMENCEMENT OF THE PERIOD OF DELAY

If time limits specifying a certain number of days or months within
which the defendant must be brought to trial are to be adopted,81 pre
cise designation of the occurrence which signals the beginning of the
period is vital. The time sequence in most criminal cases proceeds from
arrest to formal charge to trial although in some cases indictment may
precede arrest. Effective speedy trial rules should be worded to cover
both situations.
Generally, state speedy trial limitations commence when 1) the de
fendant is arrested,82 2) a criminal charge is filed,83 or 3) the defendant
demands trial.84 In construing the Constitution and rule 48(b) of the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure,85 federal courts have generally
agreed that the right to a speedy trial attaches on the date that a formal
charge, such as an indictment, is filed against the defendant.86 In addi
tion, there is authority that the right attaches on the date of arrest if
the arrest is made prior to the filing of a formal charge.87
Prior to 1971, federal courts were divided on the issue of whether
the sixth amendment right applies where the defendant has been neither
indicted nor arrested, that is, the period of delay between the alleged
crime and the first public act in a criminal prosecution.88 Any uncer
81 Three of the recent proposals provide for a specified time period expressed in
days or months within which the defendant must be brought to trial. Act of Apr. 28,
1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(1) (McKinney 1972); 2d Cir. R. 3, 4; S. 895,
92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). The ABA Standards provide only a model, and thus
leave the exact number of days or months unspecified; however, section 2.1 states
that a defendant’s right to a speedy trial should be expressed by a rule or statute
in terms of days or months running from a specified event. ABA Standards § 2.1.
82 See Minn. Stat. Ann. § 611.04 (1964).
83 See, e.g., Cal. Penal Code § 1382(1) (West 1970); Iowa Code Ann. § 795.2 (Supp.
1972); W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-3-21 (Supp. 1972).
84 See, e.g., Ga. Code Ann. § 27-1901 (1953); III. Ann. Stat. ch. 38, § 103-5 (b) (SmithHurd 1970); Fla. R. Crim. P. 3.191 (a) (2).
85 “If there is unnecessary delay in presenting the charge to the grand jury or in
filing an information against a defendant who has been held to answer to the district
court, or if there is unnecessary delay in bringing defendant to trial, the court may dis
miss the indictment, information or complaint.” Fed. R. Crim. P. 48(b).
86See Harlow v. United States, 301 F.2d 361, 366 (5th Cir.), cert, denied, 371 U.S. 814
(1962); Hoopengarner v. United States, 270 F.2d 465, 469 (6th Cir. 1959).
87 See United States v. Marion, 404 U.S. 307, 320-21 (1971); Smith v. United States,
360 U.S. 1, 10 (1959).
88 Most courts held that the speedy trial guarantee did not apply to pre-accusation
delay. See, e.g., Lothridge v. United States, 441 F.2d 919, 922 (6th Cir.), cert, denied,
404 U.S. 1003 (1970); United States v. Durham, 413 F.2d 1003, 1004 (5th Cir.), cert.
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tainties, however, were laid to rest by United States v. Marion,82*
89in
which the Supreme Court held that the sixth amendment speedy trial
provision does not apply until the putative defendant in some way be
comes an “accused” by either indictment, information, summons, or
arrest.90 A suspect’s only protection against state criminal charges,
according to Marion, is the applicable statute of limitations,91 although
the due process clause may apply if he can show actual prejudice be
cause of the delay.92
Each of the recent proposals attempts to designate a specific event
which triggers computation of the time limits. Since one of the main
purposes of the new rules is to eliminate the confusion and lack of
uniformity that has characterized past efforts to guarantee the right
to a speedy trial,93 the suggested standards should be as clear and unam
biguous as possible. As will be seen, some of the recent proposals
merely raise new questions as to when the time period begins, rather
than clearly answering the old ones.
Basically, under the ABA Standards, Second Circuit Rules, and S. 895,
the time period commences when a defendant is arrested or formally
charged, whichever is earlier.94 However, the exact terminology varies
slightly among the proposals. The ABA Standards uses the term “held
denied, 396 U.S. 839 (1969); Benson v. United States, 402 F.2d 576, 579-80 (9th Cir. 1968).
However, a few district courts dismissed proceedings on the basis of pre-accusation delay.
United States v. Wahrer, 319 F. Supp. 585, 586-87 (D. Alas. 1970); United States v.
Parrott, 248 F. Supp. 196, 202-03 (D.D.C. 1965); United States v. Burke, 224 F. Supp. 41,
45-46 (D.D.C. 1963). See generally Note, Constitutional Limits on Pre-Arrest Delay, 51
Iowa L. Rev. 670 (1966); Note, Pre-Arrest Delay: Evolving Due Process Standards, 43
N.Y.U.L. Rev. 722 (1968); Note, Justice Overdue: Speedy Trial for the Potential De
fendant, 5 Stan. L. Rev. 95 (1952).
89 404 U.S. 307 (1971).
MJd. at 313-19; see Jones v. Superior Court, 3 Cal. 3d 734, 739-41, 478 P.2d 10, 13-14,
91 Cal. Rptr. 578, 581-83 (1970); People v. Jordan, 45 Cal. 2d 697, 708, 290 P.2d 484,
491 (1955).
91 404 U.S. at 322-23; see United States v. Ewell, 383 U.S. 116, 122 (1966).
92 404 U.S. at 324. The Court in Marion ignored the fact that actual prejudice is
often a requirement in post-indictment speedy trial claims. See notes 224-246 infra and
accompanying text. Marion allows prosecutors to delay indictment and arrest of suspects,
thereby permitting avoidance of speedy trial challenges. However, it is difficult to pin
point the time at which the prosecutor should be required to initiate formal prosecution.
“There is no constitutional right to be arrested. The police are not required to guess at
their peril the precise moment at which they have probable cause to arrest a suspect,
risking a violation of the Fourth Amendment if they act too soon, and a violation of the
Sixth Amendment if they wait too long.” Hoffa v. United States, 385 U.S. 293, 310 (1966);
see ABA Standards § 2.2(a), Commentary at 23.
93 See ABA Standards at 2.
94 ABA Standards § 2.2(a); 2d Cir. R. 4; S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
None of the proposals require the defendant to demand trial in order to avail himself
of the time limitations. See notes 186-224 infra and accompanying text.
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to answer” rather than arrest.95 Under the Second Circuit Rules, the
time period begins on arrest, service of summons,96 detention,97 or the
filing of a complaint98 or a formal charge, whichever is earliest. S. 895
mentions only arrest, summons, indictment, or information.99
Where the defendant is arrested before indictment, the ABA Stand
ards recommend that the time period commence with the arrest only
if the suspect is subsequently charged for “the same crime or a crime
based on the same conduct or arising from the same criminal episode” 100
for which he was originally arrested. This qualification, which is not
mentioned in the Second Circuit Rules or S. 895, deals with the problem
of suspects arrested for one criminal act who are later charged with
committing other crimes. The dual effect of the qualification is that
1) the prosecutor is not held responsible for the time which elapses
before a charge is filed simply because the defendant was arrested on
an unrelated offense; and 2) the defendant does not lose credit for the
time between arrest and indictment if the offense charged arises out of
95 “Held to answer” is defined as “the date on which the defendant was brought
before a judicial officer ... on some allegation of a crime or crimes upon which that
judicial officer ordered the defendant thereafter held in custody or released on bail or
recognizance.” ABA Standards § 2.2(a), Commentary at 19. In the federal system, this
phrase is roughly synonymous with presentment. Fed. R. Crim. P. 5(a).
Under the ABA Standards, the time period commences on the date the defendant was
held to answer only if he continuously remains in custody or on bail or recognizance
and a charge is subsequently filed based on the same criminal episode. ABA Standards
§ 2.2(a), Commentary at 19. If the defendant is released some time after arrest but
thereafter is charged with the same offense, the time runs from the date of the filing
of the charge. Were it otherwise, the time for trial would begin running due to the
action of the police and magistrate, even though the prosecutor later concludes he has
insufficient evidence to file a charge. Id. at 19-20.
96 The designation of the date of service of summons as a point from which the six
month period may begin to run seems anomalous, since a summons may issue under the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure only upon the filing of a complaint or the filing
of an information or indictment. See Fed. R. Crim. P. 4(a), 9(a).
97 It is unclear why the Second Circuit included “detention” since the term implies
the existence of a stage in the criminal process prior to arrest or formal charge, although
no such stage is recognized in federal criminal practice.
98 The New York legislation, Second Circuit Rules, and ABA Standards all provide
that the speedy trial period may commence with the filing of a complaint. Act of Apr. 28,
1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(1) (McKinney 1972)-, 2d Cir. R. 4; ABA
Standards § 2.2(a), Commentary at 18. However, S. 895 fails to specify the filing of a
complaint before arrest as an action which commences the time period. S. 895, 92d Cong.,
2d Sess. § 101 (1972). Delay between the filing of a complaint and arrest of the defendant
has been the subject of recent controversy. See Jones v. Superior Court, 3 Cal. 3d 734,
739-41, 478 P.2d 10, 13-15, 91 Cal. Rptr. 578, 581-83 (1971).
99 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
100 ABA Standards § 2.2(a), Commentary at 21.
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the same conduct or episode, and differs only slightly from the offense
for which the defendant was originally arrested.101
Although the time limitations of these three recent proposals com
mence when an indictment is filed if the arrest is made after formal
charging, the period between indictment and arrest is not counted
toward a speedy trial violation if the prosecutor makes a diligent effort
to obtain custody of the defendant.102 If the prosecutor does not dili
gently attempt to arrest a suspect after an indictment has been re
turned, however, the entire period between indictment and trial is
counted. This provision prevents the prosecutor from avoiding the
speedy trial limitations by merely delaying arrest, but does not penalize
him for the period during which the defendant is a fugitive.
The New York legislation provides that the time period begins at
the “commencement of a criminal action.” 103 “Commencement” is de
fined as “the filing of an accusatory instrument against a defendant in
a criminal court. . . .” 104 Thus, under the New York law, if a defend
ant is arrested before the filing of an accusatory instrument, the time
between arrest and charge is not counted toward a speedy trial viola
tion. In this respect the New York statute fails to satisfy constitu
tional standards. A defendant arrested before the filing of a formal
charge is an “accused” within the meaning of the sixth amendment.105
Possible abuses under the New York statute are obvious. The prose
cutor can avoid the speedy trial limitations by simply delaying formal
charge. Such tactics defeat one of the most significant purposes of the
constitutional guarantee—the prevention of unnecessary pretrial incar
ceration. Even if the defendant is free on bail, the pending prosecution
may seriously interfere with his liberty. Another consideration is the
dissipation of the defendant’s witnesses and evidence. Since the possi
bility of prejudice is inherent even in short delays, it seems fair to apply
speedy trial time limitations from the earliest identifiable stage of the
criminal process.
Under all of the recent proposals, the police or the prosecutor can
avoid operation of the prescribed time periods by simply delaying
the arrest and indictment of the defendant.106 However, the defendant
also has loopholes which he can exploit. For example, if the defendant
101 Id. at 20-21.
102 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (c) (McKinney 1972);
2d. Cir. Rule 5(d); S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 2.3(e).
103 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(1) (McKinney 1972).
104 N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 1.20(17) (McKinney 1972).
105 See note 98 supra and accompanying text.
106 See Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(1) (McKinney 1972);
2d. CiR- R- 4; S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 2.2(a).
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enters a plea of guilty and later withdraws the plea, only the New
York statute specifically provides that the speedy trial period commences
on the date the plea was withdrawn.107 The omission of such a provision
from S. 895 was criticized by the Department of Justice.108 Without
this provision a defendant could enter a plea of guilty a few days before
the speedy trial time expires. The preparation of a pre-sentence report
would probably take four weeks.109 Following the expiration of the
time period, the defendant could withdraw his plea of guilty. S. 895
was revised to meet this criticism and now includes a provision regu
lating the withdrawal of guilty pleas.110
Mistrial, New Trial, Reversal.
The four proposals deal similarly
with the special situations of retrial of a defendant following a mis
trial, new trial order, successful appeal, or collateral attack. The ABA
Standards provide that the time limitations are reinitiated on the date
of the mistrial, order granting a new trial, or, in the case of a remand,
from the date of receipt of the mandate by the lower court.111 S. 895,
the Second Circuit Rules, and the New York legislation modify the
ABA proposal only by defining the starting time as the date on which
the order occasioning the retrial becomes final.112
The Department of Justice criticized a previous draft of S. 895 for
providing that in a case of successful collateral attack, the defendant
must be retried within 60 days from the date of the order for a new
trial. The Justice Department noted that since an order for a new
trial based on a collateral attack may be issued years after the original
trial, a longer period of time may be necessary in order to reassemble
evidence and witnesses. In addition, the Justice Department argued
that the provision would effectively preclude the Government from
107 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 3030(5) (McKinney 1972).
108 Letter from Assistant Attorney General William H. Rehnquist to Senator Sam
Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Constitutional Rights, Oct. 19, 1971, in 1971 Hearings 252.
™>Id.
110 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). The meaning of this section is not clear.
It provides that if the time limits are violated because the defendant entered a plea of
guilty which is subsequently withdrawn, “the defendant shall be deemed arraigned on
the information or indictment on all charges therein contained within the meaning of
section 3161, on the day the order permitting withdrawal of the plea of guilty becomes
final.” Arraignment is not mentioned in any other section of the bill. It appears that this
provision refers to section 3161(b)(2), which states that the time period commences on
the filing of an information or indictment prior to arrest or summons. The wording
should be clarified to indicate the specific intent of the committee.
111 ABA Standards § 2.2(c), Commentary at 25.
Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(5) (McKinney 1972); 2d
Cir. R. 6; S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
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appealing the order for a new trial.113 To meet these criticisms, S. 895
was amended to provide that the time period in cases of collateral attack
or appeal commences on “the date the action occasioning the retrial
becomes final.” 114 Further, it permits the court retrying the case to
extend the period for retrial up to 180 days from that date if prepara
tion within the 60-day period proves too difficult.115
Sealed Indictments.
In order to preserve the effectiveness of
the sealed indictment in cases where secrecy is necessary, the Second
Circuit Rules and S. 895 specifically provide that the filing of a sealed
indictment does not trigger the speedy trial time limitations.116 In
stead, when a sealed indictment is filed, the time limit commences upon
the date of arrest. The problem of sealed indictments is not mentioned
in the ABA Standards or New York legislation; therefore, the time
period presumably commences when the indictment is filed. This
omission may limit the usefulness of sealed indictments, since the
prosecutor will have a shorter time within which to bring the defend
ant to trial if he chooses to delay arrest.
Prisoners.
Only two of the proposals contain provisions to
handle the special speedy trial problems which arise when the suspect
is serving time for another offense.117 Under the ABA Standards, a
prosecutor who knows that his suspect is imprisoned has two choices.118
He either must seek to obtain the presence of the prisoner for trial or
file a detainer against the prisoner.119 If a detainer is filed, the official
having custody is required to inform the prisoner of the charge and
113 Letter from Assistant Attorney General William H. Rehnquist to Senator Sam
Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Constitutional Rights, Oct. 19, 1971, in 1971 Hearings
253-54.
S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
no Id.
n° 2d Cir. R. 4; S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); see Fed. R. Crim. P. 6.
117 2d Cir. R. 7; ABA Standards § 3, Commentary at 32-40.
iifi ABA Standards § 3.1. No affirmative duty is placed on the prosecutor to search
for defendants who may be imprisoned.
H8 Id. § 3.1(a). A detainer is a warrant filed against a person already in custody with
the purpose of ensuring that he will be available to the authority which has placed the
detainer at the expiration of his sentence. Council of State Governments. Suggested
State Legislation Program for 1959, at 167 (1958). Frequently, no effort is made to try
an incarcerated defendant until he has finished serving his initial sentence, thereby
severely curtailing the prisoner’s ability to prepare his defense to the subsequent charge.
See Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374, 379 (1969). In addition, prisoners against whom
detainers have been filed may lose prison privileges and the opportunity for early
parole. Id. at 378; Note, Convicts—The Right to a Speedy Trial and the Neve Detainer
Statutes, 18 Rutgers L. Rev. 828, 834-36 (1964); Comment, The Detainer System and
the Right to a Speedy Trial, 31 U. Chi. L. Rev. 535, 537-38 (1964).
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of his right to demand trial.120 If the prisoner chooses to demand trial,
the prosecutor has a duty to attempt to obtain custody promptly.121
The speedy trial time period begins to run from the time a prisoner’s
presence for trial has been obtained.122 Any unreasonable delay in filing
a detainer or obtaining custody of the defendant is counted toward a
violation of the speedy trial time limitation.123
The Second Circuit Rules differ slightly from the ABA Standards.
A detainer may be filed only “when the government is unable to obtain
the presence of the defendant.” 124 The prosecutor, therefore, does not
have the option provided by the ABA Standards. If he knows the de
fendant is incarcerated, he must attempt to gain custody before filing
a detainer.125
The Second Circuit Rules do not specifically state when the time
period commences for prisoners. Presumably, speedy trial time begins
to run on the date the indictment is filed, whether or not the incarcerated
defendant demands trial.126 The prosecutor is excused from the time
limitations only if the defendant’s presence for trial cannot be obtained
by due diligence.127
EXCLUDABLE PERIODS

It is universally agreed that certain periods of time should be ex
cluded from consideration when determining whether the right to a
110 ABA Standards § 3.1(b).
121 Id. § 3.1(c), Commentary at 36; accord, Interstate Agreement on Detainers Act,
18 U.S.C. App. §§ 1-8 (1970). The Second Circuit Rules adopt the better course of re
quiring the prosecutor to act absent demand. 2d Cir. R. 7.
122 ABA Standards § 3.2. The Interstate Agreement on Detainers Act, which requires
a prisoner to be tried within 180 days of his demand, commences the time period on
receipt of demand. 18 U.S.C. App. § 2 (1970). The ABA proposal is more realistic
because it does not charge the prosecutor with the time absorbed in extradition pro
ceedings.
123 ABA Standards § 3.2. The Supreme Court has held that upon the demand of an
imprisoned defendant, the state has a constitutional duty to make a diligent, good faith
effort to bring him before the court for trial. Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374 (1969).
Although the ABA Standards were approved before Smith v. Hooey, part III is con
sistent with that decision. ABA Standards § 3.1(a), Commentary at 33-35.
124 2d Cir. R. 7(b).
125 Id. When a detainer is filed, the prison official must be requested to notify the
prisoner of “his rights under these rules.” Id. However, it is not clear what rights such
a prisoner has. Rule 5(f) provides that the period of delay resulting from detention of
the defendant in another jurisdiction is excluded from computation of the time limits,
if the prosecutor “has been diligent and has made reasonable efforts to obtain the
presence of the defendant for trial.” Id. 5(f). However, a detainer may be filed only
when custody of the prisoner cannot be secured. Id. 7(b). Reading rule 5(f) and rule 7
together, it appears that defendant imprisoned out-of-state whose presence cannot be
obtained has no rights under the rules.
12« Id. 4, 8.
127 rd. 5(d), (f).
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speedy trial has been violated.128 Federal courts have dealt with excluded
periods only generally. Under current constitutional standards, a de
fendant cannot complain of delay which he has caused; he is limited
to attacking prosecutorial delay,129 such as postponements due to a
legitimate search for evidence130 or the unavailability of a key witness.131
Several state statutes defining the right to a speedy trial enumerate situ
ations which will permit an extension of the time within which the
defendant must be tried.132 These are generally supplemented with
“good cause” provisions which allow ad hoc determination of delay
which is excusable under the circumstances of the case.133
The four proposals under consideration define specific periods which
are excluded from computation of the time within which a defendant
must be tried.134 Since the time allowed before a speedy trial violation
occurs is measured precisely, exact definition of the excluded periods
is essential both to facilitate administration of the rules and to maintain
a uniform standard to be applied to all cases. The problem lies in
defining these periods with sufficient specificity to limit their use as
loopholes while at the same time preserving their flexibility.
128See, e.g., Osborne v. United States, 371 F.2d 913, 925-26 (9th Cir.), cert, denied.
387 U.S. 946 (1967) (continuance granted at request of defendant); Harlow v. United
States, 301 F.2d 361, 366-67 (5th Cir.), cert, denied, 371 U.S. 814 (1962) (legitimate search
for evidence by prosecution); United States v. Lustman, 258 F.2d 475, 477 (2d Cir.),
cert, denied, 358 U.S. 880 (1958) (delay caused by appellant’s own motions).
129 See notes 224-245 infra and accompanying text. See also United States v. Davis, 365
F.2d 251, 255-56 (6th Cir. 1966). Many courts excuse prosecutorial delay unless it was
“purposeful or oppressive.” See, e.g., United States v. Fitzpatrick, 437 F.2d 19, 26 (2d Cir.
1970); United States v. Peterson, 435 F.2d 192, 194 (7th Cir. 1970), cert, denied, 403 U.S.
907 (1971); Miller v. Rodríguez, 373 F.2d 26, 28 (10th Cir. 1967). See also Pollard v.
United States, 352 U.S. 354, 361 (1957) (accidental delay in imposing valid sentence held
not “purposeful or oppressive”).
Other courts are willing to consider negligent or unjustified prosecutorial delay.
United States v. Haggett, 438 F.2d 396, 400-01 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 402 U.S. 946
(1971); Flanrahan v. United States, 348 F.2d 363, 367-68 (D.C. Cir. 1965), cert, denied,
389 U.S. 845 (1967); United States v. Blanca Perez, 310 F. Supp. 550, 551 (S.D.N.Y. 1970).
130 Harlow v. United States, 301 F.2d 361, 366-67 (5th Cir.), cert, denied, 371 U.S.
814 (1962) (unsuccessful attempt to gain information from Swiss banking authorities).
131 United States ex rel. Von Cseh v. Fay, 313 F.2d 620, 624 (2d Cir. 1963).
132‘S^e, e.g., III. Ann. Stat. ch. 38, § 103-5(a)-(b) (Smith-FIurd 1970) (competency
proceedings); Kan. Stat. Ann. § 62-1433 (1964) (missing material evidence extends time
period one term); W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-3-21 (1966) (insanity of defendant, missing
witness, continuance on motion of accused, escape, or hung jury); Ind. R. Crim. P. 4(d)
(missing material evidence, extends time period 90 days). State statutes generally do not
define excludable periods as precisely as do the proposals under consideration.
133 See, e.g., Cal. Penal Code § 1382 (West 1970); Idaho Code § 19-3501 (1948); Iowa
Code Ann. § 795.3 (1967).
134 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (McKinney 1972); 2d
Cir. R. 5; S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972) ; ABA Standards § 2.3.
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Delay Resulting jrom Other Proceedings.
all the standards exclude:

Similar provisions in

The period of delay resulting from other proceedings concern
ing the defendant, including ... an examination and hearing on
competency and the period during which he is incompetent to
stand trial, hearings on pretrial motions, interlocutory appeals, and
trial of other charges.135

This reiterates the traditional rule that delays caused by the defendant
may not accrue to his benefit. The effectiveness of the proposals in
curbing pretrial delay may hinge on judicial interpretation of the above
exclusions, particularly with respect to the meaning of “hearings on
pretrial motions.” Some provision of this sort is necessary both to
prevent the defendant from taking advantage of numerous motions to
expend speedy trial time and to make allowances for complicated cases.
It is not clear in the New York legislation, Second Circuit Rules, and
ABA Standards, however, when this excluded period begins and ends.
The most obvious construction is to exclude all time from the date of
filing of the first motion to the date of decision of the last motion.136
This view, however, prejudices the defendant since he may not be the
cause of all delay within this period. For example, the Government can
delay a hearing by filing its reply brief long after the motion is made.137
Judicial commitment to the elimination of delay will be required in
order to prevent possible abuses. For example, at arraignment the
judge could require all pretrial motions to be filed by a certain date, with
reply briefs due a reasonable time thereafter. At that time he would
135 ABA Standards § 2.3(a); see Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law
§ 30.30(4) (a) (McKinney 1972); 2d Cir. R. 5(a); S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
S. 895 also excludes time consumed by examination and treatment pursuant to the Nar
cotic Addict Rehabilitation Act of 1966. Id. This exclusion probably applies in the Second
Circuit as well, even though it is not enumerated in the Second Circuit Rules.
136 This definition would provide no impetus for courts to process motions efficiently.
Since preliminary motions are filed soon after arraignment and motions to suppress are
often heard the day before trial, this construction could exclude all time between:
arraignment and trial from being counted toward a violation of speedy trial. Further
more, this segment of the criminal process usually lasts the longest and it is here where
significant delays are most likely to occur.
137 The possibility of abuse is enormous in districts in which the prosecutor controls;
the calendar. He could, negligently or intentionally, subvert the purposes of the rules by
not setting prompt hearing dates for motions.
Similarly, competency proceedings may require an inordinate amount of time through
no fault of the defendant. Perhaps the court order for a mental examination should
specify the maximum period of hospitalization. See 18 U.S.C. § 4244 (1970) (judge may
order defendant committed for a reasonable period of time); D.C. Code Ann. § 24-301
(Supp. V, 1972) (reasonable period).
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also set a date for the hearing on the motions. If the defendant violates
the time limits, any resulting delay would fall within the excluded
period; if the Government requests an extension, the time beyond the
original date set for hearing would be counted toward a violation of
speedy trial. This procedure would expedite cases and define with
precision the amount of time excluded as a result of the defendant’s
pretrial motions.138
S. 895 provides that only court days actually consumed in connection
with pretrial motions, interlocutory appeals, or trial with respect to
another charge are to be excluded.139 This approach favors the defend
ant, but it may prove impractical, particularly in light of the 60-dav
time limit within which all proceedings must occur.140

Absence of the Defendant.
All of the proposals exclude delay
resulting from the “absence or unavailability” of the defendant.141 The
Second Circuit Rules elaborate the meaning of these words:
A defendant should be considered absent whenever his location is
unknown and in addition he is attempting to avoid apprehension
or prosecution or his location cannot be determined by due dili
gence. A defendant should be considered unavailable whenever
his location is known but his presence for trial cannot be obtained
by due diligence.142

This provision places an obligation on the prosecutor to make a good
faith attempt to locate and arrest an absent defendant after the indict
ment has been filed unless the defendant is “attempting to avoid appre
138 Similar problems may arise in defining what time is to be excluded when the
defendant is to be tried on other charges. Some workable method of computation should
be promulgated to assure uniform application of the rules and to avoid needless litigation
on a trivial matter.
139 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). This provision does not apply to compe
tency hearings.
140 A defendant could easily delay trial beyond the prescribed limits by filing staggered
motions over a one-month period. Assuming that the Government must reply to each
motion and the court must set a separate date to hear each motion, the process could
take much longer than 60 days. All of that time except actual court days would count
toward the speedy trial violation.
141 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (c) (McKinney 1972);
2d Cir. R. 5(d); S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 2.3(e).
142 2d Cir. R. 5(d); accord, Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30
(4) (c) (McKinney 1972); S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards
§ 2.3(e).
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hension or prosecution.” 143 Again, the rules are primarily a codification
of existing law.144 Obviously, the court cannot act while the defendant
is a fugitive.
A special problem arises when a defendant is incarcerated on another
offense. Since Smith v. Hooey,145 it is clear that the right to a speedy
trial may not be denied merely because the defendant is serving a sen
tence in another jurisdiction.146 S. 895 makes no special provisions for
defendants in jail.147 The Second Circuit Rules and New York legis
lation provide that if the prosecutor makes a reasonably diligent effort
to obtain custody of a defendant who is being detained in another
jurisdiction, the amount of time necessary to secure his presence for
trial is excluded.148 This is the better rule since it requires diligence
on the part of the prosecutor, but does not penalize the Government
for unavoidable difficulties encountered in obtaining the defendant’s
143 2d Cir. R. 5(d). If the prosecutor does not diligently attempt to find the defendant,
the resultant delay is included in the computation of elapsed speedy trial time. See
Godfrey v. United States, 358 F.2d 850 (D.C. Cir. 1966) (defendant prejudiced by failure
to make diligent efforts to arrest after indictment returned; court dismissed charges).
See also United States v. Morris, 308 F. Supp. 1348, 1353-57 (E.D. Pa. 1970) (dicta).
144 See generally Merritt v. State, 244 Ark. 921, 428 S.W.2d 66 (1968); Walker v. Gant,
424 S.W.2d 128 (Ky. Ct. App. 1968); State v. Baldwin, 13 N.C. App. 257, 184 S.F.2d
919 (1971).
145 393 U.S. 374 (1969). Petitioner Smith was indicted on a state charge while a
prisoner in a federal penitentiary. After learning of the indictment, he periodically re
quested a speedy trial for the next six years to no avail. The state argued that it did
not have the power to compel Smith’s attendance at trial because he was being held by
federal authorities. The Supreme Court, noting that federal prisoners are routinely
turned over to states for prosecution, held that the state had an obligation to make a
good faith effort to bring Smith to trial once he had demanded it. Id. at 383.
146 See, e.g., Kane v. Virginia, 419 F.2d 1369, 1372 (4th Cir. 1970); United States v.
Lebasky, 413 F.2d 280 (3d Cir. 1969) (per curiam), cert, denied, 397 U.S. 952 (1970);
May v. Georgia, 409 F.2d 203, 204 (5th Cir. 1969). See generally Schindler, Interjurisdictional Conflict and the Right to a Speedy Trial, 35 U. Cin. L. Rev. 179, 185-93 (1966);
Note, Convicts—The Right to a Speedy Trial and the New Detainer Statutes, 18 Rutgers
L. Rev. 828, 846 (1964); Note, Detainers and the Correctional Process, 1966 Wash. U.L.Q.
417, 423-27; Note, Effective Guaranty of a Speedy Trial for Convicts in Other Jurisdic
tions, 77 Yale L.J. 767, 771-79 (1968).
147 The time expended procuring a defendant’s presence for trial, therefore, is counted
toward a speedy trial violation unless the defendant or the incarcerating jurisdiction
resists extradition. S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). Within the short time limits
of S. 895, this may place inordinate strain on the extradition system. The open question
is whether a continuance granted to the prosecution because of administrative delay in
extradition may be excluded. See id. (continuance excludable if judge feels interests of
justice served).
148 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (e) (McKinney 1972);
2d. Cir. R. 5(b).
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presence for trial. The ABA Standards also require diligence of the
prosecutor in seeking to obtain custody or in filing a detainer.149
Severance.
All four proposals exclude delay “when the defend
ant is joined for trial with a codefendant as to whom the time for trial
has not run and there is good cause for not granting a severance.” 150
This provision allows the court to maintain multi-defendant cases until
speedy trial time has run for all defendants.151 A question left unan
swered is what the prosecution must prove to prevent the judge from
granting severance out of his concern for the individual defendant’s
right to a speedy trial. The proposals leave this decision to the trial
court’s discretion. If the case is complex and the issues relating to all
defendants are identical, severance should not be permitted. In the
ordinary case, however, the court should give the defendant’s right to
a speedy trial considerable weight in determining whether to grant a
severance.152
Subsequent Indictment.
An interesting problem arises in deter
mining what amount of time should be excluded when an indictment is
dismissed and a defendant is later reindicted on the same charge.153
State courts are split on the issue. Some hold that the second indict
ment is a different and independent proceeding and that therefore the
149 ABA Standards
3.1, 3.2; see notes 117-123 supra and accompanying text. Compare
Comment, The Detainer System and the Right to Speedy Trial, 31 U. Chi. L. Rev. 535,
554-55 (1964) with ABA Standards § 3.1(c), Commentary at 36.
150 2d Cir. R. 5 (e); accord, Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30
(4)(d) (McKinney 1972); S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards §
2.3(g). The ABA Standards and Second Circuit Rules continue: “[i]n all other cases
the defendant should be granted a severance so that he may be tried within the time
limits applicable” to him. 2d Cir. R. 5 (e); ABA Standards § 2.3 (g).
151 Keeping track of the amount of speedy trial time elapsed for each defendant in a
complicated case will be a laborious task, particularly when questions of interpretations
-of the rules are involved. When a judge is confronted with a speedy trial motion by one
-defendant, he will have to compute the time remaining for all other defendants.
152 The court clearly has the power to order a severance sua sponte. Fed. R. Crim. P.
14. This will be necessary when a defendant whose speedy trial time has nearly elapsed
purposefully does not request a severance, hoping for a dismissal. However, the court
must monitor carefully the amount of time elapsed for each defendant so that if a
severance is ordered, there is enough time remaining to start the severed trial within
the speedy trial limitations.
153 This practice occurs frequently enough to make the problem significant. For the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, approximately five percent of the criminal cases pending
in federal district courts were dismissed because of a superseding indictment or informa
tion. United States Attorney General, Annual Report 18 (1971).
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statutory time period commences upon reindictment.154 Others count
all delay between the original indictment and trial.155 Federal courts
have rarely considered the problem.156
The Second Circuit Rules and New York legislation provide no
exclusion for time elapsed between dismissal and reindictment, thus
presumably counting all time between the original indictment and trial.
However, rule four of the Second Circuit Rules, defining when the
time period begins to run, could be interpreted to mean that the second
indictment begins the speedy trial time period running again.157 Court
decisions will be required to clarify this ambiguity.158
S. 895 and the ABA Standards distinguish dismissals by the prosecu
tion from those granted on motions of the defendant. If the defendant
obtains a dismissal, the time period starts afresh from the date of a sub
sequent arrest or charge for the same crime.159 If the charge is dismissed
by the prosecution, however, the speedy trial time runs from the orig
154 See, e.g., State v. Saiz, 103 Ariz. 567, 569, 447 P.2d 541, 543 (1968); State v. Harri
man, 259 A.2d 752, 755 (Me. 1969), modified., 265 A.2d 706 (Me. 1970); State v. Rhodes,
77 N.M. 536, 538, 425 P.2d 47, 48 (1967).
155 See, e.g., People v. Hatchett, 82 III. App. 2d 40, 50, 226 N.E.2d 97, 101-02 (1967);
People v. Fosdick, 68 Ill. App. 2d 184, 215 N.E.2d 153 (1966), rev'd on other grounds, 36
Ill. 2d 524, 224 N.E.2d 242 (1967); Johnson v. State, 252 Ind. 79, 86, 246 N.E.2d 181,
185-86 (1969). See also State v. Meeker, 26 Ohio St. 2d 9, 16-17, 268 N.E.2d 589, 594
(1971).
156See United States v. Alo, 439 F.2d 751, 755 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 404 U.S. 850
(1971) (“constitutional right to a prompt trial cannot be circumvented by such a simple
expedient as reshuffling substantially identical documents”); Hanrahan v. United States,
348 F.2d 363, 366-67 (D.C. Cir. 1965) (subsequent indictment held continuing prosecution
of the same offense).
A related issue arises when the defendant is retried after succeeding in having his
original conviction overturned and claims a speedy trial violation. See Harrison v.
United States, 392 U.S. 219, 221 n.9 (1968); United States v. Ewell, 383 U.S. 116, 122
(1966); United States ex rel. Pierce v. Lane, 302 F.2d 38, 41 (7th Cir. 1962). In these
cases the courts considered the entire period from the original indictment to trial but
found no violation of the right to a speedy trial, either because the defendant was not
demonstrably prejudiced or because most of the delay could be attributed to the de
fendant’s appeals. One court, however, dismissed pending charges after the defendant’s
fifth trial and third conviction, even though much of the delay was caused by compe
tency proceedings. Although the dismissal was based on denial of a speedy trial, the
court’s reason for its holding was to ensure that the defendant would be hospitalized and
treated rather than incarcerated. Williams v. United States, 250 F.2d 19, 25-26 (D.C.
Cir. 1957).
157 The time period begins to run on the date of “arrest, service of summons, detention,
or the filing of a complaint or of a formal charge upon which the defendant is to be
tried.” 2d Cir. R. 4.
158 In light of the Second Circuit’s recent decision in United States v. Alo, it seems
unlikely that this interpretation will prevail. 439 F.2d 751, 755 (1971).
159 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 2.2(b). Reindictment
is not permitted if the dismissal was granted for violation of the right to a speedy trial.
S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 4.1.
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inal arrest or indictment to trial; but the period between dismissal and
reindictment is excluded from computation.160
These provisions give the prosecutor a limited but effective method of
circumventing the speedy trial requirements. If it appears that he will
be unable to complete his case within the time period, he can dismiss
before the period has run and reindict anytime before the statute of
limitations has run.161 For crimes which do not fall within the statute
of limitations,162 or which have extended periods of limitation,163 the
prosecutor may reindict long after dismissal. If the delay is substantial
in these cases, the defendant’s only recourse will be to claim a denial
of speedy trial on constitutional grounds.164
Continuances.
The period of delay resulting from continuances
granted at the request of, or with the consent of, the defendant or his
attorney is excluded from computation in all of the proposals.165 Vari
ations in the wording of these clauses, however, allow for very different
applications of the provisions.
Since the ABA Standards do not place limitations on the exclusion
of continuances, the time for speedy trial can be extended indefinitely
as long as the defendant and Government agree. This ignores the pub
lic’s interest in swift justice and abdicates control of the calendar to the
litigants. Trial scheduling should not be designed solely to suit the
100 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 2.3(f). Subsequent in
dictment for a charge which is required to be joined with the original charge is also
covered by these sections.
161 The statute of limitations for most non-capital federal crimes is five years. 18
U.S.C. § 3282 (1970). If the original indictment has been dismissed within six months of
the expiration of the statute of limitations, a new indictment may be returned up to six
months after the date of expiration. Id. § 3289. If the prosecutor uses this tactic, however,
the time within which the defendant must be tried will have been reduced by the amount
of time between the original indictment and dismissal. S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101
(1972); ABA Standards § 2.3(f).
162 See 18 U.S.C. § 3181 (1970) (offenses punishable by death). See also Furman v.
Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972).
103 18 U.S.C. § 3291 (1970) (offenses relating to nationality, citizenship and passports;
ten years).
164 See Vargas v. State, 252 So. 2d 586, 588 (Fla. 1971) (state statute governing speedy
trial not applicable; claim evaluated by constitutional standards).
105 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30 (McKinney 1972); 2d Cir. R.
5(b); S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 2.3(c). The proposals
do not state what constitutes consent. It is hoped that consent will not be implied as
readily as under current constitutional standards. See note 189 infra and accompanying
text. The defendant should be specifically informed of the consequences of his failure
to contest a continuance.
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convenience or tactics of counsel.166 The New York legislation, Second
Circuit Rules, and S. 895 are far more satisfactory. A judge may grant
a continuance only if he believes, after weighing the societal concern
for prompt disposition of criminal cases, that postponement is in the
interest of justice.167
Delay from continuances granted to the prosecutor because of the
unavailability of material evidence,168 or because “exceptional circum
stances” justify additional time for preparation, are excluded from com
putation of speedy trial time under the New York statute, ABA Stand
ards, and Second Circuit Rules.169 If the “exceptional circumstances”
provision is construed narrowly, these provisions will effectively curb
prosecutorial delay.
Courts must maintain a strict policy against granting continuances if
delay in criminal trials is to be minimized. The strong wording of the
New York statute, Second Circuit Rules, and S. 895 hopefully will
encourage judges to weigh very carefully the consequences of each
continuance. A serious defect in the ABA Standards is their failure to
deal with this problem.

Escape Clauses.
The ABA Standards excuse other periods of
delay for good cause.170 Under the Second Circuit Rules and the New
York legislation, a delay not falling within one of the specified exclud
166 See President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice,
Task Force Report: The Courts 86 (1967); Rosenberg, Court Congestion: Status, Causes
and Proposed Remedies, in The Public and the Law Explosion 35-37 (H. Jones ed.
1965).
167 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (b) (McKinney 1972);
2d Cir. R. 5(b); S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). S. 895 requires the judge to
set forth orally or in writing the reasons for finding that “the ends of justice and the best
interest of the public and the defendant” were served by granting a continuance. S. 895,
92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). Although the reasons for granting a continuance will be
a matter of public record, it may be difficult to restrain a judge who interprets this
section broadly. A court of appeals could rule that the judge had abused his discretion
in granting an excludable continuance, but there would be no effective remedy. See
generally Banfield & Anderson, Continuances in the Cook County Criminal Courts, 35
U. Chi. L. Rev. 259 (1968).
168 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (g) (i) (McKinney 1972);
2d Cir. R. 5(c)(i); ABA Standards § 2.3(d)(i). The proposals require a showing that
the prosecutor has exercised due diligence to obtain the evidence and that there are
grounds to believe that the evidence will become available within a reasonable period
of time.
169 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (g) (ii) (McKinney 1972);
2d Cir. R. 5(c) (ii); ABA Standards § 2.3(d) (ii).
Under S. 895, continuances ordered by the judge sua sponte, or granted in response
to the prosecutor’s request, are governed by the same standards as those requested by
the defendant. S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
170 ABA Standards § 2.3(h).
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able periods is excused only if it is occasioned by exceptional circum
stances.171 The good cause provision in the ABA Standards allows the
trial judge much broader discretion than is desirable. If the policy ob
jectives underlying the rules are to be effectuated, the prosecutor should
be required to meet the higher burden of proving exceptional circum
stances to justify the exclusion of delay.
Court Delay.
One of the most difficult questions in the speedy
trial area is whether delay caused by court congestion is reasonable
under the sixth amendment. The Supreme Court in Dickey v. Florida172
indicated that crowded dockets and the lack of judges or lawyers may
be valid reasons for delay.173 However, Justice Brennan in his con
curring opinion stated the better rule that “[tjhe police and prosecutor
are not the only governmental officials whose conduct is governed by
the Speedy Trial Clause; it covers that of court personnel as well.” 174
Some federal courts interpret the sixth amendment as requiring trial as
soon as the orderly conduct of the court’s business permits,175 thereby
avoiding the problem of court-caused delay. Other courts have de
plored administrative procedures which deny the defendant his right
to a speedy trial, but have found no violation of the right in such
delay.176 A few courts, refusing to excuse court-caused delay, have
granted dismissals for lengthy delays resulting primarily from court
congestion or administrative ineptitude.177
Court delay cannot be excused if the right to a speedy trial is to
become a reality. A defendant can be prejudiced by delay, whatever
its source. Further, court-caused delays deny the public interest in
the prompt disposition of criminal cases. Finally, if congestion excuses
171 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(4) (g) (McKinney 1972);
2d Cir. R. 5(h). Second Circuit rule four provides that charges should be dismissed if
the Government is not ready for trial within six months “or within the periods as ex
tended by the district court for good cause.” Id. 4. It is not clear if good cause
is to be interpreted as including only those periods excluded in rule five or whether it
creates a broader discretionary standard.
172 398 U.S. 30 (1970).
173 Id. at 38.
mid. at 51 (Brennan, J., concurring).
175 Wood v. United States, 317 F.2d 736, 740 (10th Cir. 1963).
176 Evans v. United States, 397 F.2d 675, 677 (D.C. Cir. 1968), cert, denied, 394 U.S.
907 (1969); King v. United States, 265 F.2d 567 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 359 U.S. 998
(1959).
177 Marshall v. United States, 337 F.2d 119 (D.C. Cir. 1964); see United States v.
Provoo, 17 F.R.D. 183, 185-95, 201-03 (D. Md.), affd mem., 350 U.S. 857 (1955) (per
curiam).
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long delays, no inducement exists for the legislature and courts to
remedy conditions causing congestion.178
Of the four proposals, only the ABA Standards mention court delay.
They exclude from computation “[t]he period of delay resulting from
congestion of the trial docket when the congestion is attributable to
exceptional circumstances.” 179 The exceptional circumstances exclu
sion is to apply only when “unique, nonrecurring” events, such as large
scale riots, produce an overwhelming caseload.180 Delays resulting from
the usual causes of court congestion are not excluded.181
In the decision announcing the adoption of the speedy trial rules,182
the Second Circuit declared that chronic congestion “cannot excuse
denial of due process rights in any particular case where a defendant
has not been a party to the delay or absent other circumstances pe
culiar to . . . [the] case.” 183 The court went on to note that “there has
been an egregious failure on the part of numerous public officials to
anticipate the problems and to adopt measures necessary for their solu
tion or their easing.” 184 Ironically, the Second Circuit Rules circum
vent the problem of court delay entirely by requiring only that the
Government be ready to try the case within the six month time limit.185
Computation of Excludable Periods.
A court faced with a
speedy trial claim under the proposed standards will have to compute
carefully the amount of time expended in each case and then subtract
the number of days which are excluded. If the resulting total exceeds
the permissible time limit, the defendant should be dismissed. This
process will require accurate records of dates, motions, hearings, deci
sions, and commitments. Detailed records of this kind are the excep
tion rather than the rule in most federal courts. To avoid questions,
judges will have to indicate when granting a continuance whether or
not it will be included in the speedy trial time. In multi-defendant
cases, the speedy trial time elapsed will have to be computed separately
for each defendant.
178 See ABA Standards § 2.3(b), Commentary at 27. See also 1911
ment of Senator Charles H. Percy).
179 ABA Standards § 2.3(b).
iwld. Commentary at 28.
181 Id. at 27-28. See also Beck v. United States, 442 F.2d 1037, 1038
sufficient funds to transport a prisoner to the court did not excuse
182 United States ex rel. Frizer v. McMann, 437 F.2d 1312, 1317
banc)183 Id. at 1315.
184 Id. at 1316.
185 2d Cir. R. 4; accord, Act of Apr. 28, 1972 5 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro.
(McKinney 1972).

Hearings 66 (state

(5th Cir. 1971) (in
delay in trial).
(2d Cir. 1971) (en

Law § 30.30(1)-(2)
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These and numerous other administrative difficulties may render
application of the rules cumbersome and petty. However, indefinite
constitutional standards have proven ineffective in guaranteeing the
right to a speedy trial. Therefore, if courts apply the definite standards
of the recent proposals without losing sight of their impact on the entire
problem of speedy trial, the result should be superior.
WAIVER AND THE DEMAND DOCTRINE

Under the case-by-case approach, the right to a speedy trial has been
severely limited by a broad view of what constitutes a waiver of the
right.186 Courts have held that a defendant waives the right if he fails
to raise the speedy trial issue prior to appeal,187 causes delay,188 con
sents to delay,189 or pleads guilty.190 Acquiescence in delay is pre
sumed if the defendant does not demand a speedy trial or resist post
ponements; he must take affirmative action to prevent delay or he is
deemed to have waived his right.
186 See generally Tigar, Forward: Waiver of Constitutional Rights: Disquiet in the
Citadel, 84 Harv. L. Rev. 1 (1971).
187 See, e.g., Peoples v. Hocker, 423 F.2d 960, 966 (9th Cir. 1970); United States v. Hill,
310 F.2d 601, 603 (4th Cir. 1962); Raleigh v. Coiner, 302 F. Supp. 1151, 1155 & n.6
(N.D.W. Va. 1969).
The requirement that the defendant raise the speedy trial issue in the trial court should
not be confused with the demand doctrine. Courts and commentators often lump to
gether decisions in which the defendant made no demand whatsoever with cases in
which a motion to dismiss for lack of prosecution was filed at or only a few months
before trial. It is the latter case in which the demand rule applies, precluding considera
tion of the period of delay preceeding demand. Failure to raise the issue at trial precludes
consideration on appeal or collateral attack unless there are “plain errors or defects
affecting substantial right.” Fed. R. Crim. P. 52(b). Judge Bazelon has argued that the
lack of speedy trial affects substantial rights and should be open to appellate considera
tion if not raised below. Willis v. United States, 271 F.2d 477, 485 (D.C. Cir. 1959)
(Bazelon, J., dissenting). This suggestion was followed in Rynum v. United States. 408
F.2d 1207, 1208 (D.C. Cir. 1968), cert, denied, 394 U.S. 935 (1969) (failure to raise speedy
trial claim at trial level not outright waiver). See also Short v. Caldwell, 444 F.2d 1368,
1372 (6th Cir. 1971) (remanded case for evidentiary hearing on prejudice, even though
defendant had never demanded trial); Relerford v. United States, 309 F.2d 706, 707 (9th
Cir. 1962) (although eventually denied, speedy trial claim of defendant who represented
himself was heard, despite failure to raise issue in lower court).
188 See, e.g., Mattoon v. Rhay, 313 F.2d 683, 685 (9th Cir. 1963); Flanagan v. United
States, 308 F.2d 841, 842 (5th Cir. 1962); United States v. Kabot, 295 F.2d 848, 852 (2d
Cir. 1961), cert, denied, 369 U.S. 803 (1962).
189 See, e.g., United States v. Butler, 426 F.2d 1275, 1278 (1st Cir. 1970); White v.
Wilson, 399 F.2d 596, 598 (9th Cir. 1968); United States v. Sklaroff, 323 F. Supp. 296, 313
(S.D. Fla. 1971).
190 See, e.g., Woodson v. Brewer, 437 F.2d 1036, 1037 & n.l (8th Cir. 1971); Becker v.
State, 435 F.2d 157 (8th Cir.), cert, denied, 402 U.S. 981 (1971); Fowler v. United States,
391 F.2d 276, 277 (5th Cir. 1968). The defendant waives his right by pleading guilty,
whether or not he raised the speedy trial issue before plea.
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The traditional demand rule, which purportedly has been overruled
by the Supreme Court,191 requires courts to consider only the amount
of delay which occurred after the defendant demanded trial.192 The
demand served to mark the point at which the defendant began object
ing to delay; all prior delay was assumed to have been consented to for
tactical advantage and therefore objection was waived. Absence of
demand alone defeated a speedy trial claim, even if there had been a
long, unjustified delay prior to demand which prejudiced the defend
ant.193 However, several exceptions were carved out of this harsh
rule. The defendant was not required to demand trial when he had
no knowledge of the indictment.194 Nor was he required to take affirm
ative action if he was powerless to assert his right because of ignorance,
imprisonment, or lack of legal counsel.195
Although followed by a majority of state196 and federal courts,197
191 See Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972).
192 See United States v. Della Rocca, 388 F.2d 525, 527 (2d Cir.), vacated on other
grounds, 390 U.S. 745 (1968); United States v. Lustman, 258 F.2d 475, 478 (2d Cir.),
cert, denied, 358 U.S. 880 (1958).
It is not clear what constitutes sufficient demand. In the Second Circuit, a motion to
dismiss for lack of prosecution is not considered a demand for a speedy trial. United
States v. DeMasi, 445 F.2d 251, 256 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 404 U.S. 882 (1971); accord,
Pietch v. United States, 110 F.2d 817, 819 (10th Cir. 1940). Other courts have construed
any objection of the defendant as a demand.
193See United States v. Lustman, 258 F.2d 475 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 358 U.S. 880
(1958) (5 years). See also United States v. Smalls, 363 F.2d 417, 419 (2d Cir. 1966) (2
vearc); United States v. Van Allen, 288 F.2d 825 (2d Cir. 1961) (7.5 years).
See Pitts v. North Carolina, 395 F.2d 182, 187 (4th Cir. 1968); Taylor v. United
States, 238 F.2d 259, 261 (D.C. Cir. 1956) (although finding speedy trial violation, court
indicated that if evidence of guilt had been overwhelming, opposite result may have
been reached); United States v. Colitto, 319 F. Supp. 1077, 1083 (E.D.N.Y. 1970).
195 United States v. Alo, 439 F.2d 751, 755 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 404 U.S. 850 (1971)
(ignorance); United States v. Hill, 310 F.2d 601, 605 (4th Cir. 1962) (lack of counsel);
United States v. Richardson, 291 F. Supp. 441, 447 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) (lack of counsel);
United States v. Chase, 135 F. Supp. 230, 233 (N.D. Ill. 1955) (imprisonment).
196 In some states, the statutes governing speedy trial specify that a demand must be
made before the time limitations commence, at least where the defendant is on bail. See,
e.g., III. Ann. Stat. ch. 38, § 103-5 (Smith-Hurd 1970); Mich. Comp. Laws § 767.38
(1948); Fla. R. Crim. P. 1.191. In Florida, a demand made before indictment is ineffec
tive, since the time limitation applies only after the defendant has been “charged.” State
ex rel. Hanks v. Goodman, 253 So. 2d 129, 130 (Fla. 1971). The constitutionality of these
statutes is now questionable. See Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972).
Other states have superimposed the demand rule on speedy trial statutes which do not
expressly require a demand. See, e.g., State v. Johnson, 167 N.W.2d 696, 700 (Iowa 1969)
(demand within statute’s specified time for trial required unless accused not admitted to
bail and not represented by counsel); State v. Harper, 473 S.W.2d 419, 424 (Mo. 1971)
(demand required a “reasonable” length of time prior to assertion of statutory right to
release); State v. Jestes, 75 Wash. 2d 47, 52, 448 P.2d 917, 920-21 (1968) (demand within
60 days of indictment).
197 See Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 524 (1972).
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the demand rule’s corollary that an accused loses his right to a speedy
trial by silence or inaction is questionable on several grounds.198 By
placing the burden of asserting the right on the defendant, the demand
doctrine clashes with the presumption of innocence because no defend
ant should be required to demand the opportunity to establish his inno
cence.199 The demand doctrine is also inconsistent with standards set
by the Supreme Court to determine waiver of other fundamental rights.
Waiver has been defined as “an intentional relinquishment or abandon
ment of a known right or privilege,” 200 and courts have been instructed
to “indulge every reasonable presumption against waiver.” 201 Speedy
trial decisions, however, place the burden on the accused to affirma
tively assert his right. Thus, the demand doctrine shifts the duty of
obtaining a prompt trial from the government to the defendant.202
This is unrealistic as well as unwise. The government initiates the action,
and it should bear the responsibility for swift enforcement.203 Under
the demand doctrine, “the state, having procured an indictment, is not
compelled to do anything until the defendant demands a trial, and
even then, if the demand is not made promptly, it may claim that he
has waived his right to a speedy trial.” 204 The underlying premise of
the demand rule is that defendants often welcome delay and should not
be allowed to benefit from a tactical gamble. Yet the rule adversely
affects the innocent as well as the guilty:
198See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 49 (1970) (Brennan, J., concurring); Note,
Convicts—The Right to a Speedy Trial and the New Detainer Statutes, 18 Rutgers L.
Rev. 828, 845-46 (1964); Note, The Lagging Right to a Speedy Trial, 51 Va. L. Rev.
1587, 1609-10 (1965).
199 See United States v. Roberts, 293 F. Supp. 195, 198 (S.D.N.Y. 1968).
290 Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938). It has been argued that a defendant
with counsel can be presumed to be aware of his sixth amendment right to a speedy trial.
United States v. Richardson, 291 F. Supp. 441, 447 (S.D.N.Y. 1968). Even if this is true,
however, it seems more reasonable to infer from his awareness of the right that a de
fendant merely knows he can waive it, and not that he also appreciates how he may
do so. It is equally improbable that his silence in this situation is meant to be con
strued as the intelligent and voluntary dismissal of a known constitutional right. More
over, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia has recently taken
judicial notice of the fact that court-appointed lawyers often feel their responsibilities
have ended once the defendant has had a preliminary hearing and is released on bond.
In such situations, the presumption of knowledge of the right to a speedy trial is invalid.
Coleman v. United States, 442 F.2d 150 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
201 Aetna Ins. Co. v. Kennedy, 301 U.S. 389, 393 (1937).
202See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 50 (1970) (Brennan, J., concurring).
203 See United States ex rel. Solomon v. Mancusi, 412 F.2d 88, 93 (2d Cir.) (Feinberg,
J., dissenting), cert, denied, 396 U.S. 936 (1969); United States v. Roberts, 293 F.
Supp. 195, 198 (S.D.N.Y. 1968); People v. Prosser, 309 N.Y. 353, 358, 130 N.E.2d 891,
895 (1955).
204People v. Prosser, 309 N.Y. 353, 357, 130 N.E.2d 891, 894 (1955). See also United
States v. Blanca Perez, 310 F. Supp. 550, 553 (SJD.N.Y. 1970).
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While trial should vindicate the innocent, such a defendant may
nevertheless be apprehensive about the outcome .... Thus, the
innocent defendant is presented with two unhappy alternatives:
either not to demand trial, hoping the state will not prosecute, or
to demand trial, hoping to vindicate himself in spite of his fear of
being found guilty.205
In addition, defendants desiring delay should not be permitted to pro
long the beginning of trial beyond reasonable limits. To protect society’s
interests in speedy trials, defendants should be prosecuted promptly,
whether or not they feel it in their best interests.206
There is a definite trend away from the inflexible waiver rule. Fol
lowing the lead of a few progressive states,207 several federal courts have
rejected the idea that the absence of demand, by itself, will defeat a
speedy trial claim.208 Their approach is to evaluate the four factors
impinging on the right to a speedy trial—length, waiver, cause, and
prejudice—as a totality, rather than allowing the absence of a single
element to determine the outcome.209 In these courts, the entire period
of delay is taken into consideration as long as the defendant has preserved
his right by raising the speedy trial issue at some time in the lower court.
Although the Supreme Court has implicitly recognized demand as
one element of a speedy trial claim,210 it only recently dealt directly
205 Rutherford v. State, 486 P.2d 946, 950 (Alas. 1971).
206S<?e ABA Standards § 2(2), Commentary at 17.
207 See, e.g., Glasgow v. State, 469 P.2d 682 (Alas. 1970); Zerhlaut v. State, 230 Ind.
175, 102 N.E.2d 203 (1951); State v. Sanders,---- Kan. —, —, 495 P.2d 1023 (1972);
People v. Prosser, 309 N.Y. 353, 130 N.E.2d 891 (1955). The Pennsylvania Supreme Court
has indicated that it may soon overrule the demand rule. See Commonwealth v. Clark,
443 Pa. 318, 279 A.2d 41 (1971). However, Missouri has recently reaffirmed the demand
rule, cutting off a line of cases which indicated that demand was no longer applicable
in that state. State v. Harper, 473 S.W.2d 419 (Mo. 1971).
208 See Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 524 n.23 (1972).
209 See, e.g., United States v. Simmons, 338 F.2d 804, 807 (2d Cir. 1964), cert, denied,
380 U.S. 983 (1965); United States v. Blanca Perez, 310 F. Supp. 550, 553 (S.D.N.Y.
1970); United States v. Chin, 306 F. Supp. 397 (S.D.N.Y. 1969).
210 Three Supreme Court decisions on speedy trial involved defendants who had re
peatedly requested trial to no avail. Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30 (1970) (four requests);
Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374 (1969) (numerous requests over a six year period);
Klopfer v. North Carolina, 386 U.S. 213 (1967) (formal objection on each of two
occasions when delay sought). In each of these cases, the Court seemed to place signifi
cance on the defendants’ request for trial. However, in United States v. Ewell, de
fendants were indicted once, had the conviction dismissed, and then were reindicted for
the same offense. 383 U.S. 116 (1966). The Court took into consideration the entire
period that the defendants were involved in the criminal system, even though their
motions to dismiss the first indictment were heard and granted within a few months.
The demand requirement was not at issue; however, the Supreme Court reversed because
the total delay was not unreasonable and the defendants’ claim of prejudice was “insub
stantial, speculative, and premature.” Id. at 122.
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with the demand doctrine. Justice Powell, writing for the court in
Barker v. Wingo,211 held that a defendant’s failure to demand speedy
trial does not waive his right.212 Instead, the Court indicated that the
absence of demand is but one factor to be considered in an inquiry into
the deprivation of the right.213
Unfortunate dicta in the opinion, however, blunts the impact of the
Court’s rejection of the demand rule. While recognizing that the
defendant has no duty to bring himself to trial,214 the Court refused to
place sole responsibility for the progress of criminal trials on the prose
cutor and the courts.215 The defendant still has some undefined duty
to enforce his right.216 “The defendant’s assertion of his speedy trial
right, then, is entitled to strong evidentiary weight in determining
whether the right is being deprived. We emphasize that failure to assert
211 407 U.S. 517 (1972). The defendant was arrested on charges of murder in July
1958 but was not tried until October 1963. The delay was caused largely by the state’s
difficulty in convicting Barker’s accomplice, Manning, whose testimony was believed
essential to the case against Barker. Manning was finally convicted in 1962 after six
trials. Several further continuances were required because a key government witness
was ill.
Barker was released on bail after 10 months in jail. He objected to the delay four
times, once in 1962, twice when the government requested continuances because of the
unavailability of the witness, and finally at trial. Barker did not object to several in
termittant continuances granted the government.
After appealing his conviction in the state courts, Barker petitioned for habeas corpus,
which ultimately was denied by the Sixth Circuit. Barker v. Wingo, 442 F.2d 1141 (6th
Cir. 1971). The court of appeals applied the demand rule, holding that Barker had waived
his right to object to delay preceeding his demand for trial. The Supreme Court
affirmed, but on slightly different grounds. 407 U.S. at 536.
212 The Court indicated that delay caused by the defendant falls under the standard
waiver doctrine and is not affected by the opinion. 407 U.S. at 529.
213 Id. at 527-28.
214 Id. at 527.
215 Other Supreme Court opinions on speedy trial noted the government’s respon
sibility to try defendants quickly. See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 38 (1970). How
ever, in Dickey the defendant had clearly demanded trial.
216 407 U.S. at 528. One of the reasons cited for rejecting the demand rule was the
awkward situation it thrust on defendant’s counsel. “Unless he demands a trial early and
often, he is in danger of frustrating his client’s right. If counsel is willing to tolerate
some delay because he finds it reasonable and helpful in preparing his own case, he
may be unable to obtain a speedy trial for his client at the end of that time.” Id. at
527. Yet later in the opinion the Court indicated that the balancing test would “allow
a court to weigh the frequency and force of the objections as opposed to attaching
significant weight to a purely pro forma objection.” Id. at 529. Now counsel must not
only make the initial decision, but must be vigilant to object vigorously to delay at
every point, lest he waive his client’s right. This is a regression from even the rigid
demand rule, under which the original objection was usually sufficient to begin the
clock running. In exchange for this new uncertainty, however, counsel is at least as
sured that the court cannot summarily reject consideration of the period of delay
preceding demand.
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the right will make it difficult for a defendant to prove that he was
denied a speedy trial.” 217
In evaluating the claim before it, the Court determined that the de
fendant did not want a speedy trial, as evidenced by his failure to object
to continuances,218219
and denied his petition primarily on that ground.210
Thus, the case stands for the proposition that if a defendant desires to
be tried quickly and communicates this desire strongly to the court,
delay in hearing his case may violate his sixth amendment right.220
Though the rigid demand rule has been officially laid to rest, the essence
of its restrictions on the right to a speedy trial is very much alive.
Courts must consider the entire length of delay, but it will be easy to
find that the defendant did not want trial if he failed to demand it.
The Supreme Court’s holding in Barker foreclosed treatment in con
stitutional adjudications of the problem of defendants who do not
217 Id. at 531-32. This strong language conflicts with the Court’s statement that none
of the four factors is “either a necessary or sufficient condition to the finding of a
deprivation of the right to a speedy trial.” Id. at 533.
In determining whether the demand made was sufficiently strong, courts are to con
sider demand together with the length of delay, reasons for it, and prejudice. Id. at 531.
The Court seems to be saying that if these considerations are serious, the defendant will
have to demand trial more frequently than if they are minimal. However, federal courts
which have rejected the rigid demand rule have applied a different balancing process.
If the delay is extraordinarily long or there is substantial prejudice, a lesser showing
of demand is required. See, e.g., United States v. Blanca Perez, 310 F. Supp. 550, 553
(S.D.N.Y. 1970); United States v. Mark II Electronics of La., Inc., 305 F. Supp. 1280,
1284 (E.D. La. 1969); United States v. Mann, 291 F. Supp. 268 (SU.N.Y. 1968) (failure
to make demand not considered where delay was 9.5 years and defendant showed
prejudice).
218 Counsel for Barker conceded at oral argument that Barker probably did not want
to be tried, in view of the possibility of Manning’s acquittal. 407 U.S. at 535; see note
211 supra. The Court noted that all but one of Barker’s objections to continuances came
after Manning’s convictions were final. 407 U.S. at 536. It considered the initial motion
to dismiss purely pro forma. Id.
219 The absence of serious prejudice was also considered, but the absence of evidence
that Barker wanted a speedy trial was considered more important. 407 U.S. at 534. Justice
White, concurring, noted “that had Barker not so clearly acquiesced in the major delays
involved in this case, the result would have been otherwise.” Id. at 537 (White, J.,
concurring).
220 Thus, the Court did not follow decisions rejecting the demand rule. In those cases,
failure to demand trial had no bearing if the defendant demonstrated prejudice or the
delay was unreasonably lengthy. See note 217 supra.Nor did any of the opinions speculate
on whether the lack of demand indicated that the defendant did not want a speedy trial.
The Supreme Court seems to have fashioned a new rule falling between the rigid demand
doctrine and the cases overthrowing it. Interestingly, however, the Supreme Court
commended Judge Frankel’s opinion in United States v. Mann. 407 U.S. at 533 n.36;
United States v. Mann, 291 F. Supp. 268 (S.D.N.Y. 1968). In that case, no demand was
made until more than nine years had elapsed, but the court dismissed the case because
of undue delay and substantial prejudice. Id. at 274. In short, the Supreme Court has done
little to clarify the demand issue in speedy trial cases.
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desire a speedy trial but who should be tried promptly to protect
society. The ABA Standards, Second Circuit Rules, S. 895, and the
New York legislation solve the problem by requiring that all defendants
be brought to trial within the specified period of time, whether or not
they want trial.221 Demand is eliminated from speedy trial considerations
under these proposals. The sole requirement is that the defendant move
for discharge prior to trial or entry of guilty plea.222 The Second
Circuit Rules exempt a defendant without counsel from even this re
quirement, unless he has notice of the requirement.223
By eliminating demand, the proposals place the burden of procuring
a speedy trial squarely on the government. All parties are put on notice
that trial must be held promptly, thereby obviating the need for any
request for a speedy trial. This comports with the basic purpose of the
rules—to protect the right to a speedy trial, rather than merely to define
when a violation of the right has occurred. The interests of both society
and individual defendants are vindicated by the rules. Defendants who
wish to be tried speedily are guaranteed that right and those who would
prefer to postpone the day of reckoning are not permitted to do so.
THE ROLE OF PREJUDICE

The recognized purposes of the right to a speedy trial are “to pre
vent undue and oppressive incarceration prior to trial, to minimize
anxiety and concern accompanying public accusation and to limit the
possibilities that long delay will impair the ability of the accused to
defend himself.” 224 In determining whether a particular defendant has
been denied a speedy trial, a judge could look either to the specific
disabilities with which the defendant has been burdened because of the
delay or to the absolute amount of time which passed before the trial
began. The recent proposals, following the lead of many state stat
utes,225 have eliminated the need for a defendant to show that he has
suffered actual prejudice by delay which exceeds the specified time
221 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30 (McKinney 1972); 2d Cir. R.
8; S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 4.1.
222 By implication the rules reject the view that a guilty plea waives the right to a
speedy trial. The result will be that a defendant may attack his conviction after pleading
guilty on the grounds that he was denied a speedy trial, as long as the issue was raised
before plea.
223 2d Cir. R. 8.
224 United States v. Ewell, 383 U.S. 116, 120 (1966).
225 See Randall v. State, 249 Ark. 258, 458 S.W. 743 (1970), construing Ark. Stat. Ann.
§ 43-1708 (1947); People v. Angelopoulos, 30 Cal. App. 2d 538, 86 P.2d 873 (1939);
Zehrlant v. State, 230 Ind. 175, 102 N.E.2d 203 (1951), construing Ind. Ann. Stat. §
9-1403 (1956); cj. People v. Wilson, 60 Cal. 2d 139, 383 P.2d 139, 32 Cal. Rptr. 44 (1963)
(defendant who waives speedy trial must show prejudice if delay issue raised on appeal).
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limit.226 This approach is commendable for both constitutional and
practical reasons.
Unlike their state counterparts, federal courts generally have held
prejudice to be an essential factor in a constitutionally based finding of
a speedy trial violation.227 The burden of showing prejudice usually
rests with the defendant, who may be required to show not only that
the delay was prejudicial,228 but also that the Government intended to
harm the defense by the delay.229 However, a few courts, in situations
of unreasonable delay, have placed on the prosecutor the burden of
demonstrating that the defendant has not been prejudiced by the delay.230
The prejudice requirement in speedy trial cases has made the right
to a speedy trial unique among the sixth amendment rights since, for
example, defendants need not show that they were harmed by denial of
counsel or the right to confront witnesses.231 Courts have recognized
that the potential for substantial prejudice inherent in the denial of any
of these latter safeguards is so great and the process of showing actual
harm so difficult that prejudice must be assumed, in order to protect
effectively the important constitutional rights at issue.232 The presump
tion of prejudice should also extend to the speedy trial right, at least
where delay is substantial.233
226 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30 (McKinney 1972); 2d Cir. R.
3, 4; S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards §§ 4.1, 4.2.
227 See United States v. Halley, 431 F.2d 1180, 1182 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 401 US.
916, rehearing denied, 401 U.S. 1004 (1970); Note, The Right to a Speedy Trial, 20
Stan. L. Rev. 476, 493 (1968).
228See, e.g., United States v. Halley, 431 F.2d 1180, 1182 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 401
U.S. 916, rehearing denied, 401 U.S. 1004 (1970); Carroll v. United States, 392 F.2d 185,
186 (1st Cir. 1968).
A special claim of prejudice has arisen as to defendants already incarcerated on
another charge. See United States v. Taddeo, 434 F.2d 228 (2d Cir. 1970), cert, denied,
401 U.S. 944 (1971) (defendant’s claim that delay in trial of federal charge damaged his
chances for parole on state conviction was found too speculative to sustain necessary
showing of prejudice).
229 See United States v. Jackson, 369 F.2d 936, 939 (4th Cir. 1966).
23° See Murray v. Wainwright, 450 F.2d 465 (5th Cir. 1971) (unreasonable and un
excused six-year delay shifts burden to government); Coleman v. United States, 442 F.2d
150, 153 (D.C. Cir. 1971); Hoskins v. Wainwright, 440 F.2d 69, 72 (5th Cir. 1971); United
States v. Haggett, 438 F.2d 396, 401 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 402 U.S. 948 (1971) (prejudice
may be presumed where there is a lengthy, unexcused delay). See also United States v.
Blanca Perez, 310 F. Supp. 550 (S.D.N.Y. 1970).
231 See, e.g., Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400 (1965) (right of confrontation); Gideon v.
Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963) (right to counsel); In re Oliver, 333 U.S. 257 (1948)
(right of public trial). See also Note, The Right to a Speedy Trial, 20 Stan. L. Rev. 476,
494-95 &n.31 (1968).
232 See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 54-55 (1970) (Brennan, J., concurring).
233 Id. at 55 (Brennan, J., concurring).
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This conclusion is buttressed by an examination of both the difficul
ties the courts have faced in trying to define what constitutes prejudice
in speedy trial cases and the confusing standards they have adopted.
Although lengthy pretrial imprisonment alone does not violate the right
to a speedy trial,234 where it is accompanied by impairment of the
accused’s ability to present his defense, it has been held to be sufficiently
prejudicial.235 Similarly, the anxiety and concern of the accused, pro
longed by delay, generally have not been given great weight in deter
mining whether sufficient prejudice exists.236
Impairment of the accused’s defense, while perhaps the most salient
form of prejudice, is often the most difficult to prove.237 A defendant
may not be able to show that he is harmed by the loss of documents
or other physical evidence.238 Potential defense witnesses may die or
disappear,239 and the memories of those witnesses who are available may
be dimmed by the passage of time.240 Although it may not be difficult
for the defendant to prove that his witnesses have disappeared, proving
that those witnesses would have been material to the defendant’s case is
considerably more troublesome;241 and demonstrating the harm caused
by the impairment of a witness’ memory may well be impossible,242
234See Koenig v. Willingham, 324 F.2d 62 (6th Cir. 1963) (over two years); Porter v.
United States, 270 F.2d 453 (D.C. Cir. 1959), cert. denied, 363 U.S. 805 (1960) (six
months). But see Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 53 (1970) (Brennan, J., concurring).
235 Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 38 (1970) (pre-trial imprisonment of nine years,
during which time two potential witnesses died, one became unavailable, and relevant
police records were lost).
236 See King v. United States, 265 F.2d 567, 570 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 359 U.S. 998
(1959). But see Klopfer v. North Carolina, 386 U.S. 213 (1967); Note, Effective Guaranty
of a Speedy Trial for Convicts in Other Jurisdictions, 77 Yale L.J. 767, 769 & n.14 (1968).
Klopfer’s indictment had resulted in a mistrial; and after the case had been postponed
for two years, he petitioned the court to set a trial date. Instead, the court granted the
state’s motion for a “nolle prosequi with leave,” whereby the accused was discharged
but remained subject to prosecution at any time in the future at the state’s discretion.
386 U.S. at 219. Although there was no mention of actual prejudice to Klopfer, the
Court found a speedy trial violation in the procedure and emphasized the unfairness of
allowing the state to hold open a criminal charge indefinitely after the statute of limita
tions had been tolled.
237 See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 53 (1970) (Brennan, J., concurring).
233 See Tynan v. United States, 376 F.2d 761 (D.C. Cir. 1967). But see Williams v.
United States, 250 F.2d 19 (D.C. Cir. 1957) (seven year delay made determination by
psychiatric examination of defendant’s legal insanity at time of offense impossible).
239 See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 38 (1970); United States v. Chase, 135 F. Supp.
230, 233 (N.D. Ill. 1955).
240See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 53 (1970) (Brennan, J., concurring); United
States v. Dillon, 183 F. Supp. 541, 544 (S.D.N.Y. 1960); United States v. Chase, 135 F.
Supp. 230, 233 (N.D. Ill. 1955).
241 See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 53 (1970) (Brennan, J., concurring).
242 Id. Indeed, a mere showing of the possibility of dimmed memories or lost witnesses
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although the harm may be very real. For example, in a robbery case,
an alibi witness was unable to recall at trial whether the defendant had
any means of transportation on the day of the robbery 45 months
earlier.243 As impeachment the prosecution introduced statements made
by the witness to the FBI shortly after the robbery to the effect that
he knew the defendant had no transportation on the day in question.
Despite the damage presumably done to the defense testimony by this
contradiction, the court held that, absent a showing of more substan
tial prejudice, the speedy trial claim should be denied.244 Ironically,
in cases where the defendant is required to show that he is prejudiced
by loss of his witness’ memory, the court in effect is requiring the
defendant to prove what his defense would have been without the
delay, while the very basis of the defendant’s motion is that the passage
of time has so clouded his and his witness’ memories that they cannot
recall what that defense would have been.245
In requiring defendants to show actual prejudice, federal courts have
only obfuscated the meaning and the enforceability of the constitu
tional right to a speedy trial. By substituting the more definite standard
of the passage of a specified time period, all four of the proposals under
examination will lift an intolerable burden from the shoulders of de
fendants. The burden of enforcing the speedy trial guarantee will shift
to the place where it belongs—the courts and society, as represented
by the prosecutor.
SANCTIONS

Although the appropriate remedy for a violation of a defendant’s
statutory or constitutional right to a speedy trial is a question of funda
mental importance, it remains unsettled in the present law. The adop
tion of an unambiguous and effective remedy is clearly an essential
element of any speedy trial proposal.
State statutes have frequently included two sanctions to give sub
stance to the speedy trial guarantee—a defendant in custody may be
released on bail or recognizance246 or the charges against the defendant,
whether or not he is imprisoned, may be dismissed.247 A few states
may not be sufficient to show prejudice. See United States v. Ewell, 383 U.S. 116, 122
(1966); United States v. Penland, 429 F.2d 9, 10 (9th Cir. 1970).
243 United States v. Booz, 451 F.2d 719 (3d Cir. 1971).
244 Id. at 727.
246 See Ross v. United States, 349 F.2d 210, 215 (D.C. Cir. 1965).
240 Sec Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 277, § 72 (1959); Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. 5 767.30 (1968).
247 See Cal. Penal Code § 1382 (West 1970) (dismissal mandatory after 60 days from
indictment; 30-day limit for incarcerated misdemeanor suspect). See also N.M. Stat.
Ann. & 21-1(95) (Supp. 1971); Tenn. Code Ann. § 40-2102 (1955).
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employ the sanctions conjunctively, the first applying after a short
period of delay and the second after a longer period.248
Mandatory dismissal is the most common remedy. However, states
vary widely on the question of whether dismissal for a violation of the
speedy trial statute bars subsequent prosecution for the same offense.
Some state statutes specify that such a dismissal is a bar,249 while others
state that dismissal never precludes reprosecution.250 Still other statutes
prohibit reprosecution of misdemeanors, but not felonies.251
Early federal cases indicated that the only proper remedy was a writ
of mandamus to compel trial.252 Dismissal is now the common remedy
for both constitutional253 and statutory violations.254 Surprisingly, how
ever, it appears that no federal court has indicated clearly whether a
dismissal for a sixth amendment speedy trial violation bars subsequent
prosecution for the same offense.255
The ABA Standards, Second Circuit Rules, and New York legis
lation divide the speedy trial time period into two segments, applying
an interim remedy to defendants in custody after the shorter period has
elapsed and a final remedy to all defendants when the entire period has
248 Compare Ga. Code Ann. §§ 27-1901, -1901-2 (1935) (defendant in non-capital pro
ceeding must be allowed reasonable bail if not tried within one term of demand for
speedy trial; charge dismissed after a two-term delay) and S.C. Code Ann. § 17-509
(1962) (defendant, after demand, must be placed on bail after one-term delay; charge
dismissed if not tried by end of second term) with III. Ann. Stat. ch. 38, §§ 103-5,
114-1 (a)(1) (Smith-Hurd 1970) (after being taken into custody defendant may be
granted bail; dismissal for further delay at discretion of judge).
249 See, e.g., Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 39-7-12 (1963); Ga. Code Ann. § 27-1901 (1935);
Nev. Rev. Stat. § 178-562 (1968).
250See Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 22, § 817 (1969); N.D. Cent. Code § 29-18-06 (1960).
251 See Cal. Penal Code § 1387 (West 1970); Ariz. R. Crim. P. 238. Statutes allowing
reprosecution for the same offense following dismissal for a speedy trial violation have
withstood constitutional challenge. See State v. McGowan, 113 Mont. 591, 131 P.2d 262
(1942). However, one such statute was held to violate the due process clause where delay
was extreme. People v. Wilson, 8 N.Y.2d 391, 171 N.E.2d 310, 208 N.Y.S.2d 963 (1960).
252 See Frankel v. Woodrough, 7 F.2d 796, 797 (8th Cir. 1925); In re Provoo, 17
F.R.D. 183, 199 n.20 (D. Md.), aff’d, 350 U.S. 857 (1955).
253 In re Provoo, 17 F.R.D. 183, 203 (D. Md), aff’d, 350 U.S. 857 (1955).
254 Rule 48(b) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure expressly provides for dis
missal of the charges. The language of the rule, however, makes the sanction permissive;
the judge is not required to dismiss. Fed. R. Crim. P. 48(b).
255 See Mann. v. United States, 304 F.2d 394, 397 (D.C. Cir. 1962) (dicta). Although
the court found no deprivation of speedy trial rights in Mann, it stated: “We also agree
that a dismissal based on a finding that the constitutional right to a speedy trial has been
denied bars all further prosecution of the accused for the same offense. While there ap
pears to be no express articulation of the rule in the reported decisions it is the unspoken
premise of all the cases involving the Speedy Trial Clause.” Id. Dismissal under rule 48(b)
may not be a bar to reprosecution. See Cohen v. United States, 366 F.2d 363 (9th Cir.
1966); United States v. Mark II Electronics of La., Inc., 283 F. Supp. 280, 284 (D. La.
1968).
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run.256 On expiration of the shorter time limit,257 which is applicable
only to defendants held in custody, the defendant must be released on
bail or recognizance.258 The Second Circuit Rules and the New York
statute qualify the application of the release remedy. In the Second
Circuit, upon a showing of “exceptional circumstances justifying the
continued detention of the defendant,” the judge may refuse to release
the defendant, but only “for as long as is necessary.” 259 The release
provisions in both the Second Circuit Rules and New York statute do
not apply to a defendant serving a sentence for a previous offense260
or to defendants who have violated their conditions of release.261 The
New York legislation also provides that release is not required when
the defendant is being held in custody pending trial of another charge
for which the applicable period has not yet elapsed.262
Of much greater significance is the ultimate sanction to be applied
in all cases when the entire speedy trial time limit has expired. As
pointed out by the ABA Standards, “the only effective remedy for
denial of speedy trial is absolute and complete discharge.” 263
256 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law §§ 3O.3O(l)-(2) (McKinney
1972); 2d Cir. R. 3, 4; ABA Standards §§ 4.1, 4.2.
257 The ABA Standards do not recommend a specific time limit. Under the Second
Circuit Rules, the shorter period is 90 days. 2d Cir. R. 3. The New York legislation
applies different time limits, ranging from 90 days for defendants accused of felonies
to five days for those accused only of violations. Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim.
Pro. Law § 30.30(2) (McKinney 1972). There are certain periods of delay which are
excluded from the computation of these time limitations. See notes 128-185 supra and
accompanying text.
258 S. 895 contains no special provision permitting release of incarcerated defendants
on bail. However, during the three-year interim before S. 895 would become effective,
persons who are being detained “solely” because they are awaiting trial must be released
from custody if not brought to trial within 90 days. S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101
(1972).
The ABA Standards do not mention bail, apparently on the assumption that the de
fendant’s continued incarceration is the result of his inability to post bail. ABA
Standards § 4.2, Commentary at 42.
259 2d Cir. R. 3.
260 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(3) (c) (iii) (McKinney
1972); 2d Cir. R. 3.
261 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(3) (c) (iii) (McKinney
1972); 2d Cir. R. 3. The Second Circuit exception applies only to defendants who have
violated conditions of release after having been freed on bail or recognizance under the
speedy trial rules. 2d Cir. R. 3. The New York legislation extends the exception to all
defendants violating conditions of bail, whether freed under the speedy trial rules or
otherwise. Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(3) (c) (iii) (McKinney
1972).
262 Act of Apr. 28, 1972 § 2, N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 30.30(3) (c) (ii) (McKinney
1972).
263 ABA Standards § 4.1, Commentary at 40.
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If the sanction is dismissal without prejudice, the prosecutor would
be free to reindict anytime before the statute of limitations has run.
This result is patently absurd, however, since the sanction for violation
of the speedy trial limitations would, in effect, merely cause further
delay. Dismissal of the pending charge would constitute a pyrrhic
victory for the defendant and an illusory protection of the public in
terest in speedy justice. In addition, the rules would provide no incentive
for reform of the criminal justice system.264 Unquestionably, the
sanction of dismissal with prejudice is one-sided and severe. The prose
cutor is the only party punished, even if delay is attributable to ineffi
cient court procedures.265 The interests of society, in the short run,
are not protected by releasing criminals. However, if the threat of a
drastic result produces changes in the criminal justice system, all parties
will ultimately benefit.
The ABA Standards and S. 895 clearly state that dismissal for vio
lation of the speedy trial time limitations forever bars prosecution on
the charge.266 Second Circuit rule four also requires dismissal of the
charge but fails to specify whether the dismissal is with or without
prejudice.267 This omission seriously weakens the Second Circuit Rules.
If the sanction provision is interpreted to allow reprosecution,268 the
impact of the rules would be nullified, leaving the statute of limitations
as the sole restraint on the prosecutor.269 The dismissal sanction pro
vided in the New York legislation bars subsequent prosecution if the
crime was prosecuted by indictment,270 but apparently does not pre
264 1971 Hearings 21 (testimony of Senator Hart); id. at 107.
265 See id. at 67-68 (testimony of Senator Percy); id. at 107 (testimony of Assistant
Attorney General Rehnquist). Senator Percy suggested that if it appears a defendant
cannot be tried within the time period solely because of court-caused delay, the case
should be placed on a high priority calendar and, if necessary, transferred to any avail
able judge to be tried within 14 days. Id. at 67 (testimony of Senator Percy).
266 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 4.1. S. 895 provides
that the defendant has the burden of proof on a motion to dismiss after the time period
has run. The Government must establish the length of any excludable period. S. 895,
92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); see notes 128-185 supra and accompanying text.
267 2d Cir. R. 4.
268 See Note, Speedy Trials and the Second Circuit Rules Regarding Prompt Disposi
tion of Criminal Cases, 71 Colum. L. Rev. 1059, 1066 n.55 (1972).
269 Apparently, the dominant purpose of the Second Circuit Rules is to serve the
public interest requiring the “disposition of criminal charges with all reasonable dis
patch.” Statement of the Circuit Council to Accompany Second Circuit Rules Regarding
Prompt Disposition of Criminal Cases, in 1971 Hearings 341. The definite time periods
in the rules are the Circuit Council’s determination of what is meant by the term
“reasonable dispatch.” To dismiss without prejudice when the Government fails to
comply with the rules is inconsistent with this determination.
270 In New York, dismissal of indictments for lack of speedy trial bars any further
prosecution on the charge, by indictment or otherwise. N.Y. Crim. Pro. Law §
210.20(4) (McKinney 1972). An indictment may charge any “crime” and is the ex-
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elude recharging where the criminal action was based on an information
or misdemeanor complaint.271
Dismissal under the ABA Standards and S. 895 bars further prose
cution not only of the crime charged, but also of offenses required to
be joined with it.272 S. 895 goes one step further, barring reprosecution
for any offense “based on the same conduct or arising from the same
criminal episode” as the offense charged.273 The Second Circuit Rules
and New York legislation fail to specify whether dismissal of the actual
charge brought is deemed a dismissal of any offense required to be
joined. This omission leaves an avenue open for prosecutors to cir
cumvent the rules by delaying trial on one charge and, following dis
missal, proceeding against the defendant on another charge arising from
the same criminal episode.274
S. 895 contains a novel sanction provision directed at curbing dilatory
practices of attorneys. If any attorney 1) knowingly allows a trial
date to be set without revealing that a witness will be unavailable on
that date, 2) files a frivolous motion for the purpose of delay, 3) know
ingly makes a false statement for the purpose of obtaining a continu
ance, or 4) otherwise willfully fails to proceed to trial on the date set
without justification,275 he may be fined,276 denied the right to practice
in that court for up to 90 days,277 or reported to an appropriate disci
plinary committee.278
elusive method of prosecuting criminal charges in the superior courts. Id.
200.10,
.05. Superior courts have jurisdiction over felonies and misdemeanors. Id. § 10.20.
271 If the charging instrument is an information, simplified traffic offense, prosecutor’s
information, or misdemeanor complaint, the section governing a defendant’s motion to
dismiss for lack of speedy trial does not indicate that dismissal is a bar to reprosecution.
W. § 170.30(1) (e). These charging instruments may be filed only in local criminal
courts. See id. § 1.20(2). Under the New York speedy trial legislation, therefore, re
prosecution is permitted if the charges are filed in a local criminal court, but are not
allowed if filed in a superior court. This result is clearly anomolous.
272 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972); ABA Standards § 4.1.
273 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972). Compare id. with Fed. R. Crim. P. 8(a)
(permissive joinder of charges). Though the sanction provision of the ABA Standards
does not contain similar language, section 2.2(a) provides that the time limits commence
on the date the suspect is held to answer “for the same crime, or a crime based on the
same conduct or arising from the same criminal episode.” ABA Standards § 2.2(a).
274 See People v. Allen, 368 Ill. 368, 14 N.E.2d 397 (1937).
275 S. 895, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. § 101 (1972).
276 Id. Counsel for the defense, whether appointed or retained, may be fined up to
25 percent of the compensation to which he is entitled. Id. United States Attorneys
may be fined not more than $250. Id.
277 id.
278 Id. Because proof of willful infractions is required, it is doubtful that this pro
vision will be invoked frequently. Senator Strom Thurmond, who proposed this section
of the bill, suggested that these sanctions are merely an extension of the inherent powers
of the court to discipline conduct which obstructs the administration of justice. 117
Cong. Rec. S15,478 (daily ed. Sep. 30, 1971) (remarks of Senator Strom Thurmond).
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Conclusion
For too many years, our criminal justice system has denied defend
ants their sixth amendment right to a speedy trial, while simultaneously
denying constitutional challenges to even lengthy delays. Since the
sixth amendment guarantee has proven unenforceable in the context of
constitutional determinations in individual cases, the entire criminal
justice system must be reorganized to eradicate unnecessary delay in
criminal trials. Rules limiting time periods within which a defendant
must be brought to trial attempt to achieve this end by coercing all
parties to meet the mandated deadlines. The rules properly place the
burden of achieving prompt trials on the prosecutor and the courts.
If the system proves workable, the guilty defendant, who usually desires
delay, will be promptly tried and incarcerated; and the innocent defend
ant will be given the opportunity for early vindication.
Of the four proposals examined, S. 895 provides the best approach to
speedy trial rules because it integrates judicial and legislative efforts to
eliminate delay. Although many delays can be eliminated by con
cerned courts and prosecutors, neither can hope to solve the speedy trial
dilemma without increased appropriations. Legislation such as S. 895
which squarely confronts Congress with specific funding requirements
is the only realistic means of achieving prompt trials. The New York
legislation fails most significantly in this respect. By requiring only
that the prosecutor be ready for trial within the time period, the New
York Assembly avoided the problem of court congestion, and thus
by-passed the pressing need for higher court appropriations. Similarly,
the Second Circuit refused to “clean its own house” in not requiring
the courts to actually try defendants within the time limitations. S. 895
deals with both recalcitrant courts and legislatures by providing visible
accountability for delay.279 As the courts work to achieve the goal of
speedier trials, Congress is notified of fiscal needs. If either refuses to
share its portion of the burden, it will be clear who is responsible for
the unconstitutional delays in our criminal justice system.

279 The Department of Justice has suggested that the promulgation of rule 50(b)
of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure has obviated the need for legislative en
actment of speedy trial time limits. Letter from Ralph E. Erickson, Deputy Attorney
General, to Senator Sam Ervin, Chairman, Subcomm, on Constitutional Rights, in 118
Cong. Rec. S18,141 (daily ed. Oct. 13, 1972).

VOICEPRINT IDENTIFICATION
Introduction

Since the development of fingerprint identification in the early 1900’s,
the twentieth century has witnessed a great proliferation in the use of
scientific techniques to aid in the apprehension and conviction of crim
inals. Blood, urine, and breath tests have been devised to determine bodily
alcoholic content, and blood tests have been developed to determine
paternity and identification.1 Radar equipment is used to measure the
speed of automobiles; nalline is used to ascertain the presence of an
opiate in the blood; ballistics examinations are used to identify weapons;
and fingerprints, footprints, hair samples, teeth formations, and hand
writing are used to identify suspects.2 Although the courts generally
have applauded the use of scientific techniques in criminal investiga
tions,3 use of the polygraph or sodium-pentothal serum to determine
whether a suspect or defendant is telling the truth has not received judi
cial approval.4 The last decade has witnessed a flurry of new devices
1 See, e.g., Breithaupt v. Abram, 352 U.S. 432 (1957) (blood test to determine alcoholic
content); State v. Plourde, 3 Conn. Cir. Ct. 465, 217 A.2d 423 (1965) (urinalysis to de
termine drunkenness); People v. Garnier, 20 Ill. App. 2d 492, 156 N.E.2d 613 (1959)
(breath test to determine alcoholic content); Cortese v. Cortese, 10 N.J. Super. 152, 76
A.2d 717 (App. Div. 1950) (blood test to determine paternity).
2 See, e.g., Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263 (1967) (handwriting analysis); People v.
Williams, 164 Cal. App. 2d 858, 331 P.2d 251 (App. Div. 1958) (nalline test to determine
presence of drugs); People v. Jones, 112 Cal. App. 68, 296 P. 317 (Dist. Ct. App. 1931)
(fingerprint identification); People v. Hanson, 31 Ill. 2d 31, 198 N.E.2d 815 (1964)
(footprint identification); People v. Jennings, 252 Ill. 534, 96 N.E. 1077 (1911) (finger
print identification); In re Rumley’s Estate, 234 Miss. 490, 106 So. 2d 678 (1958) (hand
writing analysis); People v. Magri, 3 N.Y.2d 562, 147 N.E.2d 728, 170 N.Y.S.2d 335 (1958)
(radar to determine speed of automobile); People v. Roach, 215 N.Y. 592, 109 N.E. 618
(1915) (fingerprint identification). See also 20 Syracuse L. Rev. 117, 119 (1968).
3 The Supreme Court reflected this attitude when, in approving the use of blood tests
to ascertain bodily alcoholic content, it said, “[mjodern community living requires
modern scientific methods of crime detection lest the public go unprotected.” Breithaupt
v. Abram, 352 U.S. 432, 439 (1956). See also Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966);
State v. McKenna, 94 N.J. Super. 71, 76, 226 A.2d 757, 760 (Essex County Ct. 1967).
4 See, e.g., Lindsey v. United States, 237 F.2d 893 (9th Cir. 1956) (tape recording of
sodium pentothal interview inadmissible); United States ex rel. Sadowy v. Fay, 189 F.
Supp. 150 (S.D.N.Y. 1960) (polygraph results inadmissible); State v. Arnwine, 67 N.J.
Super. 483, 171 A.2d 124 (App. Div. 1961) (polygraph results inadmissible). Some
courts, however, have admitted evidence from a polygraphic examination where the
parties had stipulated to its admission prior to the administration of the test. See, e.g.,
Herman v. Eagle Star Ins. Co., 283 F. Supp. 33 (C.D. Cal. 1966), aff’d, 396 F.2d 427
(9th Cir. 1968); State v. Valdez, 91 Ariz. 274, 371 P.2d 894 (1962); People v. Houser,
85 Cal. App. 2d 686, 193 P.2d 937 (Dist. Ct. App. 1948). See also United States v. Ridling,
—F. Supp. — (FD. Mich. 1972).
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to aid in criminal investigations. Recent developments include the germ
identification theory5 and the psychological stress evaluator.6 Current
controversy, however, has focused on the voiceprint identification proc
ess, a procedure whereby a speaker is identified from spectrograms pro
duced from recordings of his voice.7
Although the number of reported criminal cases in which voiceprints
have been used to make an identification at trial is still limited, the voice
print technique has been used extensively in the past six years in the
investigative process to identify or eliminate criminal suspects.8 The
voiceprint has been used most often to identify telephone callers9 in
crimes such as obscene calls, bomb threats, kidnappings, and extortion
5 This technique, advocated by University of Maine microbiologist Melvin Gershman,
involves the identification of a criminal by germs left at the scene of the crime through
a process of germ-typing. See Washington Post, June 11, 1972, § C, at 1, col. 1.
6 The psychological stress evaluator is a new type of “lie detector” that allegedly can
detect psychological stress by analysis of a person’s voice. N.Y. Times, June 5, 1972, § L,
at 1, col. 5. According to its developers, the psychological stress created by lying causes
physical changes which result in a chance in the voice which is then recorded by the
PSE. Washington Post, June 11, 1972, § C, at 15, cols. 2-3. The PSE has been used in
numerous criminal cases although its results usually have not been admitted into evidence
upon stipulation by the parties. Id. col. 3. Results of a PSE test have been admitted by
stipulation in one case, however, in Ellicott City, Maryland, in which a woman was
acquitted of passing bad checks on the basis of the PSE and handwriting analysis. See
N.Y. Times, June 5, 1972, § L, at 30, col. 4.
7 See State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 326, 239 A.2d 680, 681 (Super. Ct. 1968), aff’d,
56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
8 The Michigan State Police, since the opening of their Voiceprint Identification Unit
in 1967, have handled 291 cases, in which a total of 673 voices have been examined. From
these examinations, there were 105 positive identifications, 172 positive eliminations, and
396 instances of no conclusion reached. Of the 105 positive identifications, 30 persons
made subsequent confessions or admissions corroborating the voice identification opinion.
Mich. Dep’t of State Police, Voice Identification Research—A Summary of the Report
to Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, United States Department of
Justice 38-39 (1971). It is estimated that to date voiceprints have been used in a total of
approximately 800 investigations. Wall Street Journal, Mar. 13, 1972, at 1, col. 1. The
voiceprint process can be as important to innocent suspects as it is to law enforcement
agencies. In fact, in the first police application of a voiceprint identification, a prime
suspect was found to be innocent. Kersta, Speaker Recognition and Identification by
Voiceprints, 40 Conn. B.J. 586, 593 (1966).
9 See Hennessy & Romig, A Review of the Experiments Involving Voiceprint Iden
tification, 16 J. For. Sci. 183, 184 (1971); Wall Street Journal, Mar. 13, 1972, at 1, col. 1.
Of the reported cases that have gone to trial, all but one have involved the use of a
telephone at some point in the commission of the crime. See, e.g., United States v.
Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir.,
June 20, 1972; United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967); State
ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 192 N.W.2d 432 (1971); State v. Cary, 49
N.J. 343, 230 A.2d 384 (1967). In People v. King, the one exception, the incriminating
evidence was a tape prepared for a television production. 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal.
Rptr. 478 (Ct. App. 1968).
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demands.10 In the future, voiceprints will play even a greater role in
the law enforcement process as a result of the increasing use of the tele
phone11 and the anticipated development of a computerized voiceprint
classification system.12
Despite fairly wide use as an investigative tool, voiceprints have been
of limited use in criminal trials because of their uncertain legal status.13
Since its first introduction in a criminal case in 1966,14 voiceprint identi
fication has produced a stormy controversy in legal and scientific
circles.15 In addition to evidentiary questions of reliability and scientific
10 See Kersta, supra note 8, at 593. See also Criminalistics 455, 456-57 (W. Turner ed.
1965). It has also been employed in murder, rape, abortion, bribery, burglary, and other
kinds of cases. See Hennessy & Romig, supra note 9, at 184.
11 See Wall Street Journal, Mar. 13, 1972, at 1, col. 1.
12 See Criminalistics 455, 459 (W. Turner ed. 1965). Voice spectrography, of course,
is not limited to the field of criminology. The process already has been used to recreate
the garbled messages made by pilots prior to a plane crash. Id. at 457. The technique
also has been used to identify babies by their cries since the finger and foot prints of
infants are not considered entirely reliable. See Kamine, The Voiceprint Technique: Its
Structure and Reliability, 6 San Diego L. Rev. 213, 229 (1969). The process recently was
used to determine that it was indeed Howard Hughes who spoke with reporters in the
telephone interview that unveiled the Hughes autobiography hoax. See N.Y. Times, Jan.
10, 1972, § L, at 23, col. 5. Future uses of the voiceprint include use by banks to verify
customers and use by the medical profession to diagnose heart ailments and respiratory
diseases. See Boston Globe, June 12, 1966, § A, at 8, col. 1. Voiceprint identification
also is leading to the development of a machine that will sort mail on the basis of zip
codes read into the machine. See N.Y. Times, June 28, 1970, § F, at 11, col. 7.
13 See Hennessy & Romig, supra note 9, at 184.
14 People v. Strachle is the first reported case in which a voiceprint was introduced.
53 Misc. 2d 512, 279 N.Y.S.2d 115 (Westchester County Ct. 1967), rev’d, 30 App. Div.
2d 452, 294 N.Y.S.2d 42 (1968); see 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 511-14 (1966); N.Y. Times, Apr. 12,
1966, § L, at 1, col. 2; id. at 35, col. 5; id. Apr. 13, 1966, § L, at 55, col. 8. The indictment
was dismissed on other grounds. 53 Misc. 2d at 515, 279 N.Y.S.2d at 119; see notes 105-114
infra and accompanying text.
15 Scientific opinion is divided. Acoustic engineers and sound specialists generally
support the use of voiceprints; linguists and speech specialists oppose voice spectrography.
See Kamine, supra note 12, at 232. Of the five appellate courts which have considered
the issue of voiceprint identification, only the United States Court of Military Appeals
has ruled it admissible without restriction to identify a defendant. See United States v.
Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967); notes 115-121 infra and accompanying
text. Two other courts have admitted voiceprint evidence but have circumscribed its use.
The Supreme Court of Minnesota allowed the use of voiceprints to establish probable
cause to issue a warrant, though the court indicated that voiceprints might also be ad
missible to corroborate aural identification and to impeach. State ex rel. Trimble v.
Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 457, 192 N.W.2d 432, 441 (1971); see notes 139-148 infra and
accompanying text. In Worley v. State, a Florida court upheld the use of a voiceprint
identification to corroborate an identification made by other means. 263 So. 2d 613, 615
(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972). The court specifically did not decide whether a voiceprint
identification, standing alone, was sufficient to sustain a conviction. Id. Of the two other
appellate courts that have considered the issue, one has declared voiceprint evidence to
be inadmissible. See People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 459, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 493
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acceptance, the introduction of spectrographic identification evidence at
trial presents numerous constitutional issues involving the privilege
against self-incrimination, the right to counsel, due process, and protec
tion against unreasonable searches and seizures.
This Note will examine the voiceprint identification process by focus
ing on the scientific controversy surrounding the reliability of spectro
graphic identification, review the cases which have ruled on the use of
voiceprints, and analyze the substantial evidentiary and constitutional
questions presented by the admissibility of voiceprint evidence.
The Voiceprint Identification Process
Speech spectrography is the transformation of acoustical signals into
a visual representation called a spectrogram through the use of a device
called the sound spectrograph.16 More precisely, the spectrograph trans
forms the energy used in the production of speech into a visual graph
of the acoustical energy.17 Two kinds of graphs can be produced—
contour voiceprints and bar voiceprints. Both measure the time and fre
quency of spoken sounds. The bar voiceprint depicts the resonance
bars of the voice, and the patterns on the graph reflect the word that is
being uttered. The contour voiceprint measures levels of loudness.18
Since it is easier to detect patterns on the bar print, it is the graph used
most often in voiceprint identifications.19 The contour print, however,
is reproduced more readily in print and more easily analyzed.20
Voiceprint identification involves a comparison of spectrograms pre
pared from the recorded voice of an unidentified speaker and the spec
(Ct. App. 1968). The other remanded the case to the lower court to determine the issue
after a hearing was held on the merits of voiceprint spectrography. See State v. Cary,
49 N.J. 343, 230 A.2d 384 (1967). At the conclusion of the hearing, the lower court held
that the voiceprints were inadmissible at trial. State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 334, 239
A.2d 680, 685 (Super. Ct. 1968), aff’d, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
16 See Tosi, Over, Lashbrook, Pedrey, Nicol & Nash, Experiment on Voice Identifica
tion, 5 J. Acoustical Soc’y of Am. 2030, 2031 (1972). Voiceprint is the commercial
name for a spectrogram. The spectrograph was first developed at Bell Laboratories in
New Jersey in 1941. See State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 325, 239 A.2d 680, 682 (Super.
Ct. 1968), aff’d, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
17 See Criminalistics 455 (W. Turner ed. 1965).
18 See Kersta, supra note 8, at 586-89; Kersta, Voiceprint Identification, 196 Nature
1253 (1962); Comment, The Admissibility of Voiceprint Evidence, 14 S.DJL. Rev. 129,
130 (1969).
19 See Ramine, supra note 12, at 221 n.34.
20See State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 326, 239 A.2d 680, 681 (Super. Ct. 1968), aff'd,
56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
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trograms of identified speakers to find identical patterns.21 Ten com
monly used words—“the”, “to”, “and”, “me”, “on”, “is”, “you”, “I”,
“it”, “a”—generally are selected for comparison if they appear on both
tapes.22 A minimum of 16 points of identity is necessary to make a voice
identification.23 This method was devised by Lawrence Kersta who is
head of Voiceprint Laboratories, a private firm which produces spec
trographs.24
The validity of voiceprint identification rests on two assumptions—
1) that voices are unique and 2) that, because of this uniqueness, no two
people can produce identical voiceprints.25 Kersta claims that voices are
unique because the mechanisms of speech production, the vocal cavities26
and articulators,27 are unique. Because each individual’s vocal cavities
vary in size and the manner in which they are coupled, Kersta believes
that the possibility of two people having identical vocal cavities is re
mote.28 For similar reasons, Kersta believes that it is improbable that
any two people will have identical use patterns for their articulators.29
On the basis of these two factors, Kersta has asserted that “each voice
is uniquely different to make it identifiable with the same accuracy that
fingerprint identification enjoys.” 30 As a result of the tests and experi
ments that he has performed, Kersta claims that an individual’s pattern
of speech is not changed by age once puberty has been reached, nor by
voice impairments such as colds or laryngitis. Attempts to disguise the
voice, whispering, and mimicking also purportedly have no effect on
voiceprint identification.31*
21 Id. at 325-26, 239 A.2d at 681. A computerized classification system of voiceprints,
when developed, most probably will employ the contour map. See Ramine, supra note
12, at 221 n.34.
22 Kersta, Voiceprint Identification, 196 Nature 1253, 1255 (1962).
23 See United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 189, 37 C.M.R. 447, 453 (1967).
24 Kersta’s background is discussed in cases in which he has testified. See United States
v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 191, 37 C.M.R. 447, 452 (1967); People v. King, 266 Cal.
App. 2d 437, 446, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 484 (Ct App. 1968); State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super.
323, 328, 239 A.2d 680, 682 (Super. Ct. 1968), aff’d, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
25 Kersta, supra note 22, at 1255.
26 The vocal cavities—throat, nasal, and oral—are the speech resonators.
27 The articulators—lips, teeth, tongue, soft palate, and jaws—are manipulated to
produce speech.
28 Kersta, supra note 22, at 1254-55.
29 Kersta, supra note 8, at 591.
30 Id. at 589; see People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 442, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 481 (Ct.
App. 1968). In terms of accuracy, Kersta contrasts voiceprint identification with aural
identification, which he claims is very inefficient. See Boston Globe, June 12, 1966,
§ A, at 8, col. 5.
31 See People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 449, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 486 (Ct. App.
1968); State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 327-28, 239 A.2d 680, 682 (Super. Ct. 1968),
aff’d, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970); Kersta, supra note 8, at 589.
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The most important test of voiceprint identification was performed
by Kersta at Bell Laboratories, and it has been described in voiceprint
cases in which Kersta has testified.32 The experiment was a closed match
ing test in which high school girls, trained for about 40 hours,33 were
divided into panels of two and asked to match the spectrograms of
known speakers with unidentified spectrograms. The sample voiceprints
were prepared from the voices of 123 male speakers then employed at
Bell. In over 2,000 matching tests, Kersta claimed an error rate of under
one percent.34
CRITICISM OF VOICEPRINT IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

Despite Kersta’s claim of fingerprint accuracy in voiceprint identifi
cation, controversy still swells in the scientific community over the
reliability of spectrographic identifications. Conducting a study at the
behest of the Technical Committee on Speech Communication of the
Acoustical Society of America, seven eminent scientists concluded that
the available results are inadequate to establish the reliability of
voice identification by spectrograms. We believe this conclusion
is shared by most scientists who are knowledgeable about speech;
hence, many of them are deeply concerned about the use of spec
trographic evidence in the courts.35

There are five objections to the use of voiceprint evidence in criminal
trials. First, it is argued that Kersta’s assertions that speech is invariant,
that voices are unique, and that these characteristics are reflected in
82 See note 24 supra.
38 One of the claimed advantages of the voiceprint identification process is that a
person with reasonable technical skill can be trained in a relatively short period of time
to interpret spectrograms. See State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 327-28, 239 A.2d 680, 682
(Super. Ct. 1968), affd, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
34 See Kersta, supra note 8, at 591. Other experiments tested the voice exemplars of
identical twins and of mimics Shari Lewis and Vaughn Meader. In one experiment,
fingerprint experts with one week’s training in voiceprint analysis engaged in a matching
test. Their accuracy rate, however, was only 93 percent. See Hennessy & Romig, supra
note 9, at 187-92.
35 Bolt, Cooper, David, Denes, Pickett & Stevens, Speaker Identification by Speech
Spectrograms: A Scientist’s View of its Reliability for Legal Purposes, 47 J. Acoustical
Soc’y of Am. 597, 603 (1970). See also Ladefoged & Vanderslice, The “Voiceprint"
Mystique, in Working Papers in Phonetics 7, at 137 (1967). The critical view of the
scientific community is discussed in a number of cases that have considered voiceprints.
See, e.g., United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 642 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal
docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A.
183, 192, 37 C.M.R. 447, 456 (1967) (Ferguson, J., dissenting); People v. King, 266 CaL
App. 2d 437, 450-56, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 487-90 (Ct. App. 1968).
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spectrograms so that different speakers will have different voiceprints,
are either unsound or as yet unproven. Critics claim that a given indi
vidual’s voice, in fact, is not invariant, and that the manner in which an
individual utters the same words or sounds on different occasions may
vary significantly.36 They argue that a speaker’s voice may vary because
each sound is influenced greatly by the sounds that precede and follow
it.37 Consequently, it is possible, as one tester has shown, for an individual
to produce spectrograms which vary significantly.38 Since individuals do
not have invariant speech, the critics say that it is impossible to estimate
the chances that different voices will produce identical voiceprints.39
The greater danger, however, is not that an individual will produce
two dissimilar voiceprints, but that two different people will produce
very similar ones. Critics of voiceprint identification indicate that this
is a very real possibility and contend that prominent similarities on a
spectrogram show only that similar sounds were spoken, not that they
were spoken by the same person.40 The danger of an incorrect identifi
cation is enhanced by the fact that spectrographic identification is based
on finding points of similarity on the voiceprints and that many differ
ences are disregarded.41 Thus, the possibility that two speakers will be
identified as the same person is very real.42
The second objection raised by critics of voiceprint identification is
that Kersta’s experiments are totally inadequate to support the claim
that voiceprint identification is highly reliable and that Kersta is not an
expert qualified to make such a determination.43 Kersta’s experiments, it
is claimed, have been too few in number to prove the reliability of the
process,44 and the experiments conducted were too rudimentary,45 lack
36 Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 135.
37 See P. Denes & E. Pinson, The Speech Chain 143, 144 (1963). See also People v.
King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 448, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 485 (Ct. App. 1968).
38 Bolt, supra note 35, at 598; Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 131, 135.
39 Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 135.
40 See People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 454, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 489 (Ct. App.
1968); Bolt, supra note 35, at 602; Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 131, 142.
41 See Kamine, supra note 12, at 216-17; Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 133.
42 Sec Kamine, supra note 12, at 216-17. Kamine has suggested two ways of avoiding
an incorrect identification. First, he suggests a maximum limit on the number of identify
ing sounds that an expert can use to find a stipulated minimum number of points of
identity. Second, Kamine proposed a sliding scale whereby the minimum number of
points of identity required for an identification increase with the number of identical
sounds appearing in the spectrograms. Id. at 217.
43 See State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 192 N.W.2d 432, 435 (1971).
Kersta’s financial interest in gaining approval for the process has not gone unnoticed. Id.
44See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 642 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed,
No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 140.
45 Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 140.
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ing the requirements of good experimentation.46 More specifically, Kersta’s tests have been “closed” matching tests in which there was always
a match for each speaker.47 An “open” test is more analogous to an actual
criminal investigation since the expert must match an unknown sample
taken from an infinite set of unidentified persons.48 The unreality of
Kersta’s “closed” test was enhanced by the limited number of speakers
used49 and by the fact that no attempt was made to test the identification
process with homogeneous speakers.50 Kersta’s tests also have been criti
cized because the identifying panels were required to make only relative
judgments. The examiners merely had to assess which set of spectro
grams was the best match out of at most 50 other sets.51 Such judgments
are very different from the absolute judgments necessary in criminal
investigations.
Kersta’s detractors have been most critical of his failure to publish
the specifics of his tests. Kersta never has outlined in detail the methods
employed to obtain the announced results.52 As a result, others have
not been able to replicate his experiments, a procedure necessary to ob
tain scientific validation.53 Opponents also have discredited Kersta’s
credentials as an expert. In People v. King,54 seven expert witnesses
testified that Kersta did not have adequate training, qualifications, or
education to identify voices by use of spectrograms.55* In particular,
it was noted that nothing in Kersta’s education or employment indi
cated that he had engaged in any scientific investigation or medical re
search to substantiate his analysis of the bodily functions which produce
56

A third criticism of voiceprint identification has arisen as a result of
other experiments which, in contrast to Kersta’s claim of a one percent
error rate, indicate false identification rates ranging from zero to 63
46 Hennessy & Romig, supra note 9, at 187.
47 Id. at 190.
48Se,e State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 447, 192 N.W.2d 432, 436 (1971);
Bolt, supra note 35, at 601.
49 See Hennessy & Romig, supra note 9, at 190.
50 See notes 32-34 supra and accompanying text.
51 See Cederbaums, Voiceprint Identification: A Scientific and Legal Dilemma, 5
Crim. L. Bull. 323, 330 (1969); Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 136.
52 Hennessy & Romig, supra note 9, at 190, 192; Kamine, supra note 12, at 233.
53 Bolt, supra note 35, at 601-02.
54 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478 (Ct. App. 1968).
55 Id. at 442, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 481.
ZQId. at 450, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 486-87. It was also noted that although Kersta had been
prolific in publishing articles on voiceprints, only one had been published in a scientific
journal. Id. at 446, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 484; see Kersta, supra note 22.
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percent.57 Thus, Dr. Frank Clarke, testifying for the defense in United
States v. Wright,58 stated that his research indicated only a 60 percent
accuracy rate.59 Tests conducted by Martin Young and Richard Camp
bell of the Cleveland Hearing and Speech Center, employing Kersta’s
identification method, produced only a 78.4 percent accuracy rate on
words used in isolation, as contrasted to Kersta’s 99 percent rate.60 More
significantly, Young and Campbell achieved only a 37.3 percent ac
curacy rate where two words used in context were matched.61 The use
of spectrographic identification also has been criticized as a result of sev
eral experiments which revealed a substantially lower error rate for
aural identifications than for visual voiceprint identifications.62
The fourth objection to spectrographic identification is that voice
prints made from tapes of telephone conversations present special prob
lems of unreliability. The frequency of the human voice ranges from
80 to 8000 cycles, yet a telephone only accepts frequencies up to 3500
cycles. A tape of a telephone conversation, therefore, is the equivalent
of having only a portion of a fingerprint.63 Yet, in almost every crim
inal case in which voiceprints have been involved, the spectrogram was
produced from a tape recording of a telephone conversation.64 To date,
no research has been reported which analyzes the effect of the telephone
as an intermediary on the reliability of spectrographic identification.
Perhaps the most cogent objection raised by critics of voiceprint iden
tification is that even if the process ultimately proves to be reliable, any
assessment of its reliability would be premature at this time. One of
the principal objections raised by scientific authorities who have chal
lenged voiceprint identification is the lack of sufficient data to evaluate
the accuracy of the process.65 This lack of data has been a major point
57 Bolt, supra note 35, at 603.
58 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967).
59 Id. at 192, 37 C.M.R. at 456 (Ferguson, J., dissenting).
60 Young & Campbell, Effects of Context on Talker Identification, 42 J. Acoustical
Soc’y of Am. 1250 (1967).
61 Id. at 1252-53.
62 See United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 192 n.l, 37 C.M.R. 447, 456 n.l
(1967) (Ferguson, J., dissenting); Stevens, Williams, Carbonelli & Woods, Speaker
Authentication and Identification: A Comparison of Spectrographic and Auditory Pre
sentations of Speech Material, 44 J. Acoustical Soc’y of Am. 1596, 1607 (1968). Contra,
Presti, High-Speed Sound Spectrograph, 40 J. Acoustical Soc’y of Am. 628, 634 (1966).
63 Kamine, supra note 12, at 222. One authority, however, contends that the telephone
does not present a serious problem because most of the information bearing parts of
speech lie within the range of the telephone. See Criminalistics 455, 459 (W. Turner ed.
1965).
64 See notes 9-10 supra and accompanying text.
65 See, e.g., Bolt, supra note 35, at 602; Hennessy & Romig, supra note 9, at 197;
Lodefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 135.
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in the testimony of expert witnesses at trials in which voiceprints have
been offered into evidence.66 Even Lawrence Kersta has admitted that
certain problems must be explored more fully and that more experiments
must be performed.67
Specifically, sufficient data must be collected to ascertain whether
speech in fact is invariant and whether any two voices are identical.68
The rate of error for spectrographic identifications also has not been
determined.69 In terms of the reliability of the identification, little re
search has been conducted to estimate the range of error that may result
from insufficient skill in administering the spectrographic process,70 nor
has the equipment used to produce spectrograms been evaluated.71 Also
unanswered are crucial questions regarding the effect on spectrographic
identifications of disguising the voice,72 of female voices,73 of the aging
process,74 and of disabilities that affect speech such as colds or laryngitis.75
GROWING ACCEPTANCE OF VOICEPRINT IDENTIFICATION

Because of the above criticisms, most courts prior to 1971 refused
to admit into evidence identification testimony based on voiceprints.76
The sole exception was the military court system.77 In 1971, however,
the trend was reversed by the publication of studies conducted by Dr.
6G See People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 454-56, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 488-90 (Ct.
App. 1968); State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 330-32, 239 A.2d 680, 683-84 (Super. Ct.
1968), affd, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
67 See People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 450-51, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 487 (Ct. App.
1968); Kersta, supra note 22, at 1257.
68 See Kamine, supra note 12, at 224-25; Kersta, supra note 22, at 1257.
69 See Bolt, supra note 35, at 602; Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 346; 20 Syracuse L.
Rev. 117, 120 (1969).
70 See Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 346.
71 It is clear, however, that the same spectrograph should be used to produce the
voiceprints that are being compared. See Kamine, supra note 12, at 221. Dr. Oscar Tosi
testified in United States v. Raymond that the spectrograph made by Voiceprint Labora
tories was far superior to the Kay Sona-Graph, the only other commercial spectrograph.
Transcript of Evidentiary Hearing on the Admissibility of Spectrogram Analysis, vol.
IV, at 7-11, United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed,
No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972.
72 See Kamine, supra note 12, at 226; Kersta, supra note 22, at 1257; 20 Syracuse L.
Rev. 117, 120 (1969).
73 See Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 140; Letter from Dr. Peter Ladefoged
to Dr. Edward David, Jr., May 24, 1971, at 2.
74 See Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 140.
75 See Kamine, supra note 12, at 226.
76 See People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478 (Ct. App. 1968); State
v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 239 A.2d 680 (Super. Ct. 1968), aff’d, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d
209 (1970). But see State v. McKenna, 94 N.J. Super. 71, 226 A.2d 757 (Essex County
Ct. 1967) (ordering a voice exemplar to be produced at a preliminary stage of the
criminal proceeding).
77 See United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967).
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Oscar Tosi and the Michigan State Police.78 Prior to the completion of
these studies, Dr. Tosi had testified against the admissibility of voiceprint
evidence.79 On the basis of his experiments, however, Dr. Tosi con
cluded that, given certain conditions, spectrographic identification is
highly reliable.80 Since the publication of the reports and the change
in Dr. Tosi’s opinion, only one court has held voiceprint evidence inad
missible,81 and at least six others have admitted such evidence.82
The Tosi experiments involved both open and closed trials in which
spectrographs made from 250 males chosen by a phonetician from among
25,000 students were used. All 250 spoke “general American English,”
the predominant dialect in the Midwest. The selection was made to
ensure as much homogeneity as possible.83 Most of the 29 examiners
for the study were students. Each received one month’s training84 and
was paid a flat rate, rather than fees based on correct identifications.8586
The experiment was designed to overcome the criticisms that had
been made of Kersta’s test. Thus, numerous variables were tested dur
ing the experiments, including open and closed trials, contemporaneous
and non-contemporaneous speech, single words and sentences, as well
as tape recorded and telephone speech.80 The examiners were not per
mitted to listen to the recorded voices and were required to make iden
78 See Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8; Tosi, supra note 16.
79 See State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 329-30, 239 A.2d 680, 683 (Super. Ct. 1968),
56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
80 See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 643-44 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal
docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; United States v. Phoenix, Crim. No.
70-428 (S.D. Ind. Apr. 15, 1971); Worley v. State, 263 So. 2d 613, 614 (Fla. Dist. Ct.
App. 1972); State ex rei. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 453-54, 192 N.W.2d 432,
439 (1971); State v. Andretta & Fuagno, Crim. Nos. 445 66, 446-66 (N.J. Crim. Ct.
May 4, 1972).
81 State v. Andretta & Fuagno, Crim. Nos. 445-66, 446-66 (N.J. Crim. Ct. May 4,
1972).
82See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed,
No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; United States v. Phoenix, Crim. No. 70-428, (S.D.
Ind. Apr. 15, 1971); Worley v. State, 263 So. 2d 613 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972); State
v. Aiea, Crim. No. 70-9397 (Fla. Dade County Crim. Ct. Sep. 17, 1971); State v. Merholz,
Crim. Nos. 71 MC 2-52660, -52661 (Evanston, Ill. Mun. Dist. Ct. Aug. 9, 1971); State
ex rei. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 192 N.W.2d 432 (1971).
83 See Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8, at 22; Tosi, supra note 16, at 2033.
84 Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8, at 22; Tosi, supra note 16, at 2034.
85 Tosi, supra note 16, at 2035.
86 Id. at 2035-37. Two major defects of the Kersta study that were remedied were the
heterogeneous sampling used by Kersta and the closed testing that Kersta employed.
In a closed testing situation, the voiceprint of the unknown speaker is always included
in the group of the known voices being tested. But Tosi also experimented with open
trials which are more analogous to the situations which confront police in actual iden
tification problems. See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 643 (D.D.C. 1972).
appeal docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972.
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tifications based solely on voiceprints. Examiners were allowed only 15
minutes per task and were required to make a positive decision of iden
tification or elimination, although the degree of confidence in a decision
was rated on a one-to-four scale.87
Closed trial results indicated an error rate of less than one percent,
thus confirming Kersta’s published results. The results of the open trials
yielded a six percent error rate for false identifications and a 13 percent
error rate for false eliminations.88 However, 60 percent of the incorrect
responses were given a low rating on the confidence scale by the exam
iner. When the level of certainty is taken into account, the error rate,
according to Dr. Tosi, is only two percent for false identifications and
five percent for false eliminations.89
As a result of this study, Dr. Tosi has concluded that under actual
forensic conditions the possibility of error in voiceprint identification is
“negligible.” 90 In outlining the reasons for the misidentifications that
occurred—lack of training and responsibility, specific time constraints,
visual identification without auditory aids, and the requirement of a
definite conclusion91—Dr. Tosi has testified that under specified field
conditions, as opposed to the above test conditions, there exists almost
no possibility of error. Under actual field conditions, a trained exam
iner, with a high degree of job responsibility and training and with few
time restraints, would use both visual and aural methods of identifica
tion and would employ a voiceprint spectrograph 92
In postulating actual field conditions, Dr. Tosi has emphasized that
the validity of a voiceprint identification depends on the qualifications
of the examiner,93 for which rigid education and training requirements
have been established.94 At present, there are very few individuals who
would qualify as experts.95 Consequently, either the use of voiceprint
87 Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8, at 24; Tosi, supra note 16, at 2036.
88 Tosi, supra note 16, at 2041.
89 Id.
90 Transcript, supra note 71, vol. I, at 78. Dr. Tosi, however, would not testify that
voiceprint spectrography is infallible. Id. vol. I, at 78-79; id. vol. IV, at 46.
91 Id. vol. IV, at 30-31; see Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8, at 32.
92 See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 644 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed,
No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442,
453-54, 192 N.W.2d 432, 439 (1971). See also Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8,
at 33-37; Tosi, supra note 16, at 2041-42.
93 Transcript, supra note 71, vol. IV, at 79; Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8,
at 41-42.
94 These include training in the speech sciences, phonetics, audiology, as well as some
electronics and a two-year apprenticeship in field work. Transcript, supra note 71, vol.
I, at 52; Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8, at 42.
95 Dr. Tosi could think of only five, other than himself. Transcript, supra note 71,
vol. IV, at 37.
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identification will be infrequent or unqualified persons will begin to
make identifications. The latter raises serious questions of fairness and
reliability in the criminal process.
The Tosi and Michigan State Police studies do not establish conclu
sively the reliability of spectrographic identifications, nor do the tests
satisfy the criticisms of Kersta’s claims. The authors of the studies con
cede that additional research and testing is necessary. For example, it
still has not been determined whether two speakers with similar voices
can produce indistinguishable voiceprints,96 a crucial question that must
be answered before widespread use of voiceprints is permitted. The
effects on spectrograms of attempts to disguise the voice, of loss of teeth,
and of various other circumstances also have not been ascertained.97
Moreover, the only expert critic who publicly has changed his views
since publication of the Tosi study is Dr. Peter Ladefoged, and even
his endorsement of voiceprint identification is qualified in a number of
important aspects.98 Dr. Ladefoged believes that the six percent false
identification error rate in the open trials conducted by Dr. Tosi repre
sents a minimum rather than a maximum error rate.99 He also has indi
cated that a number of variables—female voices, mimics, and disguised
voices—still need to be investigated.100 Dr. Ladefoged was most con
cerned, however, by the lack of evidence concerning the possibility
of encountering two nearly identical voices, noting that “ft]here is
clearly always a risk of this possibility occurring.” 101
96 Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8, at 12. Dr. Tosi, however, does not
agree that this is a serious problem since in an actual investigation only the voices of a
limited number of suspects would be compared. Transcript, supra note 71, vol. IV, at 74.
97 Mich. Dep’t of State Police, supra note 8, at 11.
98 United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 644-45 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed,
No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; Letter from Dr. Peter Ladefoged to Dr. Edward
E. David, Jr., May 24, 1971.
99 Transcript, supra note 71, vol. I, at 137; Letter from Dr. Peter Ladefoged to Dr.
Edward E. David, Jr., May 24, 1971, at 3.
100 Letter from Dr. Peter Ladefoged to Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., May 24, 1971, at 1-2.
101 Transcript, supra note 71, vol. I, at 109; Letter from Dr. Peter Ladefoged to Dr.
Edward E. David, Jr., May 24, 1971, at 2.
The uncertainties of spectrographic identification are illustrated by recent disclosures
by New York City police that an inspector was mistakenly demoted after Lawrence
Kersta identified the inspector’s voice on a tape recording of a telephone conversation
with a convicted gambler. See N.Y. Times, Mar. 27, 1971, § L, at 57, cols. 2-3. Four years
after the demotion, the inspector’s attorney located a person who admitted the phone
call in question. The admission was confirmed by spectrographic analysis. Id. Even the
inspector admitted that the tw o voices sounded alike on the tape. Id. col. 3. The NewYork Police have conceded the error. Id. cols. 2-3. Mr. Kersta refuses to discuss the case.
Wall Street Journal, Mar. 13, 1972, at 1, col. 1.
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COURT RESPONSE

Despite the controversy in legal and scientific circles over the use of
voiceprint identification in criminal prosecutions, the use of spectro
graphic evidence has been in issue in only a small number of cases.102
Although trial courts have become more willing to accept the use of
voiceprints,103 the number of cases in which convictions based on voice
prints have been sustained on appeal is limited.104
102 United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed, No.
72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R.
447 (1967); People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478 (Ct. App. 1968);
Aiea v. State, 265 So. 2d 96 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972); Worley v. State, 263 So. 2d 613
(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972); State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 192 N.W.2d
432 (1971); State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 239 A.2d 680 (Super. Ct. 1968), affd, 56
N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970); State v. McKenna, 94 N.J. Super. 71, 226 A.2d 757 (Essex
County Ct. 1967); People v. Straehle, 53 Misc. 2d 512, 279 N.Y.S.2d 115 (Westchester
County Ct. 1967), rev’d, 30 App. Div. 2d 452, 294 N.Y.2d 42 (1968).
There are several unreported cases on the subject. See e.g., United States v. Phoenix*
Crim. No. 70-428 (S.D. Ind. Apr. 15, 1971); State v. Merholz, Crim. Nos. 71 MC 2-52660*
-52661 (Evanston, Ill. Mun. Ct. Aug. 9, 1971); State v. Andretta & Fuagno, Crim. Nos.
445-66, 446-66 (N.J. Crim. Ct. May 4, 1972).
103 Prior to 1971, the use of voiceprints was approved in only two cases. In United
States v. Wright, a military case, the use of spectrographic identification at trial was
sustained on appeal. 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967); see notes 115-121 infra
and accompanying text. In State v. McKenna, the court granted an order for the
narrow purpose of producing a voiceprint. 94 N.J. Super. 71, 77, 226 A.2d 757, 760
(Essex County Ct. 1967). California and New Jersey courts, however, rejected the ad
missibility of voiceprints at trial. See People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal. Rptr.
478 (Ct. App. 1968); State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 239 A.2d 680 (Super. Ct. 1968),
aff’d, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970); notes 121-145 infra and accompanying text.
Since 1971, however, at least six more courts have approved the use of voiceprints in
some part of the criminal process. See United States v. Phoenix, Crim. No. 70 428 (S.D.
Ind. Apr. 15, 1971) (voiceprint evidence admitted to identify maker of bomb threat);
United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed, No. 72-1678,
D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972 (voiceprint evidence admitted to identify maker of telephone
call); Aiea v. State, 265 So. 2d 96 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972) (voiceprint evidence ad
mitted to identify extortionist); Worley v. State, 263 So. 2d 613 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App.
1972) (voiceprint evidence admitted to identify maker of bomb threat); State v. Merholz,
Crim. Nos. 71 MC 2-52660, -52661 (Evanston, Ill. Mun. Ct. Aug. 9, 1971) (voiceprint
evidence admitted in homocide-burglary trial to identify maker of phone call notifying
police of victim’s plight); State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 192 N.W.2d
432 (1971) (voiceprint evidence may be used to establish probable cause for arrest
warrant).
The greater acceptance of spectrographic identification is attributed to the recent
studies published by Dr. Tosi. See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 644-45
(D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed, No. 72-1648, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; State ex. rel.
Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 453-56, 192 N.W.2d 432, 438-40 (1971); notes 78-97
supra and accompanying text.
104 The United States Court of Military Appeals has been the only court of last
resort to affirm the admissibility of voiceprints at trial. See United States v. Wright, 17
U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967). Two Florida intermediate appellate courts have
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People v. Straehle105 was the first criminal case in which voiceprints
were admitted into evidence.106 It was also the first time that Lawrence
Kersta testified in court in support of voiceprint identification.107 The
defendant, a police officer, allegedly had warned a gambler by telephone
of an impending police raid. When the defendant testified before the
grand jury he denied that he had made any such phone calls.108109
The
police officer subsequently was indicted for perjury. At trial, the prose
cution sought to introduce into evidence, over defense objections,100
spectrograms made from recordings of the phone calls in question and
from the defendant’s voice, and the opinion testimony of Lawrence
Kersta that the voices of the unknown telephone caller and the de
fendant were the same.110 After holding a preliminary hearing on Kersta’s qualifications and determining that the competency of the witness
was a matter for the jury, the judge permitted Kersta to testify.111 The
voiceprints made from the phone calls and from the defendant’s voice
were shown to the jury, and Kersta testified that both spectrograms were
made from the policeman’s voice.112 The trial resulted in a hung jury,113
and the indictment was first dismissed and then reinstated on other
grounds.114 Thus, the evidentiary and constitutional questions raised by
the voiceprint never received appellate review.
The first reported conviction based on a voiceprint identification oc
curred in a military case, United States v. Wright.115 Defendant Wright
was accused of making obscene telephone calls, one of which had been
affirmed convictions based on the use of voiceprints. See Aiea v. State, 265 So. 2d 96
(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972); Worley v. State, 263 So. 2d 613 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972).
10553 Misc. 2d 512, 279 N.Y.S.2d 115 (Westchester County Ct. 1967), rev'd, 30 App.
Div. 2d 452, 294 N.Y.S.2d 42 (1968).
106 See N.Y. Times, Apr. 12, 1966, § L, at 1, col. 3. The issue of voiceprint identifica
tion was not raised on appeal. See 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 514 n.59 (1966). See also Comment,
The Admissibility of Voiceprint Evidence, 14 S.D.L. Rev. 129, 132 (1969).
107 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 511 n.47 (1966).
108 N.Y. Times, Apr. 12, 1966, § L, at 35, col. 5; see Comment, supra note 106, at 132.
109 The basis of the objection was that the technique was unproven. Comment, supra
note 106, at 132. Specifically, defense counsel argued that too few tests had been con
ducted and that the spectrogram had not received general scientific acceptance. 12
N.Y.L.F. 501, 510-12 (1966).
no 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 512-13 (1966).
111 N.Y. Times, Apr. 12, 1966, § L, at 35, col. 5; see Comment, supra note 106, at 132.
112 N.Y. Times, Apr. 13, 1966, § L, at 55, col. 8. Kersta testified that he had supervised
50,000 voiceprint identifications and that his assistants had demonstrated an accuracy
rate of better than 97 percent. Kersta also asserted that he never had made any errors.
Id. Apr. 12, 1966, 5 L, at 35, col. 5.
H3 See 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 514 n.59 (1966).
1K 53 Misc. 2d 512, 279 N.Y.S.2d 115 (Westchester County Ct. 1967), rev'd, 30 App.
Div. 2d 452, 294 N.Y.S.2d 42 (1968).
ns 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967).
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recorded by the police. When the defendant was arrested as a prime
suspect, he agreed to speak to the complainant on the phone for pur
poses of identification, but was not told that his conversation was being
taped. During the call, Wright was asked to modulate his voice, to make
it slower and hoarser to match the speed and pitch of the obscene
caller.116 At trial, voiceprints made from the tapes of the obscene caller’s
voice and the defendant’s voice were admitted into evidence, as well as
the testimony of Lawrence Kersta that, based on his evaluation of the
voiceprints, the defendant was the obscene telephone caller.117
After reviewing Kersta’s background and the tests that he had per
formed, the Court of Military Appeals held that Kersta qualified as an
expert witness in the preparation and interpretation of spectrograms.
Over the strong dissent of Judge Ferguson,118 the court found that spec
trographic identification had demonstrated a “high degree of accu
racy” 119 and accordingly held that the voiceprints were admissible.120
Two courts which have examined the admissibility of voiceprint iden
tifications subsequent to Wright have arrived at the opposite conclusion.
In State v. Cary,121 the police had recorded a telephone call to a police
station in which the speaker volunteered information about a recent
murder.122 Believing the defendant to be the caller, the prosecution
sought a pretrial order compelling the defendant to make a recording
of his voice for purposes of spectrographic identification.123 The motion
116 Id. at 186, 37 C.M.R. at 450. The court ruled that the secret recording did not
violate any of the defendant’s constitutional rights. Id. at 187, 37 C.M.R. at 451.
117 Id. at 189, 37 C.M.R. at 453. Kersta found 23 points of identity between the two
spectrograms. Id. Kersta’s testimony was not the only identification made of the de
fendant. The complainant also testified that she thought the voice of the obscene caller
was the same as that of the suspect with whom the police had her speak. Id. at 187, 37
C.M.R. at 451.
us id. at 190-95, 37 C.M.R. at 454-59. The thrust of the dissent was that voiceprints
had not been shown to be “generally accepted as reliable in the scientific community”
and that in admitting voiceprints, the court had ignored traditional evidentiary standards.
Id. at 190, 37 C.M.R. at 454.
119 Id. at 189, 37 C.M.R. at 453. The court also pointed out that the court-martial had
the two tape recordings and could thus determine for itself, by listening to the tapes,
the margin of error in Kersta’s opinion, if any. Id. at 189, 190, 37 C.M.R. 453, 454.
120 Id. at 188, 189, 37 C.M.R. at 452, 453.
121 49 N.J. 343, 230 A.2d 384 (1967).
^2 Id. at 346, 230 A.2d at 385.
123 Id. at 345-46, 230 A.2d at 385. The motion also requested that the defendant be
compelled to submit to a blood-grouping test. Id. The New Jersey Supreme Court
affirmed the grant of this order with enumerated safeguards. Id. at 350, 355, 230 A.2d at
387-88, 390.
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was granted with enumerated protections for the defendant and an inter
locutory appeal was taken to the state supreme court.124
The New Jersey Supreme Court, without reaching the issue of voice
print admissibility, determined that the fourth amendment precluded
taking the recording unless the “product of the search” had “the ca
pacity to be admissible into evidence.” 125 The court remanded the case
to the trial court for a hearing to determine whether the voiceprint
process was sufficiently accurate to be admitted into evidence.126
The lower court then conducted an extensive hearing on the voice
print process127 at which Lawrence Kersta and Dr. Oscar Tosi testified
concerning the accuracy of voiceprint identification.128 On the basis of
the evidence presented by the defense and the fact that the prosecution
could present only one expert who would testify to the accuracy of
voiceprint identification, the court concluded that the technique had
not received sufficient scientific acceptance to be admissible into evi
dence129 and that any ruling on the reliability of voiceprints would be
premature at the present stage of development.130
In People v. Kmg,131 the California Court of Appeals, in an extensive
opinion, reversed a conviction based on a voiceprint identification made
by Lawrence Kersta. Following the Watts riots in 1965, CBS produced
a documentary of the event. During an interview conducted for the
124 Id. at 346-47, 230 A.2d at 385-86. In granting the motion, the lower court enumerated
the safeguards to be afforded the defendant. The court prohibited the use of any
questions relating to guilt or innocence. Defendant was entitled to the presence of coun
sel and, if defendant so requested, a qualified expert. Defense counsel was to be furnished
any reports that were prepared if the state decided to use any evidence from the re
cording. Id. Defendant, however, could be required to repeat some of the identical
phrases used by the caller. Id. at 346, 230 A.2d at 385.
125 Id. at 351, 230 A.2d at 388.
126 Id. at 352, 230 A.2d at 388-89.
127 See State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 239 A.2d 680 (Super. Ct. 1968), aff'd, 56 N.J.
16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970); Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 327-40. See also Comment, supra
note 106, at 133-36.
12899 N.J. Super, at 328-29, 239 A.2d at 682-83. Dr. Tosi was not prepared to give a
scientific opinion on the reliability of voiceprints until further experiments were con
ducted. Id. In addition to testimony by two experts, the defense attempted to introduce
39 letters from experts in the science of speech sounds. Although ruling that the
opinions were inadmissible hearsay, the letters were received into evidence for the
limited purpose of showing lack of general scientific acceptance of the voiceprint process.
Id. at 333-34, 239 A.2d at 685.
129 See id. at 332-34, 239 A.2d at 685. A New Jersey court recently has reaffirmed this
position. See State v. Andretta & Fuango, Crim. Nos. 445-46, 446-66 (N.J. Crim. Ct.
May 4, 1972).
130 See 99 N.J. Super, at 334, 239 A.2d at 685. The court, therefore, was not passing
judgment on the ultimate reliability of spectrographic evidence. See 20 Syracuse L. Rev.
117, 120 (1968).
131 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478 (Ct. App. 1968).
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program, an unidentified male made incriminating statements about his
role in the burnings that had taken place.132 Subsequent to the showing
of the documentary, defendant was arrested on a narcotics offense. Sus
pected by the police as the person interviewed on the television broad
cast,133 defendant was interrogated in a room that, unknown to him, was
equipped to record his voice in order to produce a spectrogram.134 At
defendant’s trial for burglary and arson, King was identified by Kersta
from the voiceprints and tapes as the person who had made the incrim
inating statements during the television interview.135 Kersta’s opinion
was the only evidence identifying the voice on the tapes as that of the
defendant.136 On the basis of the testimony presented at trial,137 the court
concluded that voiceprint evidence was inadmissible because spectro
graphic identification had not been accepted by the scientific community
and because the process had not reached a sufficient level of scientific
certainty.138 Since the court found that the defendant’s conviction was
based solely on the voiceprint identification, the conviction was
reversed.139
Subsequent to the decisions in Cary and King, the Supreme Court of
Minnesota found voiceprints admissible for the limited purpose of es
tablishing probable cause to issue arrest and search warrants in State
ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman.1** In that case, the police recorded a phone
call from a woman asking the police to come at once to a particular
address. Upon arriving, one of the officers was shot.141 The police,
suspecting that the defendant had made the phone call, had her sum
moned to the welfare office where, unknown to her, her conversation
132 Id. at 440-41, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 480.
133 Id. at 441, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 480-81. Defendant was wearing a ring and watch which
appeared to be identical to those worn by the individual on the television documentary.
Defendant also was carrying papers that identified several CBS personnel. Id.
134 Id. The court ruled that the defendant’s constitutional rights were not violated by
the manner in which the recording was made. Id. at 464, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 495-96.
135 Id. at 441, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 481.
136 Id. at 442, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 482. There was no other identification evidence since
CBS personnel asserted the newsmen’s statutory privilege and no visual identification
could be made from the television film. Id. at 441, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 481; see Act of July
15, 1935, ch. 532, § 1, [1935] Cal. Stats. 1610, as avn ended and revised, Cal. Evid. Code
§ 1070 (West Supp. 1972). See also Cohen, The Watts Voiceprint Case: A TV Boast that
Trapped an Arsonist, Los Angeles Times, Mar. 26, 1967, (Magazine), at 19.
137 The defense presented seven expert witnesses who challenged the scientific re
liability of the technique and the qualifications of Kersta to conduct the test. See 266
Cal. App. at 442, 453-55, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 481, 488-90.
138 Id. at 460, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 493.
139 Id. at 461, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 493.
140 291 Minn. 442, 192 N.W.2d 432 (1971).
141 Id. at 443, 192 N.W.2d at 433.
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with a welfare officer was taped.142 The tapes of the telephone call to
the police, of the defendant’s conversation at the welfare office, and of
12 other voices were sent to Lieutenant Ernest Nash, an expert in voice
print identification, who concluded that the voice of the unknown caller
belonged to the defendant.143 On the basis of his opinion, search and
arrest warrants were issued against the defendant, who was then indicted.
After a hearing was held, defendant’s application for habeas corpus was
denied and an appeal was taken to the Minnesota Supreme Court.144
At the habeas corpus hearing and on appeal, the issue raised was
whether there was sufficient evidence to justify the issuance of a war
rant. The court emphasized that the sufficiency of the evidence to sus
tain the conviction was not in issue.145 Relying in large part on the testi
mony of Dr. Oscar Tosi,146 the Minnesota Supreme Court held that
voiceprint identification is admissible for the limited purpose of estab
lishing probable cause to issue a warrant.147 In dicta, the court indicated
that such evidence also should be admissible to corroborate aural identi
fications and to impeach.148
The impact of the publication of the Tosi report can be seen in the
flurry of lower court cases which recently have admitted spectrographic
identifications.149* One such case, United States v. Raymond™ involved
the shooting of a policeman who had responded to a telephone call that
falsely reported that a police officer was in danger.151 The call had been
taped by the District of Columbia police department. Two suspects
were arrested and each, with counsel present, read the statements made
142 Id. at 444, 192 N.W.2d at 433. Prior judicial approval was obtained to make the
recording. Id. at 444, 192 N.W.2d at 434.
143 Id. at 443-44, 192 N.W.2d at 433. Lieutenant Nash is the officer in charge of the
voice identification unit of the Michigan State Police Crime Laboratory. Id. at 443,
192 N.W.2d at 433.
444 Id. at 444-45, 192 N.W.2d at 434.
1<5 Id.
146 Dr. Tosi testified that given certain field conditions voiceprint identification is
extremely reliable. Id. at 454, 192 N.W.2d at 439; see note 92 supra and accompanying
text. Dr. Ladefoged, testifying for the defense, stated that spectrographic identification
was still too uncertain to be admitted at trial. He noted particularly that Tosi had tested
only male voices and that it was more difficult to compare female voices by spectrograms
because of the higher pitches. Dr. Tosi, however, disagreed. 291 Minn, at 455-56, 192
N.W.2d at 439-40.
147 291 Minn, at 458, 192 N.W.2d at 441.
148/J.
io Since 1971, at least six courts have admitted voiceprint identifications. See note
103 supra.
150337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20,
1972.
151 Id.
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by the caller into a tape recorder, pursuant to a court order. These tapes
were sent to Lieutenant Nash, who concluded from the spectrograms
produced from the tapes that Raymond was the telephone caller.152
In a pretrial motion, the Government moved to introduce the voice
print evidence at trial. A hearing was held, and, on the basis of testi
mony submitted,153 the trial court ruled that the voiceprint would be
admissible at trial.154 The trial judge cautioned, however, that this “does
not imply that such evidence is mistake-proof or that any voice identi
fication should be admitted.” 155
Based on voice identification, as well as eyewitness identification,
Raymond and his co-defendant were convicted. An appeal was noted
and this term the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit will consider the admissibility of voiceprint identifica
tion.156 The issue, however, will not be in focus as sharply as it has been
in other cases since the voiceprint identification in Raymond was merely
corroborative of the policeman’s eyewitness identification.157
The response of the courts to the use of spectrographic identification
has been uneven and contradictory. The predictable increase in the use
of voiceprint evidence makes it imperative that the evidentiary and
constitutional issues raised by this controversial technique be analyzed
and resolved before they arise again in an unmanageable factual maze.
152 Id. at 641-42.
153 Dr. Tosi testified regarding his study of voiceprint identification, and Lieutenant
Nash buttressed this testimony with similar findings. Transcript, supra note 71, vol. I, at
45. The surprise government witness was Dr. Peter Ladefoged, who had previously testi
fied against the admissibility of voiceprint identification. Id. vol. I, at 125; see People
v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 454-55, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 489 (Ct. App. 1968). While
testifying in favor of admissibility as a result of his own experience, the Tosi study, and
the actual criminal work by Lieutenant Nash, Dr. Ladefoged would not answer positively
whether a skilled technician could say with “absolute certainty” that a given voice
belonged to one person and to no other. See Transcript, supra note 71, vol. I, at 125, 128,
141. Further, he suggested that his letter to the President’s Science Adviser, Dr. Edward
E. David, Jr., in which he cautiously accepted voiceprint evidence, represented the
current view of the scientific community. Id. vol. I, at 127-28; see Letter from Dr. Peter
Ladefoged to Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., May 24, 1971.
154 337 F. Supp. at 645. The court relied heavily on the Tosi study and pointed out
that it corrected two major defects in Kersta’s experiments. Dr. Tosi used homogeneous
rather than heterogeneous sampling and open as well as closed test groups. Id. at 643;
see note 91 supra and accompanying text.
155 337 F. Supp. at 645.
156United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed, No.
72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972.
157 Id.
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Evidentiary Issues

The introduction of spectrographic identification in criminal pro
ceedings presents significant evidentiary problems. Fundamental to the
admissibility of voiceprints, as with other scientific techniques, is wheth
er the technique satisfies the admissibility standard established in the
frequently cited Frye v. United States:1™
Just when a scientific principle or discovery crosses the line be
tween the experimental and demonstrable stages is difficult to de
fine. Somewhere in this twilight zone the evidentiary force of the
principle must be recognized and while courts go a long way in
admitting expert testimony deduced from a well-recognized scien
tific principle or discovery, the thing from which the deduction
is made must be sufficiently established to have gained general
acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs.159

The Frye standard, requiring that a device generally be accepted as
reliable by the scientific community, has been adopted by most juris
dictions in the country.160 Numerous scientific techniques, including
fingerprints, radar, blood tests, nalline, and handwriting analysis have
been held admissible on the basis of this standard.161 The lie detector
and sodium pentathol tests, however, still have not been accepted by
the courts under the Frye rationale.162
Recently, some writers have suggested that the Frye standard be
modified and that scientific evidence be admissible if it has the approval
of experts specializing in the particular field,163 or has been proven
scientifically accurate.164 These modifications might ease the burden for
litigants who seek to introduce such testimony. Courts which have
!58 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923).
159 Id. at 1014. The Frye court ruled that evidence from a systolic blood pressure
deception test is inadmissible. Id. See generally George, Scientific Investigation and De
fendants' Rights, 57 Mich. L. Rev. 37, 39 (1958).
160See State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 332, 239 A.2d 680, 684 (Super. Ct. 1968), affid,
56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970); 20 Syracuse L. Rev. 117, 118 (1968). See also Hunting
ton v. Crowley, 64 Cal. 2d 647, 414 P.2d 382, 51 Cal. Rptr. 254 (1966); State v. Lindemuth, 56 N.M. 257, 243 P.2d 325 (1952); People v. Forte, 279 N.Y. 204, 18 N.F.2d 31
(1938).
1«1 See note 3 supra and accompanying text.
162 See note 5 supra and accompanying text. Contra, United States v. Ridling, — F.
Supp. — (E.D. Mich. 1972). See generally 20 Syracuse L. Rev. 117, 119 (1968).
163 See Dabrowski, The Polygraph Revisited: An Argument for Admissibility, 6
Crim. L. Bull. 63, 71 (1970); 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 508 (1966). At least one court has done
so. See People v. Williams, 164 Cal. App. 2d 858, 331 P.2d 251 (Ct. App. 1958) (involv
ing the admissibility of nalline tests).
164 Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 338; see 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 514 (1966).
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considered the admissibility of voiceprints have not relied uniformly on
the same standard. In State v. Cary1®5 and People v. King,1™ the courts,
in refusing to admit voiceprint evidence, adhered strictly to the tradi
tional Frye standard.105
*107 In United States v. Wright,1™ however, the
United States Court of Military Appeals, in admitting voiceprint iden
tifications, stated that the system had demonstrated “a high degree of
accuracy.”109 Voiceprint evidence also was admitted in People v.
Straehle1™ because the court believed that the process was scientifically
accurate.171
Voiceprint identifications should not be admissible if judged on the
basis of the traditional Frye standard. Clearly, spectrographic identifi
cation has not been generally accepted by the scientific community.172
If the “bare opinion of one man,” 173 Lawrence Kersta, was insufficient
to establish acceptance by the scientific community in King111*or Cary 115
the opinion of only three, Kersta, Tosi, and Ladefoged, cannot satisfy
this requirement.176 However, if the admissibility of voiceprints is based
on the degree of accuracy attained by the process, as was the case in
Raymond111 and Trimble,113* the studies conducted by Dr. Tosi,179 if
replicated successfully, will justify the admissibility of spectrographic
identifications.180
105 99 N.J. Super. 323, 239 A.2d 680 (Super. Ct. 1968),
56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209
(1970).
166 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478 (Ct. App. 1968).
167 See 99 N.J. Super, at 332-33, 239 A.2d at 684-85; 266 Cal. App. 2d at 443, 72 Cal.
Rptr. at 482. Kamine takes a different view of King. See Ramine, supra note 12, at 240.
168 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967).
169 Id. at 189, 37 C.M.R. at 453. Judge Ferguson vigorously dissented because the Frye
standard had not been met. See id. at 193-94, 37 C.M.R. at 457-58.
ito See N.Y. Times, Apr. 12, 1966, § L, at 1.
171 See Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 338; 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 514 (1966).
172 See 99 N.J. Super, at 333, 239 A.2d at 685; 266 Cal. App. 2d at 453-60, 72 Cal. Rptr.
at 489-92; Bolt, supra note 35, at 598.
173 266 Cal. App. 2d at 453, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 488.
174 Id.
175 99 N.J. Super, at 334, 239 A.2d at 685.
176 In a recent New Jersey case which reaffirmed the position taken in State v. Cary,
the court did not find sufficient scientific acceptance. State v. Andretta & Fuagno,
Crim. Nos. 445-66, 446-66 (N.J. Crim. Ct. May 4, 1972). To hold otherwise, said the
court, would be to say that Kersta, Tosi, and Ladefoged are the whole scientific
community. Id.
177 337 F. Supp. at 645.
178 291 Minn, at 437-40, 192 N.W.2d at 451-57.
179 See notes 83-89 supra and accompanying text.
180 The courts in Raymond and Trimble admitted voiceprint identifications on the
basis of the high accuracy rates announced by the Tosi studies. See 337 F. Supp. at
643-45; 291 Minn, at 453-58, 192 N.W.2d at 438-41; notes 153-154 supra and accompanying
text.
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The accuracy rate of voiceprint identifications reported by the Tosi
study raises a question as to the degree of accuracy that should be
required before scientific evidence is admitted in criminal proceedings.181
To answer this question, a comparison of voiceprints, fingerprints, and
polygraph tests is useful. Fingerprint identifications are considered almost
infallible by the courts and are therefore admissible in evidence. The
results of lie detector tests, however, are considered to be inaccurate
and consequently have been held to be inadmissible.182 Although Law
rence Kersta has claimed that voiceprint identifications are as infallible
as fingerprint identifications,183 only Lieutenant Nash has accepted this
view.184
Spectrographic and fingerprint identifications are similar in that both
involve pattern matching.185 However, there exist significant differences
between the two techniques.186 An individual’s fingerprint ridges do
not vary.187 Speech, however, has not been proven to be invariant.
Fingerprints cannot be disguised; speech can. Further, fingerprints do
not change with age or illness. Whether voices change under these cir
cumstances is uncertain. A further significant difference is that finger
prints are primary evidence. Voiceprints, on the other hand, are graphic
representations of a speaker’s voice. Thus, unlike fingerprints, a voice
print can be produced only through the intervention of a mechanical
device, the sound spectrograph.188 Consequently, the spectrographic
pattern, unlike the fingerprint, can be affected by such extraneous
factors as distortions of frequency, energy, or the time involved in the
transmission of sound.189 The method of identification also differs. In
fingerprint identifications, points of similarity suggest a match and points
of dissimiliarity a mismatch.190 Voiceprint comparisons, however, are
more complex. Many dissimilarities may have to be overlooked in order
J8i In discussing the Frye standard, the courts have treated the general acceptance of
the scientific community as a single issue and have not considered separately the re
liability of the scientific device. See notes 160-162 supra and accompanying text.
182 See note 162 supra and accompanying text.
183 People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 442, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 479 (Ct. App. 1968).
184 Transcript, supra note 71, vol. I, at 158. See also Bolt, supra note 35, at 600;
Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 134-35.
185 See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed,
No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; Kamine, supra note 12, at 215-16. This is also
analagous to the system of matching used in ballistic identification. Id.
186 See generally Bolt, supra note 35, at 599-600, 607.
187 Id. at 600; Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 135.
188 See Bolt, supra note 35, at 599; 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 513 (1966).
189 See Bolt, supra note 35, at 600.
190See 2 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 414 (3d ed. 1940); 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 509 n.40 (1966).
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to find an acceptable minimum number of similarities.191 Consequently,
any assertion that spectrographic identification is analogous to finger
print identification and that voiceprint evidence should be admissible
as equally reliable is misleading.192
At the opposite end of the spectrum from fingerprint identification
is the polygraph. The courts have rejected the use of lie detector evi
dence absent stipulation by the parties,193 despite the fact that most
experts consider such evidence to be reliable.194 The reaction of the
courts to polygraphic evidence is relevant because of the similarities be
tween the voiceprint process and lie detector tests.195 Both voiceprint
identifications and lie detector tests require the use of a mechanical
device, the reliability of which must be established before the evidence
obtained is admissible.196 Further, both processes require highly trained
individuals with multiple skills to interpret the results. This need for
highly skilled personnel distinguishes spectrography and polygraphy
from other admissible scientific tests that can be performed by individ
uals with minimal training.197
There are, however, important differences between lie detector tests
and the voiceprint process. Polygraph results can be affected by the
emotional state of the speaker or by his interaction with the tester.198
These factors apparently do not have a significant effect on voiceprint
identification, although a conclusive determination has not been made.199
When voiceprints are admitted into evidence, the jury can examine the
prints and determine for itself the reliability of the identification. The
191 See Kamine, supra note 12, at 216-17; note 23 supra and accompanying text.
192See Ladefoged & Vanderslice, supra note 35, at 134-35. Most speech experts believe
that “the reliability of voice identification can [never] match that of fingerprint identifi
cation.” Bolt, supra note 35, at 600.
i" See State v. Arnwine, 67 N.J. Super. 483, 498, 171 A.2d 124, 132 (Super. Ct. 1961).
See also note 4 supra and accompanying text.
194 See Dabrowski, supra note 163, at 69; George, Scientific Investigation and De
fendants' Rights, 57 Mich. L. Rev. 37, 52 (1958). In fact, some experts consider the
percentage of known errors to be less than one percent. See Inbau & Reid, Truth and
Deception 234 (1966). But see State v. Arnwine, 67 N.J. Super. 483, 491-92, 171 A.2d 124,
129 (Super. Ct. 1961) (citing both data indicating an estimated 75 percent accuracy
rate and data indicating a 95 percent rate).
195 See 12 N.Y.L.F. 501, 506-07 (1966).
196 Id. at 507. All polygraphs do not operate at a maximum level of efficiency. See
State v. Arnwine, 67 N.J. Super. 483, 490, 171 A.2d 124, 128 (Super. Ct. 1961).
197 Cf. Skolnick, Scientific Theory and Scientific Evidence: An Analysis of Lie De
tection, 70 Yale L.J. 694, 706-07 (1961). An example of such a test is a breath-alcohol
test. Id.
198 See Keeler, A Method for Detecting Deception, 1 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 38, 45-51 (1930).
199 See State v. Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 327, 239 A.2d 680, 681-82 (Super. Ct. 1968),
affid, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d 209 (1970).
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more complex graphs produced by the polygraph render jury inspection
less feasible and less instructive.200
When the accuracy of voiceprint identifications, estimated at best
to be between 94 and 98 percent,201 is compared with the accuracy of
polygraphic evidence, estimated to be 99 percent,202 the recent court
decisions which have admitted the former and excluded the latter are
difficult to reconcile. The exclusion of polygraphic evidence has been
justified in part on the ground that such evidence will unduly impress
the jury as totally reliable.203 This danger has been overlooked in a
growing number of criminal prosecutions, however, when voiceprint
evidence has been offered into evidence.204 One possible explanation
for the disparate treatment of voiceprint and polygraph evidence is that
constitutional questions such as self-incrimination and the right to pri
vacy are raised by the fact that polygraphic evidence may be testimonial
in nature.205 If constitutional questions are discounted, no other reason
appears for the inconsistent admissibility standards for the two types of
evidence.
Constitutional Issues

The introduction of spectrograms into evidence in criminal prosecu
tions for the purpose of voice identification also presents a number of
substantial constitutional issues. Even if voiceprint identification ulti
mately is found sufficiently reliable to satisfy evidentiary tests of admis
sibility, identification by this method is permissible only if constitutional
rights are protected.206 Despite important fourth, fifth, and sixth amend
ment issues raised by voiceprint identification, most courts have dis
missed summarily these issues. The focus has been whether evidentiary,
as opposed to constitutional, tests of admissibility have been met.207
200 Comment, supra note 106, at 140.
201 The high accuracy rate partially results from the fact that an expert is not always
required to make a decision. See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 644 (D.D.C.
1972), appeal docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972.
202 See note 194 supra.
203 See Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 340.
204 See Bolt, supra note 35, at 602.
205 See Ahrens, Scientific Evidence and the Law: Identification, Verification of Verbal
Testimony and Physiological Proof, 13 N.Y.L.F. 612, 630 (1968). It is not yet clear,
however, to what extent these rights are invaded by voiceprint identification. See notes
219, 266, 291-292 infra and accompanying text.
206 See Skolnick, supra note 197.
207 See, e.g., United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 641 n.l (D.D.C. 1972), appeal
docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972-, United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.MA.
183, 186-87, 37 C.M.R. 447, 450-51 (1967); People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 464, 72
Cal. Rptr. 478, 495 (Ct. App. 1968); State ex rei. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 450,
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Among the constitutional guarantees called into question by the ad
missibility of voiceprint identifications are the privilege against self
incrimination,208 the right to counsel,209 protection from unreasonable
searches and seizures210 and the concomitant right to privacy,211 the
necessity for probable cause or warrant prior to the making of a voice
recording,212 and the right to due process of law.213 Tangential questions
such as the necessity of Miranda warnings214 prior to making a recording
for purposes of voice identification, the permissibility of comment when
the defendant refuses to cooperate in the voice identification process,
and the availability of penalties against a recalcitrant suspect or de
fendant also are raised.215 Since few constitutional issues have been
raised in the small number of reported voiceprint cases,216 analysis of
these issues must proceed by analogy to those cases which have involved
192 N.W.2d 432, 437 (1971). Other courts, however, have discussed constitutional issues
more extensively. See State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343, 353-55, 230 A.2d 384, 385-90 (1967);
State v. McKenna, 94 N.J. Super. 71, 74-77, 226 A.2d 757, 758-60 (Essex County Ct. 1967).
208 See U.S. Const, amend. V.
209 See id. amend. VI.
210 See id. amend. IV.
2U See Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 484-85 (1965) (discussion of the
penumbral effect of the fourth and fifth amendments creating a zone of privacy).
See also Mapp. v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 656 (1961).
212 See U.S. Const, amend. IV.
213 See id. amends. V, XIV.
214 See Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 444-45, 467-79 (1966).
215 Other peripheral constitutional questions which may arise in connection with voice
print identifications include the guarantee of equal protection of the laws, the right to
a speedy trial, and the right to a meaningful cross-examination. See U.S. Const, amends.
VI, XIV. The equal protection issue has arisen in the context of aural voice identifications
where an arrestee, incarcerated because he cannot make bail, is required to participate
in voice identification procedures for crimes in which he is not a suspect. The courts
have rejected the argument that such activity constitutes a violation of the equal pro
tection clause. See Gilbert v. United States, 366 F.2d 923 (9th Cir. 1966), cert, denied, 388
U.S. 922 (1967); cf. Rigney v. Hendrick, 355 F.2d 710 (3d Cir. 1965), cert, denied, 384
U.S. 975 (1966). The speedy trial issue was raised in State v. Cary, where the defendant
argued that to compel him to submit to a voice test would constitute a denial of a
speedy trial. The court summarily rejected his claim. 49 N.J. 343, 355, 230 A.2d 384, 390
(1967). Effective cross-examination might be precluded by the introduction of voice
print evidence because there are so few qualified experts available to aid defense counsel
in the preparation of his case. This issue has not been raised in any of the reported
voiceprint cases.
216 See, e.g., United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 641 n.l (D.D.C. 1972),
appeal docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; United States v. Wright, 17
U.S.C.M.A. 183, 186-87, 27 C.M.R. 447, 450-51 (1967); People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d
437, 464, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 495 (Ct. App. 1968); State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291
Minn. 442, 450, 192 N.W.2d 432, 437 (1971); State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343, 353-55, 230 A.2d
384, 389-90 (1967); State v. McKenna, 94 N.J. Super. 71, 74-77, 226 A.2d 757, 758-60
(Essex County Ct. 1967).
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aural voice identifications217 and other physical and bodily examina
tions.218
SELF-INCRIMINATION

The fifth amendment question presented by the introduction of
spectrographic identification is whether voiceprint identification is in
the nature of compelled testimonial communciation.219 If it is, the iden
tification, unless voluntarily obtained, is inadmissible against a defendant
in a criminal proceeding.220 The few courts which have decided the
issue have held that voiceprint identification is not compelled testimonial
communication and thus not violative of the privilege against self
incrimination.221
The identification of an individual by his voice, when made aurally
and not by voiceprint, has long been held admissible in criminal trials.222
217 See generally Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263 (1967); In re Dionisio, 442 F.2d
276 (7th Cir. 1971), cert, granted, 406 U.S. 956 (1972) (No. 71-229); United States v.
Hutto, 393 F.2d 783 (4th Cir. 1968); Wise v. United States, 383 F.2d 206 (D.C. Cir.
1967), cert, denied, 390 U.S. 964 (1968); Gilbert v. United States, 366 F.2d 923 (9th Cir.
1966), cert, denied, 388 U.S. 922 (1967); United States v. Chibbaro, 361 F.2d 365 (3d
Cir. 1966); Palmer v. Peyton, 359 F.2d 199 (4th Cir. 1966).
218 See generally Davis v. Mississippi, 394 U.S. 721 (1969); Gilbert v. California, 388
U.S. 263 (1967); United States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218 (1967); Schmerber v. California,
384 U.S. 757 (1966); Breithaupt v. Abram, 352 U.S. 432 (1956); Rochin v. California,
342 U.S. 165 (1952); Holt v. United States, 218 U.S. 245 (1910); Grimes v. United States,
405 F.2d 477 (5th Cir. 1968); Gregory v. United States, 391 F.2d 281 (9th Cir.), cert,
denied, 393 U.S. 870 (1968); McClard v. United States, 386 F.2d 495 (8th Cir. 1967); Smith
v. United States, 324 F.2d 879 (D.C. Cir. 1963), cert, denied, 377 U.S. 954 (1964).
219 See Weintraub, Voice Identification, Writing Exemplars and the Privilege Against
Self Incrimination, 10 Vand. L. Rev. 485, 506 (1957). The fifth amendment protection
against self-incrimination applies to the states through the application of the fourteenth
amendment. See Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 7-8 (1964).
220 See, e.g., Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966); Holt v. United States, 21&
U.S. 245 (1910); Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886).
221 See, e.g., United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 641 n.l (D.D.C. 1972), appeal
docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437,
464, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 495 (Ct. App. 1967); State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn.
442, 450, 192 N.W.2d 437, 441 (1971); State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343, 353-55, 230 A.2d 384,
389-90 (1967); State v. McKenna, 94 N.J. Super. 71, 74-77, 226 A.2d 757, 758-60 (Essex
County Ct. 1967). See also Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 342.
222 See, e.g., United States v. Moia, 251 F.2d 255, 257 (2d Cir. 1958); People v. Eaton,
171 Cal. App. 2d 120, 123, 339 P.2d 951, 953 (Dist. Ct. App. 1959); People v. Finney, 88
Ill. App. 2d 204, 208, 232 N.E.2d 247, 249 (Ct. App. 1967), cert, denied, 392 U.S. 936
(1968); Dyson v. State, 238 Md. 398, 403, 209 A.2d 609, 612 (1965), vacated on other
grounds, 383 U.S. 106 (1966). The identifying testimony is admissible even where it is
the primary identification evidence presented. See People v. Mullins, 145 Cal. App. 2d
667, 669-70, 303 P.2d 58, 60 (Ct. App. 1956). Questions as to the ability of a witness to
make an identification are matters of weight and not of admissibility. The probative
value of the identification is a question of fact for the jury. See, e.g., People v. Eaton,
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Although the Supreme Court has not considered the constitutional issue
whether a compelled aural voice identification violates the privilege
against self-incrimination, the overwhelming majority of cases have held
that compelled aural voice identification is not testimonial and thus not
a violation of the self-incrimination privilege.223 The rationale of these
decisions has been that the voice is akin to real or physical evidence.224
Therefore, aural voice identifications have been held admissible by
analogy both to identifying techniques which involve bodily or physical
examinations and to other types of admissible evidence such as exhibition
of the person himself while wearing certain clothing,225 photographs,226
fingerprints,227 blood samples,228 hair samples,229 bootprints,230 and
handwriting exemplars.231 Compelled aural voice identification is not
protected by the self-incrimination privilege even where a suspect is
required to repeat the same words which a witness has indicated were
used by the perpetrator of the crime.232 Other courts, however, in
171 Cal. App. 2d 120, 123, 339 P.2d 951, 953 (Dist. Ct. App. 1959); Dyson v. State, 238
Md. 398, 403, 209 A.2d 609, 612 (1965); State v. McGee, 336 Mo. 1082, 1096, 83 S.W.2d
98, 106 (1935).
223 Sec, e.g., United States v. Hutto, 393 F.2d 783, 784 (4th Cir. 1968); United States v.
Quarles, 387 F.2d 551, 556 (4th Cir. 1967), cert, denied, 391 U.S. 922 (1968); Wise v.
United States, 383 F.2d 206, 208 (D.C. Cir. 1967), cert, denied, 390 U.S. 964 (1968); King
v. Pinto, 376 F.2d 593, 595 (3d Cir. 1967); Gilbert v. United States, 366 F.2d 923, 936
(9th Cir. 1966), cert, denied, 388 U.S. 922 (1967); United States v. Chibbaro, 361 F.2d 365
(3d Cir. 1966); Rigney v. Hendrick, 355 F.2d 710 (3d Cir. 1965), cert, denied, 384 U.S.
975 (1966); People v. Ellis, 65 Cal. 2d 529, 533, 421 P.2d 393, 394-95, 55 Cal. Rptr. 385,
386-87 (1966) ; State v. Freeman, 195 Kan. 561, 565, 408 P.2d 612, 615 (1965); Hurst v.
State, 240 So. 2d 273, 276 (Miss. 1970); Commonwealth v. Sliva, 202 Pa. Super. 455, 460,
198 A.2d 354, 356 (Super. Ct. 1964). Contra, State v. Taylor, 213 S.C. 330, 334-35, 49
S.E.2d 289, 292 (1948); Beachem v. State, 144 Tex. Crim. 272, 277-79, 162 S.W.2d 706,
709 (1942).
224 See, e.g., United States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218, 222-23 (1967); Wise v. United
States, 383 F.2d 206, 208 (D.C. Cir. 1967), cert, denied, 390 U.S. 964 (1968); Gilbert v.
United States, 366 F.2d 923, 937 (9th Cir. 1966), cert, denied, 388 U.S. 922 (1967); People
v. Ellis, 65 Cal. 2d 529, 533, 421 P.2d 393, 394-95, 55 Cal. Rptr. 385, 386-87 (1966).
225 Holt v. United States, 218 U.S. 245, 252-53 (1910). See also United States v. Wade,
388 U.S. 218, 221 (1967).
226See Gilbert v. United States, 366 F.2d 923, 933 (9th Cir. 1966), cert, denied, 388
U.S. 922 (1967); United States v. Amorosa, 167 F.2d 596, 599 (3d Cir. 1948).
227 See Grimes v. United States, 405 F.2d 477, 479 (5th Cir. 1968) (per curiam); Smith
v. United States, 324 F.2d 879, 882 (D.C. Cir. 1963). cert, denied, 377 U.S. 954 (1964);
United States v. Krapf, 285 F.2d 647, 651 (3d Cir. 1961).
228 See Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757, 761 (1966).
229 See Grimes v. United States, 405 F.2d 477, 479 (5th Cir. 1968) (per curiam).
230 See McClard v. United States, 386 F.2d 495, 500 (8th Cir. 1967).
231 See Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263, 266 (1967).
232 See, e.g., United States v. Hutto, 393 F.2d 783, 784 (4th Cir. 1968); United States
v. Quarles, 387 F.2d 551, 556 (4th Cir. 1967), cert, denied, 391 U.S. 922 (1968); United
States ex rei. Geralds v. Deegan, 292 F. Supp. 968, 973 (S.D.N.Y. 1968).
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approving aural voice identification, have been careful to note that the
words spoken for identification were not the same words allegedly used
by the criminal.233
One state court has distinguished between passive—fingerprints and
bootprints—and active—voice—participation by the accused in the iden
tification process, regarding the latter as a violation of the constitutional
guarantee.234 Most courts and authorities, however, have not adopted
this view and instead have analogized voice identification to the taking
of handwriting exemplars, which is not a fifth amendment violation even
though it requires the active cooperation of the suspect.235236
237
The Model
Code of Evidence2™ and the Uniform Rules of Evidence221 agree that
compelled voice identification is not self-incriminatory.
Although no case involving spectrographic identification has reached
the Supreme Court, the Court’s opinions in related areas of bodily exam
ination238 and the pattern of decided voiceprint cases239 indicate that
233 See Rigney v. Hendrick, 355 F.2d 710, 714 (3d Cir. 1965); State v. Freeman, 195
Kan. 561, 565, 408 P.2d 612, 615 (1965). See also Wise v. United States, 383 F.2d 206, 208
(D.C. Cir. 1967), cert, denied, 390 U.S. 964 (1968); United States v. Chibbaro, 361 F.2d
365, 368 (3d Cir. 1966).
234Beachem v. State, 144 Tex. Crim. 272, 277-79, 162 S.W.2d 706, 709 (1942) (defendant
ordered to repeat certain curse words allegedly used by the perpetrator). The court in
Beachem found the determining factor was whether the evidence was produced by
the accused or by the police officers. Id. A later Texas case, however, permitted a voice
identification made by a witness who heard the defendant talking in the jailhouse. See
Ramon v. State, 162 Tex. Crim. 365, 366, 285 S.W.2d 225, 226 (1965). The court dis
tinguished Beachem on the ground that Ramon was not required to speak any particular
words. Id.
235 8 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 2265, at 386 (McNaughton rev. ed. 1961). Wigmore
analogizes requiring a suspect to speak for purposes of voice identification to requiring
handwriting exemplars, insanity examinations, and to requiring the accused to appear in
court, to stand, walk, or the like. Id. at 396-99. He points out that although the co
operation of the defendant is necessary, there is no compulsion to communicate
knowledge. Id. One commentator, however, argued that compelled voice and hand
writing exemplars violate the self-incrimination privilege because they place reliance
on the veracity of the accused—who may attempt to disguise his voice or his hand
writing—and may aid in convicting him. Weintraub, supra note 219, at 505. See also
Maguire, Evidence of Guilt 31 (1959).
236 Model Code of Evidence rule 205 (1942). The drafters make clear that the privilege
applies only to testimonial compulsion and not to compulsory exhibition of the body.
Id. Comment; see Ahrens, supra note 205, at 613.
237 Uniform Rules of Evidence rule 25 (1953). See also Fed. R. Evidence 25. The
Federal Rules of Evidence do not attempt to incorporate constitutional provisions re
lating to the exclusion of evidence or to settle unresolved constitutional issues. Id.
238 See, e.g., Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263 (1967); United States v. Wade, 388 U.S.
218 (1967); Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966); Holt v. United States, 218 U.S.
245 (1910).
239 See, e.g., United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641, 641 n.l (D.D.C. 1972), appeal
docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972, citing United States v. Wade, 388 U.S.
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compelled voiceprint identification will not be deemed inadmissible on
self-incrimination grounds.240
The first major Supreme Court case to consider the issue of bodily
examinations was Holt v. United States.2*1 In Holt, the defendant con
tested his murder conviction on the grounds that his fifth amendment
protection was violated when testimony was admitted into evidence
that a blouse which he was compelled to wear fit him.242 The Court
labelled his claim “an extravgant extension of the Fifth Amendment.” 243
Fifty-six years later, Holt was followed by the Court’s far-reaching
opinion in Schmerber v. California2** In that case, the defendant ob
jected to the admission into evidence of the results of a blood test which
was administered despite his refusal on advice of counsel to consent to
the test.245 The Court held that the withdrawal of blood and the intro
duction into evidence of an analysis based on it did not violate the self
incrimination privilege. The Court stated that the privilege protects the
accused only from being compelled to “provide the State with evidence
of a testimonial or communicative nature,” 246 and not from providing
real or physical evidence.247 The Court did note, however, that the
distinction between communications and real or physical evidence might
not apply in all instances, and pointed out that lie detector responses in
particular might fall within the privilege.248 While Sclmierber left open
the possibility that compelled voiceprint identification might be pro
218 (1967); People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 464, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 495 (Ct. App.
1968), citing Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966); State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 450, 192 N.W.2d 432, 437 (1971), citing United States v. Wade, 388
U.S. 218 (1967); State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343, 348, 230 A.2d 384, 386 (1967), citing Schmer
ber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966).
240 5^ Kamine, supra note 12, at 236-37; Comment, supra note 106, at 139; 20 Syracuse
L. Rev. 117, 118 (1968).
241218 U.S. 245 (1910).
242 Id. at 252-53.
243 id.
244 384 U.S. 757 (1966).
245 id. at 759. The defendant objected on fourth, fifth, sixth and fourteenth amend
ment grounds. Id.
wid. at 761.
247 ]d. at 763-64. The Court, in far-reaching dicta, after noting that the fifth amendment
protects communications, stated: “On the other hand, both federal and state courts have
usually held that it offers no protection against compulsion to submit to fingerprinting,
photographing, or measurements, to write or speak for identification, to appear in court,
to stand, to assume a stance, to walk, or to make a particular gesture.” Id. However,
the Court specifically declined to adopt the Wigmore formulation that the fifth amend
ment protects only admissions of guilt extracted from the defendant’s own lips. Id. at
763 n.7; see 8 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 2263, at 378-79 (McNaughton rev. ed. 1961).
248 384 U.S. at 763-64.
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tected by the fifth amendment,249 this possibility was apparently elim
inated by United States v. Wade2™ and Gilbert v. California251
In Wade, the accused was identified in a post-indictment lineup by
two witnesses after he was required to repeat words allegedly spoken
by the robbers.252 The Court stated that Wade’s self-incrimination priv
ilege was not violated because:
compelling Wade to speak within hearing distance of the witnesses,
even to utter words purportedly uttered by the robber, was not
compulsion to utter statements of a “testimonial” nature; he was
required to use his voice as an identifying physical characteristic,
not to speak his guilt.253

This was only dicta, however, since the visual and aural lineup identi
fication of Wade was not introduced into evidence by the prosecution,
but only came to light during the defense’s cross-examination.254
On the same day that Wade was decided, the Court announced in
Gilbert v. California255 that the actual taking of handwriting exemplars,
as opposed to the content therein, did not fall within the privilege.256
The Court reasoned that although “[ojne’s voice and handwriting are
. . . means of communication . . . [not] every compulsion of an accused
to use his voice or write compels a communication within the cover of
the privilege.” 257 The Court intimated that while the content of a
writing might be protected, the exemplar itself, “like the voice or body
. . . is an identifying physical characteristic outside its protection.” 258
A defendant who has been compelled to participate in the prepara
tion of voiceprints does have some basis to raise fifth amendment objec
249 In his dissent in Gilbert v. United States, Judge Browning stated that Schmerber
did not necessarily resolve the question as to whether voice exemplars violated the fifth
amendment. 366 F.2d 923, 952 n.4 (9th Cir. 1966) (Browning, J., dissenting).
250 388 U.S. 218 (1967).
251 388 U.S. 263 (1967); see Kamine, supra note 12, at 236-37.
252 388 U.S. at 220.
253 Id. at 222-23. Chief Justice Warren and Justices Black, Douglas and Fortas dis
sented from this part of the opinion. Id. at 243, 244, 260.
zsild. at 223. The Court, in fact, was careful to note that no question was presented
regarding admissibility of anything that Wade said or did at the lineup. Id. Thus, as one
commentator has pointed out, the Court’s opinion can be read as a suggestion that the
majority was leaving open the question whether the lineup practices conducted in Wade
violated the “testimonial” test of Schmerber. See Note, Lawyers and Lineups, 70 Yale
L.J. 390, 401 (1967). Kamine, however, believes that Wade settled the issue of the ap
plicability of the fifth amendment to voiceprints. Kamine, supra note 12, at 236-37.
255 388 U.S. 263 (1967).
256 Id. at 266-67.
257 Id. at 266.
258 Id. at 266-67.
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tions to the admission of spectrographic identification testimony, al
though the chances of success appear to be remote. The references to
voice in Schmerber, Wade, and Gilbert were all dicta, however strong.259
In addition, each of these cases can be distinguished from the situation
presented by the admissibility of voiceprint identification testimony.260
An analogy to polygraph tests also supports the inadmissibility of voice
print identifications. It is claimed that voiceprint identifications are
similar to lie detector tests because both rely on the veracity of a de
fendant. This contention is based on the fact that a suspect can attempt
to disguise his voice.261 Therefore, it is argued, the defendant is pro
tected against the use of such evidence because the Supreme Court has
259 In Schmerber, the question before the Court involved the extraction of blood. 384
US. at 759. In Gilbert, it was a voluntary handwriting exemplar. 388 U.S. at 264-65. In
Wade, the incriminating identification was not introduced into evidence by the Govern
ment. 388 U.S. at 223.
260 Schmerber, for example, involved the extraction of blood which requires only the
most passive cooperation of the defendant. Moreover, the Schmerber Court specifically
declined to overrule Boyd v. United States. 384 U.S. at 763-64; see Boyd v. United
States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886) (subpoena requiring production of defendant’s private books
and papers violated privilege against self-incrimination). Not all papers, however, are
covered by the privilege. See Adams v. New York, 192 U.S. 585, 597 (1904) (lottery
slips and other gambling paraphernalia). The Court in Schmerber noted the possibility
that “[sjome tests seemingly directed to obtain ‘physical evidence’ . . . may actually be
directed to eliciting responses which are essentially testimonial,” and gave as an example
lie detector tests. 384 U.S. at 764. As a consequence, some courts have begun to depart
from the letter of Schmerber. See United States v. Green, 282 F. Supp. 373, 374 (S.D.
Ind. 1968) (denial of motion to compel handwriting examplar of specific names de
fendant allegedly forged on credit invoices). See generally Cederbaums, supra note 51,
at 344.
Gilbert v. California can be distinguished from compelled participation in voiceprint
preparation since in Gilbert the handwriting exemplars were obtained voluntarily. Any
fifth amendment objections were thereby waived. 388 U.S. 263, 266 (1967). The
Court, however, specifically passed the waiver issue. Id. Relying on this distinction, at
least one lower court has held that the forced taking of handwriting exemplars is a
violation of the fifth amendment. See United States v. Green, 282 F. Supp. 373, 374-75
(S.D. Ind. 1968). See also, Note, supra note 254, at 401-02. The “voluntariness” argument
can be buttressed by reference to section 701 (a) of the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act of 1968. 18 U.S.C. § 3501 (1970). The statute provides that the test for
admissibility of a confession, including “any self-incriminating statement made or given
orally or in writing,” is whether it is given voluntarily. Id.
3501(a), (e).
Wade can be distinguished because the prosecution did not seek to introduce the
identification testimony. Thus, the fifth amendment issue was not squarely before the
Court. 388 U.S. at 223.

261 See Weintraub, supra note 219, at 505. But see People v. Ellis, 65 Cal. 2d 529, 534,
421 P.2d 393, 395, 55 Cal. Rptr. 385, 387 (1966). The argument may be successful because
the experiments that have been performed with voiceprints do not reveal to what extent,
if any, a disguised voice would affect the accuracy of a spectrographic identification.
See notes 83-101 supra and accompanying text.
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indicated that evidence of lie detector tests, though akin to physical
evidence, may be inadmissible on fifth amendment grounds.262
If the use of voiceprint identification is not prohibited by the self
incrimination privilege, the amount of force which the Government
can exert on a reluctant defendant to produce a voice exemplar must
be determined.263 The prosecution has a number of penalties available
if a suspect remains recalcitrant. These include prosecution for unjus
tified refusal to cooperate with a police examination,264 citation for con
tempt if the suspect continues to refuse after the Government has ob
tained a court order compelling the exemplar,265 and prosecutorial
comment at trial on the defendant’s refusal to cooperate.266
RIGHT TO COUNSEL

If the fifth amendment self-incrimination privilege does not protect
a defendant from the use of voiceprint identification, the question still
remains whether a defendant’s right to counsel attaches to the taking of
262 384 U.S. at 764. Many authorities believe that lie detector evidence is a form of
testimony protected by the fifth amendment. See 8 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 2265, at 400
(McNaughton rev. ed. 1961); Skolnick, Scientific Theory and Scientific Evidence: An
Analysis of Lie-Detection, 70 Yale L.J. 694, 725 & n.108 (1961). But see F. Inbau, Self
Incrimination 67-68 (1950).
263 The issue has not arisen in several voiceprint cases because the suspect did not
know that a recording was being made. See, e.g., United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A.
183, 186-87, 37 C.M.R. 447, 450 (1967); People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 464, 72 Cal.
Rptr. 478, 495 (Ct. App. 1968); State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 443, 458,
192 N.W.2d 432, 433, 441 (1971). In other cases the recording was made voluntarily or
upon court order. See United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal
docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972; State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343, 346, 230
A.2d 384, 385 (1967); State v. McKenna, 94 N.J. Super. 71, 76, 226 A.2d 757, 760 (Essex
County Ct. 1967). Undue coercion in obtaining voice exemplars would raise due process,
rather than self-incrimination questions. See Rochin v. California, 342 U.S. 165, 173
(1952).
264 See generally Comment, Constitutional Limitations on the Taking of Body Evi
dence, 78 Yale L.J. 1074, 1075-76 (1969). Every jurisdiction has an act punishing such
recalcitrance by a suspect. Id. at 1076 n.15.
265 See Lewis v. United States, 382 F.2d 817, 819 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 389 U.S.
962 (1967); State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343, 353, 230 A.2d 384, 389 (1967).
266 The purpose of prosecutorial comment is to prove the defendant’s consciousness
of guilt. See, e.g., People v. Ellis, 65 Cal. 2d 529, 536, 421 P.2d 393, 397, 55 Cal. Rptr. 385,
389 (1966); Boyer v. State, 182 So. 2d 19 (Fla. Ct. App.) (per curiam), appeal dismissed,
188 So. 2d 808 (Fla. 1966), cert, denied, 388 U.S. 913 (1967); State v. Cary, 49 N.J.
343, 353, 230 A.2d 384, 389 (1967). But see Beachem v. State, 144 Tex. Crim. 272, 282,
162 S.W.2d 706, 711 (1942). If voiceprints are non-testimonial in nature, the defendant
probably is not protected by the no prosecutorial comment rule of Griffin v. California.
380 U.S. 609 (1965); see State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343, 353, 230 A.2d 384, 389 (1967). See also
People v. Ellis, 65 Cal. 2d 529, 536, 421 P.2d 393, 397, 55 Cal. Rptr. 385, 389 (1966).
But see Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 344.
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the voice exemplar. If it does, then denial of that right could result in
exclusion of the evidence. The sixth amendment right to counsel at
taches whenever counsel’s assistance is “necessary to assure a meaningful
‘defense.’ ” 267 The right has been held to apply in a diversity of situa
tions—custodial interrogations,268 preliminary hearings,269 post-indict
ment lineup proceedings,270 and certain arraignments where defenses
may be irretrievably lost.271272
None of the reported voiceprint cases have discussed the issue of a
suspect’s right to counsel at the taking of an exemplar. It should be
noted, however, that in United States v. Raymond212 the court was care
ful to indicate that counsel was present at the recording session;273274
and,
in State v. Cary 214 the trial court’s order compelling an exemplar care
fully outlined the defendant’s rights and included the right to have his
attorney present.275276
However, in Wright, Trimble, and King, all decided
after Wade, the recordings were made surreptitiously without the pres
ence of counsel, and no mention was made by the courts of the suspect’s
right to counsel.270 Rather, it was assumed that the right did not attach.
The Supreme Court’s rulings in Schmerber, Wade, and Gilbert indi
cate that the right to counsel does not attach. In Schmerber, defendant’s
counsel had advised him not to take the blood test.277 The Court, inter
twining the fifth and sixth amendments, held that since the defendant
had no fifth amendment right to protect, he was not denied assistance
of counsel.278
The Court’s reasoning in Wade that a defendant has a right to counsel
at a post-indictment lineup279 strongly suggests that the right to counsel
267 United States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218, 225 (1967).
268 See Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 444 (1966); Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 U.S.
478, 490-91 (1964); Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 201, 206 (1964).
269 See Coleman v. Alabama, 399 U.S. 1, 9-10 (1970).
270 See United States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218, 237-38 (1967). But see Kirby v. Illinois,
406 U.S. 682, 690 (1972) (defendant’s right to counsel held not to apply to pre-indictment
lineup identification).
271 See White v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 59, 60 (1963) (per curiam); Hamilton v. Alabama,
368 U.S. 52, 54 (1961).
272 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed, No. 72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20,
1972.
273 Id. at 643.
274 49 N.J. 343, 230 A.2d 384 (1967).
275 Id. at 346-47, 230 A.2d at 385-86.
276 United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 186-87, 37 C.M.R. 447, 450-51 (1967);
People v. King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 464, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478, 495-96 (Ct. App. 1968);
State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 458, 192 N.W.2d 432, 441 (1971).
277 384 U.S. at 759.
278 Id. at 765-66.
279 388 U.S. at 236-37.
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does not apply to the taking of voice exemplars. In Wade, the Court
held that the lineup is a critical stage because, inter alia, without counsel
there would be inadequate opportunity for an effective cross-examina
tion, thus detracting from an accused’s right to a fair trial.280 However,
the Court indicated that the lineup identification was distinct from other
stages of the criminal process “such as systematized or scientific analyzing
of the accused’s fingerprints, blood sample, clothing, hair and the like” 281
which are not critical stages since meaningful confrontation is possible
through the ordinary process of cross-examination.282 In Gilbert v.
California, the Court held that the taking of handwriting exemplars was
not a “critical stage.” 283 The Court reasoned that if the exemplars were
not representative, the defense attorney could introduce this issue and
present his own exemplars and experts.284 The same rationale would
appear to apply to voiceprints. Moreover, it is not clear what role coun
sel could perform other than to advise the defendant not to provide an
exemplar.285 If the fifth amendment does not apply, the suspect has no
right to refuse.286
A related question is whether the Miranda warnings must be given to
a suspect before he is compelled to produce a voice exemplar for iden
tification purposes. If neither fifth nor sixth amendment rights attach
to spectrographic identification, the warnings apparently do not have to
be given.287 Although no court has addressed this precise issue, it has
been held on the basis of the above rationale that Miranda warnings do
280 id. at 235.
281 Id. at 237.
282 Id. at 227-28. Although for fifth amendment purposes the admissibility of aural and
spectrographic voice identifications present identical issues, this is not so for the sixth
amendment right to counsel. While an aural voice identification by a layman may be
a critical stage according to Wade and require counsel at a post-indictment voice
identification proceeding, the same rationale would not apply to a taping for voiceprint
analysis where both the recording and voiceprints are available for inspection by the
defense.
283 388 U.S. at 267.
284 ]d.; see United States v. Bailey, 332 F. Supp. 1351, 1356 (N.D. Ill. 1971).
285 Cf. Lewis v. United States, 382 F.2d 817, 819 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 389 U.S. 962
(1967). But cf. Jones v. State, 283 Ala. 221, 224, 215 So. 2d 437, 439 (1968).
286See Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757, 765-66 (1966).
28" Cf. Note, Constitutional Law—Miranda’s Applicability to the Breathalizer and
Blood Tests, 7 Wake Forest L. Rev. 313, 319 (1971). If a suspect has been given the
Miranda warnings and then is asked to speak into a recorder for the purposes of pro
ducing a spectrograph, it should be made clear to him that the right to remain silent
does not include the right to refuse to use his voice for this purpose. See People v.
Ellis, 65 Cal. 2d 529, 539, 421 P.2d 393, 398-99, 55 Cal. Rptr. 385, 390-91 (1966).
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not apply to fingerprints,288 to handwriting exemplars,289 or to sobriety
tests.290
ILLEGAL SEARCH AND SEIZURE

The fourth amendment offers citizens a number of safeguards against
the Government’s intruding arm, including protection from “unreason
able searches and seizures” and from the taking of evidence or the is
suance of warrants without probable cause. Evidence obtained in viola
tion of these rights is subject to the exclusionary rule.291
Unlike the fifth amendment self-incrimination privilege and the sixth
amendment right to counsel, the protections of the fourth amendment
would seem to apply to the taking of a voice exemplar for spectrographic
identification.292 Of the reported voiceprint cases, however, only State
v. Cary293 focused on this issue. The Cary court held that a suspect is
entitled to fourth amendment protections prior to the taking of an ex
emplar for the purpose of making voiceprints.294 In substance, the court
ruled that a person’s right to privacy, as protected by the fourth amend
ment, is invaded by the taking of an exemplar.295 Therefore, before such
“an intrusion into a person’s privacy can be proper within the protec
288 See Gregory v. United States, 391 F.2d 281 (9th Cir.) (per curiam), cert, denied,
393 U.S. 870 (1968).
289See Schoenbrun v. United States, 403 F.2d 56, 57 (5th Cir. 1968) (per curiam);
Gregory v. United States, 391 F.2d 281 (9th Cir.) (per curiam), cert, denied, 393 U.S. 870
(1968). Investigative agents of the FBI, the Treasury Department, and the Postal In
spector’s Office have been instructed that Miranda warnings are not required prior to
the taking of handwriting exemplars. See 5 Clearinghouse Rev. 94 (1971).
290 5^ State v. Macuk, 57 N.J. 1, 15, 268 A.2d 1, 8 (1970). A different situation is
presented in a jurisdiction where an individual has a statutory right to refuse to take a
test. See generally Note, supra note 287, at 321-24.
291 See Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961); Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383
(1914).
292 The issue of fourth amendment applicability might arise not only where a voice
exemplar is made directly, but also when it is obtained from a wiretap. The issue is
partially diffused if one of the parties to the wiretapped conversation has consented.
See Lopez v. United States, 373 U.S. 427 (1963) (surreptitious tape recording of de
fendant’s attempt to bribe IRS agent held admissible); On Lee v. United States, 343
U.S. 747 (1952) (testimony of Government agent who monitored surreptitious radio
transmission of conversation between defendant and undercover agent held admissible).
There will also be no fourth amendment issue if prior judicial authorization has been
obtained. See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967) (wiretap evidence excluded
where warrant for wiretap was not obtained); Osborn v. United States, 385 U.S. 323
(1966) (surreptitious recording of defendant’s conversation held admissible where war
rant was properly obtained).
293 49 N.J. 343, 230 A.2d 384 (1967).
294 Id. at 351-52, 230 A.2d at 388-89.
295 Id. at 351, 230 A.2d 388.
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tions afforded by the fourth amendment, the product of the search must
have the capacity to be admissible in evidence.” 296
The views of other courts which have considered the applicability
of the fourth amendment to voiceprint evidence can be ascertained only
by conjecture. At least two decisions apparently seem to imply that the
fourth amendment does not afford protection.297298
In United States v.
Wright,™ a secret tape recording was made prior to arrest and without
a warrant when the suspect voluntarily spoke on the phone to the com
plainant for the purpose of voiceprint identification.299 The court ruled,
without mentioning the fourth amendment specifically, that the accused
was not denied any substantial right because of the undisclosed record
ing, citing the Supreme Court decision in Osborn v. United States.™ In
Osborn, however, the recording was made only after judicial authoriza
tion was obtained.301 In Wright there was no prior court approval.302303
In People v. King,™ the defendant was arrested on a narcotics charge
totally unrelated to the arson case in which the voiceprint identification
was introduced.304 Without obtaining a warrant, the police interviewed
the defendant in a monitored room and recorded his voice without his
knowledge.305306
307
Although it did not focus on the fourth amendment,
the court indicated that it found no constitutional objection to surrep
titious recording for the purpose of making a spectrogram.300
The fourth amendment also was not raised in Trimble™ or in Ray
296 Id. Thereupon, the court remanded the case to the lower court to determine the
evidentiary question whether the voiceprint identification had reached the degree of
acceptance and reliability required for admissibility. Id. at 352, 230 A.2d at 388-89. The
lower court concluded that the voiceprint identification was not admissible. State v.
Cary, 99 N.J. Super. 323, 239 A.2d 680 (Super. Ct. 1968), aff’d, 56 N.J. 16, 264 A.2d
209 (1970); see Kamine, supra note 12, at 237.
297 See United States v. Wright, 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967); People v.
King, 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478 (Ct. App. 1968).
298 17 U.S.C.M.A. 183, 37 C.M.R. 447 (1967).
299 Id. at 186, 37 C.M.R. at 450.
zwld. at 187, 37 C.M.R. at 451; see Osborn v. United States, 385 U.S. 323 (1966);
note 292 supra.
301 385 U.S. at 328-29.
302 17 U.S.C.M.A. at 186, 37 C.M.R. at 450.
303 266 Cal. App. 2d 437, 72 Cal. Rptr. 478 (Ct. App. 1968).
304 Id. at 441, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 480-81.
305 Id.
306 Id. at 464, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 495-96. The voiceprint identification was held inadmis
sible, however, on evidentiary grounds. Id. at 460, 72 Cal. Rptr. at 493. One commentator
interprets King to hold that the fourth amendment was not violated despite the sur
reptitious taping. See Cederbaums, supra note 51, at 344-45.
307 State ex rel. Trimble v. Hedman, 291 Minn. 442, 192 N.W.2d 432 (1971).
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mond?™ In Trimble, the suspect was asked to report to a welfare office
on the pretense of discussing her payments. As pre-arranged by the
police, her voice was recorded without her knowledge and the tape was
used to produce a voiceprint.308
309 However, in contrast to Wright and
King, the police did obtain prior court approval.310 The voiceprint iden
tification was used to establish probable cause to issue arrest and search
warrants against the defendant, a determintion upheld by the Minnesota
Supreme Court.311 It is unclear whether the outcome would have been
different had no prior judicial approval been obtained. More signifi
cantly, by focusing on the use of the voiceprint to establish probable
cause, the court left unexplored the question whether probable cause
was required in the first instance to obtain a voice exemplar.312
Although the fourth amendment issue was not discussed in Raymond,
the facts appear to constitute a consent situation. The defendant in
Raymond was arrested on the basis of the policeman-complainant’s iden
tification. With counsel present, the arrestee read certain statements into
a tape recorder, which were then used to make a spectrogram.313 Al
though no warrant was obtained, if the fourth amendment issue had
been raised it appears that the court could have found that defendant
had consented to the search.314
An analysis of analogous fourth amendment cases suggests that the
court in Cary was correct in ruling that the taking of voice exemplars
is subject to fourth amendment protections. The threshold question is
whether the taking of a voice exemplar constitutes a search and seizure.
The Supreme Court has held that the administration of a blood test is
a search and seizure within the ambit of the fourth amendment.315316
Al
though voice exemplars do not involve those intrusions “beyond the
body’s surface” which were at issue in Schmerber,™ they are clearly
analogous to die taking of a suspect’s fingerprints. In Davis v. Missis
308 United States v. Raymond, 337 F. Supp. 641 (D.D.C. 1972), appeal docketed, No.
72-1678, D.C. Cir., June 20, 1972.
309 291 Minn, at 444, 192 N.W 2d at 433-34.
310 Id. at 444, 192 N.W.2d at 434.
3H Id. at 457-58, 192 N.W.2d at 441. The question before the Minnesota Supreme Court
was not whether the voiceprints were admissible into evidence in a trial against the
defendant, but only whether they could be used to establish probable cause for arrest.
Id. at 445, 192 N.W.2d at 434.
312 See notes 328-334 infra and accompanying text.
313 337 F.2d at 641.
314 See, e.g., Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458 (1938); United States v. Page, 302 F.2d
81 (9th Cir. 1962); United States v. Blalock, 255 F. Supp. 268 (E.D. Pa. 1966).
315 Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757, 767 (1966).
316 Id. at 769.
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sippi?11 the Court, in words that have particular import for voice exem
plars, held that fingerprints are not to be excluded from the protections
of the fourth amendment merely because of their trustworthiness317
318 or
because a second sample can be obtained legally.319 Since Davis, a num
ber of courts have applied the fourth amendment to the taking of hand
writing exemplars.320 Although it would appear that Scbmerber and
especially Davis are dispositive of the issue and that for fourth amend
ment purposes there are no distinctions between voice, handwriting, or
fingerprint exemplars,321 the two cases specifically deciding the issue have
differed on the question whether the taking of voice exemplars is pro
tected by the fourth amendment.322323
The Seventh Circuit, in In re
Dionisio™ equated voice exemplars with other forms of “physical
evidence” and ruled that a defendant could not be compelled to produce
a voice exemplar “absent a showing of the reasonableness of the seiz
ure.” 324 Another rationale, not mentioned by the court, is that a voice
exemplar, as a form of body examination, constitutes an invasion of
privacy, and as such comes under the protection of the fourth amend
ment.325 This argument has been rejected by at least one court, how
ever, which reasoned that a voice test is not an intrusion of privacy since
the voice is an identifying characteristic constantly exposed to public
observation.326
If recording a voice exemplar constitutes a search and seizure, it fol
lows that probable cause is necessary to detain a suspect and tape his
voice.327 However, it is not clear whether the probable cause necessary
317 394 U.S. 721 (1969).
318 Id. at 723-24.
313 See id. at 725; Bynum v. United States, 262 F.2d 465, 468-69 (D.C. Cir. 1958).
320 See, e.g., }n re September 1971 Grand Jury, 445 F.2d 580, 584 (7th Cir. 1971),
cert, granted sub nom., United States v. Mara, 406 U.S. 956 (1972) (No. 71-850); In re
Riccardi, 337 F. Supp. 253, 255 (D.N.J. 1972); United States v. Praigg, 336 F. Supp. 480,
483 (C.D. Cal. 1972); United States v. Bailey, 327 F. Supp. 802, 804-05 (N.D. Ill. 1971).
321 See United States v. Bailey, 332 F. Supp. 1351, 1352 n.l (N.D. Ill. 1971).
322 See In re Dionisio, 442 F.2d 276, 279 (7th Cir. 1971) (per curiam), cert, granted,
406 U.S. 956 (1972) (No. 71-229) (compelling of voice exemplars within protection of
fourth amendment); In re Dini, 322 F. Supp. 393, 394-95 (N.D. Ill. 1971) (mem.).
323 442 F.2d 276 (7th Cir. 1971), cert, granted, 406 U.S. 956 (1972) (No. 71-229).
324 Id. at 280.
325 See Comment, supra note 264, at 1077. In terms of voice identification, for example,
the suspect suffers the “indignity of being exhibited as a criminal suspect.” Id.
326 People v. Ellis, 65 Cal. 2d 529, 535-36, 421 P.2d 393, 396, 55 Cal. Rptr. 385, 388
(1966).
327 Cf. Davis v. Mississippi, 394 U.S. 721, 728 (1969); In re September 1971 Grand
Jury, 454 F.2d 580, 582 (7th Cir. 1971), cert, granted sub nom., United States v. Mara,
406 U.S. 956 (1972) (No. 71-850); United States v. Praigg, 336 F. Supp. 480, 483-84
(C.D. Cal. 1972).
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to arrest a suspect is sufficient to take a voice exemplar. Accepted police
practice permits fingerprinting upon arrest. Once probable cause to
arrest is established, separate authorization to fingerprint is not neces
sary.328 However, probable cause to arrest or to return an indictment
does not necessarily supply probable cause to take a handwriting ex
emplar.329 Fear that the taking of exemplars in the absence of probable
cause might result in a “fishing expedition” 330 would seem to apply in
the case of voice exemplars taken for the purpose of voiceprint identi
fication. This concern was apparent in In re Dionisio, when the court
spoke of the impermissible dragnet effect of permitting a grand jury to
subpoena voice exemplars without a showing of reasonableness.331 Since
probable cause for arrest generally does not authorize per se the search
of a home or car, it can be argued that it should not warrant the record
ing of a voice exemplar.332 Counterpoised to this argument, however,
is the fact that an arrestee can be required, without special authorization,
to show himself at a lineup and to use his voice as an identifying phys
ical characteristic.333 The reason for this difference in treatment is that
most courts consider voice identification to be evidence of a physical
characteristic and non-testimonial and that once a suspect is in custody
the evidence is effectively and constitutionally seized.334
An additional fourth amendment question is whether a warrant is
necessary before a person can be compelled to produce a voice exemplar.
Schember and Davis indicate that prior judicial authorization is required.
In Sclymerber, the Court stated that a warrant is required for all bodily
intrusions, just as it is for entrance into dwellings.335 The Court did
328 See, e.g., Smith v. United States, 324 F.2d 879, 882 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied, 377
U.S. 954 (1963); Gentille v. State, 190 So. 2d 200, 202 (Fla. Ct. App.) (per curiam),
cert, denied, 386 U.S. 995 (1966); State v. Barber, 278 N.C. 268, 273, 179 S.E.2d 404, 408
(1971). In Davis, the Court faced a somewhat different situation, the taking of finger
prints without probable cause to detain. The Court, in dictum, stated that under nar
rowly confined circumstances it might be permissible to fingerprint in the absence of
probable cause to detain. 394 U.S. at 728.
329 United States v. Praigg, 336 F. Supp. 480, 484 (C.D. Cal. 1972); United States v.
Bailey, 327 F. Supp. 802, 806 (N.D. Ill. 1971).
330 See United States v. Bailey, 327 F. Supp. 802, 806 (N.D. Ill. 1971).
331 442 F.2d at 280-81. In Dionisio no arrests had been made. Therefore, the distinction
between probable cause for arrest and probable cause to take the exemplars was not
made. Id. See also United States v. Bailey, 332 F. Supp. 1351, 1352-54 (N.D. Ill. 1971)
(concluding that Dionisio announced a “new constitutional principle” that equated the
grand jury to the police in fourth amendment matters).
332 This argument was made in United States v. Bailey in relation to a handwriting
exemplar. 327 F. Supp. 802, 806 (N.D. Ill. 1971).
333 See United States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218 (1967).
334 Id. at 222-23.
335 384 U.S. at 770.
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make an exception for emergencies where delay would result in the loss
of the evidence.336 With the exception of tests to determine the pres
ence of narcotics or alcohol, there is no justification for the failure to
obtain a warrant for the taking of body evidence.337 The Court seemed
to adopt this view in Davis when it held that the requirement of judicial
authorization is not subject to exception in the case of fingerprints, since
a suspect cannot destroy the evidence?38 The same reasoning would
appear to require judicial authorization before voice exemplars can be
recorded.
J
DUE PROCESS OF LAW

The question whether the taking of a voice exemplar for the purpose
of producing a voiceprint is a violation of due process as guaranteed by
the fifth and fourteenth amendments also has been raised.339 The only
voiceprint case to deal specifically with the issue was State v. McKen
na.340 In McKenna, a lower New Jersey court, analogizing voiceprint
identification to fingerprint identification, ruled that due process is not
violated by requiring a defendant to record his voice.341 The reaction
of the Supreme Court to blood tests342 suggests that requiring a voice
exemplar does not violate due process on the grounds that it is an imper
missible bodily intrusion.343
There is another context, however, in which a due process issue might
arise. Although the use of the voice as an aid in identification does not
appear in itself to be a violation of due process under the Stovall v.
336 Id. at 770-71. The Court recognized that sobriety tests would be useless if de
layed. Id.
337 See Comment, supra note 264, at 1078-79.
333 394 U.S. at 727-28.
339 See State v. Cary, 49 N.J. 343, 350, 230 A.2d 384, 388 (1967); State v. McKenna, 94
N.J. Super. 71, 76, 226 A.2d 757, 760 (Essex County Ct. 1967). See also Kamine, supra
note 12, at 238.
34094 N.J. Super. 71, 226 A.2d 757 (Essex County Ct. 1967). It was also raised in State
v. Cary, but not discussed. 49 N.J. 343, 350, 230 A.2d 384, 388 (1967).
341 94 N.J. Super, at 76, 226 A.2d at 760. The court carefully pointed out that it was
ruling only whether the defendant could be required to make the recording and not
whether it was admissible. Id. at 73, 226 A.2d at 758. The court also narrowed its holding
by noting that the defendant could use any words he wanted and talk on any subject
he chose for the recording. Id. at 76, 226 A.2d at 760.
342
Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966); Breithaupt v. Abram, 352 U.S.
432 (1957).
343 An exception is recognized by the Court for bodily examinations that are made
in such a manner so as to “shock the conscience” or “offend a sense of justice.” See
Rochin v. California, 342 U.S. 165, 172-73 (1952). In Rochin a suspect’s stomach was
pumped against his will to retrieve two narcotics capsules. The Court held that in this
case due process was violated. Id. at 174.
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Demo doctrine of undue suggestiveness,344 there exist circumstances
in which the voiceprint process might constitute a breach of funda
mental fairness. For example, the exemplar used by an expert to produce
a voiceprint might be a confession or other incriminating statement,
such as the words used in a bomb threat or obscene call. Such a record
ing could bias the expert in his evaluation of the voiceprint.345 Such
possibilities for prejudice can be avoided if court orders are obtained
prior to the recording and if the order specifically allows the suspect to
use statements of his own choice.346
In summary, a defendant who is the subject of a voiceprint identifi
cation has very limited constitutional protection against that identifica
tion. The use of voice exemplars does not appear to violate the self
incrimination prohibition, nor can the identification testimony success
fully be excluded because counsel was not present at the making of the
exemplar. Moreover, due process does not prohibit either the taking
of the exemplar or its analysis by an expert. On the other hand, a sus
pect appears to be protected by the fourth amendment against the taking
of voice exemplars in the absence of probable cause and in certain cir
cumstances in the absence of a warrant.

Conclusion
The last few decades have witnessed the development of numerous
scientific techniques to aid law enforcement officials in the capture and
prosecution of criminals. The voiceprint process is such a device. Its
value as an investigative tool cannot be denied. Society’s interest in elim
inating crime, however, does not outweigh the more important societal
interest in preserving fairness in the criminal system. The admission of
voiceprint identification evidence in a criminal trial at the present time
violates a defendant’s right to a just proceeding. The voiceprint identi
344 Stovall v. Dcnno, 388 U.S. 293, 301-02 (1967). In Stovall, the Court held that due
process was not violated where, among other things, the suspect was required to speak
J‘a few words for voice identification.” Id. at 295. There is not even the barest hint in
the Court’s decision that the use of voice for identification might be a due process
violation. Id. at 301-02. See also United States ex rel. Feldt v. Follette, 298 F. Supp. 1298,
1301 (S.D.N.Y. 1969) (Stovall not violated by requiring individuals in lineup to say a
few words at the request of the complainant). One court, however, has held that
where only voice and not visual identification is made under the circumstances of
single suspect confrontation, due process is violated. See Palmer v. Peyton, 359 F.2d
199, 202 (4th Cir. 1966) (en banc). Contra, Roper v. Beto, 454 F.2d 499 (5th Cir. 1971),
cert, denied, 406 U.S. 918 (1972) (Stovall not violated by facts similar to Palmer).
345 See Kamine, supra note 12, at 238.
346See State v. McKenna, 94 N.J. Super. 71, 73, 226 A.2d 757, 758 (Essex County Ct.
1967).
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fication process is not generally accepted as reliable by the scientific
community, and sufficient tests have not been performed to determine
its accuracy. Nevertheless, defendants have been convicted on the basis
of voiceprint identifications because of the claim made by only three
persons that the process is nearly infallible.
Not only have evidentiary standards of admissibility not been satisfied
by the voiceprint process, but serious constitutional questions are pre
sented by its introduction into evidence, questions which most courts
have not addressed. The use of voiceprints and the manner in which
they are procured raise substantial questions of a defendant’s fifth and
fourth amendment rights. The courts should prohibit the use of voice
print identifications in criminal prosecutions until the reliability of the
process is proved to the satisfaction of the scientific community. Even
if the reliability of the voiceprint process is assumed, however, admis
sibility should be denied whenever such evidence is obtained in violation
of a defendant’s constitutional rights.

TAXPAYER STANDING TO LITIGATE
Since the Supreme Court’s decision in Frothingham v. Mellon in
1923,1 federal taxpayers suing qua taxpayers have met with significant
frustration in attempting to invoke jurisdiction of the federal courts.
Within the last five years, however, Supreme Court decisions2 have
breached the seemingly impenetrable barrier erected by Frothingham
and have enhanced the possibility that taxpayers may successfully use
the federal courts to challenge government taxing and spending. Many
significant inroads in the area of taxpayers’ suits remain to be made,
however, as taxpayers still face serious hurdles in gaining their day in
court.34
*
While Frothingham and the more recent decision of Flast v. Cohen
*
dealt with the constitutional barriers that a taxpayer must surmount,
other decisions, such as Snyder v. Harris? suggest that nonconstitutional
barriers—barriers that are erected by statutory jurisdictional require
ments or judicially created doctrines—may represent even more for
midable obstacles. The constitutional barriers stem from the doctrine
of standing to sue, a doctrine which has evolved from the case or con
troversy requirement of the Constitution.6 Nonconstitutional barriers
include the amount in controversy and federal question jurisdictional
requirements7 and the legislative and judicially created doctrines in
regard to reviewability.8
This Note will review both the constitutional and nonconstitutional
barriers which are interposed between a taxpayer and the courthouse.
After an examination of the Frothingham decision, subsequent decisions
and their effect on Frothingham will be examined. These subsequent
decisions introduce their own concomitant set of obstacles which the
taxpayer must overcome. Therefore, alternative approaches to in1 262 U.S. 447 (1923).
2 See Investment Co. Institute v. Camp, 401 U.S. 617, 620 (1971); Arnold Tours, Inc.
v. Camp, 400 U.S. 45 (1970); Barlow v. Collins, 397 U.S. 159 (1970); Association of
Data Processing Serv. Organizations, Inc. v. Camp, 397 U.S. 150 (1970); Flast v. Cohen,
392 U.S. 83 (1968).
3 At least one recent decision appears partially to have reconstructed the Frothinghcrm
barrier. See Snyder v. Harris, 394 U.S. 332 (1969). See also Sierra Club v. Morton, 405
U.S. 727 (1972).
4 392 U.S. 83 (1968).
8 394 U.S. 332 (1969).
6 U.S. Const, art. Ill, § 1.
7 See 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (1970).
8 See Clark v. Gabriel, 393 U.S. 256 (1968); cf. Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387
U.S. 136 (1967).
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yoking federal jurisdiction, particularly with respect to challenging
actions taken by the Government under the federal taxing and spending
power, will also be considered. This Note will not treat collateral issues
such as the possibility of a taxpayer suing as a representative of the
public interest910
or the effect of revenue sharing upon a taxpayer’s stand
ing to sue.
Historical Perspective
An analysis of the parameters of taxpayers’ standing to sue must begin
with Frotbingbam v. Mellon.™ Prior to Frotbingbam, the Supreme
Court had accepted jurisdiction over suits initiated by taxpayers without
explicitly resolving the question of standing.11 In Frotbingbam, how
ever, the Court squarely confronted the standing issue.12
Mrs. Frothingham challenged the constitutionality of the Maternity
Act,13 which furnished appropriations to reduce maternal and infant
mortality rates subject to state compliance with certain provisions. Mrs.
Frothingham asserted that the Act was unconstitutional because it
usurped state power in violation of the tenth amendment by inducing
the states to surrender a portion of their sovereign rights and by at
tempting to exercise a power of local self-government.14 She further
asserted that by taking her property in the guise of taxation under an
unconstitutional Act, Congress, in effect, was depriving her of property
without due process of law.15 The Court, without reaching the sub
stantive issues, disposed of the case on procedural grounds. The plain
tiff, suing solely as a federal taxpayer, was unable to show a direct per
sonal injury sufficient to confer standing; absent standing, the Court
lacked jurisdiction.16
The Supreme Court previously had determined that resident taxpayers
had standing to bring suit against a municipal corporation to enjoin an
allegedly illegal use of funds,17 but it could not find the same direct and
9 See generally Berger, Standing to Sue in Public Actions: Is it a Constitutional Re
quirement?, 78 Yale L.J. 816 (1969); Jaffe, Standing to Secure Judicial Review: Public
Action, 74 Harv. L. Rev. 1265 (1961); Jaffe, The Citizen as Litigant in Public Actions:
The Non-Hohfeldian or Ideological Plaintiff, 116 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1033 (1968); Note,
Citizens Organizations Intervening m Federal Administrative Proceedings: The Lingering
Issue of Standing, 51 B.U.L. Rev. 403 (1971).
10 262 U.S.447 (1923).
11 See Wilson v. Shaw, 204 U.S. 24, 31 (1907); Millard v. Roberts, 202 U.S. 429, 438
(1906); Bradfield v. Roberts, 175 U.S. 291, 295 (1899).
12 262 U.S. at 486.
13 Ch. 135, 42 Stat. 224 (1921).
14 262 U.S. at 479-80.
15 Id. at 486.
13 Id. at 480.
17 Id. at 486, citing Roberts v. Bradfield, 12 App. D.C. 453, 459-60 (D.C. Cir. 1898),
affd, 175 U.S. 291 (1899). See also Crampton v. Zabriskie, 101 U.S. 601, 609 (1879).
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immediate injury in the case of a federal taxpayer suing to enjoin the
allegedly illegal expenditure of federal funds.18 Under Frothinghain, a
federal taxpayer thus lacked standing to enjoin implementation of a
federal appropriations act on the grounds that the act was invalid and
would necessarily result in an increase of his tax burden for wholly
illegal expenditures.
In addition to finding a lack of direct and immediate injury, the
Court offered secondary considerations. The Court stated that the bare
suggestion that taxpayers could challenge any statute would produce
additional litigation, and that the potential inundation of the federal
courts which such a suggestion portended went far to justify its ultimate
holding.1920The Court cited the doctrine of separation of powers to
justify its refusal to entertain suits by a party failing to show that “he
has sustained
or is in immediate danger
jury.
”S of sustaining some direct inWhile Frotbingham long barred federal taxpayer suits,21 it was not
until 1952 in Doremus v. Board of Education22 that the Supreme Court
expressly considered the standing of resident taxpayers to challenge local
expenditures. In Doremus, two state taxpayers23 brought suit to have a
is 262 U.S. at 486-87.
19 Id. at 487.
20 Id. at 488. The Court held that to decide the constitutionality of a federal statute
absent a plaintiff-taxpayer who had sustained or was in danger of sustaining a direct
injury from the statute would be “[n]ot to decide a judicial controversy, but to
assume a position of authority over the governmental acts of another and co-equal
department, an authority which plainly we do not possess.” Id. at 488-89.
21 Frothingham placed the federal taxing and spending power virtually beyond the
scope of judicial review. See, e.g., Alabama Power Co. v. Ickes, 302 U.S. 464 (1938);
Reynolds v. Wade, 249 F.2d 73 (9th Cir. 1957); Railway Express Agency, Inc. v. Kennedy,
189 F.2d 801 (7th Cir.), cert, denied, 342 U.S. 830 (1951); Elliot v. White, 23 F.2d 997
(D.C. Cir. 1928). Frothingham, however, has been the subject of much criticism. See
3 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise
22.09-.10 (1958); L. Jaffe, Judicial
Control of Administrative Action 459-60, 484-85 (1965). The states, unconstricted
by article III limitations, almost universally allowed suits by local taxpayers. See
Stuart, Standing to Contest Federal Appropriations: The Supreme Court’s New Require
ments, 22 Sw. L.J. 612, 614 n.13 (1968); Comment, Taxpayer Suits—A Survey and
Summary, 69 Yale L.J. 895, 898-902 (1960).
22 342 U.S. 429 (1952). Until Doremus the Court had accepted suits by local tax
payers challenging local expenditures without commenting upon the standing issue. See
Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 U.S. 183 (1952) (resident taxpayer allowed to challenge
state statute); Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1 (1947) (resident taxpayer allowed
to challenge use of public funds to provide free bus transportation to parochial schools).
23 One of the taxpayers also had sued as a parent of a public school child. The
Court found, however, that the case was moot so far as it related to the rights of the
child, since she had graduated from public school before appeal was taken to the
Supreme Court. 342 U.S. at 432-33. However, the Court has reviewed challenges
brought by plaintiffs who were both parents and taxpayers attacking the constitutional
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New Jersey statute, which required the reading of five verses of the
Old Testament at the opening of each school day, declared unconsti
tutional. The Court found that the taxpayers had not alleged a direct
injury which would suffice to give them standing, and held that a tax
payer’s action could satisfy the direct injury test only when it was a
good-faith pocketbook action.24 The taxpayers had failed to allege that
the challenged activity added any sum whatsoever to their taxes.25
Unless the taxpayer could show a measurable appropriation or disburse
ment under the act complained of, he could not meet the test established
in Frotbingbam.2^ Thus, he would fail in his attempt to invoke the
federal judicial power whether he was basing his standing on his status
as a state or federal taxpayer.27
Doremus and Frotbingbam thus created formidable barriers to tax
payers’ suits. The Doremus view that there must be a “dollars-andcents” injury28 and the Frotbingbam view that a federal taxpayer’s in
terest in federal moneys is “minute and indeterminable”29 led inexorably
to the conclusion that a federal taxpayer suing qua taxpayer would for
ever be barred from achieving standing.30

The Flast Test
After 45 years of impenetrable blockade, taxpayers suing qua tax
payers breached the Frotbingbam and Doremus barriers in Flast v.
Coben?1 In Flast, the appellant taxpayers challenged the constitu
tionality of disbursement of federal funds under the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965.32 The funds expended under the
validity of school released-time programs. Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962); Zorach
v. Caluson, 343 U.S. 306 (1952); McCollum v. Board of Educ., 333 U.S. 203 (1948).
24 342 U.S. at 434.
25 Id. at 433.
26 See notes 18-19 supra and accompanying text.
27 342 U.S. at 434. “It is not a question of motivation but of possession of the
requisite financial interest that is, or is threatened to be, injured by the unconstitutional
conduct.” Id. at 435.
28 Id. at 434.
29 262 U.S. at 487.
30 See Stuart, supra note 21, at 618. Taxpayers would not have been likely to succeed
in showing standing under the widely used test of injury to a legal right. See Tennessee
Elec. Power Co. v. Tennessee Valley Authority, 306 U.S. 118 (1937). Traditionally,
this injury had to be a right arising from contract, in property, in tort, or by a
statutory grant of privilege. Id. at 137-38. But see Hardin v. Kentucky Util. Co., 390
U.S. 1 (1968) (sufficient injury if damage to interest legislature intended to protect).
Similarly, taxpayers probably could not have asserted injury to the rights of third
parties. See Tileston v. Ullman, 318 U.S. 44 (1943). But of. Barrows v. Jackson, 346
U.S. 249, 255-57 (1953).
81 392 U.S. 83 (1968).
32 20 U.S.C. §§ 236-44, 331-32b, 618, 633, 635, 640, 644-46, 821-27, 841-48, 861-88 (1970).
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Act were used both to finance student instruction and to purchase edu
cational materials for use in parochial schools. The taxpayers claimed
that the Act violated the establishment and free exercise clauses of the
first amendment33 and was therefore unconstitutional.34 The Govern
ment moved to dismiss the complaint on the ground that appellants
lacked standing.35* The Court held that the taxpayers did have standing
under the facts of the case30 and comprehensively outlined the para
meters of taxpayers’ standing in general.
The Flast Court first felt compelled to distinguish jurisdiction, the
concept of justiciability, and standing in taxpayer suits.37 The Court
stated that federal jurisdiction in taxpayer suits is dependent upon the
existence of a case or controversy under article III of the Constitution.38
Without such a case or controversy the Court would lack jurisdiction.
The concept of case or controversy imposes two limitations on a court’s
exercise of jurisdiction. First, it “limit [s] the business of federal courts
to questions presented in an adversary context and in a form historically
viewed as capable of resolution through the judicial process.”39 Second,
this concept “define [s] the role assigned to the judiciary in a tripartite
allocation of power to assure that the federal courts will not intrude
into areas committed to the other branches of government.”40 The
Court defined justiciability as a “[t]erm of art employed to give ex
pression to this dual limitation placed upon federal courts by the caseand-controversy doctrine.”41 Thus, only if the particular case truly
presents an adversary context and does not intrude upon the doctrine
of separation of powers will it be justiciable and within federal jurisdic
tion.
Standing, on the other hand, presents the question “whether the
person whose standing is challenged is the proper party to request an
adjudication of a particular issue and not whether the issue itself is
justiciable.”42 As such, standing is related to the first limitation of
Almost one billion dollars had been appropriated to implement the Act. 392 U.S. at
103 n.23.
33 “Congress shall make no law respecting the establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof . . . .” U.S. Const, amend. I.
34 392 U.S. at 85, 87. The appellants maintained that the Act constituted compulsory
taxation for religious purposes. Id. at 87.
35 Id. at 88.
™Id. at 103.
37 Id. at 94-101.
38 Id. at 94; see U.S. Const, art. Ill, § 2.
33 392 U.S. at 95.
4<> Id.
41 Id.
42 Id. at 99-100.
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justiciability, since one element of an adversary context is a proper
party for the litigation.43 Conversely, standing is not related to judicial
concern for separation of powers since whether the proper party is
bringing a suit can have no effect on potential “improper judicial inter
ference in areas committed to other branches of the Federal Govern
ment.” 4445
While respect for the doctrine of separation of powers was one of
the principal reasons advanced to deny taxpayer standing in Frothingham^ the Court in Flast seemingly rejected the fear of infringing
on the province of a co-equal branch as an aspect of standing. The
only relevant concern becomes whether the taxpayer is the proper
person to bring suit—whether he or she is sufficiently adverse in interest
to satisfy the case or controversy requirement. To meet the Flast test
of adverseness, the taxpayer must have a “personal stake and interest”
in the outcome of the controversy,46 and the dispute must touch upon
the legal relations of the parties who have the adverse legal interests.47
Whether a taxpayer has the necessary “personal stake and interest”
depend on “whether there is a logical nexus between the status asserted
and the claim sought to be adjudicated.”48 To establish the required
nexus the taxpayer must show two things. First, he must establish a
logical link between his status as a taxpayer and the type of legislation
attacked; and, second, he must establish a link between his status as a
taxpayer and the precise nature of the constitutional infringement al
leged.49
Only exercises of congressional power under the taxing and spending
clause of article I, section eight50 will satisfy the first link.51 To satisfy
the second link, a taxpayer must show that the challenged enactment
exceeds specific constitutional limitations imposed upon exercise of the
congressional taxing and spending power. It is not sufficient to show
that the action is generally beyond the powers delegated to Congress
by the taxing and spending clause.52
43 Id. at 101.
44 Id. at 100.
45 See 262 U.S. at 488-89.
46 392 U.S. at 101, citing Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 204 (1962).
47 Id. at 101, citing Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227, 240-41 (1937).
43 Id. at 102.
43 Id.
50 “The Congress shall have Power to lay and collect Taxes . . . and provide for the
.. . general Welfare of the United States ... .” U.S. Const, art. I, § 8.
51 392 U.S. at 102. Allegation of “an incidental expenditure of tax funds in the
administration of an essentially regulatory statute” is insufficient. Id.
52 Id. at 102-03. Although Mrs. Frothingham established the first nexus by attacking
a federal spending program, she failed in her effort to find a specific limitation upon
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As Justice Harlan noted in his dissent in Flast, the final test which
the Court adopted simply does not measure the taxpayer’s “personal
stake.” Justice Harlan contended that “the Court’s standard for the
determination of standing and its criteria for the satisfaction of that
standard are entirely unrelated.”53 Why should a taxpayer’s personal
stake or interest be determined by the power under which Congress
enacts legislation? The potential increase on his tax burden surely is
not lessened by the fact that a billion dollars was appropriated for the
war in Vietnam rather than to aid religious schools. Clearly, a taxpayer’s
personal stake arises not as a consequence of the power under which
the expenditure was made, but from the fact that the expenditure of his
taxes was unlawful.54
The second link required by the Court is equally unrelated to the
taxpayer’s personal stake in the outcome of the litigation. The question
whether the constitutional provision under which the taxpayer sues
is a specific limitation on the taxing and spending power in no imagin
able way affects the personal stake of the taxpayer. Rather, that stake
is purely a function of the amount of his tax dollars which are illegally
spent;55 any other theory borders on fiction.56
This fiction appears to be necessitated by subtle pressures57 which the
Court seemed unwilling to describe. These pressures certainly did not
include all of the secondary considerations advanced by the Frothmghawi
the congressional taxing and spending power. The tenth amendment and the due process
clause of the fifth amendment upon which she relied are not specific limitations on
Congress’ taxing and spending power. Id. at 104-05.
^Id. at 122 (Harlan, J., dissenting); see Stuart, supra note 21, at 623. Although
the Court maintained that taxpayer standing depends upon an allegation of sufficient
injury, the Court never specifically stated what Flast’s injury or personal stake was.
See Davis, Standing: Taxpayers and Others, 35 U. Chi. L. Rev. 601, 609 (1968).
54 Stuart, supra note 21, at 623-24. The Court said in Doremus, “[i]t is not a question
of motivation but of possession of the requisite financial interest that is, or is threatened
to be, injured by the unconstitutional conduct.” 342 U.S. at 435. Flast’s primary motiva
tion was, in all probability, his religious beliefs. If so, the Court’s reliance on the
establishment clause as a specific limitation on the taxing and spending power to
establish personal stake is all the more puzzling. Flast’s motivation lay in his principles.
His pecuniary injury was trifling at best, but his principles were recognized and were
protected by the first amendment. Stuart, supra note 21, at 623. But see Davis, supra
note 53, at 612-13. See also Jaffe, Standing Again, 84 Harv. L. Rev. 633 (1971).
55 The Court itself recognized and reaffirmed the Doremus requirement that the
challenged federal action must involve a “substantial expenditure” of federal tax funds.
392 U.S. at 102-03; see id. at 116-33 (Harlan, J., dissenting); notes 25-27 supra and
accompanying text.
56 392 U.S. at 118 (Harlan, J., dissenting); see Bittker, The Case of the Fictitious
Taxpayer: The Federal Taxpayer's Suit Twenty Years After Flast v. Cohen, 36 U. Chi.
L. Rev. 364, 373 (1969); Stuart, supra note 21, at 623; Comment, supra note 21, at
905-06.
67 392 US. at 95.
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Court to justify its decision,5859
yet the Flast Court may have been im
pressed by the floodgate argument advanced in Frothinghawi.™ Justice
Harlan certainly was impressed by that factor when he noted that to
rely on the Court’s personal stake standard for standing would lead to
“unrestricted public actions” which “[mjight well alter the allocation
of authority among the three branches of the Federal Government” and
“go far toward the final transformation of this Court into the Council
of Revision . . . 60
The best conclusion seems to be that the subtle pressures which in
fluenced the Court are an undefined blend of the constitutional and
policy considerations involved in taxpayer suits that can only be classi
fied as “self-restraint.”61 Indeed, in discussing Frothingham, the Chief
Justice noted that the prevailing view of the case was that it announced
a rule of judicial self-restraint. Nothing in Flast would alter this pre
vailing view.62
In addition to the problems arising from the Court’s inadequate de
lineation of its personal stake standard and its failure to specify the
subtle pressures which influenced its formulation, the Flast test is very
similar to the “legal right” theory which the Court subsequently held
inappropriate as a test of standing. This traditional standing test was
first enunciated in Tennessee Electric Power Co. v. Tennessee Valley
Authority,63 where the Court stated that a plaintiff must allege an
injury to a “legal right—one of property, one arising out of contract,
one protected against tortious invasion or one founded on a statute
which confers a privilege . . . .”64 Two criteria must be met—an injury
and a legal right affected by the injury. As noted above, however, the
58 See notes 19-20 supra and accompanying text.
59 See 262 U.S. at 487; note 19 supra and accompanying text.
60 392 U.S. at 130 (Harlan, J., dissenting). Such a role was rejected by the Constitu
tional Convention. See 1 M. Farrand, The Records of the Federal Convention of
1787, at 21, 97-98, 108-110, 138-40 (1911); 2 id. at 73-80.
The Chief Justice, however, brushed aside this concern by noting that the flood of
taxpayer suits had been mitigated since Mrs. Frothingham’s era by the “ready availa
bility of the devices of class actions and joinder under the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure . ...” 392 U.S. at 94. One might well speculate on the advisability of tax
payer class action or the use of compulsory joinder in this area, but it seems clear
that the Court was at least aware of this issue in Flast.
61 See 392 U.S. at 92-93.
62 See id.; Lewis, Constitutional Rights and the Misuse of “Standing”, 14 Stan. L.
Rev. 433, 448 (1962); Stuart, supra note 21, at 624; Comment, The Congressional Intent
to Protect Test: A Judicial Lowering of the Standing Barrier, 41 U. Colo. L. Rev. 96,
100 (1969).
63 306 U.S. 118 (1937).
«4 Id. at 137-38.
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Supreme Court has apparently overruled the legal right test of stand
ing.65
Parameters of the Flast Test

The Flast Court stated that the emphasis involved in the question of
standing is whether a party has a “ ‘personal stake in the outcome
of the controversy,’ and whether the dispute touches upon ‘the legal
relations of parties in adverse legal interests.’ ”66 This language strongly
suggests that more than a personal stake is required as a basis for
standing, and subsequent decisions support this analysis.67 In addition to
simply a personal stake, there must exist “adverse legal interests.”
Flast, in requiring a personal stake and adverse legal interests, sets out
a clear approach for courts to follow in determining whether a taxpayer
has standing to sue and clearly modifies the Frotbmgham holding. It
reveals that direct pecuniary injury is not a sine qua non of taxpayer’s
standing. Flast’s actual pecuniary injury was no more than Mrs. Froth
ingham’s.68 However, the Court still requires a substantial expenditure
on the part of the Government before a taxpayer can gain standing.69
The Court’s decision does leave important questions unanswered re
garding the scope of government expenditures or activities which would
satisfy the first nexus in the Flast test and the constitutional limitations
which would satisfy the second.70 It is, therefore, necessary to examine
the parameters of the Flast test and consider the range of instances in
which it might apply to grant a taxpayer standing to sue.
65 In Association of Data Processing Services Organizations, Inc. v. Camp, the
Supreme Court seemingly overruled the legal right test as a measure for determining
standing when it said, “the ‘legal interest’ test goes to the merits. The question of
standing is different. It concerns . . . the question whether the interest sought to be
protected by the complainant is arguably within the zone of interests to be protected
or regulated by the statute or constitutional guarantee in question.” 397 U.S. 150,
153 (1970).
66 392 U.S. at 101, citing Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 204 (1962) and Aetna Life Ins.
Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227, 240-41 (1937). In deriving the test the Court also said,
“[tjhere remains . . . the problem of determining the circumstances under which a
federal taxpayer will be deemed to have the personal stake and interest that impart
the necessary concrete adverseness to such litigation ... .” Id.
67 In discussing the Flast decision the Court later remarked, “[t]he decisions of this
Court have also made it clear that something more than an ‘adversary interest’ is
necessary to confer standing. There must in addition be some connection between
the official action challenged and some legally protected interest of the party challenging
the action.” Jenkins v. McKeithen, 395 U.S. 411, 423 (1969). See also Aetna Life
Ins. Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227, 240-41 (1937); Ashwander v. TVA, 297 U.S. 288,
346 (1936) (Brandeis, J., concurring).
68 Cf. 392 U.S. at 102-03.
69 See id. at 104-05.
70 See id. at 102-05.
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PARAMETERS OF THE FIRST NEXUS

The first nexus of Flast v. Cohen requires a logical connection be
tween the plaintiff’s status as a taxpayer and the constitutional provision
which he is challenging.71 Furthermore, this nexus is satisfied only by
a challenge to Congress’ power under the taxing and spending clause of
article I, section eight.72* The Court’s requirement, however, leaves
important questions unanswered. Are all government expenditures au
thorized by the taxing and spending clause? Are tax benefits the equiva
lent of government expenditures for the purposes of this nexus?

Taxing and Spending Clause,
In Velvel v. Nixon,™ the Tenth
Circuit partially answered the first question. It said that all government
expenditures are not authorized by the taxing and spending power of
article I, section eight. Velvel challenged spending on the Vietnam
War as a taxpayer;74 and, therefore, the Flast test was applied to him.
The court found that he did not establish the first nexus; the congres
sional spending which he challenged was not authorized by the taxing
and spending clause but rather by the power to “raise and support
armies”75 and to “provide and maintain a navy.”76 These powers are
separate and distinct77 from the grant of authority to tax and spend for
the general welfare.78
71 The Flast Court said: “[TJhe taxpayer must establish a logical link between that
status and the type of legislative enactment attacked. Thus, a taxpayer will be a
proper party to allege the unconstitutionality only of exercises of congressional power
under the taxing and spending clause of Art. I, § 8 of the Constitution.” Id. at 102.
72 “The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and
Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defence and general Welfare
of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout
the United States .. . .” U.S. Const, art. I, § 8, cl. 1.
73 415 F.2d 236 (10th Cir. 1969), cert, denied, 396 U.S. 1042 (1970).
n Id. at 237. A number of cases have discussed the constitutionality of. the Vietnam
War and the provision of article I, section eight which relates to that war. See, e.g.,
Berk v. Laird, 429 F.2d 302 (2d Cir. 1970); Mora v. McNamara, 387 F.2d 862 (D.C.
Cir.), cert, denied, 389 U.S. 934 (1967); Luttig v. McNamara, 373 F.2d 664 (D.C. Cir.),
cert, denied, 387 U.S. 945 (1967); Meyers v. Nixon, 339 F. Supp. 1388 (S.D.N.Y. 1972);
Atlee v. Laird, 339 F. Supp. 1347 (E.D. Pa. 1972).
75 U.S. Const, art. I, § 8, cl. 12.
76 Id. cl. 13.
77 See Ashton v. United States, 404 F.2d 95 (8th Cir. 1968), cert, denied, 394 U.S.
960 (1969). See generally United States v. O’Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 377 (1968).
78 The appellant in Velvel first asserted that he had standing in his capacity as a
concerned citizen to uphold the power of Congress to declare war. To this the court
said, “[t]o pose the question of whether appellant’s ‘citizen standing’ is sufficient,
is also to answer it. If these connections with the constitutional issue confer standing,
then obviously standing to sue can be found in every citizen to contest every con
gressional or executive action of general import and the doctrine of standing will have
lost all meaning.” 415 F.2d at 238.
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Richardson v. Kennedy™ arrived at a similar conclusion. The plain
tiff, a taxpayer, challenged the constitutionality of a congressional pay
raise. The court dismissed the case, holding that plaintiff did not have
standing. Congress’ pay raise was authorized by article I, section six,
clause one which permits it to receive compensation “to be ascer
tained by Law, and paid from the Treasury of the United States.”79
80
This clause is completely independent of the taxing and spending clause.
In reaching its decision, the Richardson court established a test which
could help determine which government spending programs will satisfy
the first nexus. The test utilizes a negative approach; if the expenditures
could have been made without adoption of article I, section eight, it is
said to be authorized by some clause other than the taxing and spending
clause.81 Therefore, to find that the first nexus has been satisfied a
court must find that the programs in question could only be authorized
by the first clause of article I, section eight.
The Ninth Circuit has found the first nexus satisfied in a challenge
to the Vietnam War. Kalish v. United States82 was a refund action for
a $4.92 federal excise tax payment made on appellant’s telephone bill.
Kalish attacked the tax as supporting an unconstitutional war. A three
judge court found that Kalish did not allege a specific limitation on the
taxing and spending clause and consequently lacked standing because
of the second nexus.83 However, in arriving at this decision, the court
found that the first nexus had been established. All the first nexus of
Flast requires, the court held, was that a taxpayer challenge a federal
spending program.84 It appears that this test can be much more easily
met than the Velvel-Richardson test. However, the V elvel-Richardson
position seems to be the correct approach since the Kalish holding vir
tually overrules Flast's first nexus. The Richardson court probably
contributed to the confusion by misapplying its test to the facts it
faced.8586
The courts in both Velvel and Richardson relied on the 1936 Supreme
Court case of United States v. Butler.88 In Butler, plaintiffs, farm com
modity processors, challenged the constitutionality of the Agriculture
Adjustment Act of 19 3 3.87 The Act authorized the Secretary of Agri
79 313 F. Supp. 1282 (W.D. Pa. 1970).
80 U.S. Const, art. I, § 6, cl. 1.
81 See 313 F. Supp. at 1286.
82 411 F.2d 606 (9th Cir.) (per curiam), cert, denied, 369 U.S. 835 (1969).
88 Id. at 607.
84 Id.
85 See notes 101-102 supra and accompanying text.
86 297 U.S. 1 (1936).
87 Id. at 62 & n.8; see Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, ch. 25, 48 Stat. 31, as
amended, 7 U.S.C.
601-05, 607-23 (1970).
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culture to pay subsidies to individual farmers to reduce their acreage
under cultivation.88 Funds for the payment were to come from a fed
eral tax assessed on plaintiffs and other processors,89 who contended
that the Act constituted an unauthorized regulation of agriculture.90
The Government argued that the general welfare clause authorized
Congress to impose the tax.91 The Court found the Act unconstitu
tional, holding that it constituted federal interference in an area re
served to the states.92 The tax was not in fact one for the general wel
fare, but one to aid a specific sector of the public.93 The power to tax
for the general welfare may be used in conjunction with another
specifically granted power, but it may not be used to effectuate an
illegitimate end.94
With its decision, the Butler Court finally ended the debate over
the meaning of article I, section eight, a debate which had raged since
the writing of the Constitution.95 In concluding, the Court said: “It
results that the power of Congress to authorize expenditure of public
money for public purposes is not limited by the direct grants of legisla
tive power found in the Constitution.”96 Congress, then, may appro
priate in two ways. It can spend for the general welfare under article I,
section eight, clause one; or it can spend under one of the other specific
grants of legislative power enumerated in section eight. For example,
when a military appropriation is enacted, the grant of authority arises
under article I, section eight, clause 12,97 not under the taxing and
spending power. Seemingly the authority to tax and spend for the
88 Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, ch. 25, § 8(1), 48 Stat. 34, as amended, 7
U.S.C. § 608 (1970).
89 Id. § 9(a), 48 Stat. 35, as amended, 7 U.S.C. § 609 (1970).
99 297 U.S. at 45.
»1 Id. at 64-65.
92 Id. at 68.
98 Id.
9* Id. at 69.
95 Section eight begins with a grant of power to Congress to “lay and collect” taxes
to pay debts and “provide for the common defense and general welfare,” followed by
17 enumerated powers. U.S. Const, art. I, § 8. At the time it was written, one faction,
led by James Madison, believed that the enumerated powers were meant to limit the
power of Congress to tax and spend—Congress could only tax for those specific items
listed and no others. 297 U.S. at 65. Another group, led by Alexander Hamilton,
contended that the first clause conferred a power separate and distinct from the rest
of the clauses. Congress, they concluded, could tax and appropriate constrained solely
by the condition that it be for the general welfare. Id. at 65-66; 1 J. Story, Commen
taries on the Constitution of the United States
907, 909, 922 (5th ed. 1891).
United States v. Butler decided that the Hamiltonian view was the correct one. 297
U.S. at 67.
96 297 U.S. at 66.
97 U.S. Const, art. I, § 8, cl. 12.
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general welfare can be used when coupled with a specific constitutional
mandate other than one of the enumerated powers. If the constitutional
mandate were not required, Congress could use its taxing power without
limitation, and article I, section eight, clause one “would become the
instrument for total subversion of the governmental powers reserved to
the individual states.”9899
The court in Velvet v. Nixon
**
was correct when it stated that the
appellant did not meet the first nexus test. Spending for the War arose
not under the taxing and spending clause but under the enumerated
power to raise armies.100 The court in Richardson v. Kennedy ,101 how
ever, purporting to follow Velvet and Butler, misapplied the standard
adopted in those cases and contributed to the confusion surrounding
the issue of taxpayers’ standing to sue. The congressional pay raise chal
lenge in Richardson was authorized by article I, section six.102 While
section six authorizes congressional pay, it does not authorize Congress
to act. The authority to act must be found in section eight, clause one,
authorizing spending for the general welfare. The Butler criterion is
met when section eight, clause one is coupled with another specific
constitutional mandate, in this case section six. The challenge in the
Richardson case was to the taxing and spending clause and therefore
should have been held to satisfy the first nexus.
The court in Kalish v. United States103 was also incorrect in its con
clusion that the taxpayer challenging the excise tax satisfied the first
nexus.104 Spending for the Vietnam War was authorized by clauses 12
and 13 of section eight and not by the taxing and spending clause.105
A taxpayer who attacks a federal spending program only satisfies the
first nexus when that program is authorized by section eight, clause
one.106107
A three judge panel in the District of Columbia applied the correct
test in Dash v. Mitchell.101 Plaintiffs brought suit to have the preventive
detention provisions of the District of Columbia Court Reform and
Criminal Procedure Act of 1970108 declared unconstitutional. Plaintiffs
»8 297 U.S. at 75.
99 415 F.2d 236 (10th Cir. 1969), cert, denied, 396 U.S. 1042 (1970).
100 U.S. Const, art. 1, § 8, cis. 12, 13; see notes 75-78 supra and accompanying text.
101 313 F. Supp. 1282 (W.D. Pa. 1970).
102 U.S. Const, art. I, § 6.
103 411 F.2d 606 (9th Cir. 1969).
104 Id. at 607.
105 See Velvel v. Nixon, 415 F.2d 236, 239 (10th Cir. 1969), cert, denied, 396 U.S.
1042 (1970).
100 411 F.2d at 607.
107 — F.2d — (D.C. Cir. 1972).
108 D.C. Code Ann. §§ 23-1321 to-1332 (Supp. V, 1972).
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based their standing partly on their status as taxpayers. They argued
that the money spent on the preventive program was federal spending
under article I, section eight, clause one. The court ruled that they
did not meet the first nexus of Flast since Congress had acted under
the authority of article I, section eight, clause 17109 and not solely pur
suant to article I, section eight, clause one.110

Tax Benefits.
Flast v. Cohen left unanswered the question
whether tax benefits are the equivalent of government expenditures
for purposes of the first nexus. Walz v. Tax Commission111 is often
cited in opposition to the equivalence of tax benefits and government
expenditures. In Walz, a realty owner sought an injunction to prevent
the New York City Tax Commission from granting property tax ex
emptions for properties owned by religious organizations and used
solely for religious worship.112 The defendant was granted a summary
judgment which was affirmed by the court of appeals.113 The Supreme
Court, Chief Justice Burger writing the opinion, held that the New
York statute which granted the exemption did not violate the establish
ment clause of the first amendment.114 Relying on Walz, the Govern
ment has argued that an exemption was deemed insufficient to violate
the first amendment while direct government expenditures would have
been sufficient.115 Consequently, so the Government argues, a tax ex
emption does not equal a government expenditure.
This argument cannot withstand careful analysis of Walz. Examina
tion of Walz reveals that the Court had to decide which of the two
options open to it would result in less state involvement in religion. In
reaching its decision, the Court noted that “granting tax exemptions to
churches necessarily operates to afford an indirect economic benefit
and also gives rise to some, but yet a lesser, involvement than taxing
them.”116 In the final analysis, the Court decided that the insulation
of church and state required by the first amendment was more nearly
accomplished when churches did not support the state.117 Thus, Walz
U.S. Const, art. I, § 8, cl. 17.
no— F.2d at —.
in 397 U.S. 664 (1970).
H2 Id. at 666.
113 Id. at 667.
114 Id. at 676.
115 See Brief for Defendants in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File Complaint
at 12, 13, Alabama v. Connally, 404 U.S. 933 (1972).
ns 397 U.S. at 676.
117 The Court noted: “The hazards of churches supporting government are hardly
less in their potential than the hazards of government supporting churches; each re
lationship carried some involvement rather than the desired insulation and separation.”
Id.
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should be seen as authority for resolving this church-state tax problem
and not as authority for the proposition that direct expenditures violate
the first amendment while exemptions do not. In fact, the Court ac
knowledged that a tax exemption is an economic benefit to a church.118
When the Government’s Walz argument was recently made in Green v.
Connally j119 Judge Leventhal correctly dismissed it, explaining that Walz
applied only to establishment cases.120
It may be argued that tax exemptions must be authorized either by
section eight, clause one, or by one of the enumerated powers of that
section121 because these are the only ways in which Congress can tax.
If so, only those tax benefits which further the aims of one of the
enumerated powers of section eight should fail to satisfy the first nexus.
Only rarely could a particular exemption be shown to fall within one
of the enumerated powers. One example would be a tax benefit to a
munitions plant which could be said to be authorized by clause 12.122
Exemptions for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
organizations123 would be much more difficult to justify under the
enumerated powers and would probably be authorized by section eight,
clause one.
In Green v. Kennedy,124 a three judge panel in the District of Co
lumbia ruled that the Internal Revenue Code sections which granted tax
exemptions to racially segregated schools involved substantial and signifi
cant support of these schools by the Government.125 The court granted
a temporary injunction on a theory of state action126 and did not rule
118 Id. at 675. See also id. at 701, 709 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
n» 330 F. Supp. 1150, 1168 (D.D.C. 1971).
™Id. Judge Leventhal went on to say, “[a]ll the opinions in Walz analyzed tax
exemptions as providing an economic benefit .. . .” Id.
121 The argument may be made that granting a tax benefit is a non-exercise of the
taxing and spending clause. This is specious and involves merely semantic distinctions.
Perhaps this argument can be best dealt with by reference to Justice Frankfurter’s
statement in a different context that this type of argument is “a return to Year Book
distinctions between feasance and non-feasance—a distinction that may have significance
in the evolution of common law notions of liability, but is inadmissible as a line
between constitutionality and unconstitutionality.” Lambert v. California, 355 U.S.
225, 231 (1957) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting).
122 U.S. Const, art. I, § 8, cl. 12.
123 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 501 (c).
124309 F. Supp. 1127 (D.D.C. 1970), permanent injunction granted sub nom., Green v.
Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.D.C. 1971).
125 309 F. Supp. at 1134.
12« The state action doctrine is used by the courts to restrain violations of the
fourteenth amendment in areas where the state government is involved. Pennsylvania v.
Board of Directors of City Trusts, 353 U.S. 230 (1957); Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1
(1948); Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946); see U.S. Const, amend. XIV.
Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority sheds some light on what is thought to be
state involvement sufficient to bring the power of the amendment into play. 365 U.S.
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on plaintiff’s standing as a taxpayer.127 By finding that the grant of a
tax exemption was sufficient state action under the fourteenth amend
ment, the court necessarily equated governmental support of the ac
tivity with a direct government subsidy.128 “The general significance
of these tax deductions as supportive of the pertinent activity can hardly
be gainsaid, and may, indeed, be the subject of judicial notice.”129 Cer
tainly the same should be true for using the Flast test for the first
nexus.130
The only case thus far which has held that granting a tax benefit
per se will satisfy the first nexus of the Flast test is Fitts v. Wisconsin
Department of Revenue.131 In that case, plaintiff challenged a state
grant of tax exemptions to organizations which discriminated racially,
relying on both the state action doctrine and his standing as a taxpayer.
The court granted the relief requested on both grounds.132 Although
the court gave no explanation of its decision, it did say that granting
a tax benefit is equivalent to governmental spending for purposes of the
715 (1961). A privately operated restaurant, located within an automobile parking
building, refused service to a black. Id. at 716. The state’s only involvement was that
the restaurant owner leased the premises, built with public funds on an urban renewal
site, from the Wilmington Parking Authority, a state agency. Id. at 718-19. In holding
that the restaurant’s discrimination was state action the Court stated that the Authority
could have required, in its lease with the restaurant, that the latter not engage in
racial discrimination and that inaction made the state a party to the discrimination. Id.
at 725.
127 309 F. Supp. at 1132.
128 See Evans v. Newton, 382 U3. 296 (1966). The Supreme Court held that the
grant of a state property tax exemption of the kind generally accorded charitable trusts
was one of several elements of “municipal maintenance and concern” which, taken
together, subject a facility to “the restraints of the Fourteenth Amendment.” Id. at 301.
See also Eaton v. Grubbs, 329 F.2d 710, 713 (4th Cir. 1964) (en banc); Pennsylvania v.
Brown, 270 F. Supp. 782 (E.D. Pa. 1967), affd, 392 F.2d 120 (3d Cir.) (en banc),
cert, denied, 391 U.S. 921 (1968).
129 309 F. Supp. at 1134; see Green v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150, 1164 (D.D.C. 1971).
130 Cf. 309 F. Supp. at 1134. The courts regard the issue of sufficient state action
as one of fact requiring the weighing of any number of elements of state involvement,
including tax exempt status, and the benefits which they confer. Burton v. Wilmington
Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715, 727 (1961); see McGlotten v. Connally, 338 F. Supp.
448 (D.D.C. 1972) (tax exemption to discriminatory fraternal organizations confers
a benefit sufficient to invoke the fourteenth amendment). But see Chicago Joint Bd.,
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America v. Chicago Tribune Co., 435 F.2d 470 (7th
Cir. 1970), cert, denied, 402 U.S. 973 (1971) (tax exemption on purchase of printing
supplies, revenue from publishing legal notices, and other factors not sufficient state
action to compel paper to print union ads); Bright v. Isenbarger, 314 F. Supp. 1382
(N.D. Ind. 1970) (state supervision of quality of education and tax exempt status of
a private school not sufficient state action to compel readmittance of two suspended
students).
131 333 F. Supp. 662 (E.D. Wis. 1971).
732 Id. at 669-70.
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first nexus.133 It should be noted that Pitts involved a challenge to a
state tax exemption. Although the court used the Flast test, this case
does not require that Flast be applied in federal tax challenges in the
same way.
Tax benefits should be held to satisfy the first nexus test because
otherwise important questions will not be litigated. Where tax benefits
are involved, the person most directly affected, the recipient of the
benefit, will not bring the action; if another party cannot bring it,
challenges to the tax benefit will be effectively precluded. The United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has ex
pressed concern over this problem. In National Association of Securities
Dealers, Inc. v. SEC,134 the court, despite express misgivings, resolved
the standing issue in favor of plaintiffs.135 The importance of the ques
tions raised apparently overcame these misgivings.136
The final reason that a tax benefit should satisfy the government
spending requirement is that a governmental expenditure is the eco
nomic equivalent of an exemption. They both confer a gain on the
recipient and should therefore both be challengeable by an aggrieved
party.137 The benefit of deductibility of contributions to section 501(c)
tax exempt organizations is evident. For example, contributions to the
Sierra Club declined by $5,000 a week after revocation of that organi
zation’s tax exempt status.138 Moreover, the Commissioner apparently
realizes the importance of the tax exemption as a means of support
133 The court observed: “As taxpayers, they alleged that the grant of tax exemptions
to organizations which discriminate in their membership on the basis of race violate
their Fourteenth Amendment rights to equal protection. Under the teaching of Flast
v. Cohen we believe that the standing of the plaintiffs to bring this suit cannot be
questioned.” Id.
134 420 F.2d 83 (D.C. Cir. 1969), vacated on other grounds, 401 U.S. 617 (1971).
135 Zi. at 84.
136 See id. Generally, tax exemptions should satisfy the first nexus in cases where
important questions are raised. Cf. Curran v. Laird, 420 F.2d 122, 140 (D.C. Cir. 1969)
(Wright, J., dissenting); Reservists Comm, to Stop the War v. Laird, 323 F. Supp. 833,
841 (D.D.C. 1971); Powelton Civic Home Owners Ass’n v. HUD, 284 F. Supp. 809,
827 (E.D. Pa. 1968). But cf. Jaffee, supra note 54, at 637-38.
137 See generally Surrey, Federal Income Tax Reform: The Varied Approaches Nec
essary to Replace Tax Expenditures with Direct Governmental Assistance, 84 Harv. L.
Rev. 352 (1970); Surrey, Tax Incentives as a Device for Implementing Government
Policy: A Comparison with Direct Government Expenditures, 83 Harv. L. Rev. 705
(1970).
Historical support for this premise is quite complete. Justice Douglas relied on
sources going back to 1933 in his dissent in Walz. See Walz v. Tax Comm’n, 397 U.S.
664, 709-10 (1970) (Douglas, J., dissenting). See also Reiling, Federal Taxation: What
is a Charitable Organization?, 44 A.B.A.J. 525, 529, 595 (1958).
138Borod, Lobbying for the Public Interest—Federal Tax Policy and Administration,
42 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 1087, 1089 n.5 (1967); see Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 501(c).
;
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because he withheld it from those southern segregated schools which
have significant state action.139
PARAMETERS OF THE SECOND NEXUS

The second nexus of the Flast test requires that the taxpayer estab
lish a link between his status as a taxpayer and the precise nature of
the constitutional infringement alleged.140 The nexus requires a con
stitutional limitation which is “specific.”141 The Flast court cited the
establishment clause as an example of a specific limitation,142 but the
Court did not suggest what other constitutional provisions would
satisfy this requirement.143
In justifying the establishment clause as a specific limitation, the
Court adopted an historical approach. It stated that one of the specific
evils which the draftsmen of the establishment clause feared was use
of the taxing and spending power to favor one religion over another.144
The Court’s use of a historical approach may well require the taxpayer
to show that at the time of the writing of the Constitution the draftsmen
were concerned with a specific clause as a check on the taxing and
spending clause. To do this, the potential plaintiff must search the his
189 Green v. Kennedy, 309 F. Supp. 1127, 1135 (D.D.C. 1970), permanent injunction
granted sub nom., Green v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.D.C. 1971).
140 Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 102-03 (1968). The Court stated: “Under this
requirement the taxpayer must show that the challenged enactment exceeds specific
constitutional limitations imposed upon the exercise of the congressional taxing and
spending power and not simply that the enactment is generally beyond the powers
delegated to Congress by Art. I, § 8.” Id.
141 Id. Professor Davis has pointed out the difficulty with this specific limitation test
in th-e second nexus. Davis, supra note 53, at 604-08. Professor Davis also asks the next
logical question. Why can a taxpayer sue on a specific constitutional limitation but
not on a general one? Id.
142 See 392 U.S. at 103. See also Protestants & Other Americans United for Separation
of Church & State v. Watson, 407 F.2d 1264 (D.C. Cir. 1968) (standing as taxpayers
to challenge religious character of Christmas stamps under establishment clause).
143 The Court declined to speculate “[wjhether the constitution contains other
specific limitations” in addition to the establishment clause, and expressly left this
to be “determined only in the context of future cases.” 392 U.S. at 105. The only
other indication of specific constitutional limitations from the Supreme Court is found
in an examination of Frothingham v. Mellon. 262 U.S. 447 (1923). Since Mrs. Froth
ingham’s challenges under the fifth amendment due process clause and the tenth
amendment would not satisfy Flasfs second nexus, they must be deleted from the
list of potential constitutional limitations. See 392 U.S. at 104-05.
The court in Pitts v. Wisconsin Department of Revenue held that the fourteenth
amendment satisfied the second nexus. 333 F. Supp. 662, 669-70 (E.D. Wis. 1971). No
explanation was offered except that it was based on Flast. Id. The Pitts argument has
been made in other cases, but the courts have decided these cases on grounds other
than taxpayer standing. See McGlotten v. Connally, 338 F. Supp. 448, 452 n.17 (D.D.C.
1972); Green v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150, 1161-64 (D.D.C. 1971).
144 392 U.S. at 103.
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torical record in an attempt to determine which clauses were added to
the Constitution through concern for limiting article I, section eight,
clause one.145 Then he must convince a court that this is a specific
limitation. For the most part, plaintiffs have been unable to do this.146
Logically, if taxing and spending can be challenged on one constitu
tional ground, it should be challengeable on any other.147 However, the
Court has not chosen to adopt this reasoning. Rather, the Court de
mands a historical test to show that a specific constitutional limitation
has been violated. For example, in Davi v. Laird,148 the United States
District Court for the Western District of Virginia mentioned article I,
section seven, which requires that all revenue bills originate in the
House of Representatives,149 as a possible restraint on actions of the
Executive.150 It drew this conclusion from historical data which indi
cated that section seven was a check on executive encroachment151 but
did not rely on this analysis in reaching its conclusion.152 Whether this
historical analysis would be sufficient to establish that article I, section
seven was meant specifically to limit article I, section eight, clause one
is presently unclear.153 It does seem, however, to represent the analytical
approach which Flast requires.

The Administrative Procedure Act
Flast not only challenged the constitutionality of the administration
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,154 but also
alleged that the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare had ex
ceeded his authority by approving the use of funds appropriated under
the Act for religious schools.155 The Court, however, never disposed
145See id. at 125-26 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
146 See, e.g., Troutman v. Shriver, 417 F.2d 171, 174 (5th Cir. 1969) (standing of
attorney to challenge Legal Services Program as taxpayer); Velvel v. Nixon, 415 F.2d
236 (10th Cir. 1969) (taxpayer’s challenge to Vietnam War); Kalish v. United States,
411 F.2d 606 (9th Cir. 1969) (taxpayer’s challenge to excise tax). In many cases
which do not find the second nexus the courts merely state that a specific limitation
was not alleged.
147 See Davis, supra note 53, at 631-32.
148 318 F. Supp. 478 (W.D. Va. 1970).
149 U.S. Const, art. I, § 7.
iso 318 F. Supp. at 480.
151 Id., quoting The Federalist No. 58 (A. Hamilton).
152 See id. at 482-84.
153 Cf. Common Cause v. Connally, Civil No. 1337-71 (D.D.C. Jan. 13, 1972), volun
tarily dismissed, Order of Jan. 13, 1972, Civil No. 1337-71 (D.D.C. Jan. 13, 1972) (tax
payers’ challenge to accelerated depreciation allowance under article I, section seven).
154 20 U.S.C. §§ 236-44, 331-32b, 618, 633, 635, 640, 644-46, 821-27, 841-48, 861-88
(1970).
155 392 U.S. at 87.
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of this seemingly threshold question. Instead, apparently more con
cerned with the constitutional issues raised by the plaintiffs, the Court
proceeded to determine the taxpayer’s standing in light of specific con
stitutional restrictions on Congress’ taxing and spending power.156 It is
possible, of course, that the Court reached the unexpressed conclusion
that the questioned disbursements were within the discretionary au
thority of the Secretary and that the only remaining issue was the
constitutionality of the Act itself. The question does remain, however,
as to when a taxpayer suing qua taxpayer has standing to challenge
administrative action which he believes to be an abuse of administrative
discretion, as opposed to challenging legislation which he believes to be
unconstitutional.157
Certainly, a traditional function of courts is to ensure that administra
tive officials act within the limits imposed by the Constitution and
Congress.158 To this end, Congress has included specific provisions in
various regulatory statutes which confer standing on a particular party
to challenge administrative actions.159 Although none of these pro
visions specifically mentions taxpayers, section 10(a) of the Administra
tive Procedure Act160161
conceivably might furnish the basis for according
such standing to a taxpayer. The Supreme Court has recently inter
preted this section in two decisions—Association of Data Processing
Service Organizations, Inc. v. Camp1Q1 and Barlow v. Collins.™2
In Association of Data Processing the plaintiff, who provided data
processing service to businesses generally, challenged a ruling by the
Comptroller of the Currency permitting national banks, who would
become plaintiff’s competitors, to make data processing services available
to other banks and bank customers.163 The Court held that plaintiffs
156 Id. at 105-06. Professor Davis suggests that the Court might have focused on the
constitutional issues as a result of emphasis in the briefs. Davis, supra note 53, at 602-04.
157 The express holding in Flast is quite narrow and only deals with standing to
challenge congressional action. 392 U.S. at 105-06.
158 See generally L. Jaffe, supra note 21, at 336-59.
159 See, e.g., Hardin v. Kentucky Util. Co., 390 U.S. 1, 5-7 (1968); Alton R.R. v.
United States, 315 U.S. 15, 19 (1941); Chicago Junction Case, 264 U.S. 258, 266-67
(1924). Such provisions have been referred to as allowing suits by private attorneys
general. See FCC v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309 U.S. 470, 473 (1939).
160 5 U.S.C. § 702 (1970). Section 10(a) provides: “A person suffering legal wrong
because of agency actions or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within
the meaning of a relevant statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof.” Id.
161 397 U.S. 150 (1970).
162397 U.S. 159 (1970). Until these decisions, many courts had interpreted section
10(a) as merely a codification of the common law of standing. See Comment, supra
note 62, at 100 n.21.
163 397 US. at 151.
•
:
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had standing to challenge the regulation under section 10(a) of the
Administrative Procedure Act.164
In doing so, the Court again established a two-pronged test. “The
first question is whether the plaintiff alleges that the challenged action
has caused him injury in fact, economic or otherwise.”165 The Court
introduced the second prong of the test by saying that it resolved
standing questions by a “rule of self-restraint,” except for article III
jurisdictional questions.166 It then proceeded to determine whether the
statute in question “arguably brings a competitor within the zone of
interests protected by it.”167
The test outlined in Association of Data Processing highlights the
duality of the present standing concept. In part, it is a constitutional
requirement;168 and, in part, it is a doctrine which reflects the Court’s
effort to limit reviewability.169 The case suggests that injury in fact is
the requirement for a competitor170 to attain standing. As a matter of
reviewability, the Court apparently felt that section 10(a) requires that
the interests claimed be arguably within the zone of interests intended
to be protected by the relevant statute.171 This is not to say that the
Court could not require more as a matter of policy; rather Association
of Data Processing clearly suggests that adversity is the only constitu
tional requirement and injury in fact is the measure of its presence.172
164 Id. at 152.
165 Id.
166 Id. at 154.
167 Id. at 156. The plaintiffs satisfied the first test by alleging future loss of profits
and the immediate loss of two particular customers. Id. at 152. To determine whether
the plaintiffs’ interests were within the zone of interests protected by section 4 of the
Bank Service Corporation Act, the Court examined the intent of Congress in passing
the Act. Id. at 157; see 12 U.S.C. § 1864 (1970). It noted that judicial review is
preferred unless some presumption against it is “fairly discernable in the statutory
scheme,” and concluded that a competitor’s interests were intended to be protected
by the Act. 397 U.S. at 156-57. See also Barlow v. Collins, 397 U.S. 159 (1970) (standing
of tenant farmers to challenge regulation issued by Secretary of Agriculture); Davis,
The Liberalized Law of Standing, 37 U. Chi. L. Rev. 450, 456 (1970).
168 See 397 U.S. at 152, 154; 397 U.S. at 168, 170-75 (Brennan, J., concurring in result
and dissenting).
169 See 397 U.S. at 154.
170 The Court prefaced its entire opinion with this fact. “Flast was a taxpayer’s
suit. The present is a competitor’s suit. And while the two have the same Article III
starting point, they do not necessarily track one another.” Id. at 152. See also 3 K. Davis,
supra note 21, at
22.OO-.O3; S. Doc. No. 248, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. 212, 310 (1946)
(Administrative Procedure Act intended to reflect existing law); Davis, supra note 167,
at 457-71.
171 See note 167 supra and accompanying text.
172S^ 397 U.S. at 168-70 (Brennan, J., concurring in result and dissenting). The
second requirement apparently has its origins in statutes designed to overcome the
barrier that the legal right theory erected. See Hardin v. Kentucky Util. Co., 390 US.
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The above view has found support in a recent case. In McGlotten v.
Connally,173 the United States District Court for the District of Co
lumbia stated that the new two-part test adopted in Associaion of Data
Processing required 1) injury in fact, “economic or otherwise,” to satisfy
the article III case or controversy requirement; and 2) that a court “as
a matter of judicial self-restraint” determine that the interest claimed
be within the zone of interests protected by the statute or constitutional
guarantee in question.174 Although this appears to be the correct inter
pretation of the Association of Data Processing holding, the district
court elevated the test to new heights by calling it a test to determine
standing in general, rather than a test to determine standing under sec
tion 10(a).175
Standing, however, is not the only obstacle which a taxpayer attempt
ing to gain his day in court faces under the provisions of the Ad
ministrative Procedure Act. First, one must show that the action he
challenges is that of an agency; 176 and, second, the agency action com
1 (1968); Chicago Junction Case, 264 U.S. 258 (1924); Shanks Village Comm. v. Cary,
197 F.2d 212 (2d Cir. 1952); Associated Indus, v. Ickes, 134 F.2d 694 (2d Cir.), vacated
as moot, 320 U.S. 707 (1943); Note, Citizen Organization Intervening in Federal Ad
ministrative Proceedings: The Lingering Issue of Standing, 51 B.U.L. Rev. 403, 411
(1971).
173 338 F. Supp. 448 (D.D.C. 1972).
174 Id. at 452.
175 See id. The district court was probably led to this conclusion by the decision
of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Scamvell
Laboratories, Inc. v. Shaffer. 424 F.2d 859 (D.C. Cir. 1970). Scanwell sought the
revocation of a contract awarded by the FAA to a competitor after the latter had
entered the lowest bid. Scanwell alleged that the award was in violation of the
statutory and regulatory provisions controlling government contracts, and was therefore
arbitrary and capricious. Id. at 860-61. Plaintiff based its standing on section 10(a)
of the Administrative Procedure Act. 5 U.S.C. § 702 (1970). After a thorough analysis
of the development of the law of standing, the court cited with approval language
in Associated Industries v. Ickes to the effect that Congress can constitutionally authorize
individuals to bring suit to prevent action by an officer which violated his statutory
powers. 424 F.2d at 864, citing Associated Indus, v. Ickes, 134 F.2d 694, 704 (2d Cir.),
vacated as moot, 320 U.S. 707 (1943). The Scamvell court further stated that by
allowing aggrieved persons to sue under section 10(a) Congress has permitted those
individuals to protect their interests and defend the public’s interest in having ad
ministrators carry out statutory mandates in an adversary context. 424 F.2d at 864-65.
See also National Welfare Rights Organization v. Finch, 429 F.2d 725, 733-34 (D.C.
Cir. 1970) (Administrative Procedure Act a guide to congressional intent on review
ability, phrase “within the meaning of the relevant statute” includes persons intended
to be beneficiaries of statutory scheme).
476 The Administrative Procedure Act defines an “agency” as “each authority of
the Government of the United States, whether or not it is within or subject to review
by another agency . . . .” 5 U.S.C. § 701(b)(1) (1970). Judicially, an agency has
been categorized as a body which has the authority to act with the sanctions of the
government behind it. Lassiter v. Guy F. Atkinson Co., 176 F.2d 981, 984 (9th Cir.
1969).
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plained of must not be committed to agency discretion by law.177 In
contrast to section 10(a), section 10(e) of the Administrative Pro
cedure Act provides that reviewing courts are to compel agency action
where it is “unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed” and “hold
unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions found
to be... arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not
in accordance with law” or “contrary to constitutional right, power,
privilege, or immunity ....”178
These requirements present the courts with a dilemma in attempting
to decide whether initially to hear the complaint. Conflicting views
have developed with respect to reconciling the apparent immunity of
agency action made discretionary by law with the mandatory review
requirements for abuses of discretion. One approach to harmonizing the
requirements is that whenever a decision is committed to agency dis
cretion by law, a reviewing court can afford no review, even for
an abuse of discretion.179 The other school argues that section 10(e)
permits limited review to determine whether the agency has exercised
its discretion within permissible bounds.180 Because the Supreme Court
generally has followed a policy in favor of judicial review,181 it seems
likely that the Court would favor the second, less restrictive approach.

Challenging Administrative Action

The question previously raised can now be examined—does a taxpayer
suing as a taxpayer have standing to challenge administrative action?
The various regulations and rulings announced by the Internal Revenue
Service provide a convenient vehicle for analyzing this issue. The first
avenue of attack obviously involves section 10(a) of the Administra
tive Procedure Act, with the taxpayer alleging that he is a “person
aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of a relevant statute,”—
the Internal Revenue Code.182 Under the Association of Data Processing
test plaintiff would first have to allege injury in fact, and the court
177 5 U.S.C. § 701(a)(2) (1970).
178 5 U.S.C. § 706 (1970).
179 See Ferry v. Udall, 336 F.2d 706, 712 (9th Cir. 1964), cert, denied, 381 U.S. 904
(1965); K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise, § 28.16, at 964-73 (Supp. 1970).
180 See Littel v. Morton, 445 F.2d 1207, 1210-11 (4th Cir. 1971); Scanwell Laboratories,
Inc. v. Shaffer, 424 F.2d 859, 874 (D.C. Cir. 1970); L. Jaffe, supra note 21, at 359;
Berger, Administrative Arbitrariness: A Synthesis, 78 Yale L.J. 965 (1969).
181 See Association of Data Processing Serv. Organizations, Inc. v. Camp, 397 U.S.
150, 157 (1970); Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 140 (1967).
182 Clearly, the Internal Revenue Service is an agency within the definition of the
Administrative Procedure Act. See note 176 supra and accompanying text. It is also
clear that the Internal Revenue Code was passed under the congressional taxing ahd
spending power. This should satisfy the first nexus of Flast.
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would have to find that his interests were arguably within the zone of
interest intended to be protected by the relevant statute.183
Even if the taxpayer can overcome conceptual difficulties in such a
claim,184 he still faces a second hurdle. Although the Court in Associa
tion of Data Processing indicated that reviewability is favored absent
a contrary intent fairly discernible from the statute,185 in the case of the
Internal Revenue Code a contrary intent is likely to be inferred. Section
7421 of the Internal Revenue Code specifically withholds jurisdiction
from state and federal courts in suits seeking injunctions “prohibiting
the assessment or collection” of federal taxes.186 A second source of
intent is the Declaratory Judgment Act which excludes federal tax con
troversies from its ambit.187 Finally, the Internal Revenue Code specifi
cally provides two alternatives for a taxpayer to obtain judicial review
of his own tax liability. He may pay his tax and then sue for a refund
in district court or the Court of Claims;188 or, if the Commissioner asserts
a deficiency, the taxpayer may file a petition in the Tax Court to have
the deficiency notice reviewed.189
These hurdles very likely would doom to failure any general taxpayer
challenge to Internal Revenue regulations based on section 10(e) of
the Administrative Procedure Act. Indeed, at best, it is doubtful that
vague congressional pronouncements regarding attempts to ensure fair
ness190 could overcome these solid indications of intent. Perhaps this
possibility will jar courts into accepting taxpayer standing in such an
instance under the dual nexus test of Flast, rather than under the Asso
ciation of Data Processing test.
As an alternate theory, the taxpayer could maintain that the Com
missioner’s actions, purportedly taken under the taxing and spending
power, were, in effect, legislative enactments since article I, section
183 See notes 165-167 supra and accompanying text.
184 It is difficult to perceive how a tax benefit given one taxpayer will injure another
individual as a taxpayer. The result of the benefit, a reduction in the total revenues
received by the Government, may cause a reduction in government spending and
thus indirectly affect citizens in general. Of course it is possible that the Government
might increase taxes to make up the revenues, but this result is no more likely than the
possibility that decreased taxes will cause those benefited to spend more, thus stimu
lating the economy and increasing revenues. In the words of Frothingham, the effect
upon the taxpayer is “so remote, fluctuating, and uncertain, that no basis is afforded
for an appeal to the preventive powers of a court of equity.” Frothingham v. Mellon,
262 U.S. 447, 487 (1923); cf. Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 738 (1972).
185 397 US. 156-57.
186 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 7421.
187 28 U.S.C. § 2201 (1970). See also notes 196-212 infra and accompanying text.
188 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, S 7422.
189 Id. §6213.
190 See H.R. Rep. No. 413, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969).
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seven requires that “all bills for raising revenue shall originate in the
House of Representatives.191 This provision is a restriction on
the congressional taxing and spending power and would therefore re
strict any actions by the Commissioner, thus satisfying the second nexus
in Fto.192
The Declaratory Judgment and Tax Injunction Acts
The Declaratory Judgment Act193 and Tax Injunction Act194 are fre
quently used to challenge taxpayers’ suits. In fact, government briefs
rely on these statutes to attack taxpayers’ suits almost as a matter of
course.195 The following sections analyze the meaning of these two
statutes and review the cases which have dealt with their use.
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ACT

For many years the Supreme Court, despite serious reservations, left
unresolved the question of the constitutionality of declaratory judg
ments.196 In 1933, however, it resolved these doubts, finding that the
constitutional requirement of case or controversy was met in declaratory
judgment suits.197 The next year Congress passed the Declaratory
Judgment Act,198 permitting federal courts to grant declaratory relief
when a real controversy between the parties has the necessary immedi
acy to warrant such action.199
Following the passage of the Act many suits were initiated requesting
declaratory judgments on tax matters.200 Congress responded to this
191 U.S. Const, art. I, § 7.
192 See generally notes 140-153 supra and accompanying text.
193 28 U.S.C. § § 2201-02 (1970).
194 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 7421.
i08 See, e.g., Brief of Defendants in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File Complaint
at 13-15, Alabama v. Connally, 404 U.S. 933 (1972); Brief in Support of Defendant’s
Motion to Dismiss at 46-52, Common Cause v. Connally, Civil No. 1337-71 (D.D.C.
Jan. 13, 1972), voluntarily dismissed, Order of Jan. 13, 1972, Civil No. 1337-71 (D.D.C.
Jan. 13, 1972); Brief in Support of Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss at 16, McGlotten v.
Kennedy, 338 F. Supp. 448 (D.D.C. 1972).
196 See Willing v. Chicago Auditorium Ass’n, 277 U.S. 274, 289 (1928); Liberty
Warehouse Co. v. Grannis, 273 U.S. 70, 74 (1927).
197 Nashville, C. & St. L. Ry. v. Wallace, 288 U.S. 249 (1933).
198 Ch. 512, 48 Stat. 955 (1934), as amended, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201-02 (1970). The consti
tutionality of the Act was settled in 1937. Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S.
227 (1937).
199 See C. Wright, Federal Courts 446-51 (2d ed. 1970).
200 See, e.g., John A. Gebelein, Inc. v. Milboume, 12 F. Supp. 105 (D. Md. 1935);
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Inc. v. Rothensies, 11 F. Supp. 225 (E.D. Pa. 1935); Penn v.
Glen, 10 F. Supp. 483 (W.D. Ky. 1935), appeal dismissed, 84 F.2d 1001 (6th Cir. 1936)
(per curiam).
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development by enacting section 405 of the Revenue Act of 1935,
which amended the Declaratory Judgment Act to allow declaratory
judgments, “except with respect to federal taxes.”201 Government
attorneys have pressed for literal interpretation of this amendment,
contending that a declaratory judgment proceeding which has any con
nection with federal taxes should be barred.202 However, courts gen
erally have decided this issue against the Government for two reasons.
First, they draw a distinction between suits instituted by taxpayers and
those instituted by nontaxpayers.203 Second, courts state that the Decla
ratory Judgment Act should be read coterminously with the Tax
Injunction Act and that the historical application of the latter can be
used to establish the limited applicability of the former. Both acts
were intended only to prohibit individuals from obtaining declaratory
judgments concerning their own tax liability.204
Beginning with Tomlinson v. Smith,205 the courts have held that a
distinction exists between taxpayers who are asking for declaratory
relief and nontaxpayers seeking similar relief. In Tomlinson, the de
fendant, collector of internal revenue, sought to compel a third party
who did not owe a tax to pay the taxes claimed to be owed by one to
whom the third party owed money. The court held that third parties,
like the nontaxpayer plaintiff, are not barred by the act from declara
tory relief.206
Tomlinson and the cases following it207 have come to support a
201 Ch. 829, 49 Stat. 1027, amending ch. 512, 48 Stat. 955 (1934) (codified at 28
U.S.C. § 2201 (1970)). There is no similar exclusion for controversies over state taxes,
but courts use great restraint in employing the Act in such controversies. See Great
Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. v. Huffman, 319 U.S. 293 (1943).
202 See Brief of Defendants in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File Complaint
at 13-15, Alabama v. Connally, 404 U.S. 933 (1972).
203 See notes 205-207 infra and accompanying text.
204 See notes 208-212 infra and accompanying text.
205 128 F.2d 808 (7th Cir. 1942).
206 The Declaratory Judgement Act “applies to suit by a taxpayer, but not to a
suit by a third party seeking to protect a lien claimed to be superior to that of the
Collector, as in the instant case.” Id. at 811.
207 Tomlinson was cited with approval in the 1953 case of Hoye v. United States.
109 F. Supp. 685, 686 (S.D. Cal. 1953). The Comptroller of Los Angeles requested
declaratory relief when the Collector of Internal Revenue attempted to collect money
owed on the tax bill of a city employee from the plaintiff. Id. The court dismissed
defendant’s motion for summary judgment, basing its decision on this distinction
between taxpayers and nontaxpayers. Id.
Bullock v. Latham extended this interpretation beyond cases involving tax liens. 306
F.2d 45 (2d Cir. 1962). Bullock sought a declaratory judgment that his property,
which the Government had seized and sold, should be credited to his own tax liability,
rather than to that of his corporation. Id. at 46. The court held that the exception
to the Declaratory Judgment Act was inapplicable. It said the statute served its
purpose if it prohibited relief to persons contesting their own tax liability and should
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narrow interpretation of the exception to the Declaratory Judgment
Act. They hold that the exception was intended to prohibit declaratory
judgments for those who bring an action to contest their own liability
as taxpayers.
W hen the Declaratory Judgment Act was amended in 1935,208 Con
gress intended to make the Act consistent and coterminous with long
standing policy in the tax field. The Senate Finance Committee, in its
amendment report, spoke of the unamended act as a “radical departure
from the long-continued policy of Congress” 209 as expressed in the
predecessor of the Tax Injunction Act. Over the years, the courts
have found congruence between the two acts.210 Judge Bazelon, speak
ing for a three judge panel in McGlotten v. Connally,211 equated the
two acts. “If the injunctive relief requested by plaintiffs is barred by
the Tax Injunction Act so too will relief be barred by the Declaratory
Judgment Act.”212 Once the conterminity of the two acts is estab
lished, the exceptions which have been carved out of the Tax In
junction Act can be applied to the Declaratory Judgment Act to broaden
taxpayers’ standing.
EXCEPTIONS TO THE TAX INJUNCTION ACT

A statement by the Supreme Court in 1876, in Cheatham v. United
States,213 explained the reasoning behind the Tax Injunction Act. In
referring to the importance of tax collection to the functioning of a
Government, the Court said, “all governments, in all times, have found
it neceessary to adopt stringent measures for the collection of taxes, and
to be rigid in the enforcement of them.”214 Section 7421 of the Internal
Revenue Code215 is one of the measures which the Congress has taken
to meet this need. This prohibition against injunctions to restrain the
not be construed to foreclose relief to a person claiming an interest in property levied
upon to satisfy the tax obligations of another. Id. at 48. See also Henshel v. Guilden,
300 F. Supp. 470, 472 (S.D.N.Y. 1969).
208 Revenue Act of 1935, ch. 829, § 405, 49 Stat. 1027, amending ch. 512, 48 Stat.
955 (1934) (codified at 28 U.S.C. § 2201 (1970)).
209 S. Rep. No. 1240, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1935). See also McGlotten v. Con
nally, 338 F. Supp. 448, 453 (D.D.C. 1972).
210 See Tomlinson v. Smith, 128 F.2d 808, 811 (7th Cir. 1942); Jules Hairstylists v.
United States, 268 F. Supp. 511, 515 (D. Md. 1967), aff'd mmi. 389 F.2d 389 (4th Cir.),
cert, denied, 391 U.S. 934 (1968).
211 338 F. Supp. 448 (D.D.C. 1972).
212 Id. at 453.
213 92 U.S. 85 (1876).
214/¿.at 87.
;
215 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 7421. This section provides that, with exceptions, no
suit to restrain assessment or collection of any tax may be maintained by any person,
whether or not the tax is assessed against that person. Id.
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collection or assessment of taxes dates back to the “rule generally fol
lowed in courts of equity that a suit will not lie to restrain the collec
tion of a tax upon the sole ground of its illegality.”216 Although the
wording of section 7421 is unambiguous, it has been held not to apply
in some instances. The two most important instances of nonapplica
bility are the exceptional circumstances and the nontaxpayer excep
tions.217

Exceptional Circumstances.
The Supreme Court in Dodge v.
Osborn218 held that the alleged unconstitutionality of a tax was in
sufficient to overcome the statutory prohibition against suits to restrain
assessment or collection of taxes, but it further indicated that “extra
ordinary and entirely exceptional” circumstances might be sufficient.219
After several cases,220 the doctrine reached its fruition in Miller v.
Standard Nut Margarine Co.221 In that case a dispute arose between
the Government and the company as to whether a product was subject
to the oleomargarine tax. The company relied upon a letter from the
Government stating that its product was not taxable, upon a treasury
ruling to the same effect, and upon a court decision allowing another
manufacturer to recover taxes paid upon a similar product.222 The
Supreme Court sustained an injunction restraining collection of the
tax by the Internal Revenue Service because it found no legal possi
bility that a valid tax could have been assessed against the company and
because enforcement against the company “would be arbitrary and
oppressive, would destroy its business, ruin it financially and inflict loss
216 Miller v. Nut Margarine Co., 284 U.S. 489, 509 (1931).
217 There is also a third exception, the penalty exception, which is very narrowly
construed. This exception applies when the court determines that the tax is a criminal
penalty and therefore outside the purview of section 7421 which is merely a revenue
law. See Regal Drug Corp. v. Wardell, 260 U.S. 386, 396 (1922); Lipke v. Lederer,
259 US. 557, 561 (1922). But see Botta v. Scanlon, 314 F.2d 392, 393 (2d Cir. 1963).
See also Mulcahy v. United States, 237 F. Supp. 656, 658 (S.D. Tex. 1964); Lynn v.
Scanlon, 234 F. Supp. 140, 143 (E.D.N.Y. 1964). Regardless which of the exceptions
is relied upon, the plaintiff must show the inadequacy of his legal remedy. See, e.g.,
Bowers v. United States, 423 F.2d 1207, 1208 (5th Cir. 1970); Kennedy v. Coyle, 352
F2d 869, 870 (7th Cir. 1965); Johnson v. Coppinger, 320 F. Supp. 716, 717 (NJD.
Ala. 1971). When the nontaxpayer exception is alleged, this requires a showing of.
irreparable injury. Rosenthal v. Allen, 74 F. Supp. 879, 883 (M.D. Ga. 1948). Extra
ordinary circumstances, the second exception, satisfy this requirement. Long v. Kelley,
100 F. Supp. 235 (M.D. Ala. 1951); Mazzella v. Yoke, 70 F. Supp. 462, 463 (S.D. W. Va.
1947).
218 240 US. 118 (1916).
210 Id. at 122.
220See Graham v. DuPont, 262 U.S. 234 (1923); Hill v. Wallace, 259 U.S. 44 (1922).
221284 U.S. 498 (1932).
222 Id. at 505.
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for which it would have no remedy at law.” 223 The Court stated that
illegality alone would not justify the injunction, but that additional
extraordinary and exceptional circumstances would make the statute
inapplicable.224
After considerable confusion over the parameters of the excep
tion,225 the Supreme Court seriously restricted its application in Enochs
v. Williams Packing & Navigation Co.226 A taxpayer sought to restrain
the collection of social security and unemployment taxes, contending
that he was not liable for these taxes because the operators of his fishing
boats were not employees. The district court granted a permanent in
junction227 which was upheld by the Fifth Circuit.228 The Supreme
Court reversed and the injunction was dissolved. Chief Justice Warren
did not overrule Miller but instead narrowly defined it: “The object
of section 7421(a) is to withdraw jurisdiction from the state and
federal courts to entertain suits seeking injunctions prohibiting the
collection of federal taxes.” 229 He said that the statute is inapplicable
only if it is clear that the Government can prevail under no circum
stances.230

Nontaxpayer Exception.
The revenue laws are designed to aid
in assessing and collecting taxes and therefore should apply to taxpayers,
not to nontaxpayers.231 The Internal Revenue Code provides methods
by which taxpayers may challenge their tax bills after taxes have been
paid and the Commissioner has refused to make a refund.232 While non
taxpayers have long had access to courts to enjoin distraint of their
property to pay the taxes of another,233 no procedures such as those
which are available to taxpayers exist for nontaxpayers. If the Com
missioner levies upon property of a nontaxpayer to collect a tax owed
by the taxpayer or in some other way violates the rights of a nontax
payer, relief for the nontaxpayer will not be blocked by the prohibitory
223 Id. at 510-11.
224 Id. at 509.
225 See Note, Tax: Restrawing the Assessment or Collection of Taxes: Section 7421 (a)
of the Internal Revenue Code, 1 Tulsa L.J. 82, 88-89 (1964).
226 370 U.S. 1 (1962).
227 176 F. Supp. 168 (S.D. Miss. 1959).
228 291 F.2d 402 (5th Cir. 1961).
229 370 U.S. at 5.
wold. at 7. See also Trent v. United States, 442 F.2d 405 (6th Cir. 1971) (per curiam)
(fact plaintiff has strong case insufficient, Government must be legally certain to lose),
231 See Bullock v. Latham, 306 F.2d 45 (2d Cir. 1962); cf. Int. Rev. Code of 1954,
5 7422.
232 See Int. Rev. Code of 1954,
6213 (a), 7422.
,.
,
233 See Long v. Rasmussen, 281 F. 236 (D. Mont. 1922).
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statute, and collection activities can be restrained.234 The cases which
allow this exception argue that if nontaxpayers are excluded from this
relief they will have no remedy at all and that nontaxpayers do not
seek to limit the amount of money collectible by the Government.235
Injunctive relief was granted in New York Casualty Co. v. Twerner2^ restraining the Collector from attaching the balance owed a con
tractor on a construction project.237 There were three claims against
the fund—1) unpaid claims for labor and materials; 2) reimbursement
due the bonding company for payments it had made; and 3) the claims
of the Internal Revenue Service for taxes owed by the contractor. Since
the total amount of these claims was greater than the amount due the
contractor, the surety company sought to restrain the Government’s
collection until it had been paid.238 The court granted injunctive re
lief, stating that the company had a prior equitable lien upon the fund
superior to the Government’s tax lien.239240
In Bullock v. Latham^ the District Director of Internal Revenue had
sold plaintiff’s property to satisfy the tax liability of a corporation of
which he was the sole shareholder. The appellate court reversed the
dismissal of a declaratory judgment action, holding that section 7421
of the Internal Revenue Code does not prohibit actions by nontax
payers.241242
Perhaps the clearest explanation of the reasons for the nontaxpayer
exception was given in McGlotten v. United States.2*2 The court held
that section 7421 did not preclude an injunction against the Internal
Revenue Service to restrain it from granting tax exemptions to segre
gated fraternal organizations:
Plaintiff’s action has nothing to do with the collection or assess
ment of taxes. He does not contest the amount of his own tax, nor
does he seek to limit the amount of tax revenue collectible by the
234 See, e.g., Maule Indus, v. Tomlinson, 244 F.2d 897 (5th Cir. 1957); Raffele v.
Granger, 196 F.2d 620 (3d Cir. 1952); Helvey v. Wiseman, 199 F. Supp. 200 (W.D.
Okla. 1961).
285 See New York Cas. Co. v. Zwerner, 58 F. Supp. 473, 477 (N.D. Ill. 1944).
238 58 F. Supp. 473 (ND. Ill. 1944).
287 Id. at 475.
238 Id.
288 Id. at 476.
240 306 F.2d 45 (2d Cir. 1962).
241 Id. at 46; cf. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 7426. See also Bauer v. Foley, 404 F.2d
1215, 1217 (2d Cir. 1968), afi'd on rehearing, 408 F.2d 1331 (1969) (action to enjoin
seizure and sale of home, Government cannot move against property if it should have
known signature on joint return obtained through duress); Gordon v. United States, 322
F. Supp. 537, 540 (E.D.N.Y. 1970) (Commissioner cannot move against property if
plaintiff never formally assessed).
242 338 F. Supp. 448 (D.D.C. 1972).
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United States. The preferred course of raising his objections in a
suit for refund is not available. In this situation we cannot read the
statute to bar the present suit.243

The statement highlights both the lack of any other remedy and the
fact that the petitioner was not impeding the collection of taxes.244
The 1966 Amendment to Section 1421.
In 1966, section 7421
was amended to add the words “whether or not such person is the
person against whom such tax is assessed.” 245246
247
The following year, in
Jules Hairstylists v. United States24* the court distinguished the non
taxpayer case of Tomlinson v. Smith24' and then added the caveat that
the 1966 amendment might have removed the nontaxpayer exception
to the Tax Injunction Act.248 Chief Judge Bazelon, writing in McGlotten v. United States24* dismissed this contention with a footnote,
saying that the amendment is inapplicable to this exception.250
The McGlotten view seems to be more accurate; the amendment was
part of the Federal Tax Lien Act of 1966,251 which was intended to
modernize the laws regulating the relationship of federal tax liens to
the interest of creditors.252 The Senate Finance Committee reported
that, prior to the 1966 amendment, some courts allowed suits in equity
to be brought against district directors to enjoin wrongful collection
of taxes. Section 7421 was amended to remove this authority from the
courts. However, section 7426253 granted the same authority under
specific circumstances. The law thus was intended to define and limit
suits against the Government regarding tax liens.254 This interpretation
is not only consistent with the legislative history and the McGlotten
243 Id. at 453-54 (citations omitted).
244 In Green v. Connally, the court impliedly came to the same conclusion. 330 F.
Supp. 1150 (D.D.C.), affd mem. sub nom., Coit v. Green, 404 U.S. 997 (1971). See also
Adler v. Nicholas, 166 F.2d 674 (10th Cir. 1948) (partners from whom payment of
taxpayer-partner’s tax liability sought by Commissioner not taxpayers therefore not
subject to statutory provision requiring taxpayer to pay tax under protest and sue to
recover).
245 Federal Tax Lien Act of 1966, Pub. L. No. 89-719, § 110(c), 80 Stat. 1144,
crmending Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 7421.
246 268 F. Supp. 511 (D. Md. 1967), affd mem., 389 F.2d 389 (4th Cir.), cert, denied,
391 U.S. 934 (1968).
247 128 F.2d 808 (7th Cir. 1942).
248 268 F. Supp. at 515.
249 338 F. Supp. 448 (D.D.C. 1972).
250 Id. at 463 n.25.
251 Pub. L. No. 89-719, § 110(c), 80 Stat. 1144, crmending Int. Rev. Code of 1954,
5 7421.
252 See S. Rep. No. 1708, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1966).
253 Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 7426.
254 See S. Rep. No. 1708, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 28 (1966).
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holding, but seems to be consistent with the general view of courts
which have considered the issue since the amendment.255
Sovereign Immunity

Jurisdictional barriers are not the only obstacles with which a tax
payer must contend. Invariably, when the Government or one of its
administrators is sued, the defense of sovereign immunity is interposed.
It is unclear exactly how the principle of sovereign immunity arose
in the United States. In 1882, Justice Miller commented that “the
principle has never been discussed or the reasons for it given, but it
has always been treated as established doctrine.” 256 Various reasons
for the doctrine have been advanced, such as the belief that the King
can do no wrong, the inability of courts to enforce their judgments,257
and “the logical and practical ground that there can be no legal right
against the authority that makes the law on which the right depends.”258
The best rationale, however, appears to be that official action of the
Government must be protected from undue interference.259*
Until Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Commerce Corp.™ the rule
for determining whether or not sovereign immunity applied could be
stated simply. A public official who acted under an unconstitutional
statute or outside his statutory authority was stripped of his official
character and subjected to personal liability for the consequences of
his individual conduct.261 Although Larson held that actions beyond
an administrator’s authority may be made the object of specific relief,
the plurality opinion also held that conduct, though wrongful, may
not be enjoined if an administrator is acting within the general sphere
of his authority.262 The application of sovereign immunity was said
to turn on whether a suit is in substance against the sovereign.263 This
255 See, e.g., Bauer v. Foley, 404 F.2d 1215 (2d Cir. 1968), afpd on rehearing, 408
F.2d 1331 (2d Cir. 1969); Gordon v. United States, 322 F. Supp. 537 (E.D.N.Y. 1970);
Henshel v. Guilden, 300 F. Supp. 470 (S.D.N.Y. 1969).
256 United States v. Lee, 106 U.S. 196, 207 (1882).
257 See Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419, 478 (1793).
258See Kawananakoa v. Polybank, 205 U.S. 349, 353 (1907).
259 See Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Commerce Corp., 337 U.S. 682, 705 (1949)
(Douglas, J., concurring).
260337 U.S. 682 (1949).
261 Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123, 159-60 (1908); see Osborn v. Bank of the United
States, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 738, 836-37 (1824). The Supreme Court did recognize that ap
plication of the doctrine had not been consistent at an early stage. Cunningham v,
Macon, 109 U.S. 446, 452 (1883).
262 337 U.S. at 689-90.
263 id. at 688.
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test is difficult to apply since the result of most suits will clearly operate
against the sovereign.264
The Supreme Court, however, adopted just such a test in Hawaii v.
Gordon2™ when it said, “relief sought nominally against an officer
is in fact against the sovereign, if the decree would operate against the
latter.” 266 These and other decisions267 of the Court suggest that sover
eign immunity applies whenever the relief sought would interfere with
public administration or expend itself on the public treasury.268
The injustices caused by the doctrine have been recognized and
Congress itself has attempted to ameliorate the injuries which the doc
trine has inflicted by enacting various statutes in which the Government
has consented to be sued.269 When Congress has consented, the Court
seemingly has not been consistent in a narrow or broad interpretation
of the consent.270271
The important question in taxpayers’ suits is whether
statutes such as the Administrative Procedure Act waive sovereign
immunity.
In Blackman v. Guerre,211 the Supreme Court said that the Adminis
trative Procedure Act is not “to be deemed an implied waiver of all
governmental immunity from suit.” 272 This language, however, has
not been followed by the courts of appeals which are split on the issue.273
Since enactment of the Administrative Procedure Act, the Supreme
264See, e.g., Manual Enterprises v. Day, 370 U.S. 478 (1962) (order to carry mail);
Greene v. McElroy, 360 U.S. 474 (1959) (order to restore security clearance); Vitarelli
v. Seaton, 359 U.S. 535 (1959) (order to reinstate employee).
265 373 U.S. 57 (1963).
266 Id. at 58.
267 See Dugan v. Rank, 372 U.S. 609 (1963); Malone v. Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643 (1962).
268 See K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 27.01, at 149 (Supp. 1965).
269 See C. Wright, Federal Courts § 22, at 70 n.23 (2d ed. 1970).
270 Compare United States v. Yellow Cab Co., 340 U.S. 543, 550 (1951) and Federal
Housing Administrator v. Burr, 309 U.S. 242, 245 (1940) with McMahon v. United
States, 342 U.S. 25, 27 (1951) and United States v. Sherwood, 312 U.S. 584, 590 (1941).
271 342 U.S.512 (1952).
272 id. at 515-16.
273 Two circuits have held that, where applicable, the Administrative Procedure Act
constitutes a waiver of sovereign immunity. Scanwell Laboratories, Inc. v. Shaffer, 424
F.2d 859, 873-74 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Kletschka v. Driver, 411 F.2d 436, 445 (2d Cir.
1969). Earlier this was the position of the Ninth Circuit, but they have seemingly
reversed their position. Compare Adams v. Witmer, 271 F.2d 29, 34-35 (9th Cir. 1958)
with State v. Udall, 417 F.2d 1310, 1320 (9th Cir. 1969). The Fifth Circuit has
apparently done the same. Compare Estrada v. Ahrens, 296 F.2d 690, 698 (5th Cir.
1961) with Colson v. Hickel, 428 F.2d 1046, 1050-51 (5th Cir. 1970), cert, denied, 401
U.S. 911 (1971).
Four other circuits have rejected the waiver theory. Littell v. Morton, 445 F.2d 1207,
1213 (4th Cir. 1971); Motah v. United States, 402 F.2d 1, 2 (10th Cir. 1968); Twin
Cities Chippewa Tribal Council v. Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, 370 F.2d 529, 532
(8th Cir. 1967); Cyrus v. United States, 226 F.2d 416, 417 (1st Cir. 1955).
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Court itself has decided at least five cases dealing with review of admin
istrative decisions in which sovereign immunity was invoked without
any mention of the Administrative Procedure Act’s judicial review
provisions.274 There is no way to reconcile the cases. Whether the Act
waives sovereign immunity seems to depend on the court in which one
chooses to bring his action.
Conclusion

Federal taxpayers suing qua taxpayers thus find themselves beset with
nearly insuperable hurdles in attempting to invoke the jurisdiction of
federal courts to challenge government taxing and spending programs.
Although Flast v. Cohen and its progeny have facilitated access to the
courthouse by dismantling the preclusive Frothingham v. Mellon bar
rier, those same decisions have simultaneously established their own
concomitant set of constitutional prerequisites which cannot be easily
overcome by a taxpayer plaintiff. In addition to facing constitutional
barriers, the federal taxpayer also must deal with nonconstitutional bar
riers—statutory jurisdictional requirements and judicially created doc
trines—which often prove to be more formidable than constitutional re
quirements. In sum, despite recent inroads in the area of taxpayers’
standing to sue, the federal taxpayer finds very arduous indeed the task
of gaining his day in court.

274 See Hawaii v. Gordon, 373 U.S. 57 (1963); Fresno v. California, 372 U.S. 627
(1963); Dugan v. Rank, 372 U.S. 609 (1963); Malone v. Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643 (1962);
Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Commerce Corp., 337 U.S. 682 (1949).

COMMENTS
SEC SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL RULE 14a-8:
IMPACT OF THE 1972 AMENDMENTS
In an apparent attempt to quiet recent criticism of its shareholder pro
posal rule and its administration,1 the Securities and Exchange Com
mission recently revised rule 14a-8.2 The rule is part of the proxy
machinery which the SEC has created pursuant to authority granted
under the Securities Exchange Act of 19343 which, subject to certain
limitations, provides shareholders free access to corporate proxy ma
terials by giving them the right to have a proposal included in the cor
poration’s proxy statement.4 If management chooses to oppose the
proposal, the proponent is permitted to include a statement in support
of his proposition.5 As a result, an individual shareholder is enabled
to reach—at almost no personal expense—the majority of shareholders
in publicly-held corporations who commonly choose to vote by proxy
rather than by personal attendance at the annual shareholder’s meeting.6
1 See, e.g., Note, Shareholder Proposals: The Experience of Rule 14a-8, 59 Geo. L.J.
1343 (1971); Note, Proxy Rule 14a-8: Omission of Shareholder Proposals, 84 Harv. L.
Rev. 700 (1971); Note, Liberalizing SEC Rule 14a-8 Through the Use of Advisory Pro
posals, 80 Yale L.J. 845 (1971).
2 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972) ( to be codified
at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8). See also Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9432, 36 Fed.
Reg. 25,432 (1971).
3 Section 14(a) authorizes the SEC to prescribe those rules or regulations “necessary
or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors....” 15 U.S.C.
5 78n(a) (1970).
4 17 CE.R. § 240.14a-8(a) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No.
9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972).
5 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(b) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No.
9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972). The new rule permits the proponent to submit a
statement of up to 200 words, doubling the length formerly permitted. Securities Ex
change Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R.
§ 240.14a-8(b)). In addition, “(a]ny statements in the text of a proposal, such as a
preamble or ‘whereas’ clauses, which are in effect arguments in support of the proposal,
shall be deemed part of. the supporting statement and subject to the 200-word limitation
thereon.” Id.; see notes 66-69 infra and accompanying text.
6 The probability that the proposal will be ratified at the annual meeting is remote,
however. For example, a classic examination of voting results for a six-year period
beginning in 1948 revealed that out of more than 350 shareholder proposals included in
proxv materials, only eight carried. Of course, six were favored by management or
not opposed. The remaining two were submitted by one proponent in a successful
take-over effort. Emerson, The Shareholder Proposal Rule, 9 Fin. Analysts J. 87, 90-92
(1953); Emerson & Latcham, The SEC Proxy Proposal Rule: The Corporate Gadfly, 19
U. Chi. L. Rev. 807, 828-30 (1952). Of the public interest shareholder proposals sub[ 781 1
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Controversy over rule 14a-8 has centered primarily on the tests under
which management may properly exclude a shareholder proposal which
has the purpose of promoting a general economic, social, or political
cause.7 It is the thesis of this Comment that in recent years the SEC
has altered its views of what should be excluded under this test. As
a result, shareholder proposals reflecting socially oriented goals have
been included in addition to the more traditional proposals.8 This Com
ment further suggests that, subject to certain limitations, the SEC has
essentially codified this practice in its recent revision.9 In developing
this theme, the focus of this Comment will be on the background, scope,
and impact of the revised rule.

Development of the General Cause Test
The right of a shareholder to have his proposal included in the cor
poration’s proxy materials is less than absolute. Although the only
requirement for making a proposal is that one must be a “security holder
entitled to vote”10 at a shareholder’s meeting, a proponent must never
theless thread his way through a complex series of tests under which
management may properly exclude a proposal.11 In order to understand
mitted in recent years, the Schotland-Zaffere proposal, submitted to Fidelity Trend,
Inc., which would have restricted mutual fund portfolio acquisitions on the basis of
corporate environmental policies, appears to have been the most successful. Schwartz,
Towards New Corporate Goals: Co-existence with Society, 60 Geo. L.J. 57, 64 n.30
(1971). That proposal received 12.02 percent of the vote. N.Y. Times, July 24, 1971,
§ 1, at 31, col. 1. Professor Loss maintains that “[i]t is not too important that very few
of these ... proposals are carried .... The rule is apt to have a healthy indirect impact
upon corporate management.” 2 L. Loss, Securities Regulation 906 (2d ed. 1961); see
Schwartz, supra at 58-60.
7 See generally Manne, Shareholder Social Proposals Viewed by an Opponent, 24
Stan. L. Rev. 481 (1972); Schwartz, The Public-Interest Proxy Contest: Reflections on
Campaign GM, 69 Mich. L. Rev. 419 (1971).
8 The breadth of interest in this issue is considerable. In 1972, the Project on Cor
porate Responsibility sponsored a meeting on various shareholder proposals which was
attended by 50 representatives of institutional investors, six representatives of shareholder
proponent organizations, and two representatives of corporations. A Synopsis of A
Meeting Sponsored by the Project on Corporate Responsibility Concerning Various
Shareholder Proposals, Mar. 23-24, 1972. See generally J. Simon, C. Powers & J. Gunnemann, The Ethical Investor (1972); Committee on Economic Development, Social
Responsibilities of Business Corporations (1971).
9 The revised rule became effective January 1, 1973. See Securities Exchange Act
Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8).
10 Id. (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(a)).
11 Management of American Cyanamid Company objected in 1972 to inclusion of a
proposal by the Project on Corporate Responsibility in part on the allegation that they
were not a security holder entitled to vote at a meeting of security holders at the time
proposals were submitted to management for inclusion in the company’s proxy materials.
Letter from Harold B. Gross, General Counsel and Secretary, American Cyanamid Co.,
to SEC, Feb. 4, 1972. Because the proponent had not resubmitted the materials after it
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the impact of the revised rule, the rule’s development prior to the 1972
change must be reviewed.
Prior to the recent amendment the SEC had developed three basic
tests12 under which management could properly omit a shareholder
proposal.13 First, management did not have to include a proposal which
became a holder of record, the company claimed that the proposals had not been sub
mitted within the required number of days—60 days before and 70 days after the re
vision-specified in rule 14a-8(a). 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(a) (1972), as amended, Securities
Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972). To meet the company’s
contention, the shareholder would have had to be a holder of record on January 17, 1972.
The shareholder became a holder of record two days later. Actual purchase of the stock
occurred on December 23, 1971. Letter from Christina Podolak, Administrative Assistant,
Project on Corporate Responsibility, to Harold B. Gross, General Counsel and Secre
tary, American Cyanamid Co., Jan. 20, 1972. The company’s position was rejected in
formally by the SEC staff: “This Division does not agree with- your opinion that the
proposal may be omitted under Rule 14a-8(a) since the Project appears to have estab
lished that it had (and still has) a beneficial interest in securities which are entitled to
be voted at the annual meeting at the time it submitted its proposals to the company.
Accordingly, it would also appear that the Project, as beneficial owner of American
Cyanamid stock prior to January 17, 1972, submitted its proposals in a timely fashion.”
Letter from Neal S. McCoy, Chief Counsel, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, to Harold B.
Gross, General Counsel and Secretary, American Cyanamid Co., Mar. 3, 1972.
12 See Schwartz, supra note 7, at 431-54; Note, Shareholder Proposals: The Experience
of Rule Ma-8, 59 Geo. L.J. 1343 (1971).
13 If management opposes the inclusion of the resolution in its proxy statement, a
statement of reasons for exclusion must be filed with the SEC at least 30 days before
management files its preliminary proxy material. Where reasons are based on matters
of law, supporting opinion of counsel must be included. The corporation also is obli
gated to notify the proponent that it has taken this action. 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(d)
(1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178
(1972).
The rule makes no provision for comparable submissions by the proponent. See id.
The absence of symmetrical provisions for the shareholder to support the includabiiity
of his proposal has been criticized by Professor Roy A. Schotland. Letter from Roy A.
Schotland, Professor, Georgetown University Law Center, to Sydney H. Mendelsohn,
Assistant Director, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, Apr. 12, 1971, in BNA Sec. Reg. & L. Rep.
No. 97, at E-l (Apr. 14, 1971). At Professor Schotland’s urging, the Commission has
made provision for the receipt of shareholder arguments in support of proposal includa
bility in proxy materials, but not as a formal part of the rule. Letter from Sydney H.
Mendelsohn, Assistant Director, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, to Roy A. Schotland, Professor,
Georgetown University Law Center, in BNA Sec. Reg. & L. Rep. No. 97, at E-l
(Apr. 14, 1971). The provision allows the shareholder to support his proposal before
the Commission as “information concerning alleged violations of the statutes administered
[by the Commission] and this may include argument as to w’hy it is believed that ac
tivities proposed to be taken would be violative of the statute.” Id. This position
denies the shareholder equal opportunity to present his arguments and have them con
sidered on an equal footing with those of management. This “procedural void means
that shareholders are confronted with Kafkaesque vagueness and uncertainty as to
whether they may file a statement of reasons, when they are to file, and whether the
filing will be considered enough to make it worth the effort.” Letter from Roy A.
Schotland, Professor, Georgetown University Law Center, to Sydney H. Mendelsohn,
Assistant Director, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, Apr. 12, 1971, in BNA Sec. Reg. & L. Rep.
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was not a proper subject for action by security holders under the laws
of the corporation’s domicile.*14 Second, management was not required
to include a proposal which “consisted of a recommendation or request
that the management take action with respect to a matter relating to
the conduct of the ordinary business operations of the issuer.”15 Finally,
a proposal could be omitted which was “clearly... submitted by the
security holder... primarily for the purpose of promoting general eco
nomic, political, racial, religious, social or similar causes.”16
GENERAL CAUSE TEST

The third test for exclusion, often referred to as the “general cause
test,” has been the focus of considerable attention in recent years and
is the principal object of the new revision. As formerly constituted,
the wording of the test indicated that an inquiry into the shareholder’s
motivation for submitting the proposal was appropriate. Serious ques
tions have been raised whether the SEC is capable of determining mo
tivation, let alone the propriety of its doing so.17 At what point does
it “clearly appear” that the “primary purpose” of the proponent is
to promote what would today be called public interest causes? With
no stated right of a proponent to respond to management assertions
about his motivation18 and with the SEC’s limited expertise in this area,19
an inquiry into motivation appears to be a dubious activity at best.
Another troublesome element of the general cause test was the
problem of defining what constitutes “general economic, political, racial,
No. 97, at E-l (Apr. 14, 1971). But see Note, The SEC and “No Action” Decisions
Under Proxy Rule 14a-8: The Case for Direct Judicial Review, 84 Harv. L. Rev. 835
(1971).
1417 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (1) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972).
^ld. § 240.14a-8(c) (5), as amended, Securities Exchange Release No. 9784, 37 Fed.
Reg. 23,178 (1972).
1Qld. § 240.14a-8(c) (2), as amended, Securities Exchange Release No. 9784, 37 Fed.
Reg. 23,178 (1972). Under the revised rule the comparable section allows management
to exclude a proposal which “consists of a recommendation, request or mandate that
action be taken with respect to any matter, including a general economic, political,
racial, religious, social or similar cause, that is not significantly related to the business
of the issuer or is not within the control of the issuer.” Securities Exchange Release
No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
17 See Schwartz, supra note 7, at 445-49 nn.l28-44; Note, Liberalizing SEC Rule 14a-8
Through the Use of Advisory Proposals, 80 Yale L.J. 845, 855-56 (1971); Letter from
Sydney H. Mendelsohn, Assistant Director, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, to Caleb Loring,
Jr., Vice-President and Clerk, Fidelity Trend Fund, Inc., Apr. 30, 1971, in BNA Sec.
Reg. & L. Rep. No. 101, at K-l (May 12, 1971).
18 See note 13 supra.
19 See Note, supra note 17, at 855-56.
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religious, social or similar causes.”20 Experience with the rule indicated
that those proposals which had only incidental economic, political,
racial, religious, social or similar implications were not excluded.21
The problem then became one of delineating the point at which a pro
posal was too general and therefore excludable under the general cause
test.
ORIGIN of general cause test

The origin of the general cause test has been traced directly to an
interpretative opinion rendered by the Director of the SEC’s Division
of Corporation Finance which was made public in 1945.22 Prior to
that release, the only articulated basis for exclusion of a shareholder
proposal was a provision that the proposal must be a “proper subject
for action by the security holders.”23 The 1945 interpretation of
“proper subject” indicated that the puropse of the shareholder pro
posal did not include an intent “to permit the stockholders to obtain
the consensus of other stockholders with respect to matters which are
of a general political, social or economic nature. Other forums exist for
the presentation of such views.”24
The thrust of this interpretative opinion was codified in 1952.25
In the process of codification, however, the test was expanded to in
clude an inquiry into motivation by including as part of the test the
20 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972).
21 See notes 59-60 infra and accompanying text.
22 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 3638, 11 Fed. Reg. 10,995 (1946). The release
made public a letter to a corporation which had notified the Commission staff that it
intended to omit a shareholder proposal. The shareholder’s resolutions proposed 1) that
dividends paid to shareholders be free of personal federal income taxes; 2) that the
antitrust laws and their enforcement be revised; and 3) that all future federal legislation
providing for representation of workers and farmers be made applicable equally to in
vestors. Id.
23 The release was explicitly interpreting the proper subject test of rule X-14A-7,
predecessor of rule 14a-8(c) (1). Securities Exchange Act Release No. 3638, 11 Fed. Reg.
10,995 (1946). At that time rule 14a-8(c)(5), the ordinary business operations test for
excluding proposals, had not yet been adopted. It was adopted in 1954. Securities Ex
change Act Release No. 4979, 19 Fed. Reg. 246, 247 (1954).
24 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 3638, 11 Fed. Reg. 10,995 (1946).
25 The pre-amended language of the general cause test was adopted in 1952. Securities
Exchange Act Release No. 4775, 17 Fed. Reg. 11,431, 11,433 (1952) (codified in 17 CE.R.
§ 240.14a-8(c) (2) (1972)), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37
Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972). The Director of the Division of Corporation Finance stated
shortly thereafter that the rule had been designed to include in rule 14a-8 “the substance
of Exchange Act Release No. 3638 . . . .” Letter from Galdwin Bane, Director, Div. of
Corp. Fin., SEC, to John Mathis, Vice President, Am. Soc. of Corporate Secretaries,
Feb. 4, 1952, in SEC Docket File No. S 7-35-6-2.
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terms “clearly appears” and “primary purpose.”26 The major signifi
cance of including these terms was to shift the focus of inquiry from
the face of the proposal to the proponent’s motive for submission.
JUDICIAL REVIEW

Litigation over the meaning of the general cause test is sparse. Only
two cases27 have directly involved this test, and one of them was litigated
prior to the interjection of motivational inquiry into the test. This
latter case, Peck v. Greyhound Corp.,28 involved a recommendation
that management consider the advisability of abolishing the segregated
seating system in the South.29 The Court refused to grant the share
holder’s prayer for a temporary injunction on two distinct grounds—
1) the shareholder had failed to exhaust available administrative remedies
to obtain revision of the SEC’s informal approval of management’s in
tention to exclude the proposal; and 2) he had failed to show irreparable
harm resulting from the court’s refusal to issue an injunction.30 The
more recent case, Medical Committee for Human Rights v. SEC,31
involved a recommended charter amendment which would have re
quired Dow Chemical Company to discontinue the manufacture of
napalm.32
In each case, the Commission had advised the parties that it would
take no action if management omitted the resolution.33 Unfortunately,
26 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (e) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972).
27 Medical Comm, for Human Rights v. SEC, 432 F.2d 659 (D.C. Cir. 1970), vacated as
moot, 404 U.S. 403 (1972); Peck v. Greyhound Corp., 97 F. Supp. 679 (S.D.N.Y. 1951).
28 97 F. Supp. 679 (S.D.N.Y. 1951).
29 Id. at 680.
so Id. at 681.
31 432 F.2d 659 (D.C. Cir. 1970), vacated as moot, 404 U.S. 403 (1972).
321d. at 663. Because the amendment was technically late, Dow simply disregarded it.
The following year Medical Committee again raised the issue and, at that time, changed
the proposal to its disputed form. This was done to avoid management’s objection that
it should be allowed to decide to whom and under what circumstances it will sell its
products and inferentially to avoid the limits of the ordinary course of business test.
While the proponent did concede to management’s rights, it specifically replied: “Never
theless, we are certain that you would agree that the company’s owners have not only
the legal power but also the historic and economic obligation to determine what products
their company will manufacture. Therefore, [we submit] ... our revised proposal....”
Id. at 662, quoting Letter from Medical Comm, for Human Rights to Secretary, Dow
Chemical Co., Feb. 3, 1969.
33 A no-action letter is not indicative of the Commission’s position with regard to
the propriety of the shareholder proposal. Such a letter signifies the position of the
issuing division only. Its value is limited to an assurance that the particular division
will not recommend to the Commission that enforcement action be taken. 17 C.F.R.
§ 202.1(d) (1972).
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in Peck the United States District Court for the Southern District of
New York failed to reach a substantive determination. The court did
not enumerate what additional administrative remedies the plaintiff
might have pursued,34 and this may have affected its determination on
the absence of irreparable harm.35 The United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit in Medical Committee also failed
to reach the merits, but not before it had decided that the courts of
appeals have jurisdiction over a SEC determination to take no action
if a corporation decides to omit a shareholder proposal.36 At the circuit
court level and on appeal to the Supreme Court, the Commission con
tended that a no-action determination was not a reviewable order
because it simply represented an advisory opinion which was neither
formal nor final.37
In discussing the exclusionary tests of rule 14a-8, Judge Tamm,
speaking for the court of appeals, criticized the Commission’s logic in
upholding Dow’s decision to omit the proposal. Dow had based the
exclusion on both the general cause test38 and on the ordinary business
operations test.39 The court could not understand how any proposal
34 Both the staff and the Commission had already reviewed the company’s decision to
omit the shareholder’s proposal. 97 F. Supp. at 680. Only if the staff had issued a
no-action letter without the Commission’s review of its decision would the court’s
allusion to available administrative remedies have been correct. Since the Commission’s
enforcement authority with respect to section 14 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
is clearly discretionary, there are no further administrative remedies available once
the Commission reviews a staff opinion. Hence, the proponent had no further remedies
which he could pursue, although there was further action which the SEC in its discretion
could initiate. See Aranow & Einhorn, Corporate Proxy Contests: Enforcement of SEC
Proxy Rules by the Commission and Private Parties, 31 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 875, 885-87 (1956).
35 Sec Note, supra note 12, at 1352-53. Informal administration of shareholder pro
posals by the Commission has been sharply criticized by a former staff lawyer for failure
to inform the public of the standards which are applied, its development of poor
substantive law, and its inconsistency. Clusserath, The Amended Stockholder Proposal
Rule: A Decade Later, 40 Notre Dame Law. 13, 40-42 (1964); see Note, supra note 12,
at 1363-71; Note, supra note 13, at 842-49.
36 432 F.2d at 663-76.
37 Petitioner’s Petition for Certiorari, SEC v. Medical Comm, for Human Rights, 404
U.S. 403 (1972).
38 432 F.2d at 680 n.30. The Dow memorandum of counsel to the SEC arguing for
exclusion under the general cause test amounted to a recitation of its experience as a
target of protests and demonstrations against its production of napalm for use in the
Vietnam War. After that recitation, the memorandum concluded: “Under all of these
circumstances it is my opinion that it clearly appears that the proposal is primarily
for the purpose of promoting a general political, social or similar cause.” Id.
39 Id. at 679. Dow counsel’s argument for exclusion under the ordinary business
operations test amounted to little more than a statement that the proposal is “contrary
to the concept of corporate management, which is inherent in the Delaware General
Corporation Act under which the Company is organized.” Id.
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could be both so general as to violate the general cause test and yet so
specific as to violate the ordinary business test.4^
There is no necessary inconsistency in excluding a proposal both be
cause it deals with the ordinary business operations of the corporation
and because it promotes a general cause if the focus of the reviewer
is both on the motive of the proponent and on the face of the pro
posal. It is only when the focus of the reviewer is on the face of the
proposal alone that the exclusion of a proposal under both the ordinary
business operations test*
41 and the general cause test42 is inconsistent.
When the focus of the reviewer is on the face of the proposal and on
the motive of the proponent, however, it is possible, without being
inconsistent, to exclude the proposal because—on its face—it violates
the ordinary business operations test and because the proponent had
the wrong motive.
In raising the dilemma of excluding a proposal for being too specific
and too general, the court was of necessity reading the motivational
inquiry out of the general cause test. Judge Tamm indicated that even
if the proponents had an improper motive under the rule, “there is a
strong argument that permitting the company to exclude it would
contravene the purpose of section 14(a)” of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934.43 Judge Tamm was fully cognizant of the fact that the
Medical Committee’s “objections to the sale of [napalm were] pri
marily based on the concerns for human life inherent in [the] organiza
tion’s credo.”44 He also found it convincing, however, that there was
a serious question whether Dow’s decision to produce napalm was based
on profit motivation.45 Indeed, it might be said that the court was
inclined to believe that even if it clearly appeared that the primary
purpose of the proponent was to promote a general cause, the proposal
should nevertheless be included in the proxy materials if it was the
otherwise includable absent the inquiry into motivation.
Particularly in light of the sparse judicial review which has been
given to the general cause test of rule 14a-8, Judge Tamm’s dicta cannot
be taken lightly.46 It is not known to what extent the court’s comments
*>ld.
41 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (5) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972).
42 Id. § 240.14a-8(c) (2), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37
Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972).
43 432 F.2d at 681; see Securities Exchange Act of 1934 § 14, 15 U.S.C. § 78n (1970).
44 432 F.2d at 662.
45 The court cited sources indicating that management considered napalm production
morally and politically desirable even though it generated little profit. Id. at 681.
46 The parallel between the revised general cause test and comments made by Judge
Tamm is striking. The revised general cause test provides for exclusion of a proposal
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have influenced the revision of rule 14a-8; but it is known that shortly
after the court of appeals handed down its decision, a task force was
created to study the revision of rule 14a-847 and that its immediate con
cern was not substantive revision of the rule.48 Rather, the focus of
the inquiry concerned what the Commission should do procedurally
in light of Medical Committee.49 Ultimately, the Commission decided
to leave the procedural elements of the rule untouched and to concen
trate its efforts on the substantive elements which precipitated the
decision in the first place.50 Whether these changes will avoid the
litigation which the SEC seeks to avoid51 is an open question.
RECENT ADMINISTRATION

Administration of the general cause test during the last two years
provides evidence of the value afforded by making shareholder proif it “is not significantly related to the business of the issuer or is not within the control
of the issuer.” Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,179 (1972)
(to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)). Judge Tamm stated that in the
case before the court, “in contrast to the situations ... which led to the promulgation
of Rule 14a-8(c)(2), the proposal relates solely to a matter that is completely within
the accepted sphere of corporate activity and control.” 432 F.2d at 681.
There is also a close parallel between the amended general cause test language and
the language contained in Senator Muskie’s proposed Corporate Participation Act.
S. 4003, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970). Although no action was ever taken on this proposed
legislation, it may be significant that it would have barred exclusion of a proposal
“on the ground that such a proposal may involve economic, political, racial, religious or
similar causes, unless the matter or action proposed is not within the control of the
issuer.” Id.
47 The Corporate Secretary, Dec. 17, 1970, No. 177, at 2-3.
«Id. at 2.
49 Id. The SEC’s Task Force was formed in response to the Medical Committee hold
ing that no-action letters are reviewable. See notes 36-37 supra and accompanying text.
At that time, the Task Force was considering at least two possible alternatives:
a) A formalized adjudicatory procedure with hearings, record and decision,
appealable directly to the Court of Appeals.
b) A less formalized procedure, little different from at present, whereby
the proponent of the minority proposal and the issuer debate the matter
privately within specified time limits, leaving it to the proponent to take the
matter to the Commission if not satisfied with the outcome. There was some
indication that under this procedure, the Commission would respond at the
time of its general letter of comment on the proxy statement, and either
party, if dissatisfied, would then be free to litigate the matter in the
District Court. This procedure would allow the SEC more flexibility in
that they could, for example, decline to compel inclusion of a technically
qualified proposal if they thought it frivolous.
The Corporate Secretary, Dec. 17, 1970, No. 177, at 3.
50 See notes 72-83 infra and accompanying text.
51 In the more than 30 years since rule 14a-8 was first promulgated, the SEC has
been a party to only two suits over an interpretation of the rule. Medical Comm, for
Human Rights v. SEC, 432 F.2d 659 (D.C. Cir. 1970), vacated as moot, 404 U.S. 403
(1972); SEC v. Transamerica Corp., 163 F.2d 511 (3d Cir. 1947).
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posal correspondence available to the general public.52 Had these ma
terials been generally available earlier, it would now be clear that the
Commission and staff had abandoned their inquiry into motive under
the general cause test long before the revised general cause test ex
plicitly eliminated the motivational inquiry.
Professor Donald E. Schwartz of Georgetown University Law Center
first noted this fact after Round I of Campaign GM closed.53 In that
well-documented contest,54 the Project on Corporate Responsibility
submitted several proposals for inclusion in the proxy materials of
General Motors. Management argued that the proposals were exclud
able under the general cause test, relying in part on Ralph Nader’s
statement as a spokesman for the Project55 indicating that the General
Motors proposals were viewed as a symbolic test rather than as a subject
of traditional shareholder concern.56 Additionally, General Motors re
lied on statements made by the Project in correspondence with the
company, describing itself as a “newly formed organization which will
explore methods by which corporations can be made more responsive
to public and social needs.”57 Professor Schwartz argued convincingly
that permitting one of the proposals to be included in the face of this
and other evidence of the proponent’s motivation amounted to an aban
donment by the SEC—at least in this instance—of an inquiry into mo
tivation of the proponent under rule 14a-8(c) (2).58
That the Commission staff understood the implications of the Cam
paign GM decision was made explicit the following year when Sydney
Mendelsohn, Assistant Director of the Division of Corporation Finance,
informed management that the general cause test “necessarily requires
52 Effective November 1, 1972, the Commission began making shareholder proposal
correspondence available to the public for copying. This change is to operate prospec
tively, with requests for similar material filed prior to the effective date being handled
on a case-by-case basis. Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9785, 37 Fed. Reg. 20,557,
20,558 (1972) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 200.82).
53 See Schwartz, supra note 7, at 454-62.
54 See id. at 423-31, 451-63. See also Schwartz, supra note 6, at 58-75.
55 Other than a common commitment to the same goal, Ralph Nader had no formal
affiliation with the Project on Corporate Responsibility. Schwartz, supra note 7, at 425
nn.24-25. Campaign GM was announced at a press conference by Nader on February 7,
1970. Id.
56 See 116 Cong. Rec. 4699, 4700 (1970) (statement by Ralph Nader). Nader said,
“[wjith its massive size and pervasiveness, General Motors is a leading candidate for
the attentions of its assertive constituencies ....” Id.
57 Letter from Project on Corporate Responsibility to Mr. Edward B. Wallace, Secre
tary, General Motors Corp., Feb. 6, 1970, in id. at 4701.
58 See Schwatz, supra note 7, at 455-62.
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a factual determination which we are not equipped definitively to
make ...59
Subsequent events indicate that these were not isolated instances.
During the 1972 “proxy season,” several corporations opposed the Proj
ect’s proposals on the basis, at least in part, that its proposals were sub
mitted primarily for the purpose of promoting general public interest
causes.60 In support of this proposition, some of these corporations then
went on to recount verbatim the purpose section of the Project’s Articles
of Incorporation.61 In summary, the Project’s purpose is primarily to
promote the reformation of corporations as social institutions. In each
case, the Commission’s staff rejected management’s arguments for ex
clusion under the general cause test, “since we are not persuaded that
it ‘clearly appears’ the proposals were submitted by the Project ‘pri
marily’ for the purpose of promoting general economic, political, racial,
religious, social or similar causes.”62 Unfortunately, the staff did not
articulate the basis for their conclusion. It is difficult to imagine a cir
cumstance in which a proposal could be omitted under the general cause
test which would be stronger than those presented by the Project’s
proposals.63
59 Letter from Sydney H. Mendelsohn, Assistant Director, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC,
to Caleb Loring, Jr., Vice President and Clerk, Fidelity Trend Fund, Inc., Apr. 30, 1971,
in BNA Sec. Reg. & L. Rep. No. 101, at K-l (May 12, 1971). Mendelsohn went on to
say that even if the issue were to be brought before a more appropriate forum, such as
a court, “Fidelity would be required to sustain the burden in court of showing that
it ‘clearly appears that the proposal is submitted... primarily’ for [the purpose of
promoting a general cause], and we doubt that Fidelity could sustain this burden....”
Id.
60 See, e.g., Letter from C. Harvey Bradley, Jr., Secretary and General Counsel, Eli
Lilly Co., to SEC, Mar. 6, 1972; Letter from Ross L. Malone, Vice President and
General Counsel, General Motors Corp., to SEC, Feb. 29, 1972; Letter from Joseph B.
Cain, Secretary, Warner-Lambert Co., to SEC, Feb. 28, 1972; Letter from Sidney Kelly,
Secretary, Ford Motor Co., to SEC, Feb. 11, 1972; Letter from Harold B. Gross, Gen
eral Counsel and Secretary, American Cyanamid Co., to SEC, Feb. 4, 1972; Letter from
Paul A. Heinen, Associate General Counsel and Secretary, Chrysler Corp., to SEC,
Jan. 26, 1972.
61 See Letter from Ross L. Malone, Vice President and General Counsel, General
Motors Corp., to SEC, Feb. 29, 1972; Letter from Paul A. Heinen, Associate General
Counsel and Secretary, Chrysler Corp., to SEC, Jan. 26, 1972.
62 Letter from Neil S. McCoy, Chief Counsel, Div. of. Corp. Fin., SEC, to Harold B.
Gross, General Counsel and Secretary, American Cyanamid Co., at 3, Mar. 3, 1972; see
Letter from Neil S. McCoy, Chief Counsel, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, to George Wm.
Coombe, Jr., Secretary, General Motors Corp., Mar. 24, 1972; Letter from Neil S.
McCoy, Chief Counsel, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, to Paul A. Heinen, Associate General
Counsel and Secretary, Chrysler Corp., Mar. 3, 1972.
63 The Commission staff has not concurred in the omission of a proposal on the basis
of the general cause test alone for over two years. Interview with Neil S. McCoy,
Chief Counsel, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, in Washington, D. C., Oct. 31, 1972.
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Scope of Revision
TECHNICAL CHANGES

Of course, the most important change implemented in the revised
rules is the substantive alteration of the general cause test, discussed
subsequently. However, in the process of making the substantive
changes64 precipitated by Medical Committee and increased use of the
shareholder proposal mechanism,65 the Commission made several tech
nical changes in the rules. The most important of these is the increased
number of words—from 100 to 200—which can now be used by a pro
ponent in supporting his proposal should management elect to oppose
it.66 According to the SEC, this will allow the advocate of a proposal
to “more fully present the reasons for submitting his proposal to se
curity holders.”67 The benefit of this new rule is limited, however,
because proponents are now required to include within the 200 word
limitation any statements in the text of the proposal “such as a preamble
or ‘whereas’ clauses, which are in effect arguments in support of the
proposal....”68 This change was made to counteract what the Com
mission found to be a growing tendency of “security holders to evade
the word limitation”69 by incorporating a portion of their argument
within the proposal itself. To the extent that shareholders have been
using the text of the proposal in this manner, the net effect of this
change may be to reduce the amount of argumentation which can be
made.
In another change, the Commission increased its time for review of
management’s decision to omit a proposal from the corporation’s proxy
materials. Under the revised rule, management is required to notify
the Commission not later than 30 days prior to the date on which pre
liminary copies of the proxy statement are filed of its decision that a
shareholder proposal may properly be omitted.70 A complementary
64 See notes 72-83 infra and accompanying text.
65 The number of proposals submitted to corporations has increased from 294 in
1970 to 869 in 1972. Over 6C0 proposals were submitted in 1971. Address by SEC
Chairman William J. Casey, Corporate Law Conference, Washington, D. C., Sep. 21,
1972.
66 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 CKR. § 240.14a-8 (b) ).
67 Id. at 23,178.
68 Id. at 23,179 (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(b)).
69 Id. at 23,178.
70 Id. at 23,180 (to be codified at 17 CJ.R. § 240.14a-8(d) ). Previously management
was required to notify the SEC of its decision 20 days prior to filing. 17 C.F.R.
§ 240.14a-8(d), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg.
23,178, 23,180 (1972)
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change requires proponents to submit their proposals to management 70
days prior to mailing of proxy materials to the shareholders.71
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES

The SEC also made several changes in rule 14a-8 which substantively
affect the rights of proponents and management. The first of these
changes modified the requirement that a proponent include with his
proposal and supporting statement a notice of intention to present the
proposal for action at the annual meeting.72 Without incorporating
this modification into the formal rule, the Commission declared that
notice must be filed in good faith.73 By means of this declaration, the
SEC hopes to be able to prevent usage of the shareholder proposal
mechanism by individuals who submit identical proposals to several
companies in which they hold one share of stock and then fail to appear
at the annual meeting to present their proposals.74 The Commission
considers this an abuse, and expects that its declaration requiring that
notice be filed in good faith will provide it with sufficient basis to
exclude proposals from individuals who fall into this category.75
71 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(a)). The previous deadline had been 60 days. 17
C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(a) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784,
37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972).
An additional modification specifies that the shareholder proposal be received at
the principal executive offices of the corporation before the commencement of the
70 day period. Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179
(1972) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(a)). In a collateral revision, the Com
mission modified rule 14a-5 by requiring management to specify the mailing date and
address of the principal executive offices on the first page of its proxy materials. Id. at
23,179 (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-5(e)).
72 17 CE.R. § 240.14a-8(a) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No.
9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972).
73 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972). Although
the statement that the proponent intends to present his proposal for shareholder action
at the annual meeting is required of all shareholders submitting proposals, the require
ment that the statements be made in good faith is aimed at only a few individuals who
have abused the corporate proxy mechanism. See Address by SEC Chairman William
J. Casey, Corporate Law Conference, Washington, D.C., Sep. 21, 1972.
74 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972). It appears
that the good faith requirement had been implemented prior to promulgation of the
new rule. For example, IBM was permitted to omit the proposals of a shareholder who
had purchased minimal interest in several companies and submitted multiple proposals,
thereafter failing to attend the annual meetings after having stated his intention to so
attend. In response to IBM, the SEC stated, “We as a matter of discretion, in view
of this pattern of conduct, will not recommend enforcement action to the Commission
if management omits the subject proposals.” Letter from Neil S. McCoy, Chief Counsel,
Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, to J. H. Grady, Secretary, IBM Corp., Dec. 30, 1971.
75 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178 (1972). Although
this change represents another restriction on the state law interpretation of proper
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In another substantive modification of the rule, the Commission
broadened the reach of what is commonly referred to as the personal
grievance test. Under the reformulated provision, management may
omit a proposal if it “[r] elates to the enforcement of a personal claim
or the redress of a personal grievance against the issuer, its management
or any other person....”76 The former provision only permitted
omission of a proposal directed against the issuer or its management.77
Additionally, the superseded provision provided for exclusion only
when it “clearly appeared” that the “primary purpose” of the pro
ponent was to enforce a personal claim or to redress a personal griev
ance,78 whereas the amended rule only requires that the proposal be
“related” to a personal claim or grievance.79
The most important change made in rule 14a-8 was revision of the
general cause test. Under the former provisions, management was
permitted to omit a proposal:
[I]f it clearly appears that the proposal is submitted by the secur
ity holder . . . primarily for the purpose of promoting general
economic, political, racial, religious, social or similar causes . . . .80
subject and ordinary business, it also eliminates a source of corporate harassment. The
provision is particularly defensible in light of the alternative remedies. It would by no
means have been unreasonable, for instance, for the Commission to have addressed
the problem by requiring the proponent to hold a minimum number of shares before
a proposal could be made. This would be analogous to common referendum provisions
which require the proponent to secure a minimum number of signatures in support of
his proposition before it must be placed on the ballot.
The Commission staff was aware, however, that such an analogous provision in the
shareholder proposal rule would have resulted in some difficulties for perennial pro
ponents like the Project on Corporate Responsibility. The Project bought only one
share of stock in the companies to which it presented its proposals in 1972. Interview
with Donald E. Schwartz, Counsel to Project on Corporate Responsibility, in Wash
ington, D. C., Nov. 3, 1972; see Letter from Joseph B. Cain, Secretary, Warner Lambert
Co., to SEC, at 2, Feb. 28, 1972.
If the proposal is not made in good faith, the Commission noted that under rule
14a-8(c)(3) one who submits such a proposal will be disqualified from submitting
proposals to that same company the following year. 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (3) (1972),
as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179-80
(1972). See also Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9432, 37 Fed. Reg. 25,432 (1972).
76 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972)
(to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (i)).
77 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972).

79 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to be
codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (i)).
80 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972).
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Under the revised general cause test, management may omit a proposal
which:

[C]onsists of a recommendation, request, or mandate that action
be taken with respect to any matter, including a general eco
nomic, political, racial, religious, social, or similar cause, that is
not significantly related to the business of the issuer or is not
within the control of the issuer . . . .81

The SEC’s stated purpose in making this revision is “to replace the
subjective terms... with objective standards to the extent feasible and
thereby create greater certainty in the application of the rule.”82 Al
though the phrase significantly related is undefined, the phrase “not
within the control of the issuer” is defined as being beyond the power
of the corporation to effectuate.83 The Commission failed to explain its
rationale for leaving the phrase “significantly related” undefined; and
as a consequence, the Commission’s goal of an objective standard may
have been undermined from the outset.
Inadequacies

in the

Revised Rule

The major inadequacy of rule 14a-8 as revised is the absence of a
definition for the term “significantly related” in the reformulated gen
eral cause test. The use of such an ambiguous term appears to have
been intentional. Comments received by interested parties subsequent
to release of the proposed revision in later 197 1 84 demonstrate the
ambiguity and the potential for extensive litigation which will exist
until the parameters of the term are clearly established.85 In refusing
to offer an explanation of “significantly related” in the face of con
fusion over its meaning, the Commission appears to have left itself a
considerable measure of discretion. This would be less tolerable if
the Commission maintained its former policy of refusing public access
81 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
82 Id. at 23,178.
88 Id.
84 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9432, 37 Fed. Reg. 25,432 (1972).
85 One commentator protested that the “words ‘significantly related to the business of
the issuer’ particularly the words ‘significantly related’ can hardly be said to import
certainty. ‘Related’ is a many faceted word, and the word ‘significantly,’ while an
attempt to be limiting, will only produce unlimited litigation.” Letter from Warren S.
Adams, 2d Vice President and General Counsel, CPC Int’l, Inc., to SEC, Feb. 3, 1972.
See also Letter from Gerald V. Niesar, Chairman, Corporations Committee, Barristers
Club of San Francisco, to SEC, Feb. 2, 1972; Letter from Donald E. Schwartz and
Roger Foster, Counsel to the Project on Corporate Responsibility, Inc., to SEC, Feb. 1,
1972.
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to materials relating to its rulings on corporate decisions to omit share
holder proposals. But, as noted earlier, the Commission has abandoned
this policy and has announced that in the future it will permit public
examination of management, shareholder, and Commission correspond
ence regarding shareholder proposals.86 Within a short time after
enactment of the new rule, interested parties should be able to develop
an understanding of the phrase “significantly related” by analyzing SEC
action on shareholder proposals opposed by management. Given a
choice between a definition of an ambiguous term and access to how
that term is applied, the latter is the preferable alternative. Of course,
that does not excuse the Commission’s failure to initially provide a defi
nition for such a key term.
IMPACT OF THE REVISION

As a practical matter, the revision of rule 14a-8 should have limited
impact on the rights of shareholders and corporations. The changes
which have been made are to a significant extent technical in nature87
and applicable to a limited sphere of corporate activity. The revision of
the general cause test appears to be the only portion of the SEC’s
effort which will substantially affect proposals submitted by share
holders under the rule.
In order properly to understand the impact of the amended general
cause test, it is necessary to separate the rule into two parts. Manage
ment may omit a proposal if 1) it consists of a recommendation, request,
or mandate that action be taken with respect to any matter, including
a general economic, political, racial, religious, social or similar cause,
that is not significantly related to the business of the issuer; or 2) it
consists of a recommendation, request, or mandate that action be taken
with respect to any matter, including a general economic, political,
racial, religious, social or similar cause, that is not within the control
of the issuer.88
THE CONTROL TEST

In paraphrasing both parts of the revised general cause test, the
phrase “including a general economic, political, racial, religious, social
or similar cause” is vital to a proper understanding of the revision. It
provides a historical connection between the 1945 interpretive opinion
86 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9785, 37 Fed. Reg. 20,557, 20,558 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 200.82); see note 52 supra and accompanying text.
87 See notes 64-77 supra and accompanying text.
88 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to be
codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
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of proper subject,89 which was the genesis of the general cause test, and
the newly revised general cause test.90 The establishment of the histori
cal connection is important for two reasons. First, the general cause
test is regarded by the SEC as an interpretation of the state law of
proper subject.91 Second, in revising the general cause test, the control
test shares a substantial identity between the 1945 and 1972 formula
tion of the exclusion.92
The proposal which prompted the 1945 release would have re
quired the shareholders to take a position with regard to the following
resolutions: 1) that dividends paid by a corporation shall not be subject
to double taxation; 2) that antitrust laws and the enforcement thereof
be revised; and 3) that any future federal legislation applicable to
representation of workers and farmers be made applicable to investors.93
In explaining the Division of Corporation Finance decision to take no
action against the corporation if it omitted the shareholder proposal from
its proxy materials, Director Baldwin Bane stated that “it was not the
intent of Rule 14a-8 to permit stockholders to obtain the consensus of
other stockholders with respect to matters which are of a general politi
cal, social or economical nature.”94 Another way of stating Bane’s posi
tion is to say that management may omit the proposal if it consists of
a recommendation, request, or mandate that action be taken with respect
to any matter that is not within the control of the issuer.95
Through implementation of the control test the Commission has
finally returned to its 1945 position. This is significant because during
the last two years, the motivational element of the general cause test
was not used to exclude public interest proposals.96 Stripped of the
motivation element, the amended general cause test now restates the
1945 position that was designed to exclude proposals which the corpora
tion is incapable of implementing. Under either formulation, the pro
posals put forward by the proponent in 1945 would be excluded.
The significant difference between the two tests is that the recent
formulation provides the decisionmaker with a more definite analytical
focus for making the decision to include or exclude a proposal. Whether
89 See notes 22-24 supra and accompanying text.
90 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
91 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 3638, 11 Fed. Reg. 10,995 (1946). See also
Schwartz, supra note 7, at 439-41.
92 See notes 93-96 infra and accompanying text.
93 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 3638, 11 Fed. Reg. 10,995 (1946).
9* Id.
95 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972)
(to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
90 See notes 52-63 supra and accompanying text.
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a proposal involves matters which are of a general political, social, or
economic nature is a much more difficult factual question than whether
the proposal involves matters which are beyond the power of the cor
poration to effectuate. Both formulations, however, seek to eliminate the
same type of proposal—one which the corporation is incapable of
implementing.
THE SIGNIFICANTLY RELATED TEST

A similar historical connection appears to exist between the signifi
cantly related section of the amended general cause test and prior for
mulations under rule 14a-8. The connection between the 1945 inter
pretative opinion and the significantly related test is less direct than it
is with the control test.97 This results, at least in part, from the am
biguity of the test itself, and makes it more difficult to assess the impact
of the significantly related test. It is possible, however, to suggest an
initial starting point in analyzing shareholder proposals under this test
and to suggest that the test is a multi-faceted one.
Certainly the test by its very terms contemplates that it be applied
quantitatively, at least as an initial matter. SEC Regulation S-X, for
instance, states the requirements of form and content of financial state
ments required to be filed with the Commission.98 Significant is defined
there as assets exceeding 15 percent of total assets.99 In formulating the
revised rule, the SEC apparently recognized that a matter may, standing
by itself, be significant in an absolute sense although insignificant in
terms of a percentage relationship.100 A more natural interpretation of
significant in its quantitative sense, however, is to measure an activity
in relation to the whole. Consistent with the SEC’s use of that term
elsewhere in its regulations,101 the following discussion assumes that
the term significant is designed, at least as an initial matter, to be em
ployed in measuring percentage relationships.
When used as a relative rather than absolute quantitative measure,
the practical impact of the significantly related test can be appreciated
by applying it to one of the 1970 Campaign GM proposals.102 One
of the proposals, if adopted, would have established a General Motors
Shareholders Committee for Corporate Responsibility.103 Among other
things the Committee would have been required to prepare a report
and make recommendations to shareholders on the extent to which the
97 See note 96 supra and accompanying text.
98 17 C.F.R. § 210 (1972).
99 id. § 210.1-02(k)(l).
100 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972).
lot See note 98 supra and accompanying text.
102 Schwartz, supra note 7, at 534-37.
1103 Id. at 534-35.
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corporation’s policies with regard to suppliers, employees, consumers,
and dealers contribute to the goals of providing safe and reliable prod
ucts.104 The Commission decided that this proposal satisfied the proper
subject test, provided certain restraints were included on the amount
of funds and information which the board of directors would be obliged
to provide.105
If the significantly related test had been applied quantitatively to this
measure, the proposal probably could not have been excluded under
that standard. By its terms the proposal was applicable to 100 percent
of the company’s products. Furthermore, the company to which
the proposal was made is commonly regarded as a manufacturing con
cern. Any proposal affecting its total output of products could assume
critical importance to the company.106 If, however, the same proposal
were modified to be applicable to one General Motors product, a dif
ferent result might follow. Assume, for instance, that the proposal was
applicable only to the Buick Riviera.107 If sales of this product were
less than one percent of total revenue, and assets involved in production
of the product were less than one percent of total assets, the proposal
in all likelihood would have been excludable for being “not significantly
related to the business of the issuer .. ..”108
104 Id.
105 Minutes of a Meeting of the SEC, Mar. 18, 1970, at 3 (Apr. 14, 1970); see Schwartz,
supra note 7, at 453.
ioo If the same proposal were submitted to a company which provides personal
services instead of products, it would obviously be excludable as insignificantly related.
Products would not be an important part of that company’s activities. The issue of
safety could still be raised, of course, but it would require a modification to the
proposal. For instance, a shareholder of an advertising agency might wish to question
whether the company takes the safety and reliability of a prospective client’s products
into consideration before it decides to seek or renew a contract. Accordingly, the
proposal would call for the creation of a shareholder’s committee to prepare a report
and make recommendations to the shareholders on the extent to which the corpora
tion’s criteria for seeking and retaining advertising contracts include consideration of
the safety and reliability of the client’s products. The criteria used for selection
and retention of clients is a matter which would affect almost all of the agency’s ac
tivities. Hence it would be significantly related to the corporation’s business in a
quantitative sense. It is also, of course, a matter which is within the control of the
corporation, thereby satisfying the other element of the amended general cause test.
The proposal might, however, be excludable under either the proper subject or ordinary
business tests.
..
107 The Buick Riviera was selected in this hypothetical proposal for several reasons.
First, it is well known that this automobile is produced and sold in limited quantities.
Second, it is generally recognized as one of the better quality automobiles produced
by General Motors. Third, and most important, unlike the Corvair products which
will be used in a hypothetical proposal which follows, this General Motors product has
not been the focus of a national safety inquiry.
108Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 CJF.R. § 24O.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)). The Riviera example uses one percent
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Once the example is modified to be applicable to products which in
volve less than one percent of total sales, it also becomes questionable
whether the proposal would still be a proper subject for shareholder
action under state law.109 The problem with this latter exclusionary
test, as Professor Loss has noted, is “that there is simply not very much
state law to use as a guide in these matters.”110 It has recently been
suggested that matters of policy constitute proper subjects, whereas
matters of day-to-day operation do not constitute proper subjects for
shareholder action.111 It has also been noted, however, that “[wjhile
the line can be conceptualized, the practical difficulties of drawing the
line are enormous ....”112 Given the difficulties of drawing the line,
it would seem reasonable to assume that for purposes of determining
whether a proposal is a proper subject for shareholder action, it would
make a difference whether the proposal dealt with virtually all of the
company’s output or with a product generating less than one percent
of total sales. Assuming that the significantly related test is initially
a quantitative test, there is an overlap between that test and the proper
subject test. Stated differently, proposals which are excludable under
the proper subject test may also be excludable under the significantly
related test and for the same reason, namely, that they are insignificant
or inconsequential to the total operations of the company.
To the extent that there is an overlap between the two tests, the
significantly related test appears to be at least a partial explication and
clarification of what should constitute a proper subject for shareholder
action. This relationship is important in evaluating the impact of the
new test. If there is a substantial identity between the proper subject
test and the significantly related test, the impact of the latter standard
as a separate basis of exclusion is diminished considerably.
for illustrative purposes only. It should be noted that the significantly related test is
being applied in a relative rather than absolute sense. Even if the sales of the Buick
Riviera accounted for an absolute sales volume of several million dollars, a proposal
limited in its application to that product would be excludable as insignificant in relation
to the several billion dollars of sales reported by General Motors each year.
109 See 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (1) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act
Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972).
110 See 2 L. Loss, supra note 6, at 905. Professor Loss notes that
[A] judicial decision barring shareholder action on a particular item of
business as being contrary to the state’s statutory scheme for the conduct
of corporate affairs would be highly unusual. Consequently, with the Com
mission in the position in which the federal courts frequently find them
selves under the Erie doctrine of guessing what the state courts would say,
there will undoubtedly continue to be much room for the exercise of ad
ministrative discretion....
Id. at 905-06.
in See Schwartz, supra note 7, at 443-51; Note, supra note 17, at 849-51.
112 Note, supra note 17, at 851.
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Although the SEC’s failure to explain the new standard makes it
difficult to draw firm conclusions, the available evidence suggests that
the significantly related test, like the control test,113 is intended to be
an interpretation of the proper subject test. Since the amended general
cause test is applicable by its terms to both mandatory and precatory
proposals,114 it appears that the significantly related test may also be,
at least partially, an interpretation of the ordinary business operations
test.115 The evidence supporting the role of the significantly related
test as an interpretation of the other two exclusionary standards is
suggested by the structure of the new test. The exclusion is applicable
to a proposal “that action be taken [by the corporation] with respect
to any matter, including a general economic, political, racial, religious,
social or similar cause ....”116 The words following “any matter”
are redundant and merely descriptive of that term with one exception113 See notes 89-96 supra and accompanying text.
114 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
115 Both the ordinary business operations test and the proper subject test serve to
exclude proposals which would interfere with the board of directors’ discretion to
manage the business of the corporation. The two tests are independent, however, in
that they are both directed to a different type of proposal. Mandator}’- proposals are
generally excludable, if at all, under the proper subject test. See SEC Minutes Regarding
Crown Cork & Seal Co. (Feb. 28, 1964), excerpted in, W. Cary, Cases and Materials
on Corporations 327, 329-30 (4th ed. 1969). On the other hand, precatory proposals
are generally excludable, if at all, under the ordinary business operations test. Id. The
rationale for the distinction apparently rests on the proposition that proposals which
are precatory satisfy the proper subject test because as recommendations they do not
require the board of directors to take action in areas of authority which are statutorily
specified for the board. Absent the ordinary business operations test, it was felt that
precatory proposals were not excludable. Id. With the adoption of the ordinary
business operations test, however, it was possible to exclude proposals under that test,
or under the proper subject test, dependent only upon whether the proposal was cast
in mandatory or precatory form. For instance, a proposal which would require a
drug manufacturer to adopt a policy of labeling its products in conformity with
United States regulations, regardless of the nation in which the products are marketed,
would be excludable under both the proper subject test and the ordinary business
operations test, dependent only upon whether it is cast in mandatory or precatory
form. Letter from Neal S. McCoy, Chief Counsel, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, to Harold
B. Gross, General Counsel and Secretary, American Cyanamid Co., Mar. 3, 1972.
Where a proposal is excludable under either test, dependent only upon the form in
which it is made, it suggests that there is a substantial identity between the two tests.
It is in this area of substantial identity between the two tests that it becomes reasonable
to suppose that if the significantly related test is an interpretation of the proper subject
test, it must also be an interpretation of the ordinary business operations test. That
the overlap between the three tests will be substantial is suggested by the fact that the
policy matter at issue in the American Cyanamid decision noted above was of a reasonably
broad nature.
116 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
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they provide a historical connection with language of the SEC’s interpre
tation of the proper subject test issued in 1945.117 In the 1945,118
1952,119 and 1972120 formulations of the general cause test, at least a
portion of the now redundant phrase has been used.121
It can be argued that if the SEC intended to use the significantly
related test as an interpretation of either the proper subject test or the
ordinary business operations test, it would have indicated this explicitly.
This is not convincing, however. The SEC’s silence can also be in
terpreted as reflecting a belief that comment was unnecessary in light
of the historical and structural connection provided within the rule
itself. The funtional overlap and historical similarity of the successive
general cause test formulations are much stronger evidence that the
amended test is indeed an interpretation of the proper subject and ordi
nary business operations tests. It is in light of this interpretative function
that the significantly related test shares a historical connection with the
new control test.
Although the choice of the significantly related test appears to pro
vide a valuable mechanism for delineating, at least in part, the bases for
exclusion of a proposal, several facets of the test remain unexplored.
Particularly, the significantly related test has dimensions which transcend
simple quantitative definition.
Some understanding of this non-quantitative aspect of the test can be
acquired by modification of the shareholder committee proposal dis
cussed earlier. Assume that instead of focusing on the safety and relia
bility of the Buick Riviera, the proposal provided for the shareholder
committee to focus on the Chevrolet Corvair. Assume further that the
proposal was submitted to General Motors during the middle 1960’s
and that the revised shareholder proxy rules were in effect at that time.
As was done with the Buick Riviera hypothetical, an assumption is made
that sales of Corvairs involve less than one percent of the company’s
total assets and total sales revenue.
Without more, the hypothetical Corvair proposal is probably ex
cludable on the same basis as the Buick Riviera proposal—the proposal
focuses on an insignificant part of the company’s business. But the
117 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 3638, 11 Fed. Reg. 10,995 (1946).
ns Id.
119 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (1972), as amended, Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972).
120 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
121 See Letter from Baldwin Bane, Director, Div. of Corp. Fin., SEC, to John Mathis,
Vice President, Am. Soc. of Corporate Secretaries, Feb. 4, 1952, in SEC Docket File No.
S 7-35-6-2.
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highly publicized and widely alleged unsafe characteristics of the Cor
vair122 adds an element to the proposal which is arguably significant,
although clearly not in quantitative terms. A proponent of the hypo
thetical Corvair proposal could reasonably contend that in spite of the
product’s mathematical insignificance to the company’s operations, the
negative publicity which had been associated with its production ad
versely affected the entire company. Presumably, if the evidence
were sufficient to sustain the shareholder’s assertion, the proposal would
then deal with a matter which is significantly related to the business of
the issuer123 even though not significantly related in terms of Corvair’s
percentage of total production.
Another illustration of the non-quantitative aspect of the significantly
related test is provided by the Medical Committee proposal.124 Assume,
arguendo, that the proposal otherwise satisfied the proper subject and
ordinary business operations test. A proposal recommending that the
board of directors amend the certificate of incorporation to preclude
the manufacture and sale of napalm125 satisfies the control test. The
facts of Medical Committee1™ suggest that napalm was probably a quan
titatively insignificant aspect of Dow’s total operations. Assuming that
this is correct, unless non-quantitative significance can be attached to
the production of napalm, the proposal would be excludable under the
significantly related test. As in the case of the hypothetical Corvair
proposal, it appeared that Dow’s decision to produce napalm impaired
the company’s public relations and recruitment activities. In addition, it
also appeared that the decision to produce napalm was based on factors
other than the profit criterion.127 With these factors taken together, a
proponent could reasonably argue that management may not cut a pro
posal dealing with the quantitatively insignificant proposal which is
nevertheless significantly related to the business of the issuer in terms
of its public image.
A further non-quantitative aspect of the rule is suggested by com
ments which accompanied the notice of final adoption of the revised
rule. It was stated there that the revised general cause test is not de
signed to allow omission of “traditional shareholder proposals dealing
with stockholder relationships with the management, such as cumulative
122 See R. Nader, Unsafe at Any Speed 3-41 (1965).
123 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972) (to
be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(c) (2) (ii)).
124 See notes 31-45 supra and accompanying text.
125 See notes 31-32 supra and accompanying text.
126 Medical Comm, for Human Rights v. SEC, 432 F.2d 659, 681 (D.C. Cir. 1970),
vacated as moot, 404 U.S. 403 (1972).
127 Id.
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voting, annual meetings, and ratification of auditors, since all these
matters can be considered significantly related to the issuer’s business
or within its control.”128
There is of course no question that all of these matters are within
the control of the corporation. The question is whether they could be
excluded because they are not significantly related to the corporation’s
business. By specifically providing that the enumerated items are con
sidered significantly related, the Commission has also indicated that the
rule can be applied in other than a quantitative manner.
It is also important to note that by suggesting that proposals dealing
with annual meetings and ratification of auditors are significantly related
to the business of the issuer, the Commission is also indicating that there
is an overlap between the proper subject test and the amended general
cause test. When the includability of proposals concerning the ratifica
tion of auditors and reports of annual meetings to the shareholders was
litigated in SEC v. Trcmsiwierica Corp.,129 the controversy centered on
whether these proposals were a proper subject for shareholder action.
Although the general cause test had not yet been adopted in its codified
form, the suit was brought subsequent to 1945 when it was first sug
gested that proposals could be excluded on that basis.130 No suggestion
appears in Transainerica which indicates that anyone believed the gen
eral cause test would be applicable in that context. By acknowledging
that a matter which is a proper subject could also be considered signifi
cantly related to the business of the issuer, the Commission lends strong
support to the interpretation that the significantly related test is at least
a partial interpretation of the proper subject test.
It is not known, of course, in what manner the Commission will
interpret the significantly related test. It appears unlikely, however,
that the significantly related test was added to alter substantially the
type of proposals which have been considered includable in corporate
proxy materials during the past two years.131 Comments made by SEC
Chairman William J. Casey at the time the 1972 amendments were
128 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 9784, 37 Fed. Reg. 23,178, 23,179 (1972).
The Delaware General Corporation Law, for example, provides shareholders the right
to adopt a cumulative scheme by adoption of. an amendment to the certificate of
incorporation. Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 214 (Supp. 1970). SEC v. Transcrmerica Corp.
established the right of shareholders to include a proposal concerning the election of
auditors in the proxy. 163 F.2d 511 (3d Cir. 1947). The reference to annual meetings
presumably includes at least the right of shareholders to have a proposal included in
the proxy which would require that a report of the proceedings at the annual meetings
be sent to the shareholders.
129 163 F.2d 511 (3d Cir. 1947).
130 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 3638, 11 Fed. Reg. 10,995 (1946).
131 See notes 52-63 supra and accompanying text.
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adopted suggest that the amended general cause test is not designed to
substantially curtail public interest proposals:
Perhaps the most significant change is that which we think clari
fies and makes more operable the provision which allows the
omission of proposals that are submitted primarily for the pur
pose of promoting general economic, political, racial, religious,
social or similar causes. The existing provision has caused diffi
culties in interpretation. It sometimes can be construed to provide
a basis for eliminating a proposal which can be significant to the
business and by which the company might be able to do some
thing. To correct this the new rules provide that the omission of
these proposals must be on the basis that they are either not
significantly related to the business of the issuer or that the pro
posal is beyond the power of the issuer to effectuate.132
Conclusion

The amended general cause test represents a significant advance over
the prior formulation of that standard. The basis for this conclusion
does not lie in an interpretation of the rule which suggests that the
new basis for exclusion of proposals will permit many public interest
proposals to be included in corporate proxy materials. Rather, the con
clusion rests on an interpretation which indicates that the Commission
has developed criteria for exclusion which provide guidance to interested
parties which should enable rule 14a-8 to be administered with much
ess difficulty and with much more clarity.
Almost as important as that development is the Commission’s decision
to permit public access to correspondence dealing with shareholder
proposals. Although immediate benefits are probably unrealizable, the
ability of practitioners and scholars to evaluate staff decisions in the
context of the arguments made by both the proponent and the corpora
tion should clarify the meaning of the exclusionary tests.

132 Address by William J. Casey, Chairman, SEC, Corporate Law Conference, Wash
ington, D. C., Sep. 21, 1972.
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UNNECESSARY SURGERY: DOCTOR
AND HOSPITAL LIABILITY
Two million operations are performed without justification each
year, resulting in at least ten thousand entirely unnecessary
deaths. Who are these ten thousand that die unnecessarily? They
are not the old and sick who would die soon anyway. Tragically
they often include the young and healthy.1

Between 12 and 15 million patients undergo surgery every year
in the United States.2 Despite modern improvements in surgical tech
niques and technology, however, surgery is dangerous3 and costly,
and should only be used when definitely indicated.4 Unnecessary sur
gery, not a recent development,5 remains a serious problem today6
primarily because the medical profession, while recognizing the probem, has failed to initiate effective self-regulation.7
1 L. Williams, How To Avoid Unnecessary Surgery 210 (1971) [hereinafter cited as
L. Williams].
2 Id. at xii. This means that there is approximately one operation per year for every
13 people in the United States. Id. In England and Wales the operation rate is only
one for every 26 people. See Bunker, Surgical Manpower—A Comparison of Operations
and Surgeons in the United States and in England and Wales, 282 New England J. Med.
135, 136 (1970).
3 The present day dangers of surgery are anesthesia mortality, surgical complications,
morbidity, and mortality. See L. Williams 63-69. The mortality rate for surgery in
general varies between 0.5 percent and three to four percent. The mortality rate is
even higher where surgery is risky or where a patient is in poor condition. To this
must be added the additional risk of the anesthetic procedure which ranges from 0.05
to 0.1 percent mortality. Id.
4 Operative intervention must be employed only when all other methods have failed,
or have clearly shown that they will fail, to obtain the desired objectives. Thorek,
Errors and Safeguards in General, in Surgical Errors and Safeguards 1 (P. Thorek ed.
1960). See generally R. Rothenberg, Understanding Surgery 7 (1965); Laufman, Surgical
Judgment, in F. Christopher, Textbook of Surgery 1491 (L. Davis ed. 1960).
5 See generally Doyle, Unnecessary Hysterectomies: Study of 6,24S Operations in
Thirty-Five Hospitals During 1948, 151 J.A.M.A. 360, 364-65 (1953); Lawton, Lutz &
Bradford, The Tissue Committee v. The Normal Appendix, 51 W. Va. Med. J. 345
(1955); Sparling, Measuring Medical Quality: A Comparative Study, Hospitals, Mar. 16,
1962, at 62, 68; Operations—Needed and Not, Newsweek, Aug. 5, 1957, at 88.
6 The problem of unnecessary surgical operations permeates the entire field of surgery.
See A. Gerber, The Gerber Report 106 (1971) [hereinafter cited as A. Gerber]; In
tellectual Digest, Feb. 1972, at 30. It has been estimated that one out of every five
or six operations is unnecessary. L. Williams 209.
7 The medical profession has been less than happy with the criticism of unnecessary
surgery. See Time, June 12, 1972, at 44. The Massachusetts Medical Society recently in
vited one of the nation’s most prominent doctors, Dr. John Knowles, to substantiate
his criticism of the medical profession for the amount of unnecessary surgery permitted.
[ 807 ]
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In 1971, the book How to Avoid Unnecessary Surgery8 was pub
lished in an attempt to teach the public how to prevent the possibility
of unneeded surgery.9 While an informed public is important if un
necessary surgery is to be prevented, the creation and enforcement of
legal duties for hospitals and doctors can be an equally effective pre
ventive force.10 Accordingly, this Note will consider the legal duties
of the doctor in regard to diagnosis, consultation, and technical com
petency. It also will examine the various relationships between the
doctor, patient, and hospital and the duties that the hospital owes to
the patient with respect to doctors’ operating privileges and surgical
consultations. It will conclude with an analysis of medical care evalu
ation reports, statistical tissue records, and their use in proving liability
for unnecessary surgery.
An Overview of Personal Liability

Malpractice consists of the neglect of a physician to apply that degree
of skill in treating a patient that is customarily applied in treating
similarly suffering patients in the same community.11 The traditional
definition of negligence requires a test which balances the inherent risk
against the efficacy of performing a particular act in order to determine
whether a defendant’s action was a breach of his duty of care.12 Thus,
a surgeon must judge the necessity of an operation by weighing the
various risks accompanying the surgery against the probable benefit
to a patient from the operation.13 If the risks inherent in a particular
operation outweigh the prospective benefits, and, therefore, reasonable
When Knowles refused to do so, he was formally censured by the Medical Society’s
Council. Id. It is probable that even if Knowles knew which doctors were performing
the unneeded surgery he could not have proven it. See generally notes 115-152 infra and
accompanying text.
8L. Williams, How to Avoid Unnecessary Surgery (1971).
9 Id. at ix-x, xii, 220; see Pa. Ins. Dep’t, A Shopper’s Guide to Surgery (1972).
10 “The prosecution of legitimate and meritorious malpractice actions has done much
to bring to the attention of the medical profession areas of actual abuse or neglect and
to stimulate enforcement of stricter regulation of hospital and medical practices, all
of which is to the ultimate advantage to the patient population.” Subcomm, on Execu
tive Reorganization of the Senate Comm. On Government Operations, 91st Cong.,
2d Sess., Medical Malpractice: The Patient Versus The Physician 37 (Comm. Print
1969). Surgeons admit that the threat of malpractice actions affects them. Mitty, How
Surgical Practice is Influenced by the Legal Profession, 1964 Annual: Med. Trial Tech.
Q. 119, 126.
11 McHugh v. Audet, 72 F. Supp. 394, 399 (M.D. Pa. 1947); Valentin v. La Société
Française De Bienfaisance Mutuelle De Los Angeles, 76 Cal. App. 2d 1, 5, 172 P.2d
359, 362 (Ct. App. 1946).
12 W. Prosser, Law of Torts 148 (4th ed. 1971).
13 L. Williams 9-12; see Laufman, supra note 4, at 1491. See generally M. Levine,
Surgical Malpractice 269 (1970).
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surgeons would not operate under similar circumstances, the decision
to operate is negligent, and the surgeon should be held liable for the
patient’s damages.14 However, when reasonable surgeons could disagree
as to either the need for an operation or the procedure employed, the
decision is a matter of surgical judgment, and the surgeon will not be
liable even if it subsequently appears that the organ removed was
healthy or the operation itself was unsuccessful.15
In an analysis of unnecessary surgery, one must distinguish between
surgery which the medical profession would term “unnecessary” and
surgery which is unnecessary in a legal sense. Since the medical pro
fession has not adopted a standard definition for the term “unnecessary
surgery,” 16 many operations may be medically, but not legally, unneces
sary.17 The following factors serve as indications of the legal reason
ableness of the doctor’s decision to operate.
14 See Hunt v. Bradshaw, 251 F.2d 103, 105-06 (4th Cir. 1958) (jury question as to
whether operation should have been performed); Bradshaw v. Blaine, 1 Mich. App. 51,
134 N.W.2d 386 (1965) (surgeon liable for failure to delay elective surgery until patient
had recuperated from asthmatic attack); Haskins v. Howard, 159 Tenn. 86, 16 S.W.2d
20 (1929) (doctor should have postponed treatment in order to eliminate or confirm
error when postponement would not have endangered the patient). The damage is the
stress, trauma, and cost of the unnecessary operation. See M. Levine, supra note 13,
at 142.
15 Hopkins v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 473, 476 (WB. Mo. 1957) (surgeon’s choice
of metal plate for insertion below plaintiff’s scalp based on reasonable surgical judgment);
Doerr v. Movius, 154 Mont. 346, 350-51, 463 P.2d 477, 480 (1970) (unsuccessful operation
not malpractice when based upon reasonable diagnosis); Schueler v. Strelinger, 43 N.J.
330, 344-45, 204 A.2d 577, 584 (1964) (no malpractice since either immediate operation
or delay in operation was medically acceptable); Haskins v. Howard, 159 Tenn. 86,
94-95, 16 S.W.2d 20, 22 (1929) (presuming a careful diagnosis, physician not liable for
damages resulting from an honest mistake in determining character of treatment to
be administered or in determining necessity of an operation); Hoglin v. Brown, 4
Wash. App. 366, 370, 481 P.2d 458, 461 (1971) (unnecessary operation not malpractice
when based on non-negligent diagnosis).
16 Williams does not specifically define unnecessary surgery; rather he demonstrates
the process by which the actual decision to operate should be made. L. Williams 9-16.
“Surgery may be deemed necessary if 1) the available information indicates that the
patient’s condition cannot improve in a reasonable time without surgery; 2) the condi
tion may lead to complications or death without surgery; and 3) accurate diagnosis
leading to more accurate therapy depends upon surgical intervention.” Laufman, supra
note 4, at 1492. Any surgery not meeting these criteria would be considered unneces
sary. Id.
17 One writer defines medically unnecessary surgery as “those operations which at one
phase of our understanding in medicine, were agreed to be indicated, and effective
modes of therapy but, with the transition in understanding, are held by some or many
no longer to be good or at least to be less effective than some non-operative therapy.”
Cope, Unnecessary Surgery and Technical Competence: lrreconcilables in the Graduate
Training of the Surgeon, 110 Am. J. Surgery 119 (1965). Anv unnecessary operation from
this medical viewpoint may not be legally unnecessary.
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DIAGNOSIS

A physician’s diagnosis demands the same duty of care as does actual
treatment of the patient. Any injuries which proximately result from
a negligent diagnosis are actionable.18 If a surgeon decides to operate
without previously administering tests which a reasonable surgeon
would have employed in making the diagnosis or incorrectly analyzes
any tests given, his conduct is negligent.19 Therefore, where a plaintiff
alleges failure to employ the proper diagnostic tests, he must prove
not only which tests a reasonable surgeon would have used under simi
lar circumstances, but also that the defendant doctor did not take
these tests and that a reasonable surgeon would not have operated based
upon the information which the negligently omitted tests would have
revealed.
The usual procedure in surgical practice today is referral by a first
physician, usually a family doctor or another nonsurgeon specialist, to
a surgeon for consultation, followed by an operation by that surgeon.20
The operating surgeon has the right to rely upon a diagnosis of the
referring physician and need not make an independent diagnosis, pro
vided that the general practitioner is a physician of good repute and
there are no symptoms which would cause a reasonable surgeon to
question the previous diagnosis.21 Criticized by one commentator,22
this rule, in allowing the surgeon to rely upon the general practitioner’s
diagnosis, may not establish an adequate standard of care. One who is
to be operated upon by a surgeon should be entitled to the benefits of
the surgeon’s expertise in all stages and elements of a surgical procedure,
including the decision as to the necessity of an operation. The existing
18 Lawless v. Calaway, 24 Cal. 2d 81, 86, 147 P.2d 604, 606 (1944); Church v. Adler,
350 Ill. App. 471, 482, 113 N.E.2d 327, 332 (1953); Haskins v. Howard, 159 Tenn. 86,
95-96, 16 S.W.2d 20, 23 (1929).
19 See Clark v. United States, 402 F.2d 950, 953 (4th Cir. 1968) (failure of physician
to employ scientific means and facilities available to collect best factual data for
diagnosis); Agnew v. City of Los Angeles, 97 Cal. App. 2d 557, 567, 218 P.2d 66, 73
(Ct. App. 1950) (failure to make use of X-ray as an aid to diagnosis of fracture);
Bryson v. Stone, 33 Mich. App. 512, 518-19, 190 N.W.2d 336, 339 (1971) (incorrect
analysis of unnecessary tests); Corn v. French, 71 Nev. 280, 295-97, 289 P.2d 173, 181-82
(1955) (failure to employ pathological examination of biopsy in suspected breast
cancer a question of negligence for jury).
20 See generally L. Williams 17-29.
21 See Pilgrim v. Landham, 63 Ga. App. 451, 453, 11 S.E.2d 420, 422 (1940); In re
Johnson’s Estate, 145 Neb. 333, 334, 16 N.W.2d 504, 511 (1944). If the surgeon discovers
facts or conditions which contradict the referring physician’s diagnosis prior to op
erating, operating without first taking additional tests to determine the patient’s condition
is negligence. Id.
22 See Hawley, The Qualifications of a Stirgeon, in F. Christopher, Textbook of
Surgery 1486 (L. Davis ed. 1960).
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standard produces the anomalous situation wherein the decision to op
erate is judged by a lower standard of care than the actual technique
of the operation. Surely the decision to operate is as important as the
surgical technique. Surgical skill simply cannot cure a faulty diagnosis.
CONSULTATION

The use of a consultation is a second factor which bears upon the
legal reasonableness of a doctor’s decision to operate. A consultation
is a deliberation by two or more physicians with respect to diagnosis
or treatment in any particular case.23 Increased use of consultation has
been suggested as a means of preventing unneeded surgery,24 and courts
have held that under certain circumstances physicians are required to
seek consultations or advise their patient of the availability of a con
sultant.25 In Steeves v. United States,26 the court found as a matter of
law that failure to seek a consultation proximately resulted in the
plaintiff’s injury, a ruptured appendix.27 This ruling indicates that
courts will consider the absence of consultation as evidence of the sur
geon’s negligence, but the plaintiff still bears the burden of proving
that failure to seek this consultation proximately resulted in his injury.28
In holding that the lack of consultation was negligent, the court in
Steeves considered as evidence the American Medical Association’s
23 Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary 338 (24th ed. 1965). It has also been
defined as “medicine’s venerable tradition of one doctor seeking out another to discuss
a sick patient, either for advice, succor and stimulation or to please the worried family.”
M. Gross, The Doctors 218 (1966) [hereinafter cited as M. Gross].
24 One author has noted: “perhaps no single step in hospital medicine would improve
patient survival more than requiring a medical consultation . . . with formal, written
opinions for every patient in an American hospital.” M. Gross 219 (emphasis deleted).
Informal preopcrative consultations have noticeably reduced the number of operations
performed—in some cases by as much as 20 to 60 percent. L. Williams 32. Consultations
improve the quality of treatment in that 1) the doctor calling the consultation must
review and organize the facts of the case and 2) the first doctor’s opinion may be
incomplete or incorrect and a second opinion may bring this to light. Id. at 33.
Some commentators even have suggested the increased use of double surgical con
sultations. Id. at 31-32. See also M. Gross 566. A double surgical consultation involves an
to that of the operating surgeon. L. Williams 31-32. As of the present time, no court
has been willing to place the duty of requiring double surgical consultations upon the
operating surgeon.
25 A physician’s duty to advise his patient to consult a specialist or one who might
furnish better treatment arises when the physician knows, or in the exercise of reason
able care should know, that he does not possess the requisite knowledge, skills, or
facilities to properly treat the patient. See Morgan v. Engels, 372 Mich. 514, 516, 164
N.W.2d 702, 705 (1968); Osborne v. Frazor, 58 Tenn. App. 15, 425 S.W.2d 768 (1968);
King v. Flamm, 442 S.W.2d 679, 681 (Tex. 1969).
26 294 F. Supp. 446 (D.S.C. 1968).
27 Id. at 453-54.
23 Id. at 455.
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Principles of Medical Ethics.2* Section eight of these principles outlines
circumstances under which consultation should be sought; these cir
cumstances include any “doubtful or difficult cases.” 30 These profes
sional ethics should be admissible as evidence of the minimum standard
of acceptable practice, and failure to follow the procedures outlined in
these ethics should be considered as an act or omission which falls be
low a reasonably prudent surgeon’s duty of care. The preamble to the
ethics illustrates that they would be probative regarding the level of
care since they are described as “standards by which a physician may
determine the propriety of his conduct in his relationship with patients
. . . and with the public.” 31
Traditionally, when he does not possess the requisite training or
skill in a certain area of medicine, the general practitioner has been
under a duty to refer his patients to a specialist for consultation or to
apprise them of the availability of a specialist.32 Since any licensed
doctor may legally perform all surgical procedures which a fully
qualified surgeon may perform,33 the public should be protected by
requiring that those physicians who choose to perform surgery with
out previous surgical training be held to the same standard of care as
a specialist.34 If courts were to adopt this view, more general practi
tioners not only would call in consultants before operating but also*80
84
82
81
29 Id. at 454; see Judicial Council, Am. Med. Ass’n, Principles of Medical Ethics,
reprinted in, J.A.M.A., June 7, 1958, at 1.
80 The entire section reads: “A physician should seek counsultation upon request;
in doubtful or difficult cases; or whenever it appears that the quality of medical service
may be enhanced thereby.” Judicial Council, Am. Med. Ass’n, supra note 29, § 8, at 45.
81 Id. Preamble, at 1.
82 See note 25 supra.
88 Cf. note 156 infra.
84 The standard of care imposed on a general practitioner is less than that of a
specialist. R. Morris & A. Moritz, Doctor and Patient and the Law 361 (5th ed. 1971).
Furthermore, a general practitioner performing surgery will not necessarily be held
to the standard of care of a surgeon. Sinz v. Owens, 33 Cal. 2d 749, 758-59, 205 P.2d 3,
8-9 (1949). However, if a general practitioner has performed the same operation
numerous times he may be held to the standard of care of a specialist in that area.
See Valentine v. Kaiser Foundation Hosp., 194 Cal. App. 282, 294, 15 Cal. Rptr. 26,
33 (Dist. Ct. App. 1961). If the operation is not within the general practitioner’s field
of knowledge and practice, he is under a duty to consult. See note 25 supra. If he does
not, and if, under the same circumstances, a reasonably careful general practitioner
would have done so, then he will be held to the standard of care of a specialist. See
Simone v. Sabo, 37 Cal. 2d 253, 257, 231 P.2d 19, 22 (1951). The decision to operate
should be considered outside the general practitioner’s field because the decision must
be based upon the surgeon’s experience and training. See L. Williams 10-12; Laufman.
supra note 4, at 1491.
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would perform fewer operations themselves. Both of these results
would improve the quality of surgery performed in the United States.35
One particularly crucial instance when failure to consult prior to
operating—either by a general practitioner or a surgeon—should consti
tute negligence occurs when a patient requests an operation in order
to satisfy a psychological need. Medical studies have revealed that
some individuals create psychological illness and seek an operation to
alleviate this psychoneurotic condition.36 A surgeon or general prac
titioner who notices that his patient may be unconsciously fabricating
symptoms should be under a duty to refer the patient for a psycho
logical consultation before performing a possibly unnecessary opera
tion. In addition, the physician should be put on notice if the patient
has an unusually large history of operations or appears emotionally
distressed without apparent explanation.37
TECHNICAL COMPETENCE

Often there are a variety of legally acceptable techniques available
in the treatment of the same malady. Where there are several possible
methods of treatment, a doctor will not be liable for a patient’s injuries
as long as the treatment used is one followed by a respectable minority
of the medical profession and his care under that treatment conforms
with the general practice of reasonable physicians utilizing the same
treatment.38 However, a doctor who has failed to keep current on sur
gical practices and performs an operation that is no longer generally
accepted therapy has failed to meet his duty of care to practice with
that degree of knowledge and skill exercised by reasonable surgeons
in similar circumstances.39
35 See note 24 supra. The quality of surgery done by general practitioners who oper
ate has been shown to be much lower than that of board-certified surgeons and mem
bers of the American College of Surgeons. See M. Gross 203-04. One study has shown
that when doctors and their families need surgery they rely exclusively on specialists.
Id. at 205. See also A. Gerber 107.
30 See L. Williams 89-92. See generally Menninger, Poly-surgery and Polysurgical
Addiction, 3 Psychoanalytic Q. 173 (1934).
37 L. Williams 91-92.
38 See Leech v. Bralliar, 275 F. Supp. 897, 902 (D. Ariz. 1967) (prolotherapy method
of treatment, used by a respectable minority, is neither an inappropriate method of
treatment nor malpractice as a matter of law); Sims v. Callahan, 269 Ala. 216, 224-25,
112 So. 2d 776, 782-83 (1959) (operative treatment for cateracts accepted by one school,
therefore it is not malpractice to operate); Barrette v. Hight, 353 Mass. 268, 275-76, 230
N£.2d 808, 813-14 (1967) (either of two areas on which to perform cutdown was
acceptable); Watson v. Clutts, 262 N.C. 153, 157-58, 136 S.E.2d 617, 619-20 (1964)
(medical judgment determines which of three basic treatments should be used for overactive thyroid gland).
39 The physician would not be exercising that degree of care, judgment, and skill
which other physicians usually exercise under like or similar circumstances. See note
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One type of unneeded surgery occurs when an operation proceeds
further than is necessary to effect the cure.40 Thus, an operation which
was initially necessary may become negligent if the defendant surgeon
chooses to continue cutting at a point where reasonable surgeons would
terminate the procedure.41 Generally, these cases include a count of
assault and battery or lack of consent as well as an allegation of mal
practice.42
Hospital Liability
Today the hospital is an integral part of almost any doctor’s practice.43
The hospital is particularly vital to the surgeon because nearly all sur
gery must be performed there.44 This integral role in medical practice
invests the hospital with the power and potential to prevent a great
deal of unnecessary surgery.45 Since the hospital is potentially the most
effective institution to regulate unnecessary surgery, the hospital’s duty
11 supra and accompanying text. If the surgeon continues to use a procedure that is not
the most modern and sound but which is still used by a respectable group of surgeons,
it is not malpractice to use that practice. See note 15 supra and accompanying text.
However, a physician must keep up with advances within his field. “Due regard must
be had for the advanced state of medical knowledge at the time of the treatment of any
human malady, and refuge may not be found in the practices of the medical dark ages.”
Kelly v. Carroll, 36 Wash. 2d 482, 493, 219 P.2d 79, 85 (1950). With the rapid advances
currently being made in medical knowledge, all doctors must engage in continuing edu
cation if they are to provide their patients with the most modern, comprehensive treat
ment available. “For most of medical history it did not matter whether your doctor was
up to date or ten years behind the times; now it may matter if he is one year behind.”
M. Critchen, Five Patients 171 (1970).
Efforts aimed at the continuing education of the American physician have not been
successful. A recent survey showed that 40 percent of the surgeons have not taken a
postgraduate course in the past five years. M. Gross 144. Cope states that “[tjhe sur
geon all his life is easily cut off from the mainstream of medical thought and finds it
difficult to keep pace with advancing knowledge. He tends to be out of date.”
Cope, supra note 17, at 120.
See Hunt v. Bradshaw, 251 F.2d 103, 108 (4th Cir. 1958) (whether surgeon probed
deeper than required is jury question); Hundley v. Saint Francis Hosp., 161 Cal. App. 2d
800, 805-06, 327 P.2d 131, 135 (Ct. App. 1958) (unnecessary removal of normal female
reproductive organs).
41 See generally Cope, supra note 17, at 119-20.
42 Sec, e.g., Rogers v. Lumbermens Mut. Cas. Co., 119 So. 2d 649 (La. Ct. App. 1960);
Bryson v. Stone, 33 Mich. App. 512, 190 N.W.2d 336 (1971); Howell v. Carpenter, 19
Mich. 233, 172 N.W.2d 549 (1969).
43 See Rosner v. Eden Township Hosp. Dist., 58 Cal. 2d 592, 598, 375 P.2d 431, 434,
25 Cal. Rptr. 551, 554 (1962); Wyatt v. Tahoe Forest Hosp. Dist., 174 Cal. App. 2d
709, 715, 345 P.2d 93, 97 (Ct. App. 1959); State ex rel. Bronaugh v. City of Parkersburg,
148 W. Va. 568, 575, 136 S.E.2d 783, 787 (1964). See also Ludlam, Medical Staff Privi
leges—Legal Snares for the Hospital, Hospitals, Aug. 1, 1964, pt. 1, at 38.
44 M. Gross 566; L. Williams 49.
45 Derbyshire, What Should the Profession do About the Incompetent Physician, 194
J.A.M.A. 1287, 1289 (1965).
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to patients must be defined; and that duty must be enforced, either
under a theory of respondeat superior or corporate negligence.
RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR

If a defendant doctor is found to be an employee of the hospital,
then, under the doctrine of respondeat superior, the hospital is liable
for any unnecessary surgery performed by the doctor.46 At common
law, proof of a master-servant relationship required the existence of
four elements—the selection and engagement of a servant, the payment
of wages, the power of dismissal, and the power of control over the
servant’s conduct.47 In deciding whether a master-servant relationship
exists between the hospital and its doctors, courts have emphasized the
element of control.48 While some courts have held that a hospital is
not liable for the negligent acts of its salaried medical staff because the
hospital lacks control over the doctors’ practice of medicine,49 other
courts have held, without discussing actual control, that the hospital is
liable for those acts.50 Liability of the hospital must be based on its
power to control its medical staff unless courts begin to hold hospitals
responsible on public policy grounds.
Hospitals have been held liable under the doctrine of respondeat
superior for the act of a non-salaried staff doctor whom the hospital
has held out as its agent.51 This doctrine has particular significance, for
example, with respect to unnecessary surgery in which a surgeon
depends upon a pathologist to determine whether a biopsy specimen is
malignant.52 The surgeon will decide if an operation is necessary on
46 See W. Prosser, supra note 12, at 460.
47 Atlantic Coast Line R.R. v. Tredway’s Adm’rx, 120 Va. 735, 745, 93 S.E. 560, 562
(1917), cert, denied, 245 U.S. 670 (1918); see W. Prosser, supra note 12, at 460-61.
48 See, e.g., Fruco Const. Co. v. McClelland, 192 F.2d 241, 244 (8th Cir. 1951), cert,
denied, 342 U.S. 945 (1952); Matcovich v. Anglim, 134 F.2d 834, 837 (9th Cir.), cert,
denied, 320 U.S. 744 (1943); Atlantic Coast Line R.R. v. Tredway’s Adm’rx, 120 Va.
735, 745, 93 S.E. 560, 562-63 (1917), cert, denied, 245 U.S. 670 (1918).
49 Moon v. Mercy Hosp., 150 Colo. 430, 432-33, 373 P.2d 944, 945 (1962); Rosane v.
Singer, 112 Colo. 363, 366, 149 P.2d 372, 374 (1944).
50 Bowers v. Oleh, 120 Cal. App. 2d 108, 116, 260 P.2d 997, 1002 (Dist. Ct. App. 1953);
Andrews v. Youngstown Osteopathic Hosp. Ass’n, 77 Ohio L. Abs. 35, 36, 147 N.E.2d
645,646 (Ct. App. 1956). See also Darling v. Charlestown Community Memorial Hosp., 50
Ill. App. 2d 253, 313, 200 N.E.2d 149, 179 (1964), aff’d, 33 Ill. 2d 326, 211 N.E.2d 253
(1965), cert, denied, 383 U.S. 946 (1966). See generally Health Law Center, Univ, of
Pittsburgh, Problems in Hospital Law 118-21 (1968).
51 See Brown v. Moore, 247 F.2d 711, 719-20 (3d Cir. 1957); Seneris v. Haas, 45 Cal.
2d 811, 831, 291 P.2d 915, 927 (1955); Lundberg v. Bay View Hosp., 175 Ohio St. 133,
134, 191 NE.2d 821, 822 (1963); Hanson & Stromberg, Hospital Liability for Negli
gence, 21 Hastings L.J. 1, 7 (1969).
52 See L. Williams 59.
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the basis of the pathologist’s findings. In Lundberg v. Bay View Hos
pital,53 a pathologist examined a biopsy specimen and negligently diag
nosed the plaintiff’s condition as carcinoma of the cervix.54 Upon the
basis of her surgeon’s diagnosis and the recommendations of a con
sulting surgeon, plaintiff underwent a hysterectomy.55 Although the
surgeon was exonerated, the hospital was held liable for the pathologist’s
negligence because, by its conduct, it represented and induced the
belief that the pathologist was in its employment as part of its regular
establishment.56
Today courts should find that the hospital has the requisite degree
of control over the actions of its salaried medical staff and hold the
hospital liable for the negligence of salaried staff members.57 If not,
then courts should adopt the modern English view that a doctor is a
servant of the hospital if he is part of the hospital’s organization.58 The
fact that the hospital would be liable for any unnecessary surgery per
formed by a staff doctor would force it to scrutinize more closely the
doctor’s diagnostic ability in order to ascertain whether he was operating
unnecessarily.
CORPORATE NEGLIGENCE

Because the doctrine of respondeat superior would apply only to
cases involving salaried medical staff under the hospital’s control, a
theory of corporate negligence is needed to impose liability on the
hospital when this control is missing or when the doctor is non-salaried.
The theory of corporate negligence rests on the proposition that a hos
pital owes duties to its patients which are not delegable to medical or
other professional personnel.59 The duties owed to a particular patient,
however, should vary according to the relationship between the doc
53 175 Ohio St. 133, 191 N.E.2d 821 (1963).
54 Id. at 134, 191 N.E.2d at 822.
55 Id.
™Id. at 135-36, 191 N.E.2d at 823.
57 As a basis for this conclusion courts should look to the interpretation of Darling v.
Charlestown Community Memorial Hospital as advanced in Hull v. North Valley Hos
pital. ---- Mont.---- ,---- , 498 P.2d 136, 141 (1972); see Darling v. Charlestown Com
munity Memorial Hosp., 50 Ill. App. 2d 253, 200 N.E.2d 149 (1964), aff’d, 33 Ill. 2d 326,
211 N.E.2d 253 (1965), cert, denied, 383 U.S. 946 (1966).
58 See Fleming, Developments in the English Law of Medical Liability, in Professional
Negligence 101 (T. Roady & W. Anderson eds. 1960). Early English law considered
an individual a servant only if he was subject to the direct command of his master with
respect to the detailed manner of doing his work. However, modern economic and
social realities have broadened the inquiry to a point where respondeat superior exists
if the employee is part of his employer’s organization. Id. at 97, 100-01.
59 See Southwick, The Hospital's New Responsibility, 17 Clev.-Mar. L. Rev. 146, 15254 (1968); Health Law Center, Univ, of Pittsburgh, supra note 50, at 116.
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tor, hospital, and patient. This relationship may be broken down into
three categories, each with its own legal consequences.
First, when a salaried staff doctor is not under the control of the
hospital in his medical duties, he is deemed an independent contractor.60
An independent contractor is one who has an independent employ
ment contract to do certain work according to his own methods with
out being subject to the control of his employer, except as to the
product or result of his work.61 As applied to medicine, this means that
the hospital and the physician have agreed that the latter should per
form certain medical services without hospital control over the details
of his work.
The second relationship exists where a patient arrives without a
private doctor and the hospital provides a non-salaried staff member.
As yet, the courts have not attached a label to this relationship between
the hospital and the doctor, except to hold that under these circum
stances the doctor is not an employee.62 Furthermore, the doctor prob
ably is not an independent contractor because the hospital and the
doctor have not contracted to treat the patient. Here the hospital func
tions essentially as a referral service.63
A third and final relationship develops when the examining physician
recommends that the patient go to a certain hospital where the doctor
has operating privileges. Some courts erroneously have held that an
independent contractor relationship exists in this situation64 by ignoring
the facts that no contract exists between the doctor and the hospital
as to the treatment of this particular patient and that the doctor was
selected by the patient, not by the hospital. In this instance, the better
view terms the physician an independent staff doctor.65
In all three of the above relationships, courts generally have refused
to impose liability on the hospital for the negligence of its non-salaried
medical staff.66 Therefore, a hospital is presently under no legal obli
60 See Iterman v. Baker, 214 Ind. 308, 318, 15 N.E.2d 365, 370 (1938); Huber v. Prot
estant Deaconess Hosp., 127 Ind. App. 565, 577, 133 N.E.2d 864, 870 (1956).
61 See Casement v. Brown, 148 U.S. 615, 622 (1893); Coddington v. Berry Dry Goods
Co., 199 Ark. 1110, 1116, 137 S.W.2d 249, 252 (1940).
62 See Vanaman v. Milford Memorial Hosp., 272 A.2d 718, 720 (Del. 1970) (hospital
liable if doctor held out as agent); Smith v. Duke Univ., 219 N.C. 628, 634, 14 SJE.2d 643,
647 (1941) (no agency).
63 See Vanaman v. Milford Memorial Hosp., 272 A.2d 718, 720 (Del. 1970).
64 See, e.g., Ybarra v. Spangard, 25 Cal. 2d 486, 491, 154 P.2d 687, 690 (1944); Mayers
v. Litlow, 154 Cal. App. 2d 413, 418, 316 P.2d 351, 354 (Ct. App. 1957); Bradshaw v.
Iowa Methodist Hosp., 251 Iowa 375, 389-90, 101 N.W.2d 167, 175 (1960).
65 See Hull v. North Valley Hosp., ---- Mont.---- ,---- 498 P.2d 136, 143 (1972).
6« See, e.g., Mayers v. Litlow, 154 Cal. App. 2d 413, 316 P.2d 351 (Ct. App. 1957);
Vanaman v. Milford Memorial Hosp., 272 A.2d 718 (Del. 1970); Iterman v. Baker, 214
Ind. 308, 15 N.E.2d 365 (1968).
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gation to monitor instances of malpractice, including unnecessary sur
gery performed by these staff members. However, expansion and clari
fication of a hospital’s legal duties with respect to both the limitation
of surgical privileges of incompetent physicians and the use of surgical
consultations would provide alternative theories under which a hospital
might be held indirectly liable for any unnecessary surgery which it
allows to occur.
Limitations of Surgical Privileges.
In Mizell v. North Broward
Hospital District?1 the plaintiff doctor had his surgical privileges sus
pended because, although up to a 35 percent rate of mistaken diagnosis of
appendicitis was permissible, seven out of every ten appendixes which
he removed were not sufficiently pathological to warrant removal.67
68
The hospital district suspended his operating privileges and the court
upheld this administrative action.69 This case demonstrates two im
portant points. First, a hospital has the power to curtail operating
privileges.70 Second, the hospital, by keeping statistical tissue records
and medical care evaluation reports, has a unique method of detecting
those doctors who consistently perform unnecessary surgery.71
Applying this to the situation in which the doctor functions as an
independent contractor, traditional tort law demands that where there
is a foreseeable risk of harm, it is the duty of the employer to exercise
reasonable care to select a competent, experienced, and careful con
tractor.72 Clearly, a foreseeable risk of harm to the patient exists if the
hospital selects an incompetent doctor or a doctor who is not qualified
in the particular field of the patient’s malady.
67 175 So. 2d 583 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1965).
Id. at 585. Determinations of what constitutes an unreasonable percentage of nor
mal appendixes will vary. Williams states that the percentage should not be more than
10 to 20 percent. L. Williams 129. Studies have shown that some hospitals may have
an extremely high percentage of normal appendixes being removed, in some cases up
to 80 percent. M. Gross 211. It is possible that a hospital with an unreasonably high per
centage of normal appendixes being removed may be negligent. It is in such a situation
that an independent audit of the doctors’ records within the hospital by a Medical Board
of Examiners may be useful.
69 175 So. 2d at 585-86.
70 Id. at 584. A hospital has broad powers with respect to operating privileges. See
Green v. City of St. Petersburg, 154 Fla. 339, 343, 17 So. 2d 517, 518-19 (1944) (may
allow only limited operating privilege); Hamilton County Hosp. v. Andrews, 227 Ind.
217, 225, 84 N.E.2d 469, 472 (1949) (may deny operating privileges); Hughes v. Good
Samaritan Hosp., 289 Ky. 123, 127, 158 S.W.2d 159, 161 (1942) (may revoke operating
privileges).
71 175 So. 2d at 585; see notes 114-123 infra and accompanying text. The hospitals’
position is unique if only because a patient who does not encounter any post-operative
complications rarely has a basis for determining whether the operation was necessary.
72 See W. Prosser, supra note 12, at 469.
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In the situation where the hospital functions as a referral service, it
has been held that the hospital has a duty to exercise reasonable care
in the selection of an apparently qualified doctor.73 Because patients
must rely completely upon the hospital’s sound judgment, courts should
hold hospitals to a higher duty of care in the referral area than where
it extends hospital privileges to the patient’s personally selected phy
sician.7475
The recent case of Hull v. North Valley Hospital15 presents the
most detailed analysis to date concerning the duties that a hospital owes
to a patient who is treated by an independent staff doctor. The plaintiff
suffered physical injury at a private non-profit hospital during negli
gent treatment by his family physician who was not an employee of
the hospital.76 The court concluded that the hospital was not liable
under any theory.77 Respondeat superior was not an appropriate theory
of recovery because, as stipulated, the doctor was not an employee of
the hospital; and, therefore, vicarious liability could not exist.78* The
court refused to apply the principles of Darling v. Charlestown Com
munity Memorial Hospital,™ which held that a hospital has a duty to
supervise “staff” doctors, because in its view Darling concerned the
hospital’s duty to supervise on a theory of respondeat superior.80 There
fore, the court felt that the hospital did not owe the patient the duty
to regulate the doctor.
The court also held that the hospital probably was not negligent in
failing to limit or expel the doctor before the act of malpractice oc
curred.81 However, the court concluded that, even assuming that the
73 Smith v. Duke Univ., 219 N.C. 628, 634, 14 S.E.2d 643, 647 (1941). See also Joiner
v. Mitchell County Hosp. Auth.,---- Ga. App. ------ ,---- , 186 S.E.2d 307, 308 (1971),
— Ga.--- , —, 189 S.E.2d 412, 414 (1972).
74 The difference between the duties owed by the hospital to the patient of an indepen
dent staff doctor and the patient of a doctor in a referral relationship to the hospital is
only a matter of degree. In both situations the hospital grants the non-salaried staff doc
tor the privilege of using its facilities. It is this privilege that creates the hospital’s
duties to the patient.
75—Mont.---- , 498 P.2d 136 (1972).
7« Id. at---- , 498 P.2d at 138-39.
77 Id. at---- , 498 P.2d at 144.
78 Id. at---- ,498 P.2d at 139.
73 50 Ill. App. 2d 253, 200 N.E.2d 149 (1964), aff'd, 33 Ill. 2d 326, 211 N.E.2d 253
(1965), cert, denied, 383 U.S. 946 (1966); see notes 104-107 infra and accompanying text.
80 — Mont, at---- , 498 P.2d at 141.
81 Id. at---- , 498 P.2d at 143. The court stated that the real issue was whether con
tinuing to allow the doctor to operate was negligent, in light of his past surgical record.
This approach would omit any reference to the specific act of malpractice other than
on the issue of damages. The overriding weakness of this approach is that the court im
plied that the hospital is under no legal duty to suspend an independent staff doctor’s
operating privileges on the basis of his past surgical performance. Id.
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Board of Directors of the hospital had a duty when advised of a par
ticular doctor’s incompetence, the Board, in this particular case, was
under no such duty because prior notification of incompetency was
not given by the hospital medical section.82 Furthermore, if the Board
of Directors was under a duty to act and the doctor would not volun
tarily comply by attending a hearing or adhering to a ruling, a formal
complaint to the Board of Medical Examiners would satisfy that duty.83
The court’s reasoning is suspect on several grounds. First, its inter
pretation of Darling is erroneous. The Darling court never examined
the doctor’s employment status;84 rather, it based its holding upon
administrative rules and regulations which did not define the term
“staff” to mean exclusively employees of the hospital.85 Because all the
evidence pointed to the fact that the doctor was in a referral situation,86
the Hull court was wrong in assuming that the doctor in Darling was
an employee, notwithstanding judicial authority to that effect.87
Darling should apply to the facts in Hull, since it established that ad
ministrative rules and regulations can be used to define the standard of
care which a hospital owes to the patient of a non-salaried staff doctor.
82 id.
83 Id. at---- , 498 P.2d at 144.
84 Neither the appellate court nor the Supreme Court of Illinois considered the status
of the doctor with respect to the hospital except to state that the doctor, a member of
the medical staff, was summoned to the hospital after the plaintiff was brought in. 50 Ill.
App. 2d at 268, 200 N.E.2d at 158; 33 Ill. 2d at 328, 211 N.E.2d at 255.
85 See 50 Ill. App. 2d at 278-79, 280, 299, 314-16, 200 N.E.2d at 163-64, 173, 180-81.
^Qld. at 268, 292, 200 N.E.2d at 158, 169. Assuming arguendo that the doctor was an
employee, the court could have held the hospital liable under the doctrine of respondeat
superior. Although the court never explicitly considered the issue, the doctor clearly
was not an employee. Indeed, neither the trial court, nor the appellate courts discussed
the issue of respondeat superior as a basis for hospital liability. The supreme court
affirmed a holding of hospital liability on two alternative grounds—the hospital failed to
have a sufficient number of trained nurses for bedside care of all patients at all times;
and the hospital failed to require consultation with or examination by members of the
hospital surgical staff. 33 Ill. 2d at 333, 211 N.E.2d at 258. Both of these grounds ignore
the conduct of the personnel who cared for the plaintiff and focus on the existence of
a duty of the hospital itself to provide adequate care for its patients.
Further support for the fact that the doctor was in a referral situation comes from
outside the case. The American Medical Directory, a physician-location reference for
the American Medical Association and allied medical associations, is prepared from
information obtained directly from each physician, supplemented by other sources. It
lists the doctor who treated the plaintiff as having a private full-time general practice.
Since there is a classification for a full-time hospital employee and Dr. Alexander, the
doctor, was not listed in that category, it may be assumed that he was not an employee
of the hospital. A.M.A., American Medical Directory 1960-61, at 355.
87 See Lundahl v. Rockford Memorial Hosp. Ass’n, 93 Ill. App. 2d 461, 466, 235
NJE.2d 671, 674 (1968).
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Moreover, the Hull court’s holding that the duty to act can arise
only when the Board of Directors is put on notice or advised that a
doctor is incompetent to practice medicine is unduly narrow and fails
to protect the welfare of patients. The court failed to consider the
fact that every hospital owes a duty to its patients to ensure that a
doctor is granted privileges commensurate with his ability.88 In fact,
in order to be accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals, a hospital must prove that it evaluates the professional com
petence of its staff members and applicants for staff privileges.89 It has
been held that violation of an administrative rule imposed for the pa
tient’s welfare constitutes evidence of negligence.90 If no positive courtimposed duty of evaluation exists, it is suggested that the hospital already
has assumed this responsibility by virtue of the fact that it permits only
selected doctors to have certain operating privileges.91 This selectivity
creates the impression that hospitals allow only competent doctors to
88 See Woodbury v. McKinnon, 447 F.2d 839, 846 (5th Cir. 1971); Selden v. City of
Sterling, 316 Ill. App. 455, 462, 45 NJE.2d 329, 332 (1942) (hospitals must adopt adminis
trative procedures for the protection of patients).
89 See Joint Comm’n on Accreditation of Hospitals, Standards for Accreditation of
Hospitals 8 (1969) [hereinafter cited as 1969 Standards]. These Standards also state
that the procedure for evaluation of the medical staff must be broad enough to recognize
professional excellence and strict enough to safeguard patients. 1969 Standards 19.
Some states have made Joint Commission accreditation a condition of licensure, while
others require that doctors be given privileges commensurate with their abilities. See
Cal. Health & Safety Code § 32,128 (West Supp. 1972); Mich. Comp. Laws Ann.
§ 331.422 (Supp. 1972). See also Worthington & Silver, Regulation of Quality of Care
in Hospitals: The Need for Change, 35 Law & Contemp. Prob. 305, 311 n.24 (1970).
The thrust of the jury instruction approved by the appellate court in Darling was that
it was the duty of the defendant hospital to use reasonable care to see that only persons
qualified to perform orthopedic surgery were retained on the medical staff for the per
formance of surgery of that type. 50 Ill. App. 2d at 332-33, 200 N.E.2d at 188-89; see note
84 supra and accompanying text. The supreme court never ruled on the legality of that
instruction. 33 Ill. 2d at 333, 211 N.E.2d at 258.
90 See Steeves v. United States, 294 F. Supp. 446 (D.S.C. 1968) (violation of rule as to
consultation); Kapuschinsky v. United States, 248 F. Supp. 732, 748 (D.S.C. 1966) (vio
lation of rule concerning handling of premature infants); Pederson v. Dumouchel, 72
Wash. 2d 73, 80, 431 P.2d 973, 978 (1967) (violation of rule requiring medical supervi
sion of oral surgery performed by dentist).
91 See W. Prosser, supra note 12, at 343-48. In Hull it is clear the hospital had as
sumed the duty of evaluating the doctor. It had, on past occasions, restricted and re
voked his operating privileges.
Mont, at
, 498 P.2d at 139. Even if a hospital
grants all doctors unlimited privileges and assumes no duty to evaluate, liability might
be imposed on the ground that it does not provide medical care equivalent to the stan
dards in other area hospitals. The defendant hospital in Darling admitted it owed pa
tients this duty. 50 Ill. App. 2d at 309, 200 N.E.2d at 177.
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operate.92 Thus, the hospital should be liable for damages if a patient
relies on the hospital’s selection to his detriment.93
The hospital should also be Hable when its medical section or medical
records review committee should have realized that a doctor’s privileges
exceeded his skill. Applying the peculiar logic of the Hull court, a
hospital seemingly may protect itself by not having the medical section
evaluate a doctor, by having an inefficient medical staff, or by having
a medical staff which does not communicate its findings to the Board.94
For example, there was evidence in Hull that the medical section was
less than effective in granting full operating privileges to a doctor who
had violated hospital rules, failed to keep his medical records in accept
able condition, and whose surgical privileges had been limited and
suspended in the past.95 The court in Hull should have accepted the
testimony of several doctors as to the family physician’s competency in
order to determine whether the hospital had violated its duty to extend
hospital privileges only to qualified physicians.
The recent case of Mitchell County Hospital Authority v. Joined6
more realistically approached the hospital’s duties to the patient of non
salaried staff doctors.97 The court held that the Hospital Authority must
act in good faith and with reasonable care in granting staff privileges to
a physician.98 Delegation of the screening of physicians for staff mem
bership to members of the medical staff did not relieve the Hospital
Authority of its responsibility; the members of such staff merely acted
as agents of the Hospital Authority.99
The Hull court’s holding that the Board of Director’s duty to act
could be satisfied in certain circumstances by a formal complaint to
the Board of Medical Examiners is also worthy of examination. In those
states which have a statute similar to that involved in Hull, outlining
92 See Shulman v. Washington Hosp. Center, 222 F. Supp. 59, 64 (D.D.C. 1963)
(hospital extends moral imprimatur to staff); Green v. City of St. Petersburg, 154 Fla.
339, 342, 17 So. 2d 517, 518 (1944) (staff qualification regulations are to ensure patients
of skillful treatment); Dayan v. Wood River Township Hosp., 18 Ill. App. 2d 263, 268,
152 N.E.2d 205, 207-08 (1958) (staff status implies necessary knowledge and technique).
93 Cf. W. Prosser, supra note 12, at 347.
94 See---- Mont, at----- , 498 P.2d at 143.
95 Id. at---- ,---- , 498 P.2d at 139, 144.
93---- Ga.----- , 189 S.E.2d 412 (1972).
97 Although the case dealt with a non-salaried doctor who was in a referral relation
ship, the holding is applicable to the non-salaried independent staff doctor. See Joiner
v. Mitchell County Hosp. Auth.,---- Ga. App.------,---- , 186 S.E.2d 307, 308 (1971);
note 74 supra.
98 If the hospital knew, or from the information in its possession should have known,
that the doctor was incompetent, then the hospital was not acting in good faith and
with reasonable care.---- Ga. at----- , 189 S.E.2d at 414.
99 Id.
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the duties of the Board of Medical Examiners, the holding would have
some persuasive influence.100 In states without such a statute, it is
possible that a hospital-initiated complaint to the Board of Medical
Examiners affords the greatest degree of protection for the individual
patient. The Board of Medical Examiners would have the benefit of
receiving information from all hospitals in which a doctor practiced.
This would create a central file of information concerning all prac
ticing physicians, which would be available to aid hospitals in determin
ing whether to grant privileges to a specific physician. It also could
result in less “privilege shopping” by doctors with a record of below
average performance.101 However, hospital-initiated complaints would
be effective only if the Board of Medical Examiners possessed and
used its power to limit the doctor’s privileges and if hospitals were
required to adhere to the Board’s directives.102
In Fiorentino v. Wenger,103 dealing with a hospital’s duty to ensure
that a doctor obtain informed consent from the patient prior to opera
tion, the New York Court of Appeals held that a private proprietary
hospital is not responsible for the malpractice of an independent staff
doctor unless the hospital knew that the act of malpractice was to take
place.104 The court also stated that private proprietary hospitals func
tion only as a specialized facility, not as a direct service healing insti
tution.105 This implies that the private proprietary hospital owes a more
limited duty to the patient of an independent staff doctor than does a
community or private non-profit hospital. Such limitations are not in
the public interest, since it is at the private proprietary hospital where the
greatest potential for incompetent and unnecessary surgery exists.106
100 The Montana provision is typical. It provides: “The Board shall maintain reason
able and continuous supervision over all licensees under this act to ensure that such
licensees maintain standards of conduct and exercise the privileges granted hereunder
in the greatest public interest. . . .” Mont. Rev. Codes Ann. § 66-1016 (1970).
101 See Fiorentino v. Wenger, 19 N.Y .2d 407, 414, 227 N.E.2d 296, 299, 280 N.Y.S.2d
373, 377 (1967). See also A. Gerber 136-37.
102 With medicine’s distrust of any outside regulation, as witnessed by the American
Medical Association’s fight against Medicare, it is doubtful that the medical profession
would accept enthusiastically an outside organization dictating standards within the
hospital.
103 19N.Y.2d 407, 227 N.E.2d 296, 280 N.Y.S.2d 373 (1967).
104 Id. at 414-15, 227 N.E.2d at 299, 280 N.Y.S.2d at 378.
105 Id. at 414, 227 N.E.2d at 299, 280 N.Y.S.2d at 378.
loe One commentator discusses the laxity of surgical privileges at private proprietary
hospitals. He cites an instance where a group of California general practitioners, who
were denied operating privileges at other hospitals, opened their own institution and
now decide for themselves who is qualified to do what. A. Gerber 109-10. Gross cites
a study indicating that surgeons with neither specialist background nor voluntary hospital
appointment—general practitioners working in proprietary hospitals—were judged as
performing acceptable surgery in only 20 percent of their cases. M. Gross 203-04.
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The public interest would be served most effectively by having a Board
of Medical Examiners independently review the work of doctors in
private proprietary hospitals and take action on the basis of those
findings.

Consultations.
The increased use of consultations has been urged
as a device to reduce the incidence of unnecessary surgery.107 Yet con
sultations within hospitals are rare.108 Darling v. Charlestown Commun
ity Memorial Hospital1™ placed a duty on the hospital to ensure that
its doctors request consultations under certain circumstances.110 In
Darling, a doctor on emergency call duty negligently put a cast on
the plaintiff’s leg; the leg later developed gangrene and required ampu
tation.111 The jury’s finding of liability was affirmed by the appellate
court and subsequently by the Supreme Court of Illinois on the grounds
that the hospital had failed to have a sufficient number of trained nurses
who could have recognized and notified the medical staff of the pro
gressive gangrenous condition, had failed to review the treatment
rendered to the plaintiff, and had failed to require consultation as
needed.112
Much on the value of Darling has been vitiated by the revision of
the consultation provision in the 1969 Standards for Accreditation of
Hospitals.11* The 1956 Standards for Accreditation of Hospitals, in
effect at the time of Darling, stated that “[t]he medical staff is respon
sible for the quality of medical care rendered to the patients. ... It is
the duty of the hospital staff through its chiefs of service and Execu
tive Committee to see that the members of the staff do not fail in the
matter of calling consultants as needed.” 114 However, the 1969 Stand
ards state that delivery of medical care is the primary responsibility of
each practitioner and the medical staff’s obligation is the retrospective
review of clinical work in the hospital.115 Moreover, the only mention
of consultation is that the use of consultations and the qualifications of
the consultant should be reviewed as a part of medical care evaluation.116
107 See note 24 supra and accompanying text.
108 Surveys of consultations in hospitalized cases at major institutions indicate that a
second formal opinion is sought in an average of only ten to 20 percent of the cases.
See M. Gross 219.
109 33 Ill. 2d 326, 211 N.E.2d 253 (1965), cert, denied, 383 U.S. 946 (1966).
no Id. at 333, 211 N.E.2d at 258.
in Id. at 328-29, 211 NJE.2d at 255-56.
112 Id. at 333, 211 N£.2d at 258.
113 See 1969 Standards vii.
114 Joint Comm’n on Accreditation of Hospitals, Standards for Hospital Accredhation § 11(A) (1956).
ns 1969 Standards vii.
lie 1969 Standards 22.
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This weakening of the 1956 Standards117 is inconsistent with the state
ment of the Board of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hos
pitals that the 1969 Standards were designed “to raise and strengthen
the Standards from their present level of minimum essential to the level
of optimum achievable.” 118 The Commission appears to be more in
terested in insulating hospitals from liability than in improving the qual
ity of medical care.119 It is suggested that the principles of the 1956
Standards, at least in the area of consultation, should be judicially rein
stated if only because the Commission regarded them as a “minimum
essential” to the public interest. At the very least, since the 1969
Standards state that the use of consultations and qualifications of the
consultant should be reviewed as part of medical care evaluation, a
doctor who does not request consultations when necessary should be
deemed incompetent and his operating privileges either limited or
rescinded.

Medical Care Evaluation Reports and
Statistical Tissue Records

All hospitals should be required to evaluate the professional compe
tence of individual medical staff members,120 particularly their ability
to determine whether surgery is necessary. One method of evaluating
professional competence is the medical care evaluation report.121 The
1969 Standards require that the hospital medical staff provide an appro
priate peer group review to perform a required surgical audit at least
monthly.122 Included in this analysis must be a tissue review.123 Min
utes that adequately reflect the transactions of the medical care evalu
ation should be kept.124 The 1969 Standards also require a monthly
departmental meeting to review the care and treatment of patients
117 See Worthington & Silver, Regulation of Quality of Care in Hospitals: The Need
for Change, 35 Law & Contemp. Prob. 305, 311 n.28 (1970).
nsFahlund, New Accreditation Standards, Hospitals, Dec. 16, 1969, at 63.
119 Critics maintain that the consuming public is not represented on the Commission
and that there is a great danger that it will tend to favor the interests of physicians and
hospitals at the expense of the public. Worthington & Silver, supra note 117, at 319-20.
In other areas of hospital care the Commission has been lowering rather than raising its
standards. See M. Gross 220.
120 See notes 83-89 supra and accompanying text.
121 See Weinert & Brill, Effectiveness of Hospital Tissue Committee in Raising Surgi
cal Standards, 150 J.A.M.A. 992, 994-95 (1952).
122 1969 Standards 21. This review would be equivalent to the work done by a tis
sue committee. Its function is to review surgical specimens and surgical cases as a
check to see whether operations are warranted. See Slee, Streamlining the Tissue Com
mittee, 44 Bull. Am. College of Surgeons 518 (1959).
123 1969 Standards 21.
™ Id. at 22.
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served by the hospital.125126
This review should consider errors in diag
nosis and treatment,120 and minutes of these meetings should also be
kept.127 Non-accredited hospitals should be required to keep similar
reports in order to prove that they have fulfilled their legal duties.
Another vital method of evaluating competency is a statistical tissue
record128 by which a hospital committee determines the ratio of normal
human tissue removed in surgery to the number of operations per
formed.129
Problems arise if litigants seek discovery of medical care evaluation
reports and statistical tissue records for the purpose of providing infor
mation regarding an allegedly negligent operation.130 In Judd v. Park
Avenue Hospital131 the court rejected plaintiff’s demand for minutes of
any and all medical staff discussions and meetings of committees rela
tive to the surgery performed on the plaintiff because it called for dis
closure of hearsay.132 A contrary view was adopted, however, in
Kenney v. Superior Court133 where the plaintiff sought papers and
documents relating to the doctor’s qualifications, background, skill, and
his alleged negligent treatment of plaintiff.134* The court held that even
125 id. at 23.
126 id.
127 Id. at 24.
128 See Weinert & Brill, supra note 121, at 994. See also Myers & Stephenson, Evalua
tion Form for Tissue Committees, 156 J.A.M.A. 1577 (1954).
129 See Roemer, Controlling and Promoting Quality in Medical Care, 35 Law & Contemp. Prob. 284, 294 (1970). The most practical method of determining if unnecessary
surgery is being performed is by comparing statistics, noting the normal tissue rate of
one hospital against the overall rate. See L. Williams 129.
13° The reports and records referred to are part of the hospital’s normal procedure.
They must be distinguished from special committees instituted to prepare a defense
against a malpractice claim. The reports of these committees are within the work product
privilege and therefore are not discoverable. See Sierra Vista Hosp. v. Superior Court,
248 Cal. App. 2d 359, 363-67, 56 Cal. Rptr. 387, 290-92 (Ct. App. 1967) (confidential
report prepared for defense of a malpractice suit not discoverable due to attorney
client privilege); Brown v. Superior Court, 218 Cal. App. 2d 430, 441-42, 32 Cal. Rptr.
527, 535 (Ct. App. 1963) (findings and decision of a special doctor’s committee advising
defendant’s attorney on malpractice defense not discoverable due to work product
privilege).
13137 Misc. 2d 614, 235 N.Y.S.2d 843 (Sup. Ct.), affd mem., 18 App. Div. 2d 766,
235 N.Y.S.2d 1023 (App. Div. 1962).
!32 Id. at 616, 235 N.Y.S.2d at 845. Plaintiff was permitted to examine portions of the
“Surgical Log Book” which referred to the plaintiff’s treatment. In granting discovery
the court noted that counsel for defendant had agreed to furnish plaintiff with the
log book. Id.; see Ames, Modern Techniques in the Preparation and Trial of a Medical
Malpractice Suit, 12 Vand. L. Rev. 649, 655-56 (1959).
133 255 Cal. App. 2d 106,- 63 Cal. Rptr. 84 (Ct. App. 1967).
134 Id. at 107-08, 63 Cal. Rptr. at 86. Plaintiff sought to discover all hospital-controlled
records and documents pertaining to Dr. Eugene W. Kenney which might lead to the
discovery of relevant evidence concerning his “past experience at the hospital; the
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though records of disciplinary proceedings or of the doctor’s removal
from the medical staff might not be admissible into evidence, such
records were discoverable because they might lead to admissible evi
dence.135 Even though Kenney has been effectively overruled by sub
sequent legislation,136 its reasoning reflects the more modern policy of
permitting broad discovery as embodied in rule 26 of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure.137
Even if the hospital evaluation reports and the records of the doctor’s
previous operations are relevant and discoverable, they may not be
admissible into evidence. The reports would be hearsay and would be
admissible only if they came within an exception to the hearsay rule.138
Hospital records, usually admissible under the hospital records exception
to the hearsay rule, include the medical record of the responsible phy
sician, nurses’ records, and records and reports from adjunct and special
departments.139 Because the medical care evaluation record is a post
discharge critique, instead of a factual account of what happened, it
would probably not be considered part of the hospital record.140
However, the medical care evaluation report may be admissible under
another exception to the hearsay rule, as entries made in the regular
course of business.141 This exception requires that the entry be made
kinds of operations he has performed there; the nature and extent of his professional
privileges at the hospital . . .; prior instances of professional misfeasance, if any; dis
ciplinary proceedings relating to charges of misfeasance against him, and admissions he
may have made therein . . .
Id. at 108, 63 Cal. Rptr. at 86.
Much of what plaintiff was attempting to discover would have been relevant only
to the issue of the hospital’s negligence in extending operating privileges to Dr.
Kenney. However, limited discovery of information essential to an effective crossexamination of defendant-doctor should be permitted. For example, in Darling, the
doctor testified on direct examination that he had over the period of his experience
applied between two hundred and three hundred leg casts. On cross-examination, plain
tiff’s attorney demonstrated that the doctor’s total experience in setting fractures was
two ankle injuries, one of which resulted in a non-union. 50 Ill. App. 2d at 294, 200
N£. at 170. See also 2 M. Belli, Modern Trials 1409 n.89b (1954).
185 255 Cal. App. 2d at 109, 63 Cal. Rptr. at 87.
isoSee Cal. Evid. Code § 1157 (West Supp. 1971). The statute provides: “Neither
the proceedings nor the records of organized committees of medical staffs in hospitals
having the responsibility of evaluation and improvement of the quality of care ren
dered in the hospital . . . shall be subject to discovery.” Id.
137 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1) (1970). Rule 26 provides: “Parties may obtain dis
covery regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter
involved in the pending actions.” Id.
138 R. Morris & A. Moritz, supra note 34, at 359.
139 See id. at 358-59.
140 Id.
:
.
141 See C. McCormick, Law of Evidence 730 (2d ed. 1972); 5 J. Wigmore, Evidence
in Trials at Common Law § 1707 (3d ed. 1940). The admissibility of regularly kept
records is now largely a matter of statute because of the widespread adoption of the
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at a time contemporaneous with the event discussed.142 Although the
reports could be deemed a regular business record, the court neverthe
less might limit their admissibility on the ground that the expert opin
ions contained therein are not subject to cross-examination at trial.143
Medical care evaluation reports concerning operations performed by
the defendant prior to the time of plaintiff’s surgery—past perform
ance reports—are relevant, but on the basis of Judd may be nondiscoverable and inadmissible on the issues of hospital and doctor liability
because of the traditional physician-patient privilege.144 This bar to
Commonwealth Fund Act or the Model Act. E. Morgan, The Law of Evidence, Some
Proposals for Its Reform 63 (1927). The Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act
also has had significant impact. 9A U.L.A. 506 (1965); see C. McCormick, supra at 719.
Under the Model Act the trial judge may admit the record if he finds that it was
the regular course of business to make such a record within a reasonable time. The
term business shall include “every kind of business, profession, occupation, calling or
operation of institutions, whether carried on for profit or not.” E. Morgan, supra, at
63. A hospital would definitely be included in the definition of business.
The Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act states that the record must be made
in the regular course of business at or near the time of the act and, in the opinion of
the court, the sources of the information, method, and time of preparation must
justify its admission. 9A U.L.A. 506 (1965). See also R. Morris & A. Moritz, supra note
34, at 358-59.
142 See C. McCormick, supra note 141, at 724. The evaluation report, although made
subsequent to the event, may be admissible as long as the time span was not so great
as to suggest a danger of inaccurate memory. In Judd, the court indicated that these
reports must be distinguished from entries in reports made contemporaneously with
treatment. 37 Misc. 2d at 616, 235 N.Y.S.2d at 845-46.
443 C. McCormick, supra note 141, at 732.
444 37 Misc. 2d at 615, 235 N.Y.S.2d at 845. See also Unick v. Kessler Memorial Hosp.,
107 N.J. Super. 121, 124, 257 A.2d 134, 135 (Super. Ct. 1969) (names of previous
patients, not information relating to illness or treatment discoverable). The main
justification for the privilege is the need to encourage frank disclosure of information
to the doctor to promote better medical care and protect the patient against embarrass
ment and invasion of privacy which disclosure would entail. C. McCormick, supra
note 141, at 213. But in some instances, the policy underlying the privilege would appear
to be served by disclosure. See New York City Council v. Goldwater, 284 N.Y. 296,
300-02, 31 N.E.2d 31, 32-33 (1940) (city council committee investigating hospital
maladministration, disclosure of records which would disclose confidential information
on patient diagnosis and treatment barred by physician-patient privilege).
Because the statistical tissue record only deals with pathology reports and does not
contain any confidential doctor-patient information, the discoverability of such a
record would not be contrary to the policy underlying the privilege. The report does
not disclose the patient’s name and only states in a statistical manner whether the tissue
removed was normal. One state statute distinguishes medical care evaluation reports
from mere statistics or tables based on these reports. The statistics, but not the reports,
are admissible. See Kan. Stat. Ann. § 65-177 (1967).
By not revealing the name of the patient, as is the practice in any medical publica
tion concerning the treatment of a patient, the patient’s privacy would not be invaded
by the discoverability of any medical care evaluation report. These reports in most
instances would not deal with any confidential information passed between the doctor
and the patient.
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discovery and admission of past performance reports would exist even
if the plaintiff was attempting to prove that the hospital had negli
gently granted the doctor operating privileges.145 Even if past per
formance reports and statistical tissue records were discoverable, they
still would not be admissible into evidence since their admission would
violate the evidentiary rule that evidence of a propensity for carelessness
of a person charged with a negligent act is inadmissible, despite its
relevance to the person’s care on the occasion in question.146
Several states have enacted statutes implicitly treating the issues of
discoverability and admissibility with respect to all of the above situ
ations.147 All of the statutes, except that of California,148 deal with
reports, data, and other information that is used for purposes of research
and for reducing mortality or morbidity. Because of the impact these
reports and records have on improving health care, most of these statutes
provide that data contained therein is inadmissible as evidence in any
action before any court or tribunal.149 None of the statutes expressly
include medical care evaluation reports and statistical tissue records
among the reports, data, and other information used for purposes of
145 See 37 Misc. 2d at 615, 235 N.Y.S.2d at 845. The plaintiff sought to discover
operation and disease cards or records relating to surgery performed by the defendant
doctor. Although the information sought dealt with the doctor’s negligence, the privi
leged nature of the information still would exist if discovery was sought on the issue
of the hospital’s liability. See also Unick v. Kessler Memorial Hosp., 107 N.J. Super.
121, 257 A.2d 134 (Super. Ct. 1969); R. Morris & A. Moritz, supra note 34, at 358.
146 See C. McCormick, supra note 141, at 446; 1 J. Wigmore, Evidence in Trials
at Common Law § 65 (3d ed. 1940); James & Dickinson, Accident Proneness and the
Accident Law, 63 Harv. L. Rev. 769, 792 (1950). See also Johnson v. Myers, 118 Ga.
App. 773, 165 S.E.2d 739 (1968). In Johnson, an action against a doctor for negligently
failing to treat a post-operative infection, the doctor testified that both in the plaintiff’s
case and in the general performance of his professional duties he had conformed to
proper professional practices. Plaintiff attempted to cross-examine him as to whether
he had performed a number of operations for removal of the coccyx bone, operations
which certain members of the staff at the hospital considered unnecessary. The court
affirmed the trial judge’s refusal to allow this cross-examination on the ground that
evidence of similar acts or omissions by the defendant on unrelated occasions, is
irrelevant and inadmissible. Id. at 775, 165 S.E.2d at 742.
147 See, e.g., Cal. Evid. Code § 1156 (West 1966); id. § 1157 (West Supp. 1971); III.
Ann. Stat. ch. 51, §§ 101-03 (Smith-Hurd 1966); Ind. Ann. Stat. §§ 35-1006 to -1007
(1969); Iowa Code Ann. §§ 135.40-.42 (1963); Kan. Stat. Ann. § 65-177 (1964); Mich.
Comp. Laws Ann. §§ 325.131-.134 (1967); Minn. Stat. Ann. § 144.053 (1970); Neb.
Rev. Stat.
71-3401 to -3403 (1971); N.Y. Pub. Health Law § 206(1) (j) (McKinney
1971); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2305.24 (Baldwin 1971); S.D. Comp. Laws Ann.
34-14-1 to -14-5 (1967).
148Cal. Evid. Code § 1157 (West Supp. 1971).
i49See III. Ann. Stat. ch. 51, § 102 (Smith-Hurd 1966); Iowa Code Ann. § 135.42
(1963); Kan. Stat. Ann. § 65-177 (1964); Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 325.132 (1967);
Minn. Stat. Ann. § 144.053 (1970); Neb. Rev. Stat. 5 71-3403 (1971); N.Y. Pub.
Health Law § 206(1) (j) (McKinney 1971).
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research and the reduction of mortality and morbidity. Nevertheless
it is a fact that evaluation reports and tissue records do have a direct
influence on medical research and the reduction of hospital mortality or
morbidity.150 Therefore, although no court has yet adopted this chain
of reasoning, it is highly likely that the reports and records would be
inadmissible in an action against a doctor for surgical negligence or
against a hospital for negligently granting a physician operating privi
leges.151
Any decision made on the issue of admissibility and discoverability
of the reports and records should strike a balance between the patient’s
right to know the facts concerning his own treatment and the care
used in admitting or retaining the physician on the hospital staff on one
hand, and the hospital’s interest in having its doctors criticize their
peers in a free atmosphere which allegedly results in a higher quality
of medical care for all.152 Although inadmissibility of medical evaluation
reports on the issue of a doctor’s negligence153 eliminates a possible area
of evidence, it does not stymie the plaintiff completely.
More traditional means of proof are always available. Conventional
rules of evidence also ban the use of past surgical performance reports
as proof of doctor liability.154 However, whether past performance
reports and records are admitted with respect to the issue of the hos
pital’s liability, as opposed to the doctor’s liability, for allowing an
incompetent physician to operate makes a critical difference. Hospital
liability is nearly impossible to prove without them.155 Absent the
threat of malpractice suits and public disclosure, the hospital may not
feel compelled to conform to its legal duty.156 The mere existence of
150 See R. Morris & A. Moritz, supra note 34, at 361.
151 These statutes evidence an implicit legislative judgment that the full medical
value of evaluation reports and tissue records will not be realized if, during their
investigations of surgical incompetence, hospitals and individual committee members
might sacrifice investigative candor because of possible damaging use of this data
during litigation.
152 See R. Morris & A. Moritz, supra note 34, at 357.
153 If the plaintiff were allowed to enter the reports in evidence on this issue, he
would have expert opinion on the doctor’s negligence. The standard of medical care
generally exhibited in the profession would presumably be found in the reports.
154 See note 146 supra and accompanying text.
155 The plaintiff may also attempt to have other physicians give their professional
opinions on the doctor’s competence to practice in an attempt to demonstrate the
hospital’s negligence in retaining the doctor. Cf. Hull v. North Valley Hosp., —
Mont.---- , 498 P.2d 136 (1972). However, this approach is inadequate because the
doctor-witness lacks documented facts to substantiate his opinion and therefore would
be vulnerable to cross-examination.
156 Hospitals are not the only entities which have failed to institute effective pro
grams of self-regulation for the medical field. For example, licensing boards issue
state medical licenses giving the recipient the legal right to perform any type of
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tissue committees or committees to grant or deny staff privileges does
not guarantee adequate performance by these committees.157 Medical
care evaluation reports and statistical tissue records should be admissible
and discoverable under the same criteria as other evidence on the
issue of hospital liability, or else the public may suffer as a direct result.

Conclusion
The prevalence of unnecessary surgery is a major problem which
requires a concerted legislative and judicial effort to establish and en
force duties for all segments of the medical community. The existing
surgery. M. Gross 547; L. Williams 20, 48-49. While the license is the minimum legal
standard, it may be unrelated to the demands of a particular practice. See Green v.
City of St. Petersburg, 154 Fla. 339, 343, 17 So. 2d 517, 518 (1944); Hamilton County
Hosp. v. Andrews, 227 Ind. 217, 227, 84 N.E.2d 469, 472, cert, denied, 338 U.S. 831
(1949); Ludlam, supra note 43, at 38. However, the licensing boards do not conduct
post-licensing competency checks. See Forgotson & Cook, Innovations and Experiments
in Uses of Health Manpower—The Effect of Licensure Laws, 32 Law & Contemp.
Prob. 731, 736-37 (1967); Roemer, Controlling and Promoting Quality in Medical
Care, 35 Law & Contemp. Prob. 284, 287-88 (1970); Note, Hospital Staff Privileges:
The Need for Legislation, 17 Stan. L. Rev. 900, 901 (1965). Therefore a doctor can
continue operating even after he may have become incompetent. See Penn Tanker Co.
v. United States, 310 F. Supp. 613 (S.D. Tex. 1970) (alcoholic opthalmologist permitted
to operate); Mizell v. North Broward Hosp. Dist., 175 So. 2d 583 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App.
1965) (doctor had 70 percent mistake rate in appendectomies). But cf. Dayan v. Wood
River Township Hosp., 18 Ill. App. 2d 263, 152 NT.2d 205 (1961) (privileges revoked
for ignorance of surgical procedures).
Voluntary professional associations, another possible source of regulation, have
several flaws which render them ineffective in preventing unnecessary surgery. First,
membership in professional associations is voluntary, their strength “rests on persuasion
rather than compulsion.” Ludlam, supra note 43, at 38. Second, these associations, if
they discipline at all, do so only in the most flagrant cases. Id.; see M. Gross 535-37.
Furthermore, even where a member is expelled—which is rare—the action’s major
effect is economic, it has no effect on the doctor’s legal right to practice as he sees
fit. Ludlam, supra note 43, at 38.
167 Committees in the hospitals are only as effective as the staff members and the
attitudes of the hospital as a whole. H. Sommers & A. Sommers, Medicare and the
Hospital 80 (1967). Hospitals with a tissue committee can still have a large amount
of normal appendixes removed. Sparling, Measuring Medical Care Quality: A Compara
tive Study, Hospitals, Mar. 16, 1962, at 62. Hospitals that are accredited are only
required to have a medical staff organization which comports with the standard.
The surveyors are not concerned with the substantive findings of the tissue committee.
Worthington & Silver, supra note 117, at 312. Contra, Flahund, New Accreditation
Standards, Hospitals, Dec. 16, 1969, at 67. Gerber relates an incident which graphically
illustrates the ineffectiveness of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals in
preventing unnecessary surgery. A staff doctor of a hospital that was accredited com
plained to the Commission that large numbers of unnecessary mastoidectomies were
performed in the hospital. The Accreditation Committee ignored the complaint and
accredited the hospital for another term. Gerber 134-35. The implications in the
Standards of the Joint Commission that surgical privileges will be revised and re
scinded when necessary is seemingly irrelevant. L. Williams 51.
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ad hoc legal approach in the areas of diagnosis, consultation, and tech
nical competence is counter-productive and perpetuates the insulation
of many incompetent physicians from liability. However, the major
effort in regulating unneeded surgery must stem from self-regulation.
Through the use of the medical care evaluation reports and statistical
tissue records, hospitals possess unique methods of detecting incom
petency and needless risk. Hospital administrations should demonstrate
their good faith by suspending or revoking the surgical privileges of
doctors who are incompetent or who have failed to keep up with their
field. Courts can then proceed to assist the improvement of surgical
care by defining more precisely the duties of both doctor and hospital
and extending the limits of liability for unnecessary surgery.

RECENT DEVELOPMENT
REGULATED INDUSTRIES—natural gas regulation—The FPC
Has Jurisdiction Under the Natural Gas Act to Regulate the Curtailment
oj Natural Gas Deliveries to Direct Sale Consumers—FPC v. Louisiana
Power & Light Co., 406 U.S. 621 (1972).
A crisis has been reached in the natural gas industry1 since there no
longer exists a sufficient supply of gas to meet the ever increasing de
mand.2 These dwindling resources present the nation with the dilemma
of allocating the remaining natural gas among those who demand it. In
FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co.,3 the Supreme Court recently
granted the Federal Power Commission the authority to perform this
task, justifying this power under the Natural Gas Act.4
FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co. has significant impact in the
determination of which of a single pipeline’s many customers5 will be
able to purchase a given quantity of the limited amount of gas avail
able, a quantity which may not fulfill the customer’s needs or desires.
The problem of allocation stems from the fact that contracts between
the pipelines and their customers are necessarily of long-term duration.6
1 See FPC Order No. 418, 35 Fed. Reg. 19,173 (1970); FPC Order No. 402A, 35
Fed. Reg. 8927 (1970); FPC Order No. 402, 35 Fed. Reg. 7511 (1970). These orders
were emergency provisions designed to alleviate shortages faced during the 1970-1971
winter season. Because these provisions failed to alleviate the continuing shortage, the
Federal Power Commission promulgated Order No. 431, requiring all pipelines facing
shortages to file curtailment plans. See 18 CT.R. § 2.70 (1972).
2 See Southern La. Area Rate Cases v. FPC, 428 F.2d 407, 437 (5th Cir.), cert, denied,
400 U.S. 950 (1970); Reply Brief for FPC at 1-3, FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co.,
406 US. 621 (1972); FPC, Staff Report No. 2, Natural Gas Supply and Demand
1971-1990 (1972). But see Brief for Respondent at 36-38, FPC v. Louisiana Power &
Light Co., 406 U.S. 621 (1972).
3 406 US. 621 (1972). Justices Stewart and Powell took no part in the decision of
the case.
15 US.C.
717-717w (1970).
5 The natural gas industry is most conveniently broken down into three segments—
(1) producers, who mine the gas from subterranean reservoirs; (2) pipelines, which
buy the gas, either from a producer or from another pipeline, and transport it; and (3)
customers of the pipeline. Foster, Natural—Gas Regulation from the Producers' Stand
point, 44 Geo. L.J. 658 (1956). Those who buy gas from the pipelines are classified
as “direct sales” customers, who use the gas they purchase either industrially or to
fire boilers for the generation of electricity, and “resale” customers, who distribute
the gas locally to ultimate consumers. See 406 U.S. at 623. See also Douglas, The
Case for the Consumer of Natural Gas, 44 Geo. L.J. 566, 574 (1956).
6 The normal contract calls for a supply of gas in given amounts over a period of
20 years. See Douglas, supra note 5, at 584, 597; LeBoeuf, Chaos in the Natural-Gas
Industry from the Distributor Viewpoint, 44 Geo. L.J. 607, 609 (1956). This was the
( 833 ]
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In order to enable the pipeline’s customer—whether a direct or resale
customer—to plan his investment in a facility using the gas, a long
term commitment is necessary.7 When the supply of gas is no longer
adequate to enable a pipeline to furnish all of its customers the amount
for which they have contracted, a decision must be made as to how
to ration the available gas.
From the language of section 1(b) of the Natural Gas Act,8 it is
clear that the FPC has complete authority over sales of natural gas by
interstate pipelines to resale customers. Whether the language of the
Act allows it to exercise jurisdiction over direct sales to users, however,
was the central question in Louisiana Power & Light Co. The issue
was one of first impression for the courts.9
In 1970, United Gas Pipeline Company, a natural gas pipeline, peti
tioned the FPC for a declaratory order asking approval of a proposed
plan for allocating available gas among its customers.10 A controversy
duration of the 1956 contract between United Gas Pipe Line Company and its customer,
Louisiana Power and Light Company. Louisiana Power & Light Co. v. United Gas
Pipe Line Co., 456 F.2d 326, 329 (5th Cir. 1972).
7 See Brief for Respondent at 38, FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co., 406 U.S. 621
(1972).
8 15 U.S.C. § 717(b) (1970); see note 19 infra and accompanying text.
9 406 U.S. at 623. The exercise by the FPC of curtailment authority has a limited
precedent, although it was not discussed by the Supreme Court in its opinion. Immedi
ately following World War II the FPC required Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Com
pany to file a curtailment plan, which was imposed by agreement in its first year of
operation. City of Detroit v. Panhandle E. Pipe Line Co., 5 F.P.C. 983 (1946). The
FPC imposed the plan over Panhandle’s objections. City of Detroit v. Panhandle E.
Pipe Line Co., 6 F.P.C. 196 (1947). In actions by a resale customer of Panhandle for
injunctive relief and specific performance of its gas supply contract with Panhandle,
the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit upheld the FPC’s control over
the adequacy and impartiality of service. Panhandle E. Pipe Line Co. v. Michigan
Consol. Gas Co., 177 F.2d 942, 945 (6th Cir. 1949); Michigan Consol. Gas Co. v.
Panhandle E. Pipe Line Co., 173 F.2d 784, 789 (6th Cir. 1949). See also Brief of
United Gas Pipe Line Co. at 17-18, FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co., 406 U.S. 621
(1972).
The Fifth Circuit properly distinguished these cases as being “disputes between a
pipeline company and a purchaser of natural gas for resale.” Louisiana Power & Light
Co. v. United Gas Pipe Line Co., 456 F.2d 326, 337 (5th Cir. 1972). The court noted
that “[aluthority over the interstate gas sale of a pipeline company and a purchaser
for resale . . . was clearly vested in the FPC.” Id.
10United Gas Pipe Line Co., No. RP71-29 (FPC, filed Oct. 26, 1970). Citing a
national gas shortage, United’s petition proposed curtailment of service to classes
of customers in the following order—(1) industrial users, including customers using
gas to generate electricity for industrial use; (2) customers using gas to generate elec
tricity for domestic consumers; (3) gas used by domestic consumers. Id. at 2, 4-5; see
406 U.S. at 625, 627. The FPC has authority to issue declaratory orders. 5 U.S.C.
§ 554(e) (1970).
United had previously introduced a small amount of gas from an interstate pipeline
complex, the “Black System,” into a heretofore wholly intrastate pipeline, the “Green
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ensued over whether the FPC had jurisdiction over the curtailment
proceeding. Interested parties, including Louisiana Power and Light
Company, intervened in the Commission hearings.11 In the initial cur
tailment proceeding, all but one of the intervenors, a customer of
United, acquiesced to the plan as proposed12 so long as it did not extend
past March 1971. However, in February 1971, United made a sup
plemental filing in the curtailment proceeding, proposing to extend the
allocation plan.13 Louisiana Power and Light Company14 filed suit in
the United States District Court for the Western District of Louisiana
seeking to enjoin United from curtailing any deliveries to it and to
compel United to deliver the quantities of gas called for by their con
tract. The FPC intervened, contending it had primary jurisdiction over
the curtailment proceeding.15 The district court dismissed the action,
System.” The “Green System” therefore was carrying commingled gas, and United
petitioned the FPC for a certificate of public convenience and necessity allowing it
to operate the “Green System.” United Gas Pipe Line Co., No. CP71-89 (FPC, filed
Oct. 1, 1970); see Comment, Jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission Under
the Natural Gas Act—Commingled Gas, 24 La. L.R. 600, 604 & n.13 (1964). The
petition was filed pursuant to section 7(c) of the Natural Gas Act which prohibits
transportation or sale of natural gas subject to FPC jurisdiction unless a certificate
of public convenience and necessity is in force. 15 U.S.C. § 717f(c) (1970).
The curtailment proceeding and the certification proceeding are intertwined because
if the FPC asserted jurisdiction over both the commingled “Green System” and the
curtailment plan, it would then have jurisdiction to allocate the gas sold from both
the “Black System” and heretofore wholly intrastate “Green System.” The Supreme
Court declined to determine whether the FPC had jurisdiction over the commingled
“Green System;” the Court instead remanded the issue to the FPC for its initial con
sideration. 406 U.S. at 647-48. FPC jurisdiction over transactions involving commingled
gas has been upheld in the past. See, e.g., FPC v. Amerada Petroleum Corp., 379
U.S. 687 (1965) (per curiam); California v. Lo-Vaca Gathering Co., 379 U.S. 366 (1965);
Louisiana Pub. Scrv. Comm’n v. FPC, 359 F.2d 525 (5th Cir.), cert, denied, 385 U.S.
833 (1966).
11 406 U.S. at 628.
12 The recalcitrant customer was Monsanto Company. Its appeal to the District of
Columbia Circuit from the FPC’s order implementing the plan was dismissed on April 19,
1972. Monsanto Co. v. FPC, 463 F.2d 799, 805 (D.C. Cir. 1972).
The acquiescing customers, particularly Louisiana Power and Light Company, how
ever, preserved their objections to the FPC’s assertion of jurisdiction over curtailment
plans with respect to direct sales customers. Statement of Position on Behalf of
Louisiana Power & Light Co. at 1-2, May 28, 1971, United Gas Pipe Line Co., No.
RP71-29 (FPC, filed Oct. 26, 1970).
13 406 U.S. at 625. The initial filing was only to have effect until March 31, 1971.
The supplemental filing was to cover the period from April 1, 1971, to October 31,
1971. Louisiana Power & Light Co. v. United Gas Pipe Line Co., 332 F. Supp. 692, 695
(W.D. La. 1971).
14 Louisiana Power and Light was a direct sale customer of United, using gas to fire
boilers to generate electricity for domestic consumption. See 406 U.S. at 624.
15 See 406 U.S. at 625. See also 3 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise §§ 20.01-.03
(1958).
s . .......
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holding that the FPC had jurisdiction and that Louisiana Power and
Light had to exhaust its administrative remedies before seeking judicial
relief.16 The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit
reversed the district court.17
The Supreme Court reversed the court of appeals and held that
the FPC has the power to oversee curtailment plans even as to direct
sales customers.18 Focusing on section 1(b) of the Natural Gas Act,19
which defines FPC jurisdiction over the natural gas industry, the Court
construed curtailment authority as coming within the FPC’s jurisdiction
over transportation of natural gas. At the same time, the Court nar
rowly construed the proviso in section 1(b) which limits jurisdiction
of the FPC over direct sales as only limiting the FPC’s rate-setting
16 332 F. Supp. at 697-99.
17 456 F.2d at 333-40. The FPC decided that it had primary jurisdiction in the
curtailment proceedings on October 5, 1971, before the Fifth Circuit’s decision. FPC
Opinion No. 606, Oct. 5, 1971, United Gas Pipe Line Co., No. RP71-29 (FPC, filed
Oct. 26, 1970). Its decision finding primary jurisdiction in the certificate proceedings,
however, was not handed down until February 9, 1972, after the Fifth Circuit’s decision.
FPC Opinion No. 610, Feb. 9, 1972, United Gas Pipe Line Co., No. CP71-89 (FPC,
filed Oct. 1, 1970); see note 10 supra.
Thus, the Fifth Circuit properly had the FPC’s jurisdictional decision in the curtail
ment proceedings before it, while the jurisdictional decision in the certificate proceedings
was not. This left the Supreme Court free to decide the curtailment issue since the
Fifth Circuit had had the opportunity to consider the FPC’s position. But the Court
refused to decide the commingling issue and reversed the Fifth Circuit’s determination
on certification because FPC proceedings had not been completed. See 406 U.S. at
621, 648. This reasoning by the Supreme Court may be regarded merely as an attempt
to skirt the commingling issue, but the Supreme Court pointed out that it is essential
that an agency be permitted to first determine its jurisdiction in order to preserve
an orderly administration of its powers. See id. at 647. See also 15 U.S.C. § 717r(b)
(1970).
The FPC’s decision finding primary jurisdiction in the certification proceeding was
appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, pursuant to
section 19(b) of the Natural Gas Act. Louisiana Power & Light Co. v. FPC, Civil No.
72-1714 (5th Cir., filed Apr. 7, 1972); see 15 U.S.C. § 717r(b) (1970).
18 406 U.S. at 638-41.
19 15 U.S.C. § 717(b) (1970). The meaning of section 1(b) was the central issue
in the case. The FPC and United contended that a curtailment plan was within the
grant to the Commission of power over “transportation of natural gas in interstate
commerce.” See Brief for United Gas Pipe Line Co. at 7-10, FPC v. Louisiana Power
& Light Co., 406 U.S. 621 (1972); Brief for FPC at 21-26, FPC v. Louisiana Power &
Light Co., 406 U.S. 621 (1972); 15 U.S.C. § 717(b) (1970). Louisiana Power and Light
Company argued that the grant of jurisdiction over “the sale in interstate commerce
of natural gas for resale for ultimate public consumption for domestic, commercial,
or any other use,” coupled with the proviso that the Act “shall not apply to any
other transportation or sale of natural gas,” withheld any jurisdiction over sales of
natural gas to direct sales customers, be they individual consumers or industrial users.
See Brief for Respondent at 19-38, FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co., 406 U.S.
621 (1972); 15 U.S.C. § 717(b) (1970).
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authority over direct sales.20 Although this was the legal basis for the
Court’s decision, the holding appears to be motivated more by the fact
that a contrary result would lead to chaos in the industry and inequi
table distribution of gas.21
After discussing the facts and history of the dispute, the Supreme
Court began its analysis by examining the pressing need for FPC juris
diction in the area of natural gas curtailment plans.22 Citing FPC v.
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corp.,23 the Court asserted that the
Act’s purpose was to give the FPC authority “broadly complementary
to that reserved to the States.”24 Thus, an inquiry was necessary in
order to determine “whether state authority can practicably regulate ...
and, if ... it cannot, then ... federal authority governs.”25
Launching its inquiry into the need for federal regulation of curtail
ment, the Court first examined the consequences of having no regula
tion over curtailment of deliveries. It pointed out that if United was
forced to honor its commitments to Louisiana Power and Light Com
pany and other direct sales customers, the burden of curtailment would
fall entirely on domestic consumers such as schools, homes, and hos
pitals.26
Having decided that regulation over curtailment of gas was necessary,
the Court investigated whether effective state-controlled regulation
could be implemented. Looking first at the constitutionality of state
run curtailment plans, the Court felt that some such plans would be
unconstitutional.27 However, not basing its decision solely on the con
stitutional issue, the Court proceeded to discuss the practical problems
inherent in curtailment programs imposed on a pipeline spanning many
20 406 U.S. at 636-41.
21 See id. at 631-36; notes 22-27 infra and accompanying text.
22 406 U.S. at 631.
23 365 U.S. 1 (1965). The Court also used Transcontinental to justify its inquiry into
the need for federal regulation of curtailment. 406 U.S. at 632.
24 406 U.S. at 631.
25 365 U.S. at 19-20.
2« 406 U.S. at 632.
27 Id. at 633; see notes 38, 40-45 infra and accompanying text. In Pennsylvania v.
West Virginia, relied on by the Court, West Virginia, a state producing natural gas,
had enacted a statute requiring that all users in that state be supplied with gas from
an interstate pipeline before any gas was exported from the state. 262 U.S. 553 (1923).
The Supreme Court’s decision declared the statute an unconstitutional interference
with interstate commerce. Id. at 600. The decision does not render all state-run curtail
ment programs unconstitutional, but only those plans where a state producing natural
gas requires that its consumers be given preference to purchase all of their gas needs
from an interstate pipeline before any gas may be exported. Id. at 595. The decision
would seem to be inapplicable to a state where gas is not produced, or to state-run
curtailment programs covering gas imported into the state.
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different states.28 The Court concluded that if different states imposed
conflicting directives on a given pipeline, the potential result would be
intolerable. Therefore, it proceeded to consider section 1(b) of the
Natural Gas Act in order to arrive at a construction which would allow
the FPC to oversee curtailment plans.29
In construing section 1(b), the Supreme Court asserted that the
curtailment of gas came within the transportation jurisdiction given the
FPC by section 1(b) of the Act.30 It based this assertion on its prior
decisions which held that the Act was intended to cover only those
segments of the natural gas industry over which the states had no
jurisdiction and where Congress had entered the field due to constitu
tional limitations on state action.31 It found that curtailment represented
such an area both because the transportation jurisdiction given to the
FPC indicated that Congress had entered the field and because the con
stitutionality of a state-run curtailment program was questionable.32
In response to Louisiana Power and Light Company’s contention33 and
the Fifth Circuit’s reasoning34 that such an interpretation would conflict
28 406 U.S. at 633-36. The Court was most concerned with the conflicting interests
of “producing” states—those in which a pipeline buys gas from a producer—and “con
suming” states—those which import more gas than they produce. Id. at 633 n.12.
Producing states will be most interested in supplying industrial users with gas since
they attract industry by the ready supply of gas within their borders. Consuming
states, on the other hand, will be most interested in supplying consumers since they
do not attract a great quantity of gas-dependent industry. See id.
29 See id. at 633-36.
30 Id. at 638.
31 Id. at 640-41; see FPC v. Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corp., 365 U.S. 1 (1965).
32 406 U.S. at 640-41. These two bases for the Court’s decision seemed to have been
relied on concurrently, but clearly the first is the more important. Even if the states were
constitutionally limited in their power to promulgate curtailment plans, this would
not constitute express authority to the federal government to promulgate such plans.
The significance of the questionable constitutionality of state plans in this area is
that, coupled with the Court’s reading of Transcontinental giving the federal govern
ment authority to regulate where states cannot, all that is needed to permit FPC
regulation is some positive statutory authority. See notes 24-25 supra and accompanying
text. This requirement is satisfied by Panhandle's interpretation of section 1(b), that
interruption of service comes within transportation jurisdiction. See 332 U.S. at 523.
33 Brief for Respondent at 22-23, FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co., 406 U.S. 621
(1972).
34 See 456 F.2d at 338. The thrust of the Fifth Circuit decision was that to grant
jurisdiction to the FPC over curtailment would not only render the direct sales
exemption meaningless but would in effect give the FPC “continuing certificate
jurisdiction” under section 7 of the Act. Id. at 335; see 15 U.S.C. § 717f. (1970). After
reviewing pertinent decisions, it held that while the FPC may have the power to deny
issuance of a certificate in the first instance under section 7(c) of the Natural Gas
Act and to determine whether a pipeline can abandon certificated service under
section 7(b), it has no authority to determine what the pipeline may do with respect to
direct sales while it is certificated. 456 F.2d at 335-38; see 15 U.S.C. §§ 717f(b), (c)
(1970).
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irreconcilably with the direct sales exemption of section 1(b), the
Court stated that the Act was intended only to withhold from the
federal government rate-setting authority with respect to direct sales,
not all jurisdiction over such sales.3536Therefore, the basic underpinning
of the decision is that in enacting the Natural Gas Act, Congress recog
nized the inability of the states to regulate allocation between consumers
in different states and therefore intended to leave them only rate-setting
authority over direct sales.
In order to support this construction of the Natural Gas Act, the
Court either had to find an express assertion of jurisdiction by Congress
over curtailment plans or a constitutional limitation on state action.38
The ineffectiveness of state regulation is insufficient to support the
Court’s holding. When enacting the Natural Gas Act, Congress in
tended only to assume regulatory powers which the states did not pos
sess,37 as a result of certain Supreme Court decisions which questioned
the constitutionality of state jurisdiction in some areas of regulation.38
The record is replete with references to Congress’ intention to leave
state authority untouched.39
As to the constitutionality of state-run curtailment plans, the Court
stated that “Congress was aware that Pennsylvania v. West Virginia ...
casts serious doubt on the constitutionality of state regulation of such
35 406 U.S. at 638-40.
36 See Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 U.S. 553, 596-97 (1923).
37 See Panhandle E. Pipe Line Co. v. Public Serv. Comm’n, 332 U.S. 507, 520 (1947);
H.R. Rep. No. 2651, 74th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1936). See generally Note, Legislative His
tory of the Natural Gas Act, 44 Geo. L.J. 695 (1956).
38 See Missouri v. Kansas Natural Gas Co., 265 U.S. 298 (1924); Pennsylvania Gas
Co. v. Public Serv. Comm’n, 252 U.S. 23 (1920). In analyzing these decisions, John
Benton, General Solicitor of the National Association of Railroad and Utilities Com
missioners and author of section 1(b) of the Act, concluded that they only withheld
from the states the power to set rates charged by interstate pipelines to customers—
individual or industrial—who were going to resell the gas, leaving to them the
power to set rates for gas sold by interstate pipelines to customers who were going
to use the gas themselves. See Hearings on H.R. 11,662 Before a Sub comm. of the
House Comm, on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 74th Cong., 2d Sess. 87-88 (1936).
Pennsylvania v. West Virginia was also considered by the Committee. 262 U.S. 553
(1923). Apparently, it was considered only as support for the proposition that “the
transmission of natural gas from one state to another for sale and consumption in the
latter, is interstate commerce and not subject to restraint on the part of the states . . . .”
Hearings on H.R. 11,662, supra, at 14. When coupled with the discussion of Penn
sylvania Gas v. Public Service Commission and Missouri v. Kansas Natural Gas Co.,
it is clear that these three decisions were considered only to show that the states had
no authority to set rates for gas which had traveled in interstate commerce and was
being sold at wholesale for ultimate public consumption, either to individual or
industrial consumers. See id. at 10-17.
39 See H.R. Rep. No. 709, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1937); H.R. Rep. No. 2651, 74th
Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1936); 81 Cong. Rec. 6726 (1937).
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plans.” 40 However, that decision did not deal with curtainment plans,
and there is no evidence that Congress thought that it cast doubt on
state authority over such plans. Congress was aware of the decision,
but it was considered in light of the doubtful constitutionality of state
regulation of rates charged to customers who were in turn selling the
gas to users, not in light of curtailment problems.41 Since the states
had been denied the power constitutionally to set wholesale rates absent
congressional intervention, the ultimate consumer would be at the mercy
of the pipelines.42
Thus, Congress did not intend to extend its power as far as it might
have43 and was not under the impression that state-run curtailment plans
were unconstitutional under Supreme Court decisions.44 The only re
maining basis for the decision is that Congress intended to assume curtail
ment authority itself.45
The Supreme Court reasoned in FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co.
that Congress intended to withhold from the FPC only rate-setting
authority over direct sales, thus reserving to itself authority over the
amounts to be transported by the pipelines. To support this distinction,
Justice Brennan cited the original language of the proviso in section 1(b)
which stated that “nothing in this Act shall be construed to authorize
the Commission to fix the rates or charges for the sale of natural gas...
for industrial use only.”46 These words were subsequently deleted;47
but as Justice Brennan pointed out, the purpose of the deletion was not
to change the intent of the legislation.48 The flaw in the Court’s logic
is apparent. The Court assumes that because rate-setting authority was
intentionally excluded from the purview of the Act, curtailment was
intended to be within its purview. The legislative history will not sup
port such a conclusion.
During the legislative hearings John Benton, General Solicitor of the
National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners, while not
40 406 U.S. at 641; see note 27 supra and accompanying text.
41 Hearings onH.R. 11,662, supra note 38, at 14.
42 See 406 U.S. at 638.
43 See note 39 supra and accompanying text.
44 See notes 40-42 supra and accompanying text.
45 Unless Congress had that intent when passing the Act, even Transcontinenta?s
interpretation of congressional intent, giving the benefit of the doubt to federal
authority where state authority is lacking, will not support the decision. See notes
23-25 supra and accompanying text. Since there is no legal disability on the states,
the congressional intent must be clear in order to import authority to oversee alloca
tion plans to the FPC. Congress was only concerned with those areas in which the
states were constitutionally limited. See note 38 supra.
46 Hearings on HR. 11,662, supra note 38, at 1; see 406 U.S. at 639.
47 See 81 Cong. Rec. 6726 (1937).
48See 406 U.S. at 639-40; H.R. Rep. No. 709, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1937).
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proposing the subsequent deletion of the original proviso of section 1 (b),
proposed substantially the language which now appears in the Act.49
This language was intended to make it clear that sales to a distributor
for resale to an industrial user would be subject to the same regulation
as sale to a distributor for resale to an individual consumer. The lan
guage of the bill as introduced would have been subject to an interpre
tation excluding sales for resale to industrial users.50
Nothing in the legislative history indicates that Congress thought
that any direct user of gas would be reached by the Act, and much
indicates the exact opposite. Industrial sales were thought to be covered
only when they were made as a resale of gas purchased from an inter
state pipeline.51
The strongest argument in favor of the Court’s decision is that while
Congress did not consider giving the FPC curtailment power when
passing the Act, the language as enacted is broad enough to support
such a power. In light of the Act’s interpretation in Panhandle Eastern
Pipe Line Co. v. Public Service Commission?2 the grant of transportation
jurisdiction would indeed be broad enough to cover curtailment au
thority. Although seemingly contrary to the legislative history,53 such
an interpretation is not explicitly refuted by the legislative history since
Congress was not omniscient enough to look 35 years into the future
and predict the present problem of a supply of natural gas inadequate
to meet the nation’s needs. One cannot deny that federal regulation
of natural gas curtailment is drastically needed,54 but to subvert the
apparent intent of Congress by overextending the authority of the
agency through which the need must be fulfilled hardly seems to be
the proper approach to the problem.55
49 See Hearings on H.R. 4008 Before the House Comm, on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 142, 143 (1937).
50 In a statement to the Committee, a lawyer for the pipelines wanted to add the
proviso, “or for resale for industrial use,” thus clearly removing the jurisdiction of
the FPC over sales to industrial users from a distributing company which had bought
at wholesale from a pipeline. Hearings on HR. 4008, supra note 49, at 123-25. John
Benton’s proposal was in response to this suggested amendment. See id. at 141, 143.
See also Hearings on H.R. 11,662, supra note 38, at 14; 81 Cong. Rec. 6723 (1937).
61 See 81 Cong. Rec. 6723 (1937). See also H.R. Rep. No. 2651, 74th Cong., 2d
Sess. 1 (1936). Also noteworthy is the fact that the FPC itself, as recently as 1970,
asked for allocation power, thus indicating that it did not consider itself as having
that power. Brief for Respondent at 34, FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co., 406
U.S. 621 (1972).
52 332 U.S. 507 (1947); see note 37 supra and accompanying text.
53 See notes 46-51 supra and accompanying text.
84 See notes 22-25 supra and accompanying text.
88 After finding FPC jurisdiction over curtailment plans with respect to direct sales
customers, the Court indicated how the FPC was to enforce these provisions. 406 U.S.
at 642-47. The Court pointed to the substantive standard of evaluation in section 4(b)
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The decision in FPC v. Louisiana Power & Light Co. is the most
recent in a line of decisions expanding the jurisdiction of the FPC over
the natural gas industry.5657Although it is too early to tell exactly
what impact this decision will have on the industry, it is certainly
possible that its impact will be as great as that of Phillips Petroleum Co.
v. Wisconsin.51 First, producing states, which have been able to attract
and hold industry because of their ready supply of gas, will demand
that the FPC consider the impact of curtailment upon their economies.
This will work to the detriment of the directly competing interests of
consuming states.58 While the Supreme Court has properly recognized
the difficulty of equitably resolving these competing interests through
the use of state-run curtailment plans, it is not necessarily an easy matter
for the FPC to set up fair guidelines.
A further problem which will have to be resolved by the FPC is
that the interests of homes, schools, and hospitals must be taken into
consideration once the FPC actually begins to review curtailment plans
on their merits.59 While it might appear that consumers should be the
last class of customers curtailed, if industry and generating plants are
cut off from their gas supplies they will have to use alternate fuels.
Since gas is one of the cleaner fuels—in terms of sulphur content—the
use of alternate fuels will fill the air with more sulphur products.60
Given the present ecological concerns, this may become intolerable.61
of the Natural Gas Act and found that section 16 gave the FPC the flexibility required
to enforce this standard. Id.; see 15 U.S.C.
717c(b), 717o (1970). The procedures
the FPC can use to implement this power are spelled out in sections 4(c), (d), and
(e) of the Act. 15 U.S.C. §§ 717c(c)-(e) (1970).
56 See, e.g., California v. Lo-Vaca Gathering Co., 379 U.S. 366 (1965) (commingled
gas within interstate commerce and thus within the grant of jurisdiction in section
1(b)); FPC v. Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corp., 365 U.S. 1, 22 (1961) (FPC
may consider planned use of gas as a factor in granting certificate of public con
venience and necessity); Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Wisconsin, 347 U.S. 672, 677 (1954)
(jurisdiction of FPC over rates that producers charge pipelines, notwithstanding
exemption in section 1(b) for production facilities); Attwell, Present Status of FPC
Regulation of Natural Gas Producers, 17 Annual Inst, on Oil & Gas Law & Taxation
1 (1966); Note, New Approaches by the FPC to the Regulation of Natural Gas Pro
ducers: An Evaluation, 17 Vand. L. Rev. 1200 (1964); Comment, The Phillips Decision
and Consequent Expansion of Federal Jurisdiction Over Natural Gas, 43 Geo. L.J.
619 (1955). But see Panhandle E. Pipe Line Co. v. Public Serv. Comm’n, 332 U.S.
507, 519 (1947) (even though direct sales to industrial consumers is in interstate
commerce, Act withheld authority from FPC to set rates for such sales).
57 347 U.S.672 (1954).
58 See note 28 supra.
59 406 U.S. at 632.
60 Cf. Transwestern Pipeline, 36 F.P.C. 176, 189 (1966). See generally FPC v. Trans
continental Gas Pipe Line Corp., 365 U.S. 1, 5, 31 (1961).
C1 Not only may it be socially intolerable, but such emissions might conflict with
the requirements of the Clean Air Act of 1970. 42 U.S.C. §§ 1857-58a (1970).
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Installing devices to clean the harmful emissions from these alternate
fuels will ultimately increase the cost of fuel to the consumer.
These considerations by no means exhaust the problems facing the
FPC and the courts in implementing this decision. Still to be decided
is whether consumers can use some form of collective action to protect
their rights before the FPC and to what extent are curtailment plans
findings of fact beyond the reach of judicial review? All of these
issues and many more remain to be resolved, and with the amounts of
money involved, one can be reasonably certain that the courts will
ultimately be called upon to resolve them. It thus appears that the
simplest solution to the problem raised by the decision is an end of the
current shortage of gas.

